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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Soil Organic Vapor Measurement in Environmental 
Assessment studies 
Soil vapor sampling is becoming increasingly important 
as a remote sensing method in ground water contamination 
investigations, serving mostly as a preliminary indicator 
of the horizontal extent of volatile hydrocarbon 
contamination in ground water. The value of soil vapor 
sampling lies in its relative speed and low expense as 
compared to other investigative methods. A soil vapor 
survey can provide fairly dense and detailed information on 
subsurface volatile hydrocarbon contamination over a very 
wide area in a short time, and at less cost than any other 
equivalent method of subsurface investigation. A strong 
correlation between volatile organic compounds (VOC's) in 
soil gas and VOC's in ground water has been demonstrated 
(Marks, et al, 1989}. Soil vapor surveys are also of 
relatively low impact, both to the natural environment and 
to site activities (Tillman, 1989, I). 
It has been demonstrated that volatile compounds are 
present in most if not all, Superfund sites (Plumb, 1985), 
and there are known to be a large number of leaking 
1 
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underground storage tanks and pipelines in the United 
States. Soil vapor sampling may be used at many of these 
sites to quickly and inexpensively provide an initial 
assessment of the extent of soil or ground water 
contamination. This information may then be used to decide 
placement of monitor wells or soil sampling locations. In 
order to apply soil vapor sampling most effectively, 
however, thorough understanding is required of the factors 
which affect the movement of hydrocarbon vapors through the 
geologic media. This paper reviews these factors to 
provide the necessary background for further examination of 
the topic. 
Objectives and Scope of Study 
A variety of techniques have been used by others to 
obtain and analyze soil vapor samples at sites of suspected 
ground water impact. This thesis study examines several 
methods in application at a bulk fuel loading facility 
where a pipeline leak has allowed liquid hydrocarbon 
(gasoline) to impact the ground water. The objectives of 
this study are: to examine different soil vapor sampling 
techniques and attempt to define those most effective in 
particular applications; to apply these techniques in an 
attempt to characterize the volatile organic ground water 
contamination at the site; and to define and attempt to 
isolate the effects of environmental variables on the 
collection, analysis and interpretation of soil vapor 
samples as measured in the field (ie: under natural, in 
contrast to laboratory conditions). Another objective of 
the study was to examine and develop practical quality 
assurance - quality control methods for general usage in 
soil vapor measurement studies. 
3 
Hydrocarbons were discovered in ground water at the 
subject site in'l9~6. Since then, the site has been 
investigated in several phases to define the extent of 
hydrocarbons in the ground water, and to initiate product 
recovery. Before this study, however, soil vapor has been 
sampled only in conjunction with exploratory soil borings 
at the site (by measuring ambient headspace on soil samples 
from borings), and not as a separate and unique exploratory 
technique. There are numerous soil boring logs and ground 
water monitor wells with which to compare information 
gathered by soil vapor measurements at this site. The 
abundance of information available for this site is unique, 
since most soil vapor studies are conducted as the initial 
phase of investigation, and little auxiliary information is 
normally available at the time of study. The abundant soil 
and ground water information at this site will be used to 
help interpret information gathered with soil gas sampling. 
As discussed later in this paper, the variables which 
affect soil volatile organic vapor concentration are 
numerous and complex in their interwoven relationship. It 
was not anticipated that an absolute quantitative 
relationship could be established for the effect of each 
4 
environmental parameter on soil organic vapor concentration 
with this study. However if the relative effects of 
environmental variables may be isolated in field 
conditions, this information can be used to make at least 
qualitative determinations when interpreting soil vapor 
data. Thus it is the purpose of this study to establish or 
document the comparative effects of environmental 
parameters and measurement methods on soil vapor 
concentrations as measured in the field. 
Overview of Experimental Methods 
A soil vapor survey was conducted on a grid pattern 
across the site for initial definition of the extent and 
degree of ground water impact by gasoline. Several 
different methods of obtaining a soil organic vapor 
measurement were employed for comparison and determination 
of the optimum method for the site. A Thermal 
Environmental Instruments Model OVM 580A hand-held portable 
photoionization detector was used for measuring total 
volatile organic soil vapor concentrations in the field. 
The instrument was calibrated to respond in parts per 
million to the equivalent of isobutylene concentration. 
However different compounds exhibit different 
photoionization responses, therefore absolute quantitation 
is not possible with this instrument, and measurements were 
recorded in undefined units referred to in this study as 
total ionizable vapors, or TIV. 
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Four "soil vapor ports" were installed at selected 
locations directly above and lateral to the previously 
defined free product plume in order to obtain repeated soil 
organic vapor concentrations at the same location under 
"undisturbed" conditions, for"comparison to soil moisture 
content and other variables, and also to evaluate the 
potential value of using permanent-type soil vapor sampling 
ports in a ground water or soil contamination monitoring 
capacity. So,il type was recorded at each soil vapor port 
location, and soil grain size distribution analyzed, so 
that effects of soil type may be evaluated with other 
influencing variables. Ambient air temperature, relative 
humidity, barometric pressure, wind speed, degree of 
insolation, and depth to fluid (either ground water or 
floating gasoline) were recorded during each sampling event 
by correlation to closely located monitoring wells. Soil 
moisture content was also measured by collecting samples 
with a soil core and using the wet weight/dry weight 
method. Soil temperature measurements were also included 
later in the study. These variables were all compared with 
repeated soil organic vapor concentration measurements at 
each sample point in an attempt to determine the relative 
effect of each variable on soil organic vapor 
concentrations as measured in a field study, as opposed to 
laboratory conditions. For the purposes of this study, the 
concentration of volatile organic compounds in ground water 
was considered to be constant. A field data collection 
6 
form was developed for general usage in soil vapor 
measurement studies to assist in quality assurance. Ground 
water samples from several monitoring wells at the site, 
and soil from the soil vapor port locations were collected 
and analyzed for benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and xylene 
(BTEX) for comparison to soil orga~ic vapor concentrations 
measured using the PID and a portable gas chromatograph 
(GC). Vapor samples were also collected from above the 
water table in these wells for comparison to both the 
ground water concentration in the well and the 
concentration of soil vapor near the well. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Historical Overview of Soil Vapor Studies 
Vapor movement through soils has been studied by 
others for many years, mostly in an agricultural context. 
Effects of gas diffusion in soils on plant root respiration 
has been a topic in early research (Buckingham, 1904; 
Penman, 1940) and the movement of pesticides through soils 
has also been of importance to researchers (Ehlers et al, 
1969). Detection and mapping of organic vapors in soils 
have been used as a remote sensing tool in petroleum 
exploration as early as 1929 (Horvitz, 1985). More 
recently, the enactment of Subtitle 1 of the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) in 1984 has stimulated 
interest in the measurement of volatile organics in soil 
interstices as an indicator of underlying soil or ground 
-water contamination from underground storage tanks as well 
as from other industrial sites. Soil gas surveys have 
become a popular (though perhaps not adequately understood) 
tool for characterization of volatile hydrocarbon releases. 
The spatial and temporal variability of many of the 
factors which affect soil vapor movement make the 
prediction of actual vapor concentrations in soils 
7 
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difficult. It is therefore necessary to define the 
environmental parameters which affect soil vapor movement, 
and to describe these effects to enable correct 
interpretation of soil vapor data. Volatile organic vapors 
in the soil usually emanate from an underground liquid 
contaminant source, partitioning from the source into vapor 
and dissolved liquid phases and establishing a 
concentration gradient from the source to the atmosphere 
and to the surrounding ground water. The following is a 
description of a theoretical, spill event, included to 
assist in conceptualizing the soil-water-hydrocarbon-air 
system. 
Dynamics of the Soil-Water-Hydrocarbon-
Air System 
As liquid hydrocarbon is introduced to the soil it 
will infiltrate under the influence of gravity mostly as an 
immiscible fluid, displacing air but not water from the 
soil. Some lateral movement will occur, the extent and 
rate of which is dependant on the relative permeability of 
the soil to water and hydrocarbon, the soil water content, 
the depth of the unsaturated zone and the presence of 
macropores, either natural or anthropogenic, in the soil. 
In general, more lateral movement will occur in finer 
textured soils and where the unsaturated zone is relatively 
shallow. A residual hydrocarbon saturation of from 5 to 20 
percent of void space is left in the soil, depending on 
9 
soil texture and type of hydrocarbon; the coarser the soil 
texture and the less viscous the hydrocarbon, the lower the 
residual saturation (Dietz, 1970). Hydrocarbon ~n excess 
of the residual saturation will continue to travel 
downward, until it reaches the saturated-unsaturated zone 
interface, where it will begi·n to spread laterally. 
Eventually the hydrocarbon will occupy a soil volume 
approximately equivalent to the actual volume of 
hydrocarbon spilled divided by the residual hydrocarbon 
saturation. The hydrocarbon body will have a generally 
circular shape under static and isotropic conditions; the 
shape will be skewed in the direction of ground water flow 
or along preferential flow paths (such as macropores or 
buried ditches). The thickness of the hydrocarbon "layer" 
will again depend on hydrocarbon viscosity and soil 
texture, and is thought to correlate with the thickness of 
the water capillary zone (Dietz, 1970). 
Water soluble hydrocarbon constituents will dissolve 
into the soil solution and meteoric water infiltrating 
through the hydrocarbon-saturated soil will accumulate 
soluble constituents and carry them to ground water where 
they will flow with ground water (by convection) and by 
dispersion. Movement may be slowed by reversible 
adsorption to soil solids and natural organic material, and 
by degradation by soil biota. 
Volatile components will evaporate both from the 
hydrocarbon phase and from dissolved constituents in ground 
10 
water into the soil atmosphere, migrating upward if lighter 
than air, or downward if more dense, by diffusion and 
convection (Schwille, 1984). 
Gas/Liquid Partitioning in Soil Media 
Liquid/gaseous separation equilibrium is described by 
Henry's Law: 
cv = 'KHCl where; 
cv = mass vapor I volume air, 
KH = Henry's Law constant 
cl = mass solute I volume solution. 
Henry's Law has been shown to be valid all the way to 
" saturation for many organic chemicals; thus KH is commonly 
calculated as the ratio of saturated vapor density to water 
solubility. The Henry's Law constant is also expressed as 
the ratio of vapor pressure to dissolved concentration: 
= is vapor pressure and 
= Henry's Law constant, expressed in pressure 
and density terms. 
The conversion from kH to KH, obtained by using the ideal 
gas law, is: kH = KH RT, where; 
M 
R =the universal gas constant, (J mole-1 °K-1), 
T = the absolute temperature and 
M = the molecular weight of the compound 
(Devitt et al, 1987). The boiling point of the compound, 
which is related to the vapor pressure, also affects 
11 
liquid/gas partitioning. Those compounds with high vapor 
pressure and low boiling point would be more well suited as 
indicator constituents in soil vapor sampling. 
Water solubility of the organic compound has an effect 
on the concentration of the gas phase. If the compound is 
highly water soluble, it would tend to dissolve into the 
soil solution and ground water, rather than evolving into 
the soil atmosphere, leaving behind less soluble fractions 
in the remaining hydrocarbon-saturated earth material 
(Pfannkuch, 1984). The spill "ages" by dissolution, 
volatilization and degradation by soil micro-organisms; 
therefore the age of a spill will affect the concentration 
and identity of constituents in and emanating from the 
source. A newer spill would have more volatile compounds 
at a higher concentration. In summary, liquid gas 
partitioning in the soil is controlled by the 
concentration, the volatility, (or vapor pressure or 
boiling point), and the solubility of the liquid 
constituents, the total gas pressure of the overlying soil 
atmosphere, and temperature. 
Gaseous Flow Through Soil Media 
Movement of the evolved vapor phase is in response to two 
driving mechanisms, diffusion and convection (Hillel, 
1982). Diffusion is movement in response to the partial-
pressure gradient of each component of a gaseous mixture, 
and convection is mass 'movement in response to the total 
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gas pressure gradient. Air pressure fluctuations which 
cause convective flow of soil gasses are generally regarded 
to be a relatively minor determinant of soil aeration 
except at shallow depths; diffusion has been widely, though 
not universally, accepted as the dominant mechanism of soil 
gas exchange with the atmosphere. The rate of diffusion of 
a gas is described by Fick's Law, which defines diffusive 
flux (massfarea-time) as equal to the diffusion coefficient 
(area/time) times the concentration gradient 
(massfvolumefdistance). The diffusion coefficient is a 
proportionality constant dependant on the physicochemical 
nature of both the solvent and the diffusing vapor (Hillel, 
1982). 
Gaseous diffusion through porous media is further 
dependant on the total porosity of the media, the gas-
filled porosity of the media at steady state and the 
tortuosity of the pore spaces (Buckingham, 1904). This 
relationship is altered by adsorption at non-steady state 
(Penman, 1940). Air-filled pore volume decreases as water 
saturation increases, reducing the area available for 
gaseous flow, hence reducing diffusion (Millington, 1959). 
The hysteresis effects of wetting/drying cycles in soils 
also affect gaseous diffusion (Shearer, et al, 1966). As 
soil bulk density (degree of compaction) is increased, gas 
diffusion decreases; this is essentially a function of 
porosity (Ehlers, et al, 1969). Increasing soil 
temperature will increase vapor diffusion, by increasing 
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volatilization of the source liquid, hence volatile vapor 
concentration, and increasing the kinetic energy of 
diffusing molecules, as described by Henry's Law. 
The movement of organic-solvent vapors from a liquid 
source through unsaturated porous media is further 
complicated by adsorption of the gas by media solids and 
capillary water. Adsorption of gases in the unsaturated 
zone is also affected by the water vapor content (relative 
humidity) of the soil atmosphere. Adsorption of organics 
to soil solids occurs mainly on the free OH groups on 
silica surfaces (Galkin, et al, 1964), and the primary 
influence on adsorption of gases by soils has been shown to 
be soil surface area (Houston, et al, 1989). At very low 
humidity, organic vapors are strongly adsorbed by soil 
minerals; as humidity increases the polar water molecules 
are more readily adsorbed by soil minerals, preferentially 
occupying adsorption sites and preventing adsorption of the 
non-polar or more weakly polar organics, until all 
available adsorption sites are occupied, and adsorption of 
organics becomes relatively insignificant (Ehlers, et al, 
1969,). At about 90% relative humidity, the sorption of 
" 
organics on soil materials becomes comparable to that in 
aqueous systems (Chiou & Shoup, 1985). Since the relative 
humidity of soils is usually between 98-100% (Hanks and 
Ashcroft, 1980), solid-liquid partition coefficients for 
non-polar solvents provide good approximations of vapor-
solid interactions in soils (Roy & Griffin, 1990). 
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Changing soil moisture conditions such as those 
incurred by a rainfall event will complicate analysis of 
the soil vapor movement. Soil particles will be wetted by 
the more affinitive water, which reduces exposure of liquid 
phase hydrocarbons left in the vadose zone. Volatile-laden 
soil vapor will be expelled to the atmosphere due to 
displacement by rainwater. The descending water may 
subsequently pull fresh ambient air into the soil. Some 
hydrocarbons may be dissolved into the low - dissolved 
solids rain water as it infiltrates, and the hydrocarbons 
are thus returned to ground water. Pore spaces are 
temporarily occupied by a higher concentration of water, 
blocking off pathways for vapor movement. Surface tension 
is reversed in the vadose zone; the liquid phase 
hydrocarbons had been under capillary tension, which would 
tend to increase volatilization. The infiltrating rain 
water then exerts a hydraulic pressure, which may cause the 
fully miscible vapor phase volatiles to temporarily re-
dissolve. 
The dielectric constant of a material describes the 
relationship between two charges and the distance of 
separation of the two charges to the force of attraction. 
In clays this constant reflects the degree to which the 
clay will shrink or swell. A high dielectric constant 
liquid will cause clays to swell, whereas a low dielectric 
constant liquid would cause them to shrink. Thus exposure 
to a solvent with a low dielectric constant could cause 
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clays to shrink, allowing more rapid infiltration and 
leaving a more permeable pathway for vapors to migrate back 
upward (Devitt, et al, 1987). 
The distance from the liquid source will have an 
essentially linear effect on vapor concentration, and the 
vapor phase may not be detectable at a practical depth 
above the ground water source if the water table is too 
deep. Figure 1, from Kerfoot and Barrows (1986), 
illustrates the linear relationship between depth and vapor 
concentration above a ground-water contaminant plume in 
Nevada. 
It is also possible that petroleum hydrocarbons may be 
absent in shallow soil gas overlying areas of known 
gasoline contamination, due to biodegradation of the 
petroleum compound vapors near the surface (Marrin and 
Thompson, 1985). 
All of the above described processes will affect the 
shape of the soil vapor "plume" along with vertical and 
horizontal variations in soil texture and moisture content. 
For example, local clay lenses may inhibit diffusion, 
creating a much steeper gradient below the clay than that 
surrounding the lens, as illustrated by Figure 2. The same 
effect will be created by man-made low permeability layers 
such as roads, parking lots or foundations. 
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Figure 1. Diagram Showing change in volatile 
organic vapor concentration w1th depth 
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Effects of Soil Organic Material 
Hydrocarbons in soil are also adsorbed by naturally-
occurring soil organic material. Soil organic molecules 
have high surface areas and very high ionic exchange 
capacities, which make them relatively "sticky". The 
effects of adsorption by organics can be approximated by 
the organic carbon distribution coefficient, K0 c, a 
compound-specific property which relates the tendency of a 
compound to adsorb out of solution onto organic carbon. 
Desert soils can be nearly devoid of organics, while some 
agricultural soils have up to 2 percent organic matter 
(Devitt, et al, 1987). Most of the organic carbon content 
of soils is found near the surface, in the root zone. Thus 
adsorption by soil organics becomes less important with 
depth in the soil profile, and may not have any 
significance in areas where the ground water and floating 
hydrocarbons are at great depth. 
Effects of Soil Micro - Organisms 
Alteration of organic pollutants by soil micro-organisms 
(referred to as degradation) can have a pronounced effect 
on concentration. Different spec1es of soil microorganisms 
are better able to metabolize different compounds than 
others; the rate of decomposition is dependant on the 
difficulty with which the compound is broken down and on 
the population density and diversity of the soil micro -
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organisms (Jamison, et al, 1975). Decomposition of the 
organics is essentially an oxidative process - thus it is 
controlled by oxygen in the soil as the limiting factor. 
The rate of oxygen diffusion in the soil will therefore 
have a limiting effect on degradation (Baehr and 
Corapcioglu, 1984). The straight-chain paraffinic 
hydrocarbons will degrade most rapidly, followed by the 
branched chain paraffins, the cycle-paraffins and the 
aromatic hydrocarbons (American Petroleum Institute, 1972). 
Halogenated organic compounds have been shown to degrade 
least rapidly in soil, in part possibly because of their 
high density. Higher density and lower solubility are both 
s~gnatures of increasing halogenation of organic compounds. 
A compound with a lower density than water will sink in an 
aquifer; since biotic activity decreases with depth, the 
compound will have less exposure to degrading micro-
organisms, and will be less prone to volatilize. Thus 
halogenated, high density compounds are not good candidates 
for soil vapor monitoring. 
Summary 
Research has shown that volatile vapor concentrations may 
be predicted by mathematical modeling with reasonable 
accuracy when all of the related parameters are known or 
held constant (Silka, 1986). The source material 
properties are of very signif~cant importance to the 
collection, analysis and interpretation of soil vapor data, 
and should not be ignored when undertaking a soil vapor 
study (Tillman, et al, 1988). 
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This study concentrates on how the properties of the 
physical environment affect the occurrence and movement of 
volatile organic vapors in the soil. The properties of the 
source material are considered to be essentially unchanging 
during the course of this study, and therefore are 
discussed only briefly. Table I lists environmental 
parameters which affect the movement of organic vapors 
through soils. With knowledge of the factors which affect 
the occurrence and movement of organic vapors in soil, a 
decision can be made as to the suitability of a spill site 
for investigation by soil vapor methods. The ideal spill 
s1te would have the following characteristics: 
IDEAL SOURCE MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS 
1. low density (<1 gfcm3 , floater) 
2. low viscosity 
3. fairly high volatility 
4. moderately low water solubility 
5. low potential for degradation 
6. fairly new spill 
IDEAL SITE CHARACTERISTICS 
1. coarse grained soils 
2. moderately low soil moisture content 
3 • isotropic soil characteristics 
4. fairly shallow ground water 
5. little water table fluctuation. 
TABLE I 
LIST OF ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS AFFECTING MOVEMENT 
OF ORGANIC VAPORS THROUGH SOILS 
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1. soil porosity (which is a function of soil texture) 
2. soil pore shape and size 
3. air-filled porosity 
4. volumetric water content 
5. soil water retention characteristics 
6. depth to ground water 
7. organic content of soils 
8. adsorptive properties of soil minerals 
9. air and soil temperature and temperature gradients 
10. ground water flow (direction, velocity and gradient) 
11. fluctuations in water table elevation 
12. aquifer lithology 
13. rainfall events 
14. barometric pressure (its point-in-time value, as well 
as the frequency and magnitude of changes) 
15. wind velocity and duration 
16. atmospheric relative humidity 
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Variations from these ideal conditions will create problems 
either in collecting or interpreting soil vapor data; 
therefore it is extremely important to consider these 
factors when designing and implementing a soil vapor study. 
Collection and Measurement 
of Soil Organic Vapor 
sample Collection Methods 
Various methods have been used to measure organic 
constituents in the soil atmosphere, for various different 
purposes. Soil vapor sampling methods may be classified 
within the following categories: 
1. soil core sampling 
2. ground probes 
3. sorptive sampling 
4. surface flux chambers 
5. headspace sampling of subsurface structures 
6. permanent-type soil vapor ports. 
The following sections review each of these methods, their 
applications, advantages and limitations. 
Soil core sampling. Collection of soil cores for 
analysis of organic constituents has been used in 
exploration for petroleum accumulations for many years, 
both on-shore and off-shore (Horvitz, 1985). This method 
involves grab sampling a soil core using a hand auger or 
other coring device, and preservation of the core in a 
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sealed container for later analysis. A variety of 
containers have been used, including heat-sealed 
polyethylene bags, glass jars and soldered cans. The 
container may be partially filled with soil, and vapors 
allowed to diffuse into the headspace, or the container may 
be tightly packed with "undisturbed" soil, and a vapor 
sample extracted from the soil interstices. Opinions vary 
regarding preservation of the soil samples. Degradation of 
samples not refrigerated has been documented (Smith and 
Ellis, 1963), however Horvitz reported that minimal 
headspace in the sample container eliminated the need for 
refrigeration. The preserved samples are then transported 
to a stationary laboratory facility, where a vapor sample 
is extracted with a syringe or pump, and analyzed by gas 
chromatography or mass spectrometry. 
Advantages to soil core sampling for organic vapor 
analysis are that it requires little technical expertise 
and can be accomplished without the need for highly 
specialized equipment. The method is limited, however, in 
that it is better suited for analysis of adsorbed organics 
than free interstitial organics; headspace in the container 
will lead to desorption of organics from the soil 
particles. Volatiles may be lost from the sample during 
collection or removal from the container, or degraded 
during storage. Rocky, loose or sandy soils may not be 
well suited for collection by coring devices (Devitt, et 
al, 1987). 
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Ground Probes. Ground probes have been used as early 
as 1915 to extract soil vapor samples (Russell and 
Appleyard, 1915). This method involves driving a hollow 
tube of various design into the ground, and extracting a 
vapor sample through a port at the surface. The probe may 
have a tip with perforations to allow entrance of the soil 
vapor or may be of a sleeve-type design which allows the 
tube to be retracted, exposing the soil surface to the 
inside of the tube. A vapor sample may be pumped from the 
probe into a container, or extracted for direct analysis. 
A very wide variety of probe designs have been employed, 
from a simple plugged core hole to very low-volume designs 
intended to retrieve an absolutely representative sample of 
the soil vapor by eliminating dilution (Devitt et al, 
1987). 
Advantages to using ground probes to sample soil vapor 
are many. Ground probes can rapidly provide a vapor sample 
which can be analyzed immediately, eliminating degradation 
or dilution of the sample in storage. In theory, soil 
vapor samples from ground probes can be truly 
representative of the soil atmosphere, and not 
significantly influenced by desorption of compounds 
adsorbed to soil materials. The depth of investigation may 
be varied to penetrate impermeable layers or to increase 
sensitivity. 
Limitations to the use of ground probes are few as 
compared with most other methods. Very wet or clayey soils 
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restrict the flow of soil vapors into the probe, making 
collection of a representative vapor sample difficult or 
impossible, and very rocky soils prevent probe penetration. 
Obtaining a representative vapor sample requires careful 
design of the probe: leakage of ambient air down the probe 
shaft is a problem, and probe perforations can clog with 
soil material, especially in fine grained soils. The 
method is labor intensive and breakage of probe assembly 
pieces is common due to the force required for insertion 
and removal. 
Sorptive Sampling. Sorptive sampling usually involves 
the burial of a collection device, relying on diffusion to 
carry organic vapors to a concentrating medium inside an 
inverted test tube or similar container to trap upward-
diffusing vapors. Activated charcoal or some other 
adsorptive material is used to concentrate the vapors. The 
container is exhumed and the adsorbent material is then 
desorbed by thermal or solvent methods for analysis, 
usually by GC (gas chromatography) or GC/MS (gas 
chromatography/mass spectrometry) (Zdeb, 1987). Sorbents 
may be used in conjunction with soil probes, either 
"passively" or "dynamically". Passive sampling relies on 
diffusion to transport VOC's to the sorbent; dynamic 
sampling utilizes pumping of soil vapor to collect a 
sample. In passive sampling with a probe the probe is used 
to insert the sorbent container, then is capped and left in 
place for the duration of the sampling event. In dynamic 
sorptive sampling with a probe, soil vapor is pumped from 
the probe through the sorbent (Zdeb, 1987). 
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Sorptive sampling is best applied to areas where 
organic vapor concentrations are expected to be very low, 
since the samplers may be left in the ground longer to 
detect lower concentrations. Areas of very tight soils, 
which do not respond well to dynamic soil probe methods, 
may be considered to be good candidates for passive 
sorptive sampling. The method is limited by the long time 
required for sample collection and by the disturbance of 
the sample site (Devitt, et al, 1987). 
Surface Flux Chambers. Surface flux chambers are 
enclosures placed on the ground surface to measure gaseous 
emissions from a known surface area. The chamber is swept 
with a carrier gas and the gas exiting the chamber is 
collected for analysis; the emission rate is calculated 
from the concentration of the exiting gas and the flow rate 
through the chamber. Figure 3 illustrates a surface flux 
chamber (Schmidt et al, 1983). 
Surface flux chambers are well suited for use in 
determining population exposures to ground emissions. 
Disturbances to the soil and emission processes are minimal 
with this technique, and the technique is applicable to 
most soil types. Sampling can be fairly quick and the 
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equipment is relatively simple. Concentrations of 
hydrocarbons at the surface are normally much lower than 
those in the subsurface, so low concentrations at depth 
limit the use of this method. Emissions are diluted by the 
carrier gas, which decreases the method sensitivity 
(Devitt, et al, 1987). surface flux chambers are thus not 
well suited as a method for spatial characterization of 
hydrocarbon impact. 
Headspace Sampling of Subsurface Structures. Struc-
tures which have enclosed space below ground level, such as 
sewers, utility vaults or wells will collect soil vapor as 
it diffuses toward the atmosphere. This vapor can be 
sampled to make a positive/negative determination as to 
whether the underlying soil or ground water contains 
volatile organics. Headspace sampling is useful as a 
"first-look" indicator of subsurface volatiles, but its 
usage is fairly limited. The obvious first requirement is 
that suitable structures must pe present at the subject 
site. A negative response to headspace vapor sampling is 
inconclusive in that it does not guarantee the absence of 
hydrocarbons in the underlying soil, since the sampled 
structure may not be sufficiently sealed to maintain a 
measureable concentration (Devitt, et al, 1987). 
Soil Vapor Ports. The final method of soil vapor 
measurement discussed in this paper is the use of soil 
vapor ports, or permanent-type probes. These resemble a 
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dry well in construction. They consist of a length of 
tubing inserted into a borehole (which does not penetrate 
the water table) with a sand filter pack and an annular 
seal of bentonite slurry or cement-bentonite grout. Figure 
4 illustrates a typical installation. 'These sampling 
devices are left in the ground, much like a monitor well, 
in order to measure soil organic vapors over time. 
Depending on the number and placement of ports, they may be 
used for the following purposes: to assess the extent of 
subsurface contamination; to chemically characterize the 
contamination; to study migration patterns of soil organic 
vapors; to assess the effectiveness of remediation 
activities; or to monitor the effects of soil properties 
and/or variables which change with time, such as weather 
conditions as in this study. The ports may be nested, with 
several different lengths of tubing in the same hole, and 
an annular seal above each section of tubing, in order to 
monitor changes in soil vapor concentration as a function 
of depth (Yeates and Nielsen, 1987). 
Analysis Instrumentation 
Soil vapor samples may be measured to determine the 
presence or concentration of organics with a variety of 
instruments, ranging from a few dollars in cost to many 
thousand. Generally speaking, the more sophisticated the 
instrumentation, the more accurate, precise and reliable 
are the results. 
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The first step in soil gas sampling, after selecting a 
sample collection method, is to withdraw a vapor sample 
from the sampling device. Air sampling pumps and vacuum 
pumps are commonly used for this purpose. Hand-held photo-
ionization detectors and some portable gas chromatographs 
contain their own pump, and a s'ample may be directly 
withdrawn for measurement by one of these devices. Photo-
ionization detectors (PID's) pump the vapor into a chamber 
where it is exposed to a specific wavelength and intensity 
of ultraviolet light (the instrument used in this study is 
equipped with a 10.0 electron-volt UV lamp). The organic 
molecules absorb photons of sufficient energy to release an 
electron, and thus become a positive ion. A positive 
polarizing electrode moves the ions to a collector 
electrode; this movement creates an electrical current 
which is amplified and displayed by the digital readout of 
the PID. The current is proportional to the concentration 
of gases in the ion chamber and the sensitivity of the 
gases to photoionization. (The ionization potential of 
atmospheric gases oxygen, nitrogen and carbon dioxide range 
from 12.0 to 15.6 eV and are not ionized by the 10.0 ev 
lamp). Table II lists the relative sensitivity of several 
groups of chemicals to photoionization. Figure 5 (from H-
Nu systems, 1986) is a gross schematic illustrating the 
construction and function of a typical photoionization 
detector. 
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TABLE II 
RELATIVE PHOTOIONIZATION SENSITIVITIES FOR GASES 
(from H-Nu Systems PI-101 Operations Manual) 
Chemical G7ouping 
Aromatic 
Aliphatic Amine 
Chlorinated 
Unsaturated 
Carbonyl 
Unsaturated 
Sulfide 
Parrafin (C5-C7) 
Ammonia 
Paraffin (C1-C4) 
Relative Sensitivity* Examples 
10 
10 
5-9 
7-9 
3-5 
3-5 
1-3 
0.3 
0 
Benzene, Toluene, 
styrene 
Diethylamine 
' 
Vinyl Chloride, 
Vinylidine Chloride, 
Trichloroethylene 
MEK, MiBK, Acetone, 
Cyclohexane 
Arolein, Propylene, 
Cyclohexanone, Allyl 
Alcohol 
Hydrogen Sulfide, 
Methyl Mercaptan 
Pentane, Hexane, 
Heptane 
Methane, Ethane 
* Note: Relative sensitivity = meter reading when 
measuring 10 ppm of the listed gas with instrument with 
10.2 EV probe calibrated for 10 ppm of benzene, span pot 
setting = 9.8 for direct reading of benzene. 
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detector w w 
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Flame ionization detectors (FID's) use a flame, 
usually with a hydrogen carrier gas, to ionize the organic 
vapors; they are otherwise operate in much the same way as 
PID's. These portable hand-held instruments are also 
referred to as organic vapor analyzers, or OVA's; they 
provide a single value indicative of the concentration of 
the sum of the individual vapor constituent compounds. 
OVA's are nominally considered accurate to the parts per 
million (PPM, mgfl) range. 
Gas chromatographs (GC's) operate in a similar 
fashion, however they are also fitted with a packed 
capillary column to separate the sample constituent 
compounds by molecular weight, allowing a more detailed 
analysis. Some portable GC's are equipped with an oven to 
hold temperature constant, and elevate it for better 
constituent separation. Portable GC's are nominally 
considered accurate to the parts per billion (PPB, ugfl) 
range. 
Adsorbents such as activated charcoal or porous 
polymers (such as Tenax) are sometimes used to concentrate 
organics from vapors for later desorption and analysis 
(Zdeb, 1987). Problems with this method are: incomplete 
adsorption, incomplete desorption, and artifact formation 
through reaction during thermal desorption or by reaction 
with the adsorbent material. 
Another type of device sometimes used for immediate 
vapor sample analysis is the Draeger tube, which is a tube 
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filled with a colorimetric reagent. A specific volume of 
vapor is drawn through the tube, and the hue, intensity or 
extent of the color change indicates the range of 
concentration of organics in the vapor sample. These can 
be constituent-specific; however they are limited in their 
precision, and are best suited to measurement at higher 
concentrations. 
If not immediately analyzed, the vapor sample must be 
contained and transported for analysis at a later time. 
Vapor sample containers may be plastic (usually Tedlar) 
bags or stainless steel, glass or Teflon canisters of 
varying configuration. Materials should be non-reactive 
and opaque containers are best, as organic vapor samples 
have been shown to deteriorate with exposure to light. 
Container durability depends on the length of transport 
required from sample site to measurement. The container 
should be well sealed to prevent leakage, dilution or 
contamination of the sample. The longer a sample must be 
stored, the greater this requirement becomes. The 
contained sample may be measured at a stationary location 
on-site with a portable gas chromatograph or a mobile 
laboratory chromatograph, or it may be transported off-site 
to a permanent analytical laboratory if the highest 
precision and accuracy is required. A well-equipped 
analytical laboratory is capable of quantitation of many 
compounds to the parts per trillion range (Devitt, et al, 
1987). 
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Selection of sample collection and analysis methods 
depends on the objectives of the study, as well as time, 
equipment and budget constraints. For many projects, 
extreme precision is unnecessary, and the hand-held OVA's 
are sufficiently precise, as well as convenient. They may 
also serve well as a screening device in situations where 
higher precision and documentation a're required. When 
using soil vapor as a remote sensing method to characterize 
ground water impact, it is prudent to utilize the most 
sophisticated analytical methods available, as the 
information obtained may be effectively used to save money 
in later phases of investigation, such as siting monitor 
wells, and in interpretation of later ground water 
analyses. Constituent-specific data may then prove to be 
invaluable (Tillman, et al, 1989). 
CHAPTER III 
SITE DESCRIPTION 
The geology, topography, surface and subsurface 
hydrology, soil type, temperature, precipitation, 
evapotranspiration, and wind intensity and direction are 
all factors which affect the occurrence and movement of 
soil vapor in the subsurface. These parameters are 
described for the subject site in this chapter. 
Site Location 
The bulk fuel loading facility is located in the 
southeastern part of Garvin County, Oklahoma, near the town 
of Wynnewood (Figure 6). Figure 7 is an aerial photograph 
of the site. Garvin County is located in south central 
Oklahoma and is part of the Osage Pla1ns Region which is a 
southwestern extension of the Central Lowlands Region. The 
Osage Plains Region is subdivided into several subregions 
in Oklahoma. The subject site area lies Yithin the Cross 
Timbers subregion. 
Physiography and Topography 
The bulk fuel loading facility is located in the 
Central Lowlands section of the Great Plains Physiographic 
Province. Most of this area is a relatively flat, 
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Figure 7. Aerial photograph of the study site 
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featureless plain developed upon Paleozoic and Mesozoic Age 
sedimentary formations, and is characterized by nearly 
horizontal shale, sandstone and limestone units. The less 
resistant shales generally form the broad shallow valleys 
while the more resistant limestone and sandstone units form 
the small intervening ridges (Hart, 1974). The portion of 
the central Lowlands in the area including the subject site 
is locally referred to as the Central Redbed Plains. The 
subject site is located in a gently sloping surface within 
the Washita River flood plain, which is incised into the 
surrounding Oscar Formation shales. The area is bounded on 
the west by the Washita River, and to the south and east by 
the Arbuckle mountains. Figure 8 shows the location of 
Garvin County in relation to the geolog~c provinces of 
Oklahoma. 
The topography at the subject site (Figure 9) ranges 
from approximately 845 feet above mean sea level (MSL) at 
the southeast, to approximately 834 feet above MSL at the 
northwest. This difference in elevation occurs at a 
regular progression over a distance of approx~mately 700 
feet, resulting an average grade of approximately 1.6 
percent. The topography is broken by man-made structures, 
including an oval-shaped roadway for fuel-hauling trucks 
and 4 dikes around large gasoline storage tanks. The area 
surrounding the site, shown by Figure 10, from U.S.G.S., is 
quite flat, with a gentle slope to the northwest. 
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Figure 10. Area topographic map (from U.S.G.S.) 
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Geologic Setting 
structural Geology 
The two major structural features in Garvin County are the 
Anadarko basin and the Arbuckle anticline. Figure 11, from 
Ver Wiebe, 1952, shows the study site in relation to these 
and other nearby structural features. As shown by this 
figure, there are no major faults or other structural 
features close to the study site; the site lies on a gently 
westward-dipping monocline. 
Geologic History 
After erosion of an ancient land surface to Precambrian 
granites, M1ddle Cambr1an volcanic flows were deposited on 
the granite in the western part of the Arbuckle Mountains. 
A geosyncline began to develop in the Arbuckle Mountains 
and Criner Hills area, and many thousands of feet of 
Cambrian-Ordovician sediments were deposited in the deep 
sea which covered that area. The geosyncline extended 
westward 1nto what is now termed the Anadarko basin. On 
the north flank of the Anadarko basin and 1n the northern 
part of the Arbuckle area shallow-water conditions 
prevailed, and the sediments deposited in these regions 
were much thinner than those ln the geosyncline (Carter, 
1979). 
Many unconformities developed in this region during 
the Silurian, Devonian, and Lower Mississippian; these 
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rocks do not seem to show subdivision into geosynclinal and 
shelf facies (Carter, 1979). 
The geosyncline again became prominent during Late 
Mississippian and Pennsylvanian time. The uplifting of the 
Criner Hills and northern Arbuckles Mountains began in 
Early Pennsylvan1an time, with most of the movement taking 
place in the Criner Hills. In Late Pennsylvanian time the 
Arbuckle and Tishomingo anticlines formed, crea~ing 
numerous associated faults and synclines (Carter, 1979). 
During Permian time the Anadarko basin remained 
intact, with the Arbuckle Mountains and Criner Hills 
slightly above sea level, undergoing eros1on. The entire 
area was probably close to or above sea level, undergo1ng 
erosion throughout the Triassic, Jurassic, and Cretaceous 
periods (Carter, 1979). 
The rocks of the D1ssected Coastal Plain were 
deposited during the cretaceous after inundation by ocean 
from the south. The entire area was uplifted gently after 
Cretaceous time, giving a southward regional dip to the 
Cretaceous beds, as well as many smaller scale local 
structures (Carter, 1979). 
During the Pleistocene ice ages large rivers flowed 
over the region from the northwest, deposit1ng gravel and 
sand. The continental glaciers of the ice ages did not 
advance as far south as Oklahoma, but their repeated 
advances and retreats had a major influence on southern 
Oklahoma river flow. As the glaciers advanced, stream flow 
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diminished and the rivers deposited sediments in their 
channels. Flow increased during glacial retreats due to 
increased melt water, and the previously deposited 
sediments were eroded. Many terrace levels were formed 
along the present stream valleys as a result of this cycle 
(Hart , 19 7 4 ) . 
Stratigraphy 
The Central Redbed Plains are composed of Pennsylvanian and 
Permian age sedimentary formations. Gypsum, dolomite, and 
sandstone form sharp east-facing escarpments, and shale 
forms the gentler slopes. Dip is to the west-southwest at 
approximately 20 to 90 feet per mile. Along the Washita 
River and its tributaries lie alluvial, colluvial, and 
terrace deposits of Quaternary age. The stratigraphy in 
the vicinity of the subject site consists of Pennsylvanian 
I 
shales, sandstones, thin marine limestones, and local 
conglomerates. The upper-Pennsylvanian geological 
formations consist of (in descending order), the Oscar 
Group, the Vanoss Group, the Ada formation, and the Vamoosa 
Formation. Figure 12 is a general1zed regional 
stratigraphic column for the area. An east-west regional 
geological cross-section of the Permian-Pennsylvanian 
bedrock in the area is shown in Figure 13, and a map of the 
bedrock geology in the area is shown in Figure 14 (after 
Hart , 19 7 4 ) . 
(Modified after Hart, 1974) 
J\GB SYSTEM STRATIGR1\PIIIC BSTIHATED LITIIOLOOY WAT'ER-BEARINO 
UNITS THICKNESS, PROPERTIES 
feat 
RXCENT QUATERNARY ALLUVIAL 
" 
30± Oravel, aand, ailt: G claya Alluvial and Terrace dapoaita 
TERRACE in alluvial and terrace along Haahita River •ay reach 
DEPOSITS depoaita adjacent to 85 feat thick. Walla generally 
Haahita River. Thickneaa yield 10 to 100 q~. Hater 
ranges from 0 to 85 feet quality generally fair to good 
and avaragaa 60 feet in Oiaaolved aolida range from 
the Wynnewood area. 500 to 1000 mq/1. 
PALEOZOIC UPPER OSCAR 500± Predominantly ahalaa, Typically low permeability 
PENNSYL- GROUP red-brown to gray with ahalea. Variable water 
VAN IAN thin eandatone and lima- quality but typically fair 
atone beda present to poor. field only amall 
quantitiea of water to walla. 
VANOSS 900± Predominantly ahalea, Probably will yield only amall 
GROUP maroon, with thin beda of quantltiaa of poor quality 
arkoaa aandstonee and water to drilled wella 
limestone conglomerate. 
,P.OA 1400.t Shaloa, red brown to gray Probably will yield only amall 
I'ORHATION with bltuminoua aandatonea quantitiea of poor quality 
G limestone conglomerate. water to drilled wella 
VAHOOSl\ 1000.:!; Shale, aandaton•, G chart Probably will yield only amall 
FORMATION conglomerate, red-brown to quantitiea of poor quality 
buff fine to coaraa grained water to drilled walla 
aandatone. 
Figure 12. Regional stratigraphic column 
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Figure 14. Map of bedrock geology in the Study site area 
(modified after Hart, 1974) 
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The Oscar Group is the uppermost bedrock formation in 
the subject site area. This Group consists mostly of 
shales with thin beds of arkosic sandstones and 
conglomerates near the Arbuckle Mountains. The unit is 
approximately 500 feet thick in the site area, occurring at 
a depth of 25 to 30 feet in subcrop beneath the alluvial 
deposits (Hart, 1974). 
Underlying the Oscar Group is the Vanoss Formation, 
consisting mostly of marine shales, arkosic sandstone, and 
limestone conglomerates. This formation is approximately 
900 feet thick in the area, occurring at a depth of 
approximately 550 feet (Hart, 1974). 
The upper-Pennsylvanian Ada Formation lies beneath the 
Vanoss at a depth of approximately 1,450 feet. The Ada 
Formation comprises mostly shales, bituminous sandstones, 
and limestone conglomerates'. This formation is 
approximately 1400 feet thick in the area and lies 
unconformably upon the Vamoosa Formation (Hart, 1974). 
The upper-Pennsylvanian Vamoosa formation comprises 
mostly shale, sandstone, and chert conglomerate, subdivided 
into 12 members, each with coarse clastics at the base, 
overlain by shale. This unit is approximately 1000 feet 
thick in the area and occurs at a depth of approximately 
2850 feet (Hart, 1974). 
The youngest sediments at the subject site area are 
alluvial and terrace deposits of Quaternary age, lying 
unconformably on the Oscar shales. The alluvial deposits 
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occur along the flood plain of the present day Washita 
River, consisting mostly of gravels, sands, silts, and 
clays that were deposited by the River. These deposits are 
approximately 30 feet thick in the area, increasing in 
thickness westward to approximately 85 feet near the river, 
and thinning eastward (Hart, 1974). 
There are also small remnant terrace deposits which 
occur above the present day flood plain of the Washita 
River. These deposits also consist of gravel, sand, silt, 
and clay and may reach thicknesses of 60 feet in the area. 
A map showing the extent of the Quaternary alluvial and 
terrace deposits in the area is shown in Figure 15 (after 
Hart, 1974). 
Regional Hydrogeology 
The alluvial deposits along the Washita River are an 
important source of ground water in the area. These 
deposits reach thicknesses of up to 100 feet and yield up 
to 1200 gallons per minute (gpm). The ground water is of 
the calcium-magnesium bicarbonate type and contains 
dissolved solids of 500 to 1000 mg/1; generally fair to 
good quality water. The alluvial deposits along the major 
tributaries of the Washita River are generally too thin or 
too fine grained for water supply development (Hart, 1974). 
Recharge to the alluvium occurs mainly where clays are 
minimal or absent and permeable sands outcrop at the 
surface. Ground water movement in the alluvial deposits is 
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Figure 15. Map showing extent of alluvial and terrace 
deposits in the study site area 
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generally toward the present day Washita River, which is 
the regional discharge point for this aquifer. Discharge 
from this aquifer may also occur from pumpage of wells, 
evapotranspiration, leakage between stratigraphic horizons, 
and discharge to major tributaries of the Washita River. 
Ground water flow rates in this aquifer are estimated at 
from 10 feet per year to more than 100 feet per year in the 
thicker and more permeable deposits (Hart, 1974). 
The underlying bedrock in the area typically yields 
only 1 to 2 gpm to drilled wells; enough water for minimum 
domestic needs only. The quality of the ground water 
varies from good to saline. Typically the deeper the well, 
the poorer the quality of water. Ground water typically 
moves downdip in these formations at rates of 1 to 10 
feetjyear. These formations are recharged in the areas of 
outcrop, although recharge is small due to the low 
permeability of the shales. The depth to the base of the 
fresh ground water {<1000 TDS) occurs between depths of 500 
to 1000 feet in this area. This is within the Oscar Group 
or the Vanoss Group (Hart, 1974). 
Site Hydrogeology 
The bulk fuel loading facility is underlain by alluvial 
sediments deposited in the present-day flood plain of the 
Washita River. Test borings at the facility indicate that 
the alluvial clay, sand and gravel deposits that underlie 
the Facility are continuous over the site. This aquifer 
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ranges in thickness from 20 to 25 feet and is underlain by 
a low permeability clay. The ground water flow system of 
this stratigraphic unit has been investigated by installing 
several ground water monitoring wells completed to depths 
ranging from 15 to 75 feet below ground level. Lithology 
logs for these wells are presented in Appendix A. These 
logs were used to construct 'north to south and east to west 
hydrogeologic cross-sections of the area, presented as 
Figures 16 and 17. Figure 18 shows the location of the 
' 
cross section lines. The basal clay was penetrated in 
three borings at the site: the elevations at these three 
locations were used to construct Figure 19, which 
illustrates the elevation of the top of the basal clay 
unit. Figure 20 is a map of depth to water table (or 
potentiometric surface) dated April 23, 1991: depth to 
water was corrected for the thickness and density of 
floating product where necessary. The depth to water table 
was then used to construct Figure 21, the potentiometric 
surface elevation map. Basal clay elevation as shown in 
Figure 19 was subtracted from the potentiometric elevation 
in each well to construct Figure 22, the saturated 
thickness map. All monitor well water level information 
used in this paper is included as Appendix B. Figure 21 
shows the that ground water gradient is in the 
northwesterly direction, generally towards the Washita 
River. (Some of the well logs used to construct the maps 
and cross-sections were recorded before this thesis study 
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Figure 22. Alluvial aquifer saturated thickness, 4/23/91 
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was commenced, and by people other than this writer, for 
use in reports to State authorities). 
Aquifer tests were conducted on wells BRW1 and BRW3, 
which penetrate the entire saturated thickness of the 
Alluvial Aquifer. The average value for transmissivities 
determined from these aquifer tests was 5879 gpdjft. With 
an average saturated thickness of 20 feet, the hydraulic 
conductivity of-the alluvium equals 294 gpd/ft21 or 39.3 
ftjday. The storage coefficient was estimated to be 0.1 
for this formation. 
Based upon the hydraulic properties of the alluvial 
deposits, the maximum gradient (obtained from the 
potentiometric map presented in Figure 21} and choosing 
effective porosity of 0.20, the maximum ground water flow 
velocity can be calculated through the use of the following 
equation based upon Darcy's law: 
0 
Where V = average ground water velocity 
Kh = average horizontal hydraulic conductivity, 
feet/day 
I = hydraulic gradient, dimensionless; and 
o = effective porosity, dimensionless. 
The following values are used to calculate ground water 
velocity for the site: Kh = 39.3 feetjday 
I = 0.0133 feetjfoot 
0 = 0.20. 
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These values yield a maximum (seepage) ground water 
velocity of 2.61 feet per day. The average, or Darcyan 
velocity, which is not corrected for porosity, equals 0.52 
feet per day based on the above stated values. 
Figure 23 is a hydrograph of two wells in the study 
area, including monthly potentiometric surface elevations 
and precipitation data, for March, 1989 through May 1991. 
Well BMW10 was the furthest up-gradient and BMW4 the 
furthest down-gradient well during the time the data was 
recorded (more up-gradient wells were completed in April, 
1990, but were not included in this graph due to the lack 
of early data for these wells). This hydrograph shows that 
the alluvial aquifer in this area is quite responsive to 
precipitation, reacting within the same month to recharge 
events and discharging at a fairly rapid pace. May, 1990 
was the record water table high far data recorded at this 
site, occurring after 4 consecutive months of higher than 
average rainfall (during March and April rainfall exceeded 
the average by almost 8 inches for each month). 
The grain size of the alluvial sediments changes 
significantly across the study site area, as illustrated by 
figures 16 and 17, hydrogeologic cross sections. This 
variation in grain size apparently has a marked effect on 
ground water flow across the area, as discussed later in 
this paper. 
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Soils Description 
Three distinct soil series are recognized at the study 
site which are classified as Teller loam, o to 1 percent 
slopes, Teller loam, 1 to 3 percent slopes, and Teller fine 
sandy loam, 2 to 5 percent slopes. Figure 24 depicts the 
areal extent of each soil type or mapping unit for these 
series found at the site, ~s determined by the United 
States Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation Service 
(USDA SCS). The Teller series is described as follows by 
the USDA SCS: 
"The Teller series consists of deep, well 
drained, moderately permeable, nearly level to sloping 
soils on broad flats of high stream terraces. These 
soils formed in material weathered from loamy alluvial 
sediments under a cover of tall grasses. Slopes range 
from 0 to 8 percent. The Teller series is a member of 
the fine-loamy, mixed, thermic family of Udic 
Argiustolls. 
Teller soils are associated with the Norge and 
Vanoss soils. Norge soils are on higher lying convex 
ridges and have a fine-silty control section. The 
Vanoss soils are in slightly lower positions and have 
a fine-silty control section. 
Typical pedon of Teller loam, 0 to 1 percent 
slopes, 1,800 feet west and 50 feet south of the 
northeast corner of section 9, T. 2 N., R 1 E. 
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Figure 24. Soil types in the study area, after USDA SCS 
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A1 - 0 to 12 inches; dark brown (7.5YR 4/2) loam, 
dark brown (7.5YR 3/2) moist; moderate medium granular 
structure; slightly hard, very friable; many fine 
roots; medium acid; gradual smooth boundary. 
B1 - 12 to 18 inches; dark brown (7.5TR 4/4) 
loam, dark brown (7.5YR 3/4) moist; weak medium 
subangular blocky structure; slightly hard, very 
friable; many fine roots; many pores; medium acid; 
gradual smooth boundary. 
B2t - 18 to 40 inches; yellowish red (5YR 4/6) 
clay loam, yellowish red (5YR 3/6) moist; weak medium 
subangular blocky structure; hard; firm, common fine 
roots; common pores; continuous clay film on faces of 
peds; medium acid; gradual smooth boundary. 
B3 - 40 to 60 inches; yellowish red (YR5/6) fine 
sandy loam, yellowish red (5YR 4/6) moist; weak coarse 
prismatic structure; hard, friable; few fine roots; 
medium acid; gradual smooth boundary. 
C - 60 to 75 inches; reddish yellow (5YR 6/6) 
fine sandy loam, yellowish red (5YR 5/6) moist; 
massive, slightly hard, friable; slightly acid. 
Solum thicknesses range from 50 to more than 72 
inches. The A horizon has a hue of 5YR to 7.5YR, 
value of 4 or 5, and chroma of 2 or 3. Texture is 
loam or fine sandy loam. Reaction ranges from medium 
acid to neutral. 
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The Bl horizon has hue of 5YR to 7.5YR, value of 
4 or 5, and chroma of 2 to 4. Texture is loam. 
Reaction ranges from medium acid to neutral. 
The B2t horizon has hue of 2.5YR or 5YR, value of 
4 to 6, and chroma of 4 to 8. Texture is clay loam or 
sandy clay loam. Reaction ranges from medium acid to 
neutral. 
The B3 horizon has hue of 2.5YR to 5YR, value of 
4 to 6, and chroma of 4 to 8. Texture is loam or fine 
sandy loam. Reaction ranges from medium acid to 
neutral. 
The Cl horizon has hue of 5YR to 7.5YR, value of 
4 to 6, and chroma of 5 to 8. Texture is loam or fine 
sandy loam. Reaction ranges from medium acid to 
neutral. Some pedons are mildly alkaline to 
moderately alkaline below 70 inches. 
The Teller soils in map units in 71, 72 or 73 
(Teller fine sandy loam) are taxadjuncts to the Teller 
series because they do not have mollie colors deep 
enough to be a mollie epipedon. This difference has 
little effect on their use, management or behavior." 
Tables III and IV, also from the USDA scs, list the 
Engineering properties and land use interpretations for 
Teller Loam Soils. 
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TABLE III. 
Engineering index properties for Teller Loam soils 
(from Garv1n county So1l survey} 
Cl&ll cat on 1 Fr"«- rer•ent&lle pua1ng 
llap oyabol and Depth USDA tonw-o ••nt• •1eve n\AD;ber-- L1q .. 1d Plat-
ao1l name Un1t1otd US !!TO > 3 ll.a1t t1C1tf 
1neheo l 10 110 200 1ndel 
.!!! !,Ct Pet 
11------- 0-5 Fine aanclr lOUI SK, KL, A-l 0 100 98-100 911-100 36-60 <26 HP-7 
Toller SK-SC, 
CL-ML 
8-18 5-50 Sandy cl&J loam, SC, CL A-6, A-l 0 100 100 90-100 •5-85 211-lO 
clar loam 
·-· 
0 100 98-100 911-100 36-85 <30 HP-10 50-6. 1'1ne a&ndJ loam, SK, SC, 
ve ~J t1ne un<l;y I!L,CL 
lou., loam 
72-------- 0-8 F1ne aand;y lOUI SM, ML, A-l 0 100 98-100 911-100 36-60 <26 HP-T 
Telle~ SII-SC, 
CL-I!L 
• 8-18 8-32 Sandy clay loam, SC, CL A-6, 
·-· 
0 100 100 90-100 •5-85 211-•o 
clay lou 
100 98-100 94-100 36-85 <30 HF-10 132-70 F1ne oandJ lou, SM, SC, A-l 0 
ve rr t1ne aan<ly I!L, CL 
loam, loam 
73------------ 0-15 F1ne oan<ly loam ISM, IlL, A-ll 0 100 98-100 911-100 36-60 <26 KP-7 
'feller SK-SC, 
CL-ML 
15-38 Sandy elay lo1111, SC, CL A-6, A-l 0 100 100 90-100 115-85 211-110 8-18 
38-66 
clay loam 
1'1ne und;y loam, SM, SC, 
·-· 
- 0 100 98-100 911-100 36-85 <30 NP-10 
ve r;y nne aan<ly I!L,CL 
loam, lo11111 
1 •--------------- o-18 LoLIII-------- KL, CL, A-l 0 100 100 9·-100 51-85 <30 NP-10 
Teller CL-ML 
18-•o Sandy clay lo11111, SC, CL A-&., A-l 0 100 100 90-100 •5-85 211-lO 8-18 I I clar loam 98-100 •0-75 1'1ne aandy loam, SM, SC, A-l 0 100 9•-100 36-85 <30 HP-10 
very t1ne aan<ly IlL, CL 
loam, loam 
75-------------- 0-12 Loam---------- ML, CL, A-l 0 100 100 9l-lOO 51-85 <30 NP-10 
Teller CL-ML 
12-56 Sl>ndy clay loam, SC, CL A-6, A-l 0 100 100 90-100 •5-85 2•-•o 8-18 
56-66 
clay loam 
1'1ne ao.n<ly loam, SM, SC, A-ll 0 100 98-100 9l-100 36-85 <30 NP-10 
very t1ne aanQ)" I!L, CL 
loam, loam 
76--------------- 0-16 Loam------------ KL, CL, A-l 0 1 DO 100 94-100 51-85 <30 NP-10 
'feller CL-ML 
16-52 Sandy clay loam, SC, CL A-6, 
·-· 
0 100 100 90-100 •5-85 211-40 8-18 
!52-ro 
clar loam 
Fine ao.ndy loam, SM, SC, A-l 0 100 98-100 9•-100 36-85 <30 NP-10 
very tine ao.ndy IlL, CL 
loam, loam 
7 8• 
Teller---------- 0-16 Loam------------ ML, CL, A-11 0 100 100 9l-100 51-85 <30 HF-10 
CL-ML 
16-52 So.n<ly clay lo~, SC, CL A-6, 
·-· 
0 100 100 90-100 •s-es 211-•o 8-18 I cla1 loam 
I 52-70 1'1ne aand1 loam, SM, SC, A-ll 0 100 98-100 9•-100 36-85 <30 HF-10 very tine aan<lr I!L, CL loaa, lo• 
TABLE IV. 
Land use interpretations for Teller Loam soils, 
from USDA SCS 
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Climate 
The climate of this area is dry subhumid continental. 
The continental effect produces pronounced daily and 
seasonal temperature changes and considerable variations in 
seasonal and annual precipitation. The summer season is 
typically long and hot, with high temperatures ranging in 
the high nineties and, on occasion, the hundreds. The 
winter is relatively mild and short, with temperatures 
commonly dropping below freezing. January is generally the 
coldest month of the year. 
The climate of the area is dominated by continental 
controls characteristic of the Great Plains region, 
punctuated by occasional warm, moist air from the Gulf of 
Mexico. Prevailing winds are out of the south, as 
illustrated by Figure 25. Wind velocities are relatively 
uniform, being greatest out of the south-southwest and 
north-northwest. The mean annual wind speed is 
approximately 10.0 knots. or 11.0 miles per hour (Figure 
26) . 
The mean annual calendar year precipitation for the 
Pauls Valley-Wynnewood area, based upon the 30-year period 
extending from 1958 through 1987, is 35.34 inches. Annual 
precipitation during this period ranged from a minimum of 
19.02 inches (1963) to a maximum of 50.25 inches (1985). 
Snowfall averages less than 10 inches per year and seldom 
remains on the ground for any extended period. The 30-year 
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Figure 26. Wind rose showing mean annual wind speed, knots 
Table V. 
30-year precipitation data for Pauls Valley, 
Oklahoma, 1958-1987 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC ANNUAL 
58 2.28 1. 47 2.71 2.56 4.08 3.59 3.31 1. 44 0.86 0.20 2.17 0.99 25.68 
59 0.39 1. 30 1.14 2.62 4.53 1. 72 2.77 2.73 6.72 5.30 1.84 2.96 34.03 
60 2.11 2.10 1. 35 2.61 8.99 1.15 4.60 3.43 3.71 7.36 0.17 4.73 42.33 
61 0.13 1.60 4.68 0.60 4.25 4.19 3.46 0.99 6.57 2.83 3.17 1. 21 33.70 
62 0.38 1.16 1.48 2.86 2.92 6.88 1. 38 0.17 3.42 5.44 2.40 3.12 31.63 
63 0.14 0.00 4.33 2.58 1.11 0.75 2.01 2.19 1. 28 0.36 2.77 1. 47 19.02 
64 0.86 1. 73 2.89 2.55 6.74 1. 74 • 0. 37 6.68 4.01 0.83 6.61 0.86 35.90 
65 2.35 1.05 1. 25 1. 90 4.27 2.78 o.8o 3.48 3.65 2.02 0.53 0.54 24.64 
66 0.96 1. 51 0.74 4.12 0.86 1.36 3.73 4.23 2.50 0.98 1.17 0.94 23.12 
67 0.08 0.10 1. 22 6.35 6.70 3.24 3.37 0.58 4.18 3.22 0.57 1.47 31.09 
68 3.88 1.87 2.59 2.18 1.90 6.22 2.54 3.48 6.38 2.46 5.25 1.56 46.34 
69 1.84 3.33 2.83 4.10 3.13 2.81 2.31 3.37 2.59 3.91 0.44 2.86 33.54 
70 0.18 1. 23 2.01 5.02 2.12 3.78 1.83 1.47 5.99 11.00 1.10 0.45 36.20 
71 2.47 1.48 0.45 2.80 3.37 3.14 2.65 1.66 1. 94 5.41 0.35 5.20 30.94 
72 0.37 1.19 0.48 3.37 4.51 1. 43 1.02 2.44 4.30 7.88 3.80 0.72 31.54 
73 3.41 1.38 3.98 6.50 4.00 7.11 2.09 0.19 7.24 5.33 5.49 0.56 47.30 
74 0.25 1. 77 1. 61 4.33 3.75 4.66 1. 23 7.11 6.74 6.95 1.33 1. 23 40.98 
75 2.42 3.11 5.45 3.54 9.19 4.93 6.98 1.40 3.75 0.66 2.03 1.59 45.06 
76 0.01 0.48 3.23 5.32 3.56 1. 21 1.86 2.22 2.28 3.33 0.45 1. 73 25.70 
77 1. 45 1.61 2.95 2.89 13.35 1. 91 1.35 4.20 2.14 2.32 1.10 0.19 35.48 
78 1.00 2.74 1. 99 2.94 8.14 3.96 0.78 0.54 1.37 0.99 3.28 0.74 28.50 
79 1.72 0.59 3.10 5.08 3.64 9.20 2.63 2.34 1.10 3.45 4.26 1. 75 38.88 
80 1. 213 1. 36 1. 27 1.74 9.61 2.10 o.oo 0.29 3.68 1.80 1. 73 2.30 27.16 
81 0.01 2.51 2.85 1.52 6.04 5.51 3.48 2.59 2.36 9.58 2.06 0.55 39.13 
82 1. 70 1. 74 1.85 1.80 14.33 5.09 3.50 0.84 1.19 1. 95 4.22 2.78 40.99 
83 3.45 0.78 3.15 3.33 7.78 3.14 0.09 3.14 2.71 9.15 1.41 0.61 38.74 
84 0.36 1. 22 3.00 1. 90 1. 92 6.35 0.32 1.28 1.60 4.89 2.43 5.78 31.06 
85 2.36 4.43 5.34 4.74 2.64 8.19 0.93 2.23 7.77 8.53 2.34 0.73 50.25 
86 o.oo 1.87 1.83 3.74 10.08 2.43 0.72 2.12 9.32 3.15 4.80 1.59 41.65 
87 2.72 4.91 2.83 0.94 12.56 4.06 4.Q9 1. 22 4.74 2.50 3.14 5.81 49.53 
MEAN: 
1.35 1.72 2.49 3.22 5.87 3.82 2.21 2.33 3.87 4.13 2.41 1.90 35.34 -..J U1 
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Figure 27. Bar graph showing mean annual precipitation at 
Pauls Valley, OK, 1958-1987 
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Figure 28. Bar graph showing mean monthly precipitation at 
Pauls Valley, OK, 1958-1987 
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calendar precipitation data are presented in Table V and 
Figure 27. The maximum monthly precipitation recorded for 
this region was 14.33 inches in May of 1982. Spring and 
summer have historically been the wettest times of the 
year, with the winter mont~s ~eing the driest. Summer 
rainfall comes mainly from showers and thunderstorms. 
Winter precipitation is generally associated with large 
scale air mass movements. Figure 28 shows mean monthly 
precipitation'for the 30-year period. 
The annual temperatures for the area are relatively 
uniform. The mean annual temperature, based upon the 30-
year calendar year period 1959 through 1987, is 62.2°F. 
Annual mean temperatures for this period ranged from a 
minimum of 50.0°F to a maximum of 74.4°F. Mean monthly 
temperatures for the 30-year period from 1958 to 1987 are 
listed in Table VI and illustrated by Figure 29. Climatic 
data are from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration. 
Evapotranspiration 
The average annual potential evapotranspiration, as 
calculated by the "Thornthwaite and Mather" method 
(Thornthwaite and Mather, 1957}, and based on 30-year 
average climatic data from 1958 to 1987, is approximately 
37 inches per year. This exceeds annual average 
precipitation of 35.34 inches for the same period. 
TABLE VI 
30-Year Mean Monthly Temperature Data 
Pauls Valley, OK 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC ANNUAL 
MEAN 38.5 42.5 52.8 63.2 70.7 78.5 83.4 82.5 74.8 64.0 51.8 42.0 62.2 
MAX 50.4 54.7 65.5 75.8 82.4 89.9 95.6 95.2 86.7 77.1 63.8 53.5 74.4 
MIN 26.5 30.3 40.0 50.6 58.9 67.1 71.2 69.8 62.9 50.9 39.7 30.6 50.0 
(1958-1987) 
Figure 29. Bar graph showing mean monthly temperature at 
Pauls Valley, OK, 1958-1987 
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Surface Water 
The major stream system in this part of Oklahoma is 
the south-flowing Washita River and its tributaries. The 
subject site lies within its drainage basin. Drainage off 
the study site is first to the northwest, into a 
topographic depression (ephemeral stream) at the northwest 
corner of the site which trends south-southwest (Figure 
30). From there surface water flows into Hogg creek which 
flows into the washita River. 
Suitability of Site for Investigation by 
Soil Organic Vapor Measurement 
Table I (Chapter II) lists parameters affecting 
movement of organic vapors through soils. Also in Chapter 
II the ideal source and site characteristics for soil vapor 
studies are listed. Those characteristics and their 
relative suitability for measurement of soil organic vapor 
as an indicator of associated ground water impact by 
organics are as follows for this site: 
SOURCE MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS (gasoline) 
1. Dens1ty: approximately 0.75 gjcm3 
2. Viscosity: fairly low, near that of water 
3. Volatility: fairly volatile but not extremely 
4. Water solubility: low to moderate with a few 
very soluble constituents 
5. Potential for degradation: moderate to high 
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Figure 30. Surface drainage near study site 
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6. Age of spill: this is by definition a relative 
parameter - since there are fairly high 
concentrations of volatiles left in the 
soil, it is reasonable to refer to the spill 
at this site as relatively young to medium 
age. 
The characteristics of the source material as listed above 
are generally very good for the application of soil vapor 
measurement methods. The hydrogeologic characteristics of 
the site, however, as listed below, are generally not 
ideally favorable for soil organic vapor measurement. 
SITE CHARACTERISTICS 
1. Soil Texture: relatively fine 
2. Soil moisture content: moderately high 
3. Degree of soil texture anisotropy: moderate to 
high 
4. Depth to ground water: quite shallow 
5. Extent of water table fluctuation: high 
The relatively fine soil texture and the extent of water 
table fluctuation, in combination with the shallow ground 
water depth, are probably the most important charac-
teristics of the site that will negatively affect the 
measurement of organ~c vapors in the soil. As discussed ~n 
more detail later in this paper, the fine-textured soils at 
the site made collection of vapor samples difficult, and 
required utilization of less than optimal methods. The 
shallow ground water at the site, coupled with relatively 
84 
large fluctuations in the water table may have caused 
hydrocarbons to be "smeared" in soils just below the ground 
surface; floating liquid-phase hydrocarbons may have been 
adsorbed onto soil materials. The adsorbed liquid phase 
could then volatilize from the soil instead of only from 
the ground water, resulting in higher concentrations of 
organics in the soil vapor. The soil vapor may also 
contain a higher percentage of the less volatile components 
than would be expected if the soil had not been exposed to 
liquid gasoline. 
The study site thus does not have all the ideal 
requirements for estimation of the concentration andfor 
constituents of organics in the ground water by measuring 
organics in soil vapor. Few sites are "ideal", however; 
this site portrays a "real-world" situation, and while 
presenting problems, may also provide insight into how to 
deal with them. 
Previous Work at the Site: 
Source Characterization 
In 1986 the facility was expanded; more loading bays 
were added to accommodate a larger number of trucks. When 
the footings were dug for the new foundation, free product 
was discovered in the soil. The source for the product, 
which was identified as premium unleaded gasoline, was 
determined to be a defective weld in a pipeline, about four 
feet below surface. The location of the pipeline leak is 
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shown in Figure 31, which also shows hydrocarbon thickness 
in monitoring wells. The leaking gasoline apparently 
travelled along the more permeable fill material in the 
pipeline ditch, moving much further in the upgradient 
direction than would otherwise be expected. After initial 
measures were taken to recover product from the area 
immediately around the leak, numerous soil borings were 
completed to delineate the extent of free product 
migration. Sqils were continuously sampled using a hollow-
stem auger-equipped drilling rig, and soil sample headspace 
was analyzed with a photoionization detector to determine 
the extent and degree of hydrocarbon impact. Ground water 
monitoring wells were installed interior to and around the 
perimeter of the liquid hydrocarbon plume to identify the 
lateral and vertical extent of liquid-phase hydrocarbon. 
Ground water interception and product recovery wells were 
then installed to begin removing the gasoline from the 
ground water and to prevent impacted ground water from 
moving further down-gradient. The monitor wells, as shown 
in Figure 31, provide close definition of liquid 
hydrocarbon occurrence. 
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F1gure 31. Location of pipeline leak source and thickness 
of floating hydrocarbon in monitor wells, 
4/23/91 
CHAPTER IV 
EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGIES 
Selection of Soil Vapor Sampling Methodology 
There are numerous methods of collecting/soil vapor 
samples, as discussed in Chapter II. The most widely used 
is the driven ground probe; the reasons for the prominence 
of this method are ease of use and the ability to recover a 
representative sample of soil interstitial vapors. This 
method was used at the subject site in attempt to conduct a 
soil vapor survey across the entire study area. Because of 
the low soil permeability across most of the study area, it 
was found to be impossible to obtain a soil vapor sample 
with the available equipment. 
Several types of probe tip designs were utilized to 
attempt to recover a vapor sample. First a fluted, 
perforated tip without a retractable sleeve was used 
(Figure 32). The perforations became clogged with almost 
every insertion of the probe, preventing movement of vapor 
into the probe. Then a probe with a retractable tip was 
designed, to circumvent the plugging (Figure 33). This 
design worked well in coarser grained soils, but in clayey 
to silty areas this probe tip also failed to allow 
collection of a vapor sample. The fine grained soils 
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Figure 32. Soil vapor probe with fluted, perforated tip 
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Flgure 33. Soil vapor probe with retractible tip 
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apparently have too low permeability to allow movement of 
vapor through the soil and into the probe. This problem 
could be partially overcome by applying more vacuum 
pressure to the probe in order to increase the vapor flow 
rate. This would, however, increase the likelihood of 
ambient air leaking down the probe shaft and diluting the 
sample. Higher vacuum pressures also could change the 
liquid-gas equilibrium in the soil, thus producing a sample 
that was not representative of the in-situ vapor phase. 
The sampling vacuum pressure would then add a variable to 
the already complex soil-liquid-vapor system, further 
complicating interpretation of soil organic vapor 
concentration data. Greensfelder, et al (1989) concluded 
that neither vacuum pressure nor vacuum decay time is a 
reliable indicator of the accuracy of organic vapor 
concentrations from a driven probe (as postulated by 
Robbins and Temple, 1988). For these reasons, the 
alternative method of high vacuum pressure sample 
extraction was not pursued. 
After removal of the so1l probe at a location where a 
PID response of 0 units was obtained through the probe, a 
length of Teflon tubing was inserted into the open hole 
left by the probe, and a vapor sample withdrawn from the 
open hole. This sample produced a PID response of over 150 
units. The driven probe had produced a false negative 
indication of organics in the soil vapor, apparently due to 
low soil air permeability. The open hole left by the probe 
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had accumulated organic vapors diffusing from the soil on 
the wall of the hole. This open soil probe hole could be 
regarded as a large soil pore or macropore; the organic 
vapors in this hole were establishing a concentration 
gradient toward the atmosphere. Upward diffusion within 
the open soil probe hole is not, however, affected by soil 
permeability. The rate of vapor diffusion through the soil 
surrounding the open probe hole wall may not be adequate to 
maintain a constant rate of diffusion through an open 
system to the atmosphere, and this would lead to reduction 
in the organic vapor concentration in the soil immediately 
surrounding the hole. However if the hole is capped at the 
top, equilibrium should eventually be established without 
depleting the source of hydrocarbon vapor at or near the 
bottom of the hole. 
Sampling organic vapors from an open core hole is 
likely to result in organic vapor concentrations that 
differ from those collected from an in-place low volume 
soil probe. The open core hole is exposed to atmospheric 
conditions to a much larger extent than would be a soil 
probe. The equilibrium established in the open core hole 
will probably be more profoundly affected by atmospheric 
conditions, since there is no "buffer zone" of soil with 
its restricted flow regime, near-saturated humidity and low 
temperature gradient. The vapor collected from an open 
core hole is a mixture of atmospheric gases and soil vapor. 
The resultant organic vapor concentration in the capped 
borehole may not be absolutely representative of that in 
the soil surrounding the bottom of the borehole, which is 
what would be obtained from a soil probe in soils with 
adequate permeability; however a correlative relationship 
is logically expected. A vappr sample which has a 
concentration that is correlative to that in the actual 
soil interstices is infinitely more desirable than no 
sample at all, or a false negative indication of the 
presence of organics in the soil. 
Due to the inability of the available equipment to 
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extract a vapor sample through the probe, and the inherent 
problems created by applying too large a vacuum suction, 
soil vapor samples'were collected from holes left by a 1-
inch soil core. This method also allowed the simultaneous 
collection of soil samples for soil descriptions and 
headspace organic vapor analysis or preservation for later 
laboratory organic or grain size analysis. 
Soil Vapor Survey 
Using the "open core hole" method to collect soil 
vapor samples, a soil vapor survey was conducted across the 
facility on a regular grid pattern, spaced 75 feet between 
sample points. The spacing was chosen based on preliminary 
' knowledge of soil type in the area, which is silt loam and 
sandy silt loam, considered to be an intermediate soil 
type. In general, closer spacing is recommended for fine-
grained soils than for coarse-grained soils (Devitt, et al, 
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1987). A north-south transect was first run approximately 
through the center of the known area of ground water impact 
to determine the extent of organics in soil vapor along 
this axis. Samples were collected along this line until 
PID response of 0 was obtained at either end. Several 
points were sampled at more than one depth to determine the 
optimal sampling depth of three feet. Soil descriptions 
were recorded periodically and whenever significant changes 
in texture were observed. Soil vapor samples were then 
collected along an east-west transect through the area of 
highest concentration on the north-south transect to define 
the extent of impact along this axis. The remainder of the 
area was then filled in on the 75 - foot grid spacing until 
at least one zero PID response was encountered on all 
lines. 
Soil Vapor Port Construction 
and Site S~lection 
For long-term monitoring of soil organic vapor 
concentrat1ons for compar1son to changing soil moisture and 
atmospheric conditions, soil vapor "ports" were installed 
at four locations with differing juxtaposition to the 
liquid hydrocarbon plume. Figure 4 (page 30) illustrates a 
typical soil vapor port installation. The locations for 
these ports (Figure 34) were chosen to provide comparison 
of soil organic vapor concentration changes in relation to 
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distance from the liquid hydrocarbon. The ports were 
installed in an open hole left by a 1 inch diameter soil 
core. A small amount of washed sand was poured into the 
bottom of the hole to act as a filter pack and quarter-inch 
polyethylene tubing was inserted into the hole, with a 
3/16" steel rod inside it to keep the tubing straight and 
to keep soil from plugging the tubing while it was 
inserted. It was not considered necessary to use Teflon 
tubing in the permanent ports since they are to be left in 
the ground. Polyethylene will adsorb hydrocarbons, but the 
vaporfsolid adsorption will reach equilibrium and thus 
should not affect concentrations over the long term. Sand 
was poured to fill approximately 6 inches of the annulus, 
and sodium bentonite slurry was then poured to fill the 
remainder of the annulus. The ports were allowed to stand 
undisturbed for at least a week before a vapor sample was 
extracted. The ports were checked with a vacuum pump 
equipped with a gauge to determine whether they were 
plugged with soil. If a port was found to be p~ugged, it 
was removed, the resulting hole was plugged with bentonite 
slurry, and another port was installed to replace it. 
(This was necessary only one time). The soil vapor ports 
are similar to a driven probe in that they are sealed 
around the tubing annulus, therefore they theoretically 
allow collection of a representative sample of the vapor 
from surrounding soil interstices. 
As a standard quality control measure, the ports were 
I 
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purged of at least one soil core hole volume before samples 
were collected. The diaphragm-type sample pump used is 
rated at 500 cubic centimeters per minute, and the vapor 
port volume (including the sand filter pack) is 
approximately 6.5 cubic inches, or 107 cubic centimeters; 
thus only about 13 seconds was required for purging. 
However 30 seconds was allowed to insure proper purging of 
non-soil vapors. 
Samples were extracted from the soil vapor ports on 
approximately a weekly basis from January through April, 
1991, and several times in May and June. (One exception is 
Soil Vapor Port #3; the vapor concentration in this port 
fell to immeasurably low levels, so sampling was 
discontinued for this port). All weather conditions were 
recorded during each sampling event. 
During most sampling events a soil sample was 
collected, at the same depth as the soil vapor port inlet 
(3 feet below surface), within 4 feet of the port location, 
with a one-inch soil core for measurement of moisture 
content. The standard soil coring tool (figure 35) proved 
to be too fragile for repeated sampling, so a low cost 
disposable tool was d~signed, implementing galvanized iron 
electrical conduit modified for extraction of a soil sample 
(figure 36). A vapor sample was also collected from the 
open hole left by the soil core, in the same way that vapor 
samples were collected during the soil vapor survey, for 
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STANDARD SOIL CORING TOOL 
THREAD JOINT 
s;s· o.o. x 1 ;a· I.D. 
X 2.5' STEEL TUBING---""'' 
REPLACABLE BEVELED TIP 
Figure 35. Standard soil coring tool 
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comparison of the core-hole vapor sample concentrations to 
the soil vapor port samples and the simultaneously recorded 
environmental variables. After sampling, the open core 
holes were plugged with bentonite powder or pellets; water 
was poured into the hole after the bentonite every few 
inches to insure hydration of the bentonite. By plugging 
the holes with hydrated benton'ite, problems of excess soil 
aeration or induced infiltration of precipitation through 
the core holes were avoided, and the "in-situ'~ qualities of 
the soil were maintained as well as possible. 
Soil Vapor Sampling and Analysis Methods 
Soil Vapor samples were collected from the core holes 
by pumping vapor with a hand-held battery-operated air 
sampling pump into the PID or into a Tedlar bag for later 
measurement with the PID and/or the portable GC. A thin 
(1/16" inside diameter) Teflon tube was inserted into the 
open core hole inside of a 1/4.. 'stainless steel tube with a 
flare at the bottom (Figure 37). The outer tube was 
utilized to keep the Teflon tubing straight, and to prevent 
scraping the core hole walls, which could plug andfor 
contaminate the Teflon tubing. The flare on the outer 
tubing was found to help allow any soil that was 
accidentally scraped off the side of the borehole to fall 
into the hole instead of sticking inside the tubing. The 
sampling pump was connected to the Teflon tubing, then to 
the OVM or a Tedlar sample bag. The tubing and/or the pump 
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adsorbed some hydrocarbon vapors as they circulated; to 
eliminate problems of cross-contamination, the pump was 
allowed to run continuously between samples, drawing 
ambient air through the tubing and the pump to purge 
remnant hydrocarbon vapors. Before successive vapor 
samples were collected, the output of the sampling pump was 
checked with the PID to make sure no contamination 
remained. The Tedlar bags were purged by repeatedly 
filling them with ambient air and venting them; the PID was 
also used to check the Tedlar bags for remnant hydrocarbon 
vapors to prevent cross-contamination of samples. 
The soil vapor ports were sampled much in the same 
manner, except that the tip of the PID was sometimes 
inserted directly into the tubing of the vapor port, and a 
vapor sample extracted using the internal pump of the PID, 
instead of using the air sampling pump. 
Soil vapor samples were measured for organic content 
with a Thermo-Environmental Instruments Model OVM 580A 
Photoionization Detector. This instrument is equipped 
with a 10.0 electron-volt ultraviolet lamp for excitation 
of organic vapor molecules, and produces a concentration 
value in nominal parts per million on the digital readout. 
The PID is calibrated with isobutylene, thus it will 
measure isobutylene concentration in parts per million: the 
response to other organic vapors will vary, and cannot be 
quantitated with this instrument unless the instrument is 
calibrated with the compound being measured. Because the 
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vapor components being measured in this study are not 
\ 
specifically identified, the concentrations produced with 
the OVM are referred to as units of Total Ionizable Vapors, 
or TIV. 
During periods of extremely high temperature and 
relative humidity (greater than 90° F and 90% relative 
humidity) or very low temperatures (less than 40 degrees F) 
the PID became inoperable in the field and samples had to 
be preserved for later analysis indoors, under normal 
temperature and humidity conditions. The problems with PID 
operations at low temperatures are apparently also due to 
high relative humidity conditions. While no documentation 
is available to explain the aberrant behavior of the PID, 
the following is this researcher's interpretation of the 
observed phenomena: the warm, humid soil vapor is super-
saturated with water vapor with respect to the ambient air. 
Upon entering the ionization chamber of the PID, the vapor 
condenses on the lens of the UV lamp, causing the PID to 
lose its zero reference, and concentration readings become 
meaningless. At moderate ambient temperature and humidity 
the relative humidity of the soil vapor is apparently low 
enough in the PID ionization chamber to allow normal 
instrument operation. Other problems were encountered with 
the PID, as discussed in the "Sources of Errors" section of 
Chapter v. 
Later in the study a portable GC, a Sentex Brand 
Scentograph Model portable gas chromatograph became 
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available for use. This instrument is equipped with an 
Argon gas ionization detector and a packed column for 
separation of vapor constituents by molecular weight. The 
GC is calibrated using a standard mixture of gases of known 
concentration (BTEX, or benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and 
xylene). The output of the GC is a chromatogram, which is 
a graph of constituent concentration vs time as the 
constituents move through the elution column; a portable 
computer integrates the area below the curve for each 
constituent for comparison to the calibration and 
calculates a resultant concentration. Sample components 
which are not contained in the calibration standard are 
referred to as unknowns; a concentration may be calculated 
by the computer using the area of the curve, but 
concentration of unknowns are not reliable numbers. Soil 
vapor samples were pumped directly from a Tedlar bag into 
the GC using the built-in sample pump, or samples were 
extracted from the Tedlar bags with a specially designed 
syringe, and injected into the injection port of the GC. 
Concentration readings from the GC were then compared to 
those obtained from the PID. The instruments are not 
expected to produce equivalent concentration values, 
because of their different detector types and calibration 
standards, and because the samples contain unknown 
constituents. 
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Measurement Q! soil Vapor Oxygen Content 
As the study progressed it became apparent that the 
photoionization detector was becoming "attenuated" by high 
concentration vapor samples. (This is discussed further in 
the "Sources of Errors" section of Chapter V) • It was 
suspected that low oxygen content may have been causing 
this effect; therefore a Scientific Instruments Model 260A 
combination oxygen meter-explosimeter was used to measure 
soil vapor oxygen content in three of the vapor samples. 
The oxygen meter, which has an internal pump, was connected 
to vapor samples stored in Tedlar bags from vapor ports 1,2 
and 4. 
Soil Sampling 
Soil samples were collected with a l-inch diameter 
soil core and retained for analysis of moisture content and 
grain size distribution. Samples were collected at 1-foot 
intervals for observation of grain size changes with depth. 
Since the sampling depth for organic vapors was 3 feet, the 
first two 1-foot intervals were simply put into plastic 
bags for air drying and later grain size analysis. The 
sample from 2 to 3 feet was immediately placed in a sealed 
plastic bag to prevent moisture loss, while a vapor sample 
was collected from the borehole. When the vapor sampling 
was completed, a 250 ml. glass jar with a Teflon-lined lid 
was loosely filled with soil and sealed for measurement of 
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moisture content. The remaining soil sample was put in a 
sealed plastic bag for measurement of organic vapors in the 
headspace, or in an unsealed plastic bag for air drying and 
later grain size analysis. 
Soil moisture content was measured using ASTM 
recommended procedures: the wet soil was weighed to the 
nearest 0.1 gram and placed in a vented oven for drying at 
110 degrees Centigrade for 24 hours. It was then weighed 
again, and the dry weight subtracted from the wet weight to 
obtain the weight of water that was in the soil. This 
number was then divided by the weight of the wet soil to 
obtain the moisture percentage of the soil by weight. 
Soil grain size distribution was also determined using 
ASTM recommended procedures. The air-dried soil samples 
were pulverized with a rubber-covered pestle to break up 
agglomerations. The pulverized soil was then divided by 
quartering to obtain the desired mass of soil for 
screening. This quantity was weighed to the nearest 0.1 
gram and recorded as the mass of the test sample, 
uncorrected for hygroscopic moisture. Standard soil 
screens numbered 4, 10, 20, and 100 were used in this 
analysis. The soil sample was then placed in the top 
screen and shaken in an electric powered screen shaker. 
The weight of soil remaining in each screen was measured to 
the nearest 0.1 gram, and this weight was divided by the 
weight of the total sample to obtain the percentage in each 
grain size category. The weight of all the screened 
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material was summed and divided by the mass of the test 
sample to obtain the percentage of material recovered after 
the test procedure. Appendix C contains soil grain size 
analyses data. 
Soils were analyzed for volatile organic content by GC 
analysis, by laboratory GC. Soil samples were collected in 
' 40-ml. volatile organic analysis (VOA) jars equipped with 
Teflon septa. The soil samples were prepared by sonication 
(ultrasonic mixing), using water solvent for laboratory 
analysis. Nitrogen carrier gas was then bubbled through 
the solution and pumped into the laboratory GC for 
analysis. Resultant concentrations were then compared to 
PID and portable GC responses in corresponding vapor 
samples. Again, concentrations are not expected to be 
equivalent, since all these machines use different 
detectors and different sample preparation techniques were 
used. Both GC's were calibrated to measure benzene, 
toluene, ethyl-benzene and xylenes (BTEX). 
Ground Water Sampling 
Ground water from several of the monitoring wells in 
the area was sampled for laboratory analysis for benzene, 
toluene, ethylbenzene and xylenes (BTEX). These compounds 
are constituents of interest because of their ubiquitous 
presence in gasoline,, their relative solubility and 
volatility (with the exception of xylene) and their 
presence on the "Skinner's" list of hazardous chemicals, 
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which is often referred to for analytical requirements at 
locations where hazardous materials have impacted the 
environment. The portable gas chromatograph used in this 
study also was calibrated to measure BTEX concentration; 
thus portable GC results may be equivalently compared to 
laboratory analyses. Finally, BTEX is the "standard" 
indicator used in analysis for gasoline contamination. 
The well logs for the sampled wells were inspected to 
determine the depth of the well; the water level in each 
well was measured prior to sampling, and a saturated 
thickness calculated for each well. This thickness was 
multiplied by pi times the square of the casing radius to 
result in the saturated casing volume for the well. Three 
times this volume was bailed from each well with a 24 11 long 
by 1.25" I.D. bailer before a water sample was retained in 
a 40 ml. vial with a Teflon septum in the lid. Samples 
were immediately placed in a cooler with ice for storage 
before shipment. The bailer was thoroughly cleaned with 
laboratory grade detergent, thoroughly rinsed with tap 
water, then triple-rinsed with de-ionized water between 
sampling different wells. The samples were then carefully 
packed in an iced insulated shuttle with a chain of custody 
form which specified the type of analysis required, and 
shipped by overnight air express to the laboratory. 
Headspace Sampling of Ground Water 
Monitoring Wells 
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The headspace vapor in selected ground water 
monitoring wells at the site were sampled and analyzed with 
the PID and the portable GC. Results were compared to the 
laboratory analyses of ground water samples, to evaluate 
the potential for using headspace vapor in wells as an 
indicator of ground water contamination by volatile 
organics. 
Headspace samples were collected from the wells 
according to the following procedures: the depth to water 
(or floating hydrocarbons) was first measured in each well. 
A length 1/16" I.D. Teflon tubing was then lowered into the 
well to 0.5 feet above the fluid level. The air sampling 
pump was connected to the tubing, and a vapor sample was 
pumped out into a 1-liter Tedlar bag. The PID was then 
connected to the bag and a concentration reading recorded. 
A calibrated syringe was used to extract a sample from the 
bag and to inject it into the injection port of the GC, in 
the same manner as other vapor samples. 
Soil Temperature Measurements 
It became apparent after several sampling events that 
soil temperature may be affecting soil vapor organic 
concentrations. Therefore a remote temperature probe was 
obtained and affixed to the bottom of the tube used for 
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soil vapor sample collection (Figure 37, page 100). This 
allowed measurement of soil temperature simultaneously with 
organic vapor sampling. The temperature probe, which 
extended in front of the opening in the vapor extraction 
tube, was pushed into the soil and left in place until the 
temperature reading on the digital display ceased to 
change. 
Soil temperature changes as a function of daytime 
absorption of short-wave radiation from the sun and 
nighttime emission of long-wave radiation from the earth. 
This results in a daily, or diurnal cycle, as well as a 
seasonal or annual cycle of temperature change which follow 
a sinusoidal pattern of change (Figure 38). These cycles 
are most pronounced at the surface, and decrease in 
intensity with depth, until at approximately 0.3 meters the 
diurnal cycle is decreased to 5 percent of the amplitude at 
surface, and at approximately 6.5 meters the annual cycle 
is decreased to about 5 percent of the surface amplitude. 
The amplitude of the soil temperature cycle decreases 
exponentially with depth (Marshall and Holmes, 1988). 
Figure 39 shows the annual monthly average soil 
temperature cycle at Ada, OK, measured at 4 11 below surface 
during 1989, as well as the average monthly air temperature 
values. (This was the closest soil temperature data 
obtainable). The monthly average soil temperature cycle 
amplitude during 1989 at Ada was 44.15 11 at 4 11 from surface. 
The temperature was recorded at the soil vapor sampling 
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depth of approximately 3 feet, or 0.9 meters from surface 
in this study: diurnal changes would be expected to be 
insignificant at this depth. However the annual cycle will 
have an amplitude of approximately 30 inches. 
Soil temperature was not recorded during the first 
several sampling events in the subject study. Because soil 
temperature apparently has a pronounced effect on volatile 
organic vapor concentration, the soil temperature at the 
study site was estimated where missing from the data, for 
purposes of statistical calculations. To make this 
estimation, it was assumed that the soil temperature at Ada 
closely resembled that at the study site; Ada is 
approximately 32 miles east northeast of the study site, 
and the soil type at the measurement station is similar, a 
sandy loam. 
Soil thermal conductivity is a function of its mineral 
composition, bulk density or compaction (hence porosity), 
and the proportion of water-filled to air-filled porosity. 
Greater bulk density and greater water content both 
increase the thermal conductivity of soils (Marshall and 
Holmes, 1988). Thus soil temperature would be expected to 
increase at a more rapid rate after a rainfall, when the 
water content is higher. The recorded soil temperatures do 
not fall precisely on a sine curve, due to this effect as 
well as variations in the amount of sunlight striking the 
ground. However the estimated soil temperatures are 
believed to be reasonably accurate; an error of a few 
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degrees is not expected to create problems with statistical 
analyses; the general trend of temperature change with time 
is believed to be more important for this study than the 
absolute value of the soil temperature. 
Figure 40 shows the estimated and measured soil 
temperature values plotted with the measured ambient 
temperature values during the period of this study, from 
January to June, 1991. The soil temperatures observed at 
this site were higher than would be expected, as compared 
to the Ada soil temperatures. The higher temperatures are 
probably due to increased biotic activity in the soil, as 
soil microorganisms oxidize the organics in the soil. This 
increased temperature would also serve to increase 
volatilization of organics into the atmosphere, reducing 
the amount of organics present. 
Depth to Fluid Measurements 
During each sampling event the depth to fluid was 
measured for each sampling point by measuring the depth to 
water or floating product in nearby monitoring wells with 
an interface probe or an electric water level indicator. 
The sample stations were all located within several feet of 
a monitoring well, with the exception of sample site 3, 
which was located exactly in between BMW10 and BMW14. The 
depth to fluid in these wells was simply averaged to obtain 
the depth to fluid in SVP3. The casing stickup plus three 
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feet (the depth of investigation) was subtracted to obtain 
the depth to fluid at the sampling point. 
Measurement of Atmospheric Conditions 
Atmospheric conditions were measured on site during 
each sampling event. Temperature, barometric pressure, 
~ 
relative hum1dity and wind speed were measured on site 
using standard analog instrumentation; a thermometer, a 
barometer, a hygrometer and an anemometer. 
A rainfall gauge was kept on site, but it was not 
possible to be on site constantly to record weather 
conditions, thus on site rainfall data was not used. In 
lieu of daily on-site recordings, the nearest available 
daily weather records were sought, and found at Pauls 
Valley Oklahoma, from the Oklahoma Climatological survey. 
Daily high and low temperatures were also recorded at 
Paul's Valley). Paul's Valley lies approximately 7.5 miles 
north from the study site. Figure 41 illustrates daily 
rainfall, and Figure 42 illustrates the daily temperature 
range at Paul's Valley. 
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CHAPTER V 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND INTERPRETATIONS 
Soil Vapor Survey 
A survey of volatile organic vapor concentration in 
the soil was conducted across the study site, during a 3-
day period from December 10 through 12, 1990. The area was 
surveyed on a 75-foot centered grid, as illustrated by 
Figure 43. (Some grid points were inaccessible because of 
pavement or build1ngs; samples were collected as close as 
possible to these points). The depth of investigation for 
the survey was 3 feet below surface; this depth was 
determined both by knowledge of the depth to ground water, 
and by taking vapor measurements at several depths in 
several sample points to find the optimum. 
Vapor concentration was measured w1th the Thermo-
Environmental Instruments OVM Model 580-A photoionization 
detector, and recorded as units total ionizable vapor 
(TIV). Soil vapor samples were obtained by coring to 3 
feet with a l-inch diameter coring tool, then inserting 
1/16" I.D. Teflon tubing into the hole inside a length of 
1/4" O.D. stainless steel tubing (Figure 37, page 100), 
and withdrawing a vapor sample directly into the PID. The 
maximum PID response was recorded for each location. The 
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PID apparently has difficulty measuring very high 
concentrations. When highly concentrated organic vapors 
are encountered, the instrument response first increases, 
then rapidly decreases and approaches a stable but low 
response. Then when the vapor source is removed or diluted 
with ambient air, the response immediately increases to a 
maximum, then declines to "background". The maximum value 
was recorded, since it was rationalized that the PID could 
not respond with a high value unless the concentration were 
high. The high concentrations were verified by smelling 
the vapor; where the PID displayed the characteristic 
suppressed response followed by a sudden instantaneous 
increase, the vapor had a very strong petroleum odor. 
Concentrations were recorded on a field data formed devised 
especially for this project. Figure 44 is an example of 
this form. 
Soil Organic Vapor Concentration Map 
Figure 45 is a map of sample stations and 
corresponding maximum Total Ionizable Vapor concentrations 
across the entire area of study, 'and Figure 46 shows these 
values contoured on an interval of 50 units. The map 
indicates the area of highest concentration around the 
truck loading rack area and extending to the west-
northwest. Figure 47 shows the concentration isopleths 
overlain on a map of the extent of liquid hydrocarbons 
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SOIL VAPOR MEASUREMENT 
FIELD DATA FORM Page __ of __ _ 
SITE NAME 
-------------- TYPE OF STUDY ----------------
SAMPLE POINT ________________ DATE, TIME --------------------
AMBIENT TEMP HUMIDITY BAR. PRESS.------
WIND MPH INSOLATION SOIL TEMP ---------
SAMPLE TYPE: ANALYSIS ~ ANn RESULTS 
GROUND PROBE ------------------------------------------
CORE HOLE --------------------------------------------------SOIL HEADSPACE 
PERMANENT PORT 
OTHER (DESCRIBE) 
NOTES: (SOIL DESCRIPTION, UNUSUAL CONDITIONS, ETC.) 
SAMPLE POINT ________________ DATE, TIME ---------------------
AMBIENT TEMP HUMIDITY ------- BAR. PRESS. ______ _ 
WIND MPH INSOLATION SOIL TEMP ---------
SAMPLE TYPE: ANALYSIS ~ AHQ RESULTS 
GROUND PROBE ------------------------------------------------
CORE HOLE ---------------------------------------------------
SOIL HEADSPACE ---------------------------------------------
PERMANENT PORT ---------------------------------------------OTHER (DESCRIBE) 
NOTES: (SOIL DESCRIPTION, UNUSUAL CONDITIONS, ETC.) 
SAMPLE POINT ________________ DATE, TIME ~---------------
AMBIENT TEMP HUMIDITY BAR. PRESS. ________ _ 
WIND MPH INSOLATION SOIL TEMP ----------
SAMPLE TYPE: ANALYSIS ~ ANn RESULTS 
GROUND PROBE ------------------------------------------------CORE HOLE 
SOIL HEADSPACE ----------------------------------------------
PERMANENT PORT -------------------------------------------OTHER (DESCRIBE) 
NOTES: (SOIL DESCRIPTION, UNUSUAL CONDITIONS, ETC.) 
Figure 44. F~eld form for soil vapor sampling 
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at the site as defined by ground water monitoring wells. 
The highest soil vapor concentrations correlate roughly 
with the extent of free product occurrence; however the 
area of high soil vapor concentration extends to the west-
northwest far beyond the free product plume. In the 
following section reasons for this "skewed" pattern of high 
soil volatile organic vapor concentration are discussed, 
based on interpretation of hydrogeologic data from the 
site. 
Hydrogeologic Interpretation of 
Soil Vapor Survey 
Effects of Depth to Phreatic Fluid 
Figure 48 is a map of depth to fluid across the site 
during the time the soil vapor survey was conducted. As 
shown by this figure, the depth to phreatic fluid decreases 
to the northwest and along the ephemeral stream bed to the 
north of the truck loading area, as shown by Figure 9, the 
site topographic map (page 42). Apparently because of the 
more shallow ground water in this area, the soil vapor 
concentration is higher at three feet below surface. 
Aquifer Texture Effects 
Figure 49 is a map of the aquifer material grain size 
classification at the depth of water table residence for 
the area. As this map shows, the soil becomes much more 
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fine-grained to the north of the truck loading area, just 
south of the ephemeral stream bed which runs between the 
truck loading area and the storage tanks. Figure 50 is an 
aerial photograph of the area before the bulk fuel loading 
facility was constructed. As seen in this photo, the 
eastward-convex arcuate lineaments indicate that the area 
lies in a eformer meander channel of the Washita River. The 
clay soils encountered in the northwest portion of the 
study area are apparently channel fill sediments deposited 
after the stream meander left this course. These fine-
grained soils would be expected to inhibit the movement of 
organics by their higher adsorption rates and by slowing 
ground water flow. However as based on comparison of the 
spatial distribution of different soil texture and the soil 
vapor concentration map, the, aquifer grain size appears to 
have had little effect on the measured soil vapor 
concentration distribution. 
Topographic Effects 
The area of higher volatile concentration to the west 
of the free oil plume appears to be separated from the free 
I 
oil plume by an area of lower concentration, as if it were 
from another source. There is no apparent source of 
hydrocarbons at this location; however an explanation may 
be found in the water table elevation records for the site. 
Depth to ground water and free oil elevations have been 
recorded at the site since March, 1989. Figure 9, the site 
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topographic map (page 42), shows a small intermittent 
stream which flows westward, in between the tank dikes to 
the north, and the truck loading area to the south. 
several monitor wells lie very near this drainage pathway. 
In May, 1990, record rainfall occurred in the area, and 
ground water, as measured in the monitor wells, rose to 
unprecede~ted highs. Figure 51 is a hydrograph showing 
depth to ground water and free oil in well BMW5. This 
graph shows that floating product in BMW5 was very near 
surface during this period. Figure 52 is a map of 
elevation of the top of ground water and floating product 
measured in monitor wells on May 22, 1990, superimposed on 
the topographic map of the area. As shown on this map, the 
ephemeral stream that flows through the area was apparently 
in a gaining condition during this period, and the gasoline 
floating on ground water around well BMW5 flowed from the 
ground into the stream. This stream bed runs into a nearly 
enclosed depression at the western edge of the property 
before emptying into the ditch along the side of the road. 
This depression apparently acted to trap the gasoline 
floating in the stream, and it accumulated in this area, 
percolating into the soil when the water table later 
descended. This trapped floating gasoline was apparently 
the source for the higher concentration of volatiles 
measured in the soil vapor in this area. 
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comparison of Soil Vapor Survey Results to 
Ground Water Sample Analyses 
To better define the source of the measured soil 
volatile organic vapor concentration, ground water was 
sampled from several of the monitor wells and analyzed for 
the gasoline-related volatile hydrocarbons benzene, 
toluene, ethylbenzene and xylene. Analyses from past 
sampling events at the site were also included to construct 
a map showing total BTEX concentration in ground water, 
included as Figure 53. (Analytical data are included in 
Appendix D, sorted by date). Figure 53 shows a west-
northwestward trend of h~gh volatile concentrations very 
similar to that measured in the soil vapor, shown by Figure 
46. Figure 21, a potentiometric surface map of the area, 
shows that ground water flows to the northwest across the 
area, which is the general direction in which the high 
volatile organic vapor concentration is skewed both in the 
soil vapor and ground water. Volatile components from the 
' leaked product have dissolved in and flowed with the ground 
water faster than the free product itself has moved from 
the source. The very good agreement between the soil vapor 
survey TIV concentration and the ground water BTEX maps 
indicates that the soil vapor survey delineated the extent 
of volatile organic impact to ground water with a fair 
degree of accuracy. The difference in depth to fluid 
across the site, as shown by Figure 48, appears to have had 
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some influence on the soil vapor concentrations measured by 
the PID, as indicated by the high readings at the northwest 
corner of the surveyed area, where the depth to ground 
water is least. The water samples indicate a contrasting 
decrease in concentration in'this area. 
In order to determine whether the soil vapor 
concentrations from the survey provided a correlative 
indication of the absolute concentration of volatile 
organics in ground water, the total ionizable vapor 
concentration in soil was interpolated above each location 
where ground water was sampled, for comparison of the two 
values. A graph of the interpolated soil vapor TIV vs 
ground water BTEX is presented as Figure 54. As shown by 
this graph, the soil vapor TIV concentrations are all 
higher than total BTEX concentration in the ground water, 
and the plot does not approximate a line. Thus it does not 
appear to be possible to translate soil vapor concentration 
to ground water BTEX concentration, at least when using the 
PID. This is not surprising, since the PID responds to all 
ionized vapors; any vapor present with ionization potential 
below or near 10.0 electron-volts would produce a response 
with the PID. Since the PID is calibrated to only one 
standard, and responds differently to different vapors, it 
is not possible to establish a numerical relationship to 
total BTEX measurements. Also the concentration of 
volatiles in ground water is affected to a far lesser 
degree by the constantly changing environmental variables 
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which may affect soil vapor concentration. The areas of 
highest soil TIV concentration do, however, correlate with 
the areas of highest BTEX concentration (or free product) 
in ground water. Therefore, at this site, volatile organic 
vapor in soil, as measured by the photoionization detector, 
is a reliable indicator of the presence of volatile organic 
contamination in ground water, and provides a less reliable 
indicator of their concentration. 
In addition to confirming the findings of the soil 
vapor survey, the ground water sample analyses provide 
information pertaining to the behavior of the volat1le 
organic chemicals in ground water at the site. The 
percentage of each BTEX constituent in total BTEX was 
calculated, and areas of equal percentage were mapped for 
each component. These maps are presented as Figures 55 
through 58. In general, the wells closest to the free 
product plume have the highest total BTEX concentration, as 
shown by Figure 53; however the percentage of benzene in 
BTEX is highest in the area in front of the plume, and 
lowest behind it, as shown by Figure 55. The percentage of 
toluene is distributed in a pattern closely resembling that 
of the floating hydrocarbon, without much contrast in the 
up-gradient versus down-gradient percentages (Figure 56). 
Conversely, the Xylenes are by far the major component in 
those wells located behind the area of free product 
occurrence, as shown by Figure 58; these wells also have 
the lowest total BTEX concentration. Ethylbenzene is a 
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minor constituent compared to the other components; it also 
shows a percentage distribution that is slightly skewed 
towards the up-gradient portion of the plume (Figure 57). 
The relative distribution patterns of these chemical 
species is directly related to their solubility and 
soiljwater'partition coefficient, K0 c (organic carbon 
partition coefficient). These indices are essentially an 
1nverse function (Griffin and Roy, 1985). Figure 59, from 
McKay and Shiou, 1981, and Figure 60, from Griffin and Roy, 
1985, list physicochemical properties for BTEX components. 
Benzene, being the most soluble by far with a solubility of 
approximately 1781 gjm3 , and with the lowest K0 c value, 
approximately 97 gjm3 ' has traveled the furthest with 
ground water flow, and is nearly all leached from the up-
gradient area of the plume. Toluene is next, with 
solubility of approximately 537, with medium mobility 
(K0 c = 242), and has separated slightly toward the front of 
the plume. Ethylbenzene and the xylenes display similar 
solubilities (167 and 176, respectively) and are the least 
soluble of the BTEX components. They also display the 
highest tendency to adsorb to soils, as indicated by their 
higher K0 c values (477 average for m,o and p-xylene, from 
Griffin and Roy, 1985). As may be predicted by these 
properties, at this site the xylenes and ethylbenzene have 
apparently adsorbed to the soil and remained in place, 
while the highly soluble benzene has traveled rapidly down-
gradient with ground water flow, and the moderately soluble 
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Figure 60. Phys1cochemical propert1es of BTEX compounds, 
from Griffin and Roy, 1985 
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toluene has shown much less segregation from the floating 
product plume. 
A "fresh" gasoline spill would not be expected to 
display this degree of separation of chemical components, 
yet a very old spill would not be expected to have such 
high concentrations of'BTEX compounds, which are readily 
degraded in the subsurface, as indicated on Figure 61, 
(Jamison, et al, 1975), which shows relative degradation 
rates for gasoline constituents. The spatial variation of 
percentage distributions of BTEX,components seen here is an 
illustrative example of how the age of a spill may be 
identified by a detailed soil vapor survey, and also of the 
importance of using the highest degree of sophistication 
possible for sample analysis during soil vapor surveys. If 
a gas chromatograph had been available during the soil 
vapor survey, a much more detailTd characterization of 
ground water contamination at the site would have been 
possible by measuring organics in soil vapor. (A portable 
gas chromatograph was made available later in the study, 
and in order to simulate the results of a soil vapor survey 
and to evaluate the general usage of the procedure, vapor 
samples were collected from the headspace above ground 
I 
water or floating product in several of the monitoring 
wells at the site. Results are discussed in the next 
section). 
The soil vapor survey conducted at this site is a 
salient example of the value of the application of soil 
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Figure 61. Relative biodegradation rates for gasoline 
constituents, from Jamison, et al, 1975 
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vapor surveys to site characterization at volatile organic 
spill sites. The survey was completed in less than a week 
by one person, as compared to the completion of numerous 
soil borings and the installation of 20 monitoring welTs to 
define the extent of ground water contamination. Results 
were immediate, requiring no lag time for laboratory sample 
analyses. The soil vapor survey also provided a much more 
dense data base (although containing less hydrogeologic 
information) than the soil borings and wells. Monitoring 
wells are necessary for definition of the absolute chemical 
characteristics of the contamination, and to confirm the 
findings of soil vapor surveys. A soil vapor survey before 
the installation of monitoring wells at this site would 
have provided valuable information with which to decide on 
the placement of monitoring wells. Most of the soil 
borings and many of the wells installed may have been 
omitted, thus saving a significant amount of money. 
The apparent success of the ''core hole"' vapor sampling 
method in delineating hydrocarbon-impacted ground water at 
this site implies that it may be employed as a standard 
procedure in areas of low-permeability soil, as an 
alternative to sampling through in-situ driven probes. 
Further study is suggested. An indicator for the 
suitability of either method for a study area may be 
whether the soil texture is fine enough to retain an open 
core hole. If the hole collapses, the material is probably 
coarse enough to use the in-situ probe; if not, the core 
hole method may be necessary. 
Comparison of Monitor Well Headspace Organic Vapor 
Analyses with Ground Water Sample Analyses 
and Soil Vapor Survey Results 
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The vapor in selected monitor wells was sampled at 0.5 
feet above fluid level and measured for volatile organic 
content using the OVM and the portable GC. Figure 62 is a' 
contour map of OVM TIV concentrations from well headspace 
vapor, and Figure 63 is a contour map of total BTEX in well 
headspace vapor from portable GC measurement. The general 
shape of the contours are similar, yet the concentrations 
measured with the PID are much higher; again this is to be 
expected, as discussed in Chapter 4. Figures 64 through 70 
are bar graphs comparing concentrations of total and 
individual BTEX components in ground water with well 
headspace vapor samples as measured by portable GC, and PID 
TIV. (A logarithmic scale was used on the concentration 
axis in order to show trace concentrations as measured in 
ground water) . The portable GC analyses of well headspace 
vapor produced results rather different from the ground 
water analyses. Conspicuously absent from the headspace 
vapor samples is any detectable concentration of xylene. 
The reason for this discrepancy is unclear. The wells are 
constructed with PVC casing and screen; there may be some 
differential adsorption of xylene by the PVC, which would 
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Figure 62. Isoconcentrat~on map, TIV ~n well headspace 
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remove xylene from the vapor phase. The properties of 
ethylbenzene and the xylenes are very similar, yet 
ethylbenzene is detected in some of the vapor samples. 
Xylene was detected in the calibration standard gas mixture 
with excellent accuracy during the quality-control runs 
while the headspace vapor samples were being analyzed, so 
GC error is unlikely as the cause for the missing xylenes. 
Toluene concentrations in headspace vapor were 
consistently higher than in ground water, as was 
ethylbenzene, while benzene was usually much lower. This 
may be due to the differences in vapor pressures; benzene 
has a much higher vapor pressure than the other BTEX 
components. A possible explanation may be that in the well 
casings, the temperature is high enough to allow benzene 
vapor to diffuse out of the casing vent at a faster rate 
than it is evolving from solution in the ground water. The 
other constituents would be left in the headspace vapor, 
and their concentrations would thus be increased. Sampling 
of headspace vapors may thus lead to misleading conclusions 
if such factors are not accounted for. 
The PID usually measured higher, but sometimes lower 
concentrations than the portable GC; however the two 
concentrations were within the same order of magnitude for 
each well sampled. Figures 59 and 60, well headspace vapor 
isoconcentration maps (total BTEX from portable GC and PID 
TIV), vary widely in concentration values, yet show a 
similar trend. This trend is also in general agreement 
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with the isoconcentration maps of soil vapor TIV at 3 feet 
and ground water total BTEX. The concentration of organic 
vapors in well headspace is likely to be affected to a much 
stronger degree by varying environmental conditions than is 
soil vapor, since the well casing is less well insulated, 
and there is no soil "buffer zone" above the phreatic 
surface. However this demonstration shows that sampling of 
well headspace vapors may also be used (however with 
questionable reliability) as an indicator of the presence 
of ground water contamination by volatile organics. 
Comparison of Soil sample Analyses 
with Soil Vapor Analyses 
Soil samples we re collected from cores taken within 4 
feet of each of the 4 soil vapor ports and analyzed by 
standard laboratory methods for BTEX constituents, for 
comparison to analyses of soil vapor collected from the 
same points at the same time. The soils were analyzed 
using a sonication extraction procedure with water as a 
solvent. Th1s procedure uses ultrasonic vibration to mix 
the soil with the solvent, and a carrier gas is then 
bubbled through the soil/water mixture for extraction of a 
sample for injection into the gas chromatograph. The 
extraction procedure is expected to produce somewhat 
different results than those obtained by sampling soil 
vapor, because it will extract compounds adsorbed to soils, 
which may not be detected in soil vapor. A correlative 
relationship between total BTEX in vapor and soil is 
expected, however, with possible variations caused by 
differing adsorption characteristics of different soil 
types. 
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Figures 71 through 73 are bar graphs which compare 
concentrations of each BTEX component, total BTEX and PID 
TIV for soil extractions and soil vapor samples at each 
sample site. Soil vapor samples used for this comparison 
were collected from the core holes at the same time as the 
soil samples, as"described in Chapter 4, and contained in 
Tedlar bags for later analysis off-site by portable GC. 
Nearly all the BTEX component concentrations in vapor as 
measured by portable GC exceeded those in the soil samples, 
with the exception of those which were close to or below 
the detection limit of the portable GC. (These were all 
BTEX components in SVP3 and benzene in SVP4). Also In 
these vapor samples, as in the well headspace vapor 
samples, no xylene was detected, although every soil sample 
contained xylene. Again the reason is unclear, but may be 
explained as discussed earlier in this chapter. 
The soil vapor sample from SVP1 produced BTEX 
concentrations much higher than did the soil sample, as did 
SVP2; the vapor from SVP4 produced BTEX concentrations much 
more similar to the soil analysis. These differences in 
correlation of BTEX concentrations between soil and soil 
vapor may be due to soil type: SVP1 lies in a clayey silt 
to silty clay; SVP2 lies in a sandy silt; and SVP4 lies in 
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a slightly silty clay. Clay, due to its much higher 
surface area to volume ratio and more prominent electrical 
properties, would tend to adsorb more of these volatiles, 
and allow less free passage of the vapor phase to reach the 
vapor sampling point, also as a function of its lower 
effective porosity. Silt would be intermediate in this 
relationship, and sand'would adsorb the least. The clay 
surrounding SVP4 has apparently adsorbed a larger 
proportion of volatiles as compared to the those in the 
vapor phase, as the quotient between the concentration in 
soil and in vapor is smaller than in either SVPl or SVP2. 
This postulation is complicated by the fact that free 
product andfor volatile-laden ground water has come into 
contact with the soil at all these sample points during the 
abnormally high water table conditions of Spr~ng, 1990. 
Thus the relative amount of apparent soil adsorption is 
probably amplified here. 
Sample point SVP2 is located next to well BMW22; since 
BMW22 contains no floating hydrocarbon, the water from this 
well was sampled for BTEX analysis. (The wells near SVPl 
and SVP4 both contain floating product, so the water in 
these wells were not sampled). Figure 74 compares the 
analyses from ground water, soil and soil vapor at SVP2. 
As illustrated, benzene was lower in the soil analysis and 
absent in soil vapor; ethylbenzene was slightly lower in 
soil but much higher in soil vapor; toluene was lower in 
soil but higher in soil vapor; and xylene concentrations 
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were essentially equal in soil and water but absent in soil 
vapor. The generally lower concentrations in soil at this 
sample site may be due to the more sandy lithology with its 
lower adsorption characteristics. 
The lower concentrations of benzene in soil vapor may 
be due to biodegradation of 'the vapor phase; the soil 
temperature in SVP1 was consistently higher than in the 
other two sample sites, possibly indicating a higher rate 
of biotic activity there. This would be consistent with 
the coarser grain size at SVP2, which allows better soil 
gas exchange; oxygen has been shown to be the limiting 
factor in the rate of biodegradation rate in soils (Baehr 
and Corapcioglu, 1984). The oxygen level in soil vapor 
from SVP2 was also the lowest of the three samples 
measured, at 10%, compared to 13% in SVP1 and 17% in SVP4; 
this is another indication of high biotic activity. The 
higher concentrations of ethylbenzene and toluene in soil 
vapor may be due to concentration by means of differential 
biodegradation; as the benzene is degraded first, the 
relative concentrations of the other constituents increase. 
The lack of xylenes in soil vapor may be explained as 
discussed earlier in this paper. These samples show that 
in general BTEX concentrations in soil vapor do not 
correspond well with that in ground water or soils at this 
site. In addition, there are apparently many factors which 
must be taken into account in order to interpret the 
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concentration of volatiles in soil vapor for estimation of 
the concentration of volatiles in soil or ground water. 
Correlation of Soil Organic Vapor Concentrations with 
Changing Environmental Variables: Anticipated 
versus Observed Effects and Linear 
Regression Analyses 
As previously discussed in Chapter II, Literature 
Review, the occurrence and movement of organics in soil 
vapor is affected by a large number of environmental 
factors as well as by the actual measurement methods. The 
environmental factors measured in this study are: soil 
moisture, soil temperature, ambient air temperature, 
barometr1c pressure, and relative humidity. The relative 
effects of these variables on soil organic vapor 
concentration in the field may be estimated based on the 
physico-chemical pr1nciples discussed in Chapter II. In 
this section, the anticipated effects of each measured 
variable are briefly described, followed by a description 
the effects observed 1n the field. 
The sequential so1l organic vapor concentrations 
measured from the soil vapor ports and nearby core holes 
were compared by statistical analysis to all recorded 
weather variables and so1l moisture percentages. These 
comparisons are made to determine whether a relationship 
may be established to determ1ne what relative effect each 
of the variables has on so1l organic vapor concentrat1ons 
measured in the field. The variables were analyzed 
separately for each sample point by visual inspection of 
plots of the independent variables versus the TIV 
concentration values measured during the study and by 
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linear regression (method of least squares), for both the 
entire data set and the closely-spaced (diurnal) data. The 
method of least squares, or linear regression, describes a 
line, Y = Ax + B, by using the following equations, for n 
number of observations of an independent variable (X) and a 
dependant variable (Y), where: 
A= nsumXY - sumXsumY I n(sumX2) -(sumX)2, and 
B = sumY(sumX2) - sumXsumXY 1 nsum(X2) - (sumX2). 
The dependant variable coefficient (A), the regression 
constant (B) and the R2 value are computed by the computer 
program SYSTAT for each regression (Wilkinson, 1988). The 
R2 value indicates the "goodness of fit" of the 
correlation, and is between o and 1. An R2 value of 1 is a 
perfect correlation, with no deviation from the straight 
line relationship between the two variables; the lower the 
' R2 value, the further lie most of the observed values from 
the line. A coefficient value of 1 is a 45o slope on this 
line. A positive coefficient indicates that the dependant 
variable (in this case organic vapor concentration) 
increases with the independent variable; a negative 
coefficient indicates that as the independent variable 
increases, the dependant variable decreases. Table VII 
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TABLE VII 
LINEAR REGRESSION CALCULATION RESULTS 
SOIL VAPOR PORT 1: LONG-TERM DATA 
INDEPENDANT VARIABLE 
TEMP BAR. REL. WIND 
PRESS. HUM. SPEED 
DEPTH SOIL % SOIL 
TO TEMP. MOIST. 
FLUID 
R2 
COEFF. 
0.571 0.09 0.246 1.6E-05 0.034 0.715 0.228 
3.606 -2.993 1.626 0.0024 -36.742 5.859 -50.26 
SOIL VAPOR PORT 1: DIURNAL DATA 
INDEPENDANT VARIABLE 
R2 
COEFF. 
TEMP BAR. REL. WIND 
PRESS. HUM. SPEED 
0.522 0.715 0.366 0.008 
0.553 -1.23 -0.211 0.103 
SAMPLE POINT L.. OPEN CORE HOLE DATA 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 
TEMP BAR. REL. WIND 
PRESS. HUM. SPEED 
DEPTH SOIL % SOIL 
TO TEMP. MOIST. 
FLUID 
R2 
COEFF. 
0.574 0.078 0.081 0.151 0.0002 0.626 0.0001 
2.719 -2.226 1.537 1.847 -2.108 5.03 -0.663 
SOIL VAPOR PORT ~ LONG-TERM DATA 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 
TEMP BAR. REL. WIND 
PRESS. HUM. SPEED 
DEPTH SOIL % SOIL 
TO TEMP. MOIST. 
FLUID 
R2 
COEFF. 
0.662 0.289 0.303 0.093 0.152 0.913 0.004 
4.049 -6.626 1.747 -1.996 -147.78 6.527 4.343 
SOIL VAPOR PORT ~ DIURNAL DATA 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 
R2 
COEFF. 
TEMP BAR. REL. WIND 
PRESS. HUM. SPEED 
0.06 0.116 0.059 0.58 
0.242 -0.639 -0.109 1.139 
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TABLE VII (Continued) 
SAMPLE POINT .£,_ OPEN CORE HOLE DATA 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 
TEMP BAR. REL. WIND DEPTH SOIL % SOIL 
PRESS. HUM. SPEED TO TEMP. MOIST. 
FLUID 
R2 0.633 0.054 0.178 0.133 0.056 0.749 0.063 
COEFF. 4.672 -2.326 3.467 2.69 108.427 8.48 23.159 
SOIL VAPOR PORT 4: LONG-TERM DATA 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 
TEMP BAR. REL. WIND DEPTH SOIL % SOIL 
PRESS. HUM. SPEED TO TEMP. MOIST. 
FLUID 
R2 0.52 0.089 0.246 0.138 0.679 0. 914 0.004 
COEFF. 3.589 -2.889 1. 626 -2.357 -111.74 6.902 2.186 
SOIL VAPOR PORT 4: DIURNAL DATA 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 
TEMP BAR. REL. WIND 
PRESS. HUM. SPEED 
R2 0.007 0.037 0.002 0.009 
COEFF. -0.052 0.233 -0.013 -0.091 
SAMPLE POINT .!...t_ OPEN CORE HOLE DATA 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 
TEMP BAR. REL. WIND DEPTH SOIL % SOIL 
PRESS. HUM. SPEED TO TEMP. MOIST. 
FLUID 
R2 0.154 0.234 0.081 0.266 0.004 0.372 0.051 
COEFF. 1.517 -3.622 1.537 2.235 -7.414 3.804 -7.532 
lists R2 values and coefficients (slopes) for all linear 
regression calculations. 
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Multiple linear regressions were then calculated for 
each sample point, again both for the long-term data and 
the diurnal data in attempt to isolate the effects of each 
independent variable and to identify collinear or 
codependant effects. (The computer program printout for 
each calculation is included as Appendix E) . 
Figure 75 illustrates the changes observed in weather 
variables at each sample event date; this graph shows that 
temperature and relative humidity have tended to increase 
throughout the course of the study, while barometric 
pressure has decreased. Wind speed also shows a somewhat 
parallel relationship with temperature. Figures 76 and 77 
illustrate changes in soil vapor concentrations at each 
sample point, for each sample event date. Figure 78 lists 
all data collected for correlation of weather variables 
with soil vapor concentration. As is evident in this data, 
sample point 3 was deleted from the study after the soil 
organic vapor concentration fell to zero, at which point 
the data from this poi~t was no longer of use. 
Ambient Air Temperature Effects 
An increase in air temperature will increase the 
temperature gradient from the liquid hydrocarbon source to 
the atmosphere: this increase in temperature gradient is 
expected to create an overall decrease in the soil organic 
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Figure 77. TIV measurements in soil vapor ports 
DATE TIHE HRS AIR X BAR UIND DEPTH TO FLUID SOIL TEMPERATURE X SOIL 
MOISTURE 
TOTAL IONIZABLE 
VAPOR (TIV) 
(core hole) 
SAMPLE POINT 
TIV 
In 
PORT 
n 
22·Jan·91 
30·Jan·91 2 
08-Feb-91 3 
18-Feb-91 4 
22-Feb-91 5 
28-Feb-91 6 
01-Har-91 7 
08-Har-91 8 
14-Har-91 9 
22-Har-91 10 
16-Apr-91 11 
19-Apr-91 12 
30·Apr·91 13 
22-Hay-91 14 
12 
15 
18 
18 
10 
11 
13 
11 
14 
15 
12 
16 
12 
17 
11-Jt.r~-91 15 19 5 
11-Jun-91 16 21 5 
12-Jt.r~-91 11 0 
12-Jt.n-91 J8 2 5 
12-Jt.n-91 19 4 25 
12-Jt.n-91 20 11 
12-Jt.n-91 21 12 25 
12-Jt.n•91 22 15 
12-Jun-91 23 16 25 
12-Jun-91 24 17 75 
12-Jt.r~-91 25 19 5 
12·Jt.r~·91 26 20.5 
12·Jt.n·91 27 22.75 
13·Jt.n·91 28 6 25 
13·Jun·91 29 8 75 
13·Jun·91 30 12.5 
14·Jun·91 31 13 
26·Jun·91 32 10.5 
26·Jun·91 33 15 
INTO TEHP.REL. PRESS SPEED BEL~ SAMPLING (* • estlmate<f) 
DIURNAL (f) HUH (mBAR) POINT 
STUDY (AIR) SAHPLI: POINT SAMPLE POINT 
41 
62 
66 
54 
66 
74 
55 
50 
66 
83 
68 
53 1019 
44 1022 
43 1025 
41 1007 
59 1020 
54 1007 
48 995 
31 1020 
41 1016 
33 1005 
51 1014 
68 1015 
1 2 3 4 1 2 
6 1 42 1 03 3 84 1 43 * 52 0 52 5 • 
5 1 47 1 09 3 88 1 48 • 52 3 52 8 • 
6 1 52 1.16 3 93 1 53. 53 0 53 5. 
5 1 58 1 23 3.98 1.59 * 53 8 54 3 
13 1 60 1 26 4 00 1 61 * 54 1 54 6 
25 1 74 1 30 4.07 1 68 * 54 8 55 3 
25 1 69 1 31 4 08 1 10 • 55 1 55 6 
5 1 76 1 36 4. 15 1 18 * 56 1 56 6 • 
3 
5 1 87 1 40 4 22 1 85 57 6 ~7 0 55 0 
45 1 94 1 45 4 31 1 95 57 4 57 9 56 1 
25 2 18 1 62 4 58 2 26 64 4 65 1 62 4 
18 2 21 1 64 4 61 2 30 • 64 7 65 2 
4 
51 7 
(\IE I GHT) 
SAMPLE POINT 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 
86. 
52 0 15.1 14 1 13 9 160 99 35 
4 
52 7 14 1 15 1 16 9 19 1 155 97 91 94 
53 5 13 5 14 7 15 1 13 5 105 114 111 127 
53 8 12 5 13 6 16 3 14 2 122 117 104 188 
z 
45 
87 109 
41 103 
87 
54 5 13 3 11 8 16 8 16 9 131 126 18 222 127 
85 
94 
54 8 122 89 
55.8 13 1 13 1 15 5 14 5 163 217 0 209 111 76 
56 2 14 3 14 4 16 6 14 4 125 168 9 230 107 124 • 
56 5 13 4 15 1 16 2 16 3 173 195 o 5 251 101 n 
63 1 14 2 14 2 16 9 14 6 2n 249 o 5 243 218 219 
3 
12 
11 
4 
94 
68 
95 105 
36 103 
31 100 
19 86 
100 
12 106 
10 110 
62 7 254 210 0 147 
76 
n 
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vapor concentration. A soil temperature increase will 
"lower the suction and raise the vapor pressure of soil 
water. Hence the effect of a thermal gradient is to induce 
flow and distillation from warmer to cooler regions" 
(Hillel, 1982). Organic vapors would also be expected to 
flow towards the area of lower temperature. Thus in the 
winter months, when the earth is warmer than the ambient 
air, vapor would tend to flow toward the surface, and vice-
versa, strictly as a function of temperature gradient. 
Upward flow of vapors when the air is warmer than the soil 
is movement against the temperature gradient, and occurs in 
response to a concentration gradient andfor a matric 
potential gradient (Marshall and Holmes, 1988). 
In a closed system, a temperature increase would 
necessitate an increase in pressure or a decrease in gas 
concentration. Of course the atmosphere is not a closed 
system; however air temperature affects barometric pressure 
and relative humidity inversely, and air temperature and 
soil temperature are related. The effects of changing 
barometric pressure and relative humidity may mask the 
effects of changing temperature, and the net expected 
effect of short term change in ambient air temperature is 
not clear. Certainly long term increasing air temperature, 
as with seasonal change, should increase soil temperature, 
hence increasing so~l organic vapor concentration. 
Figures 79 through 84 are graphs illustrating the 
relationship of soil organic vapor concentrat~ons to 
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ambient air temperature change for sample points 1, 2 and 
4, from the vapor ports and from core holes during the 
entire course of the study. From visual inspection of 
these graphs, there appears to be a clearly positive 
general correlation between ambient temperature and soil 
vapor concentration. All R2 values are above .5 for this 
' 
relationship, indicating a somewhat be~ter than random fit 
on the regression line. 
There is an apparent bimodal grouping in the long-term 
data plots which is especially evident in the data from the 
soil vapor ports as opposed to that from the core holes. 
This is in large part due to the tightly-grouped data from 
diurnal measurements; however even in the core hole data 
some bimodal grouping is evident. This apparent bimodal 
grouping is evident to some degree in all the data, and is 
due mostly to the hiatus in sampling between March 22 and 
April 16. The relatively large variation in the affecting 
environmental variables during this period apparently 
caused a relatively large variation in the measured vapor 
concentrations. 
Ambient air temperature effects are difficult to 
separate from soil temperature effects over the long term, 
since soil temperature changes in response to the same 
factors as the atmosphere, although at the depth of 
investigation used in this study there is a lag time of 
about one month, and the changes are less pronounced. In 
order to remove the influence of soil temperature change, 
184 
16 soil vapor samples were collected from the ports at 
closely spaced intervals over a 3-day period (these 
measurements are referred to as diurnal measurements). 
Soil temp~rature would not be expected to change noticeably 
during this time span at the measurement depth. As shown 
by Figures 81 through 83, the correlation between soil 
vapor concentration and ambient temperature during the 
short term is poor for sample points 2 and 4. Sample point 
1, however, showed a moderately well-defined positive 
' 
visual correlation between ambient air temperature and soil 
total ionizable vapor concentration over the short term. 
Diurnal temperature change is accompanied by an opposite 
change in barometric pressure, however, as shown by Figure 
88 (PAGE 188), which is a graph of weather variable 
measurements made during the diurnal study. This 
codependant relationship may be influencing the possible 
correlation shown for temperature and organic vapor 
concentration in SVPl. 
Barometric Pressure Effects 
Increasing barometric pressure would be expected to 
result in decreased soil organic vapor concentration as a 
function of the ideal gas law. Increased barometric 
pressure would.decrease volatilization by increasing 
solubility, thus decreasing soil organic vapor 
concentration at a constant distance from the source. 
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Figures 89 through 97 are graphs showing the 
relationship of soil total ionizable vapors with barometric 
pressure change. For each sample point, there is an 
apparent visual negative relationship (that is, as 
barometric pressure rises, soil TIV values fall). The 
statistics for this relationship do not adequately verify 
any apparent linear relationship, as all the R2 values are 
well below .5. The diurnql measurements from vapor port 1 
produced a good visual negative correlation between TIV and 
barometric pressure, with an R2 value of .715, while the 
correlations for the ports 2 and 4 measurements were a much 
' poorer fit. The diurnal measurements from port 2 show a 
negative relationship for barometric pressure, but with a 
low R2 value (.116); port 4 shows a slightly positive 
relationship, with an even lower R2 value (.037). 
Relative Humidity Effects 
Increasing relative humidity will decrease the vapor 
pressure gradient from a water-saturated soil vapor to the 
atmosphere (soil vapor 1s almost always at or near 
saturation with respect to water vapor). As described by 
Henry's Law, gaseous diffusion will decrease in response to 
a decreased vapor pressure gradient. Thus soil vapor 
movement and organic vapor concentration would be expected 
to be diminished as relative humidity increases. However, 
since soil vapor is essentially always between 98 to 100 
percent relative humidity, the effects of changing 
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199 
atmospheric relative humidity would not be expected to have 
a very large effect on soil volatile organic vapor 
concentration, especially at depths where daily temperature 
fluctuation are insignificant. 
Figures 98 through 106 illustrate that over the long 
term, the correlation between long term change in ambient 
relative humidity and soil vapor concentration appears 
visually to be positive; however the R2 values for these 
lines are all very low. A probable reason for the apparent 
' positive correlation may be seen by Figure 75, (page 172) 
which shows the long-term trends in weather variables 
measured with collection of vapor samples: relative 
humidity has 1ncreased with seasonal change, very much like 
temperature has increased. This long-term trend appears to 
have over-ridden any other observable effects from changes 
in relative humidity. 
The short-term data, however, show a negative 
correlation between relative humidity and soil organic 
vapor concentration, again with low R2 values for each 
vapor port data set (.366 for SVP1, .002 for SVP2 and .059 
for SVP4). The visual negat1ve correlation for diurnal 
relative humidity change and soil vapor concentration is 
most likely a correlative effect with barometric pressure 
change, which is parallel with relative humidity in the 
diurnal cycle, as shown by Figure 88. 
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Wind Speed Effects 
Wind speed would be expected to have a positive 
correlation with soil organic vapor concentration, by 
creating a pressure drop at the land surface, which 
conceptually would increase the pressure gradient and 
increase volatilization. High wind speeds in combination 
with low barometric pressure has been documented to 
increase vapor concentration in enclosed areas from a 
gasoline-contaminated ground water source (Reichmuth, 
1984}. This effect would probably be insignificant at 
normal wind speeds, however. 
Figures 107 through 112 show the linear regression 
lines for the long-term wind speed and soil vapor 
concentration data for each sample point. While the points 
on these graphs are grouped fairly tightly, there appears 
to be very little change in TIV values with wind speed. 
The regression lines fit poorly for all these lines, and R2 
values are correspondingly very low. Coefficients are 
positive for most sample points but negative for others. 
In all, there seems little evidence for a significant 
effect from wind speed in the long-term data. 
The diurnal data plots (Figures 113 through 115} look 
equally indeterminate for SVP1 and SVP4, with R2 values of 
.008 and .009, respectively. SVP2, however, shows a fairly 
good positive correlation, with an R2 value of .58. If any 
wind effect were observed, it would produce the strongest 
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Figure 110. Scatter plot of TIV vs wind speed in soil 
vapor port 2, with regression line 
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Figure 112. Scatter plot of TIV vs wind speed in soil 
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effect in the most permeable soils; thus SVP2 would be 
expected to display the most pronounced effect, as it 
apparently has. Wind speed did vary very nearly in 
parallel with temperature during the diurnal study, 
however, and again there may be collinear effects causing 
this apparent correlation. 
Soil Moisture Effects 
Increasing the percentage of moisture in soil 
interstices from zero to saturation is expected to cause 
first an increase in organic vapor concentration as water 
displaces adsorbed organics from soil minerals. As the 
soil vapor humidity approaches saturation, adsorption to 
soil minerals should have a relatively insignificant 
effect. Increasing soil water saturation from this point 
should then decrease soil organic vapor concentration as 
some organic constituents become dissolved in soil water 
and as water begins to fill pore spaces, inhibiting vapor 
movement. At full water saturation (field capac1ty) any 
vapor phase left in the soil would be encapsulated by 
water-filled pores, no vapor movement should occur, and 
organic vapor concentration would in effect be impossible 
to measure. 
Soil moisture content was measured by dessication of 
soil samples collected, as described in Chapter IV. The 
resultant soil moisture percentages were plotted against 
TIV concentration for each sample point to create Figures 
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116 through 121. None of these plots show a linear 
relationship between soil moisture content and soil vapor 
concentration; R2 values for these linear regression 
calculations were all very low, the highest being .238. 
Research has shown that the rate of vapor diffusion through 
soils is related to moisture content, as discussed in the 
literature review section of Chapter I. The measured 
moisture content of the soils at this site varied from 
11.8% to 19.1% during the course of this study; apparently 
this was not enough variation 1n moisture content to have a 
significant effect on vapor concentration at the sampling 
depth. One possible exception was recorded at sample point 
4 on February a, 1991: the moisture content was measured at 
19.1%, and the TIV measured was the lowest measured in the 
core hole samples at that site; however 3 lower 
concentrations were measured in the soil vapor port at th1s 
site at lower soil water percentages. Another important 
effect of soil moisture was noted on June 14, 1991. After 
rainfall of 0.18 inches occurred during the previous night, 
an attempt was made to collect vapor samples from the vapor 
ports; both vapor ports 1 and 2 filled with water when the 
vapor sample pump was turned on. However the soil samples 
collected on this day did not have inordinately high water 
contents, ranging from 12.6 to 15.8 percent water by 
weight. Apparently the suction created by the sampling 
pump was enough to overcome the matric potential of the 
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Figure 119. Scatter plot of TIV vs soil moisture in soil 
vapor port 2, with regression line 
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vapor port 4, with regression line 
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soil and fill the tubing of the soil vapor ports, even 
though the soil was not completely saturated. The soil at 
these two sampling locations apparently drains rapidly 
enough that it does not remain saturated for long after a 
rainfall. Thus the soil water content at this site does 
not have a maJor effect on the organic vapor concentration, 
as it remains close to field capacity most of the time; 
however shortly after a rainfall the increased water 
content will prevent the collection of a vapor sample 
through a probe or soil vapor port. 
Depth to Fluid Effects 
As discussed in Chapter 1 (and illustrated by Figure 
1, page 16), the distance from the source material has been 
demonstrated to have an essent1ally linear relationship 
with organic vapor concentration in dry, isotropic soils 
(Kerfoot and Barrows, 1986). Thus with greater depth to 
fluid, lower volatile organic vapor concentrations are 
expected. Variations in soil type and moisture content 
would be expected to affect the gradient or perhaps skew 
the correlation from a straight line; the depth-
concentration relationship should remain relatively clear, 
however. 
Depth to fluid was measured for each sample point at 
each sample event during this study. The fluid level was 
descending for approximately the first three months of the 
study; with the advent of increased rainfall in May, the 
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water table began to rise, and continued to do so until the 
end of the study in late June. The soil vapor 
concentrations measured during this period in general rose 
continuously higher (with the exception of SVP3, which fell 
to zero and was abandoned). The fluctuation in depth to 
fluid was expected to have a strong influence on the 
concentration; however as shown by Figures 122 through 127, 
which illustrate the linear regressions for depth to fluid 
and TIV at all sample point, the expected correlation is 
not apparent. The data sets for all but the core hole 
samples at point 2 show a negative correlation, as 
expected; however the R2 values are very low, with the 
exception of the vapor port samples in SVP4, for which R2 
is .679. There appears to be a grouping of higher 
concentrations at the lowest depth to fluid, and the 
rema1nder of the data seems to show an increase in 
concentration with increased depth to fluid. Upon closer 
examination of the data, it is apparent that these trends 
reflect merely the general trend of increasing vapor 
concentration with time as the study progressed. 
Possible reasons for the poor correlation between 
depth to fluid may be that the sampling depth was too close 
to fluid level, and the changes in concentration due to 
fluid level fluctuation were too small to observe. It is 
also possible that because of the historically high fluid 
levels in the area, the hydrocarbons adsorbed to the soil 
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are the primary source for the measured volatile organic 
vapors; thus the depth to fluid would have little effect. 
Soil Temperature Effects 
Perhaps the greatest effect on measured soil organic 
vapor concentration due to temperature would occur when 
soil temperature fell below freezing. Moisture in the soil 
would crystallize and expand in volume, which could seal 
off soil pores, preventing flow of soil vapors entirely (of 
course this effect would only occur when soil moisture 
content was high enough to begin with). Thus a frozen 
moist soil would resemble a fully water-saturated soil 
insofar as organic vapor measurement. Layers of frozen 
soils overlying volatile organic-contaminated ground water 
will act to trap the vapor, creating a much higher gradient 
below the frozen layer, much like a clay lens would, as 
illustrated by Figure 2 (page 17). (No frozen soils were 
encountered in this study). After the soil temperature 
rJ.ses above the freezJ.ng point, further increase in soJ.l 
temperature would be expected to strongly increase soil 
organic vapor concentration by increasing volatilization of 
the liquid phase hydrocarbon and increasing the rate of 
diffusion. 
As shown by Figures 128 through 133, soil temperature 
shows a distinct positive correlation with soil organic 
vapor concentration in the data from every sample point. 
With the exception of the core hole data at point 4, every 
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R2 value is from .6 to .9. This is by far the best fitting 
correlation of all the environmental variables, and there 
seems little doubt that soil temperature has a pronounced 
positive effect on the concentration of organic vapors in 
the soil at this site. Figures 134 through 136 illustrate 
this correlation; soil vapor concentration was predicted 
using the soil temperatures and linear regression 
coefficients and constants averaged from the core hole and 
vapor port data regressions. This predicted value for each 
sample date was then plotted with the actual data to 
illustrate how soil organic vapor concentration at a 
constant depth from surface changes with soil temperature. 
It is of particular interest to note that sample point 2, 
with more sandy soil, has a higher coefficient (7.5) than 
the clayey soils, which have very similar coefficients 
(5.35 for point 2 and 5.44 for sample point 4); thus soil 
organic vapor concentration apparently has a greater 
response to changing soil temperature in sandy soils than 
in clayey soils. 
Multiple Regression Analyses 
and Interpretations 
Multiple regression analyses were calculated for each 
sample point, both on the long-term data set and separately 
for the diurnal data. Multiple regression analysis uses 
matrix algebra to assign a coefficient for each independent 
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variable, and a constant. The resultant equation is of the 
form: 
Y = AlXl + A2X2 + A3X3 ....••• + c; 
where Al through A3 are the coefficients for each 
independent variable X, and c is the constant term. The 
SYSTAT program also calculates an R2 value, which expresses 
the "goodness of fit" of the dependant variable values 
predicted by the regression model to the actual data, as in 
linear regression. 
The SYSTAT program also calculates the T statistic, 
which is the coefficient divided by the standard error for 
each variable. The T statistic is used to test hypotheses 
about the value of the coefficient. The T statistic is 
dependant on the number of observations made (n) minus the 
number of coefficients calculated (m), which equals the 
degrees of freedom (DF). The T statistic must be higher 
than a pre-determined value (obtained from a table of T 
statistics) to be considered valid at a given level of 
confidence. T statistics are listed by the percentage 
confidence level; that is, if the T statistic is found to 
be above the value llsted at the 95% confidence level, it 
is considered proven with 95% confidence that the 
coefficient is not zero. The program also calculates 
condition indices, which are used for indications of 
collinearity in the model. Condition indices above 15 
indicate collinearity problems; above 30 indicate serious 
collinearity problems, meaning that some variables are so 
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inter-related that their effects may not be satisfactorily 
separated. 
Multiple Regression Results 
for Long-Term Data 
All the independent variables measured were modeled by 
multiple regression. It should be noted that the variables 
measured in this study do not represent all the variables 
which may possibly affect the concentration of volatile 
organic vapors measured in soil vapor; therefore the 
results of the stat1stical analyses cannot be universally 
applied. The multiple regression analyses were conducted 
to determine the comparative effects of the measured 
variables only. The modeled variables generally fit well 
with the actual data, as shown by Table VIII; R2 values 
ranged from .851 to .981. As shown by Table VIII, the T 
statistics for many of the independent variable 
coefficients are not within acceptable confidence limits, 
and every multiple regression resulted in high condition 
indices. Thus while the multiple regression model for all 
independent variables did an excellent job of predicting 
the measured concentrations, it has not provided the "true" 
correlation coefficients for the independent variables. 
As shown by Table VIII, the coefficients for the 
independent variables have not only widely variant absolute 
values, but opposite polarities for the different sets of 
modeled data. Thus the independent variables apparently 
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TABLE VIII 
MULTIPLE REGRESSION CALCULATIONS RESULTS 
CORE HOLE DATA, POINT 1 
N: 12 MULTIPLE R: .936 MULTIPLE R2: .877 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR T P CONFIDENCE 
(2 TAIL) LEVEL 
CONSTANT -5064.346 2094.813 -2.418 0.073 95% 
TEMP 1. 747 1.449 1.206 0.294 75% 
RH -0.916 1.250 -0.733 0.504 NA 
BP 4.575 2.042 2.240 0.089 95% 
WIND 1. 736 1. 207 1. 438 0.224 NA 
ST1 4.534 2.212 2.050 0.110 90% 
SM1 18.093 13.607 1. 330 0.254 75% 
DTF1 -10.308 35.226 -0.293 0.784 NA 
CONDITION INDICES >30 
VAPOR PORT DATA, POINT 1 
N: 11 MULTIPLE R: .983 MULTIPLE R2: .966 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR T p CONFIDENCE 
(2 TAIL) LEVEL 
CONSTANT -3124.466 1975.435 -1.582 0.212 75% 
TEMP 0.611 1.345 0.454 0.680 NA 
RH 1.249 1.147 1. 089 0.356 75% 
BP 2.570 1. 951 1.317 0.279 75% 
WIND 0.386 1.108 0.349 0.750 NA 
DTF1 86.995 32.767 2.655 0.077 95% 
ST1 8.556 2.022 4.230 0.024 99% 
SM1 -7.899 13.605 -0.581 0.602 NA 
CONDITION INDICES >30 
CORE HOLE DATA, POINT 2 
N: 12 MULTIPLE R: .922 MULTIPLE R2: .851 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR T p CONFIDENCE 
(2 TAIL) LEVEL 
CONSTANT 1092.340 3820.558 0.286 0.789 NA 
TEMP 0.259 2.779 0.093 0.930 NA 
RH -1.484 2.278 -0.651 0.550 NA 
BP -1.601 ' 3. 768 -0.425 0.693 NA 
WIND -0.538 2.160 -0.249 0.816 NA 
DTF2 112.526 110.797 1.016 0.367 75% 
ST2 8.708 3.883 2.243 0.088 95% 
SM2 7.793 19.144 0.407 0.705 NA 
CONDITION INDICES >30 
VAPOR PORT DATA, POINT 2 
N: 10 MULTIPLE R: .979 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT 
CONSTANT -1124.552 
TEMP 2.128 
RH 0.813 
BP 0.661 
WIND -1.269 
DTF2 60.038 
ST2 4.634 
SM2 4.960 
CONDITION INDICES >30 
CORE HOLE DATA, POINT 4 
TABLE VIII 
(continued) 
MULTIPLE R2: .959 
STD ERROR T 
(2 
1996.277 -0.563 
1. 632 1.304 
1.162 0.699 
1.981 0.334 
1.119 -1.135 
62.024 0.968 
2.034 2.279 
10.435 0.475 
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p CONFIDENCE 
TAIL) LEVEL 
0.630 NA 
0.322 75% 
0.557 NA 
0.770 NA 
0.374 75% 
0.435 NA 
0.150 90% 
0.681 NA 
N: 11 MULTIPLE R: .923 MULTIPLE R2: .852 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT 
CONSTANT 
TEMP 
RH 
BP 
WIND 
DTF4 
ST4 
SM4 
CONDITION 
350.693 
-3.221 
'-0.432 
-0.281 
2.816 
4.676 
7.986 
-9.770 
INDICES >30 
STD ERROR 
2991.494 
2.149 
1.428 
3.043 
1. 668 
40.970 
3.137 
9.733 
VAPOR PORT DATA, POINT 4 
T 
0.117 
-1.498 
-0.303 
-0.092 
1. 688 
0.114 
2.546 
-1.004 
N: 10 MULTIPLE R: .990 MULTIPLE R2: .981 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT 
CONSTANT 
TEMP 
RH 
BP 
WIND 
DTF4 
ST4 
SM4 
CONDITION 
-1409.724 
-0.549 
0.010 
1. 360 
1.408 
-85.550 
5.701 
-1.852 
INDICES >30 
STD ERROR 
1415.203 
1.021 
0.659 
1.438 
0.776 
19.533 
1.448 
4.497 
T 
-0.996 
-0.538 
0.015 
0.946 
1.815 
-4.380 
3.938 
-0.412 
P CONFIDENCE 
(2 TAIL) LEVEL 
0.914 NA 
0.231 75% 
0.782 NA 
0.932 NA 
0.190 75% 
0.916 NA 
0.084 95% 
0.389 75% 
P CONFIDENCE 
(2 TAIL) LEVEL 
0.424 75% 
0.644 NA 
0.989 NA 
0.444 75% 
0.211 90% 
0.048 97.5% 
0.059 97.5% 
0.720 NA 
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have opposite effects for the different sample points. 
This is so unlikely as to be virtually impossible, even 
given the differing soil types at the different sample 
points. The only independent variable that did not show a 
change in polarity was soil temperature. The coefficient 
for soil temperature ranged from 4 to 9; this is not an 
extreme variation, and this seems good evidence that soil 
temperature has caused most of the variation in the 
measured soil organic vapor concentration. This is the 
same conclusion reached by analysis of the linear 
regressions for each individual independent variable; thus 
it is apparent that among the measured variables, soil 
temperature has been the single most pronounced determinant 
of change in measured soil organic vapor concentration over 
the long term during this study. 
Multiple Regression Results 
for Diurnal Data 
The data from the diurnal study should be essentially 
unaffected by changes in soil temperature and depth to 
fluid. While soil moisture content could vary during this 
time span, it was not feasible to sample soils for moisture 
during each sample event because of the many samples 
collected during such a short time interval. Thus soil 
moisture was assumed to be constant, or at least exhibiting 
little enough change so as to have insignificant effect on 
measured soil vapor concentration. 
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The variables measured during the diurnal study were 
also modeled by multiple regression, and the resultant 
output of the model is listed in Table IX for SVP1, SVP2 
and SVP4. As shown here, the model predicted the measured 
concentrations with far less accuracy, as indicated by the 
lower R2 values, especially for SVP2 and SVP4. Also, as in 
the multiple regression calculations for the long-term 
data, the coefficients for individual variables were of 
different polarities for the different sample points. 
Condition indices for these regression models were all much 
greater than 30, again indicating that two or more of the 
variables vary in a collinear fashion, and their effects 
may not be satisfactorily separated. In attempt to 
distinguish individual independent effects, each possible 
combination of independent variable were modeled (this 
resulted in 21 different model configurations). None of 
the models using other combinations of independent 
variables produced a higher R2 value than that with all the 
independent variables. Substantial variation was observed 
in the TIV readings during the diurnal study, which 
progressed in a regular manner as atmospheric conditions 
changed. Figure 137 shows the measured TIV values for each 
soil vapor port during the diurnal study. When compared to 
Figure 88, which shows the weather variables measured 
during diurnal sampling, the correlation of changing soil 
vapor concentration with atmospheric conditions appears 
obvious; however the interdependence of the atmospheric 
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TABLE IX 
MULTIPLE REGRESSION CALCULATIONS RESULTS 
DIURNAL DATA 
SOIL VAPOR PORT 1 
N: 16 MULTIPLE R: .934 MULTIPLE R2: .872 
CONFIDENCE 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR T p LEVEL 
(2 TAIL) 
CONSTANT 2254.805 483.833 4.660 0.001 99.5% 
TEMP 0.190 0.390 0.488 0.635 NA 
RH 0.279 0.136 0 0 311 0.762 NA 
BP -0.909 1. 022 -0.890 0.393 75% 
WIND 1.108 0.308 3.598 0.004 99.5% 
CONDITION INDICES >30 
SOIL VAPOR PORT 2 
N: 16 MULTIPLE R: .784 MULTIPLE R2: .615 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR T 
CONSTANT 1154.023 1085.161 1. 063 
TEMP -0.256 0.874 -0.258 
RH 0.095 0.305 0.311 
BP -0.909 1.022 -0.890 
WIND 1.108 0.308 3.598 
CONDITION INDICES >30 
SOIL VAPOR PORT 4 
N: 16 MULTIPLE R: .539 MULTIPLE R2: .290 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR T 
CONSTANT -625.933 943.510 -0.663 
TEMP -0.509 0.760 -0.669 
RH -0.438 0.265 -1.517 
BP 0.908 0.889 1.022 
WIND -0.084 0.268 -0.313 
CONDITION INDICES >30 
p CONFIDENCE 
(2 TAIL) LEVEL 
0.310 75% 
-0.292 NA 
0.762 NA 
0.393 74% 
0.004 99.5% 
p 
CONFIDENCE 
(2 TAIL) LEVEL 
0.521 NA 
0.517 NA 
0.217 90% 
0.329 75% 
0.760 NA 
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Figure 137. TIV measurements during diurnal sampling 
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variables makes it essentially impossible to distinguish 
their individual effects. However by using principles 
demonstrated by other research, a plausible empirical 
explanation may be developed. As shown by prior research, 
an increase in ambient temperature should result in a 
decrease in soil vapor concentration at a given distance 
above the volatile organic source; an increase in relative 
humidity should result in a decrease; an increase in 
temperature may be ruled out as a primary influence. The 
barometric pressure should result in a decrease; and an 
increase in wind speed should result in an increase. The 
observed effects over the diurnal cycle are in agreement 
with these expected results for sample points 1 and 2 with 
the exception of temperature. Therefore ambient 
relative humidity of soil vapor has been shown to 
consistently remain in the range from 98 to 100%; thus 
little effect would be expected from change in relative 
humidity at the depth of investigation. Therefore 
barometric pressure and wind speed must be the major 
influences of change in soil vapor concentration over the 
short term. Figure 84 (page 186) shows that wind speed 
usually varied in an opposite manner with barometric 
pressure during the diurnal study, thus their effects were 
usually complementary. However during the first 5 
measurements wind speed did not vary measurably. The 
measured soil vapor concentration in soil vapor port 1 
correlated negatively with barometric pressure, while the 
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measurements in vapor port 2 remained essentially unchanged 
during this period. Thus the effect of wind speed remains 
in question, and may be highly dependant on soil texture. 
The problems with PID saturation (as discussed in the 
next section of this paper) may have contributed to the 
poor correlation between the observations at the different 
sampling points. The vapor samples from SVPl did not 
saturate the PID during the diurnal study. Therefore these 
readings are considered to be the most accurate. The good 
negative correlation between barometric pressure change and 
change in measured soil vapor concentration in Vapor Port 1 
supports the conclusion that barometric pressure change had 
a significant effect during this study. The general visual 
negative correlation for all the long term data (Figures 85 
through 90 (pages 190 to 195) also support this conclusion. 
Thus the empirical conclusion is that barometric pressure 
was the secondary causation of variation in measured soil 
organic vapor concentration in this study. 
Sources of Error 
When sampling soil vapors, as when sampling any 
geologic material, problems are encountered in attempting 
to preserve the in-situ qualities of the sample. Since 
theoretically this is impossible, it is imperative to 
attempt to define the changes which occur, both to the 
sample and to the sampled environment as a result of the 
sampling or measurement process. In this study, core holes 
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were used to extract vapor samples. As discussed in 
Chapter II, the most accurate method of soil vapor sample 
collection is through a driven probe, using the lowest 
volume sample possible; this method creates the least 
disturbance to the soil and the solid-liquid-gas 
equilibria. However due to the low permeability of the 
soils at this site, it was not possible to retrieve a 
sample with this method. The "open core hole" method 
creates several problems: the soil vapor is inevitably 
exposed to and mixed with the ambient atmosphere; this 
exposure disturbs the vaporjsource equilibria to some 
degree, and the sample collected is not actually pure soil 
vapor. The top of the open core hole was sealed with a 
soft rubber plug to inhibit leakage of ambient air into the 
core hole, but certainly some small amount of leakage 
occurred. 
The open core hole may have also affected the soil 
environment over the long term, if the hole were not 
properly sealed, and were providing a "sink" for organic 
vapors to diffuse to the atmosphere. The concentration 
gradient would be altered around the core hole, instead of 
returning to the "pre-sampling" configuration, as would be 
expected if the core hole did not leak. The area 
surrounding the "leaking" core hole would be depleted of 
organic source material and the organic vapor concentration 
would decrease. Care was taken to prevent this happening 
by sealing the core holes with bentonite slurry, and this 
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is not considered to be a major source of error. 
The organic vapor concentration changed with time as 
vapor was pumped from the core hole, generally first 
increasing then decreasing with time. Figure 138 
illustrates a typical PID response with time when sampling 
a soil vapor port. The initial increase was interpreted to 
be due to purging of ambient air from the sampler plumbing 
and possibly from the core hole itself. The subsequent 
decrease was interpreted to be caused both by mixing with 
ambient air from leaks at the surface and by depletion of 
the organic vapors from the surrounding soil, or possibly 
by "saturation" of the PID electronics (this subject will 
be further discussed in later paragraphs). Regardless of 
the causes, the changing concentration created recording 
and interpretation problems. With measurements made at the 
site, the highest observed concentrations were recorded. 
It was reasoned that the highest concentration had to be 
the most accurate, since there was no external organic 
vapor source, and the soil organic vapor could only be 
diluted, not increased. Samples were also collected in 1-
liter Tedlar bags. Since the sample in the bag is 
homogeneous, concentration does not change with time as 
vapor is pumped out; the concentration in the bag is the 
average of the changing concentrations as pumped from the 
core hole. This concentration is, however, different than 
that recorded during on-site sampling directly from the 
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Figure 138. Graph showing change in PID response over 
time when sampling vapor ports 1, 2 and 4 
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core hole. Also the timing of sample collection will 
affect the concentration in the bag, and if samples are 
collected in differing timing regimes from different 
locations, the on-site and Tedlar bag sample concentrations 
will not correlate between locations. A poor correlation 
between on-site and Tedlar bag sample concentrations was 
sometimes observed, and sample timing may be an important 
cause of that discrepancy. Some Tedlar bags also leaked 
during transport. After these sources of error were 
recognized, more care was taken to duplicate sampling 
procedures and to test bags before use. Where Tedlar bag 
sample concentration was observed to be higher than that in 
the on-site sample, the higher of the concentrations was 
used, since it was reasoned that measurement error could 
only result in a decreased concentration. In other words, 
the PID could not measure what was not there, but dilution 
of the sample was a prominent possibility. 
Some error was apparently introduced by the 
measurement instrument. It has been observed that the PID 
used for this study is adversely affected by high relative 
humidity, as described in Chapter IV. The manufacturer 
conducted a study to determine whether sample vapor 
humidity affected concentration readings with the 
instrument, by varying the relative humidity of the sample 
vapor and comparing OVM concentrations with those from an 
FID, which is not affected by humidity (Thermo-
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Environmental Instruments, 1990). They determined that 
there was no appreciative humidity effect; however in their 
experiment they did not vary the temperature or humidity of 
the ambient air. It is this researcher's opinion that 
should this be done, an humidity-related effect will be 
observed. In addition to the humidity effect, the 
instrument sometimes failed to operate in the field due to 
a faulty battery. To eliminate this'problem a different 
machine was used later in the study. Concentrations from 
the two machines may also differ, although no difference 
was observed using isobutylene calibration gas for a 
reference. 
The PID also may have introduced error due to its 
apparent inability to accurately measure high 
concentrations. As illustrated by Figure 138, the PID 
apparently "saturates" at concentrations greatly exceeding 
200 units, and indicates a concentration below 100 units. 
The concentration "decays" with time; upon removal from the 
source it jumps up, then again decays toward zero. The 
instrument manufacturer acknowledges this phenomenon, and 
has reportedly defeated the problem by diluting the sample 
input and slowly increasing sample concentration to achieve 
a "true" concentration (source: telephone conversation with 
Thermo-Environmental Instruments, February, 1991). This 
method was tested, but with poor results. A valve was 
inserted into the sample flow plumbing to allow the 
introduction of ambient air to dilute the vapor sample. 
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Concentration readings could be increased by allowing a 
small amount of ambient air into the vapor sample; however 
whenever the valve was completely closed the concentration 
immediately dropped and began to decay, as in Figure 138. 
It was suspected that this behavior may be due to the low 
oxygen content of the soil vapor, since the oxygen content 
of soil vapor is known to be less than that in the 
atmosphere (Marshall and Holmes, 1988). The highest 
concentration displayed by the PID for each sample event 
was used as the "true" concentration value; unfortunately 
this value may not actually represent true concentration, 
and it is not known whether it correlates in a predictable 
ratio to true concentration. This may be the single 
largest source of error in this study. 
A combination oxygen meter-explosimeter was used to 
measure the oxygen content of vapor samples from soil ports 
1, 2 and 4, as it was suspected that there may be an 
enhancement effect of oxygen in the photoionization 
process, and the low oxygen content of the soil vapor may 
be causing the PID to respond with a lower concentration. 
The soil vapor samples all contained a lower oxygen content 
than that of normal atmospheric conditions, 21 percent; 
SVP1 measured 13 percent oxygen, SVP2 measured 10% oxygen, 
and SVP4 measured 17% oxygen. However the oxygen content 
of the samples did not correspond with the PID attenuation. 
Two of these samples attenuated the PID; SVP2 and SVP4: the 
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lowest and highest of the three in oxygen content. The 
vapor sample from SVP1, while containing only 13% oxygen, 
did not attenuate the PID. The vapor from SVP1 also 
produced the lowest concentration when measured with the 
portable GC; SVP2 and SVP4 were both above 500 PPM total 
BTEX as measured with the portable GC. Thus high 
concentration, not low oxygen content, seems to be the 
cause of the PID attenuating. 
This procedure did, however, suggest a valuable use 
for measurement of soil vapor oxygen content for quality 
control in soil vapor surveys. The oxygen content of soil 
vapor is known to decrease with depth, as shown by Figure 
139. Soil vapor oxygen content is dependant on a number of 
factors, the most important being the rate of biotic 
activity in the soil, the diffusion coefficient of the 
soil, and depth (Marshall and Holmes, 1988). Soils with a 
lower diffusion coefficient (finer-grained soils) will 
contain less oxygen at correlative depths then coarser-
grained soils. By measuring the oxygen content of soil 
vapor samples, and using knowledge of the soil texture, a 
determination may be made as to whether the soil probe has 
leaked, and atmospheric gasses have diluted the soil vapor 
sample. The increased biotic activity in the soil from the 
microbiotic oxidation of introduced organics would serve to 
lower the oxygen content; thus a maximum oxygen content 
would need to be established for particular soil types in 
particular biotic activity regimes. More research is 
suggested to enable prediction of the relationship with 
adequate confidence. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
summary 
Research was conducted at a site in Oklahoma where 
gasoline has impacted ground water, to evaluate the 
measurement of organic vapors in soil and in ground water 
monitoring wells as a method fo~ characterizing the impact 
to ground water by volatile organic chemicals. Research 
was also conducted to measure and attempt to isolate the 
effects of varying environmental conditions on the 
concentration of organic vapors in soil at a fixed point 
beneath the ground surface. The study site was chosen in 
part because of the large number of ground water monitor 
wells at the site, which provided an unusually dense 
hydrogeologic data base to utilize in interpreting 
observations. 
A survey of soil volatile organic concentration was 
conducted across the site on a 75-foot spaced grid, at a 
depth of three feet below grade. A portable 
photoionization detector (PID} was used to measure volatile 
organic vapor concentrations in units of total ionizable 
vapors (TIV}, from l-inch diameter 'core holes with a 
specially designed vapor sampling tool. Equal 
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concentration values at sample stations on the grid were 
contoured to produce an isopleth map of soil TIV 
concentration. Site hydrogeologic parameters (aquifer 
grain size and historical ground water measurements) were 
analyzed to assist in interpretation of the soil vapor 
survey data. 
Ground water samples were collected from selected 
monitor wells and analyzed by laboratory gas chromatography 
for concentrations of benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and 
xylenes (BTEX). Areas of equal total BTEX concentration 
were also contoured and the resultant isoconcentration map 
compared to the TIV concentrations from the soil vapor 
survey for evaluation of the effectiveness of the soil 
vapor survey in identifying the extent and intensity of 
volatile hydrocarbon contamination in ground water. Areas 
of similar percentage of individual BTEX components in 
total BTEX were also contoured for analysis of the degree 
of spatial segregation of individual BTEX components and 
their implications on the relative age and movement of the 
volatile organic contamination. 
The vapor in well casings was also sampled at 0.5 feet 
above fluid level and analyzed with a portable gas 
chromatograph for BTEX concentration. The resultant 
concentrations were contoured for comparison to the soil 
vapor TIV and ground water BTEX concentration and spatial 
distribution to determine the effectiveness of sampling 
/ 
well headspace vapors to characterize volatile organic 
contamination in ground water. 
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Four "soil vapor ports" were installed in locations 
directly above and up-gradient and down-gradient to the 
floating hydrocarbon plume, for periodic measurement of 
soil vapor TIV concentration for comparison to varying 
environmental factors, and for analysis of the 
effectiveness of using soil vapor ports to monitor ground 
water volatile organic contamination. (One of these soil 
vapor ports was later abandoned after TIV readings 
decreased to immeasurable levels) • Environmental factors 
measured for comparison were: ambient temperature, relative 
humidity, barometric pressure and wind speed, soil 
temperature, soil moisture and depth to phreatic fluid. 
The concentration of volatile organics in ground water was 
assumed to be constant for the purposes of this study. 
Soil moisture was measured as percent of total soil weight 
by dessication, using ASTM standard methods, in soil 
samples collected from l-inch diameter cores located within 
4 feet of the soil vapor ports. Vapor samples were 
collected periodically from these soil vapor ports over a 
five-month period, and more intensively over a 3-day period 
for analysis of long-term and short-term (diurnal) changes 
in volatile organic vapor concentration. Vapor samples 
were also collected from the soil core holes, for 
comparison of the "core-hole" method with the soil vapor 
port measurements, and as a fail-safe in case the soil 
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vapor ports did not provide reliable samples. Soil samples 
from the core holes were also analyzed by laboratory GC for 
BTEX, for comparison to ground water, well headspace and 
soil vapor samples. The soils were analyzed for grain size 
distribution by ASTM standard dry screening methods. 
statistical and graphical analysis was used to 
determine the effects of the changing environmental factors 
on soil volatile organic vapor (TIV) concentration at a 
fixed point beneath the surface. Linear regressions were 
calculated for each independent variable at each sample 
point, and multiple regression calculations were performed 
for all independent variables. The computer program SYSTAT 
was used for statistical calculations. 
Conclusions 
Soil Vapor Survey 
The soil vapor survey defined the horizontal extent of 
volatile organic contamination in ground water quite 
adequately, as proven by the laboratory analyses of ground 
water samples. The concentration measured in soil vapor 
did not correlate well with BTEX concentration in ground 
water; however the soil vapor survey did identify areas of 
highest versus lower concentrations. The movement of 
volatile organics in ground water has apparently been 
lim~ted to some extent by the finer-grained aquifer 
materials in the northwest of the study area. An area of 
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higher volatile organic concentration was also identified 
separate from the floating hydrocarbon plume, to the west-
northwest. Historical ground water level measurements show 
that during May, 1990, a period of unusually high water 
table conditions, an ephemeral stream in the study area was 
in a gaining condition. Floating hydrocarbons apparently 
discharged with ground water during this period, flowing 
downstream and percolating into soils in the area where the 
"pod" of higher TIV concentrations were measured. Ground 
water analyses confirmed these findings. The apparent 
success of the soil vapor survey suggests that the "core 
hole" method of soil vapor sample collection may be a used 
as a viable alternative in areas where low-permeability 
soils prevent soil vapor sample collection through in-situ 
driven probes. 
The portable photoionization detector provided an 
adequate means of identifying the vertical extent and 
delineating areas of highest volatile organic 
concentrations in ground water at this site. Problems were 
encountered with the PID, however, which have served to 
illustrate the limitations of this instrument for detailed 
field studies where stringent standards of accuracy and 
precision are required. The PID is also limited in its 
capacity to function under the widely varying atmospheric 
conditions encountered when in the field; extreme 
temperature and high humidity conditions will sometimes 
render the instrument inoperable. As long as these 
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problems are recognized, with proper preparation measures 
can be devised to overcome them in the field. 
Ground Water, Well Headspace Vapor 
and Soil Analytical Results. 
Analysis of the spatial distribution of BTEX 
components showed that the volatile hydrocarbon source at 
this site was of "medium" age, as determined by the degree 
of separation of BTEX components, which ruled out a "new" 
spill, and the relative abundance of volatiles, which ruled 
out an extremely aged spill. The percentage distribution 
of individual BTEX components in ground water was found to 
be reliably predictable by their physicochemical 
properties; their solubility and soil/water partition 
coefficients. The more soluble benzene, which also has a 
low soil/water partition coefficient, has travelled rapidly 
down-gradient while the xylenes and to some extent 
ethylbenzene, which both have lower solubilities and high 
soil/water partition coefficients, have remained in-place, 
adsorbed to so1ls. Toluene, which lies in between the 
other analytes in these properties, does not show as much 
segregation. No xylenes were detected in soil or well 
headspace vapor samples by the portable GC; this may be due 
to adsorption by the PVC well casing and soil vapor port 
tubing. 
Total BTEX and individual BTEX components measured in 
well headspace by portable GC were usually higher, but 
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sometimes lower than in ground water. BTEX measured in 
soil vapor was also usually higher than, but sometimes 
lower than BTEX in soils. (The ubiquitous exception is 
xylenes, which were not detected in vapor samples). Soil 
vapor in units TIV as measured by the PID was also almost 
always higher than parts per million total BTEX in soil 
vapor, but was sometimes lower. Thus the different 
sampling methods did not provide a reliable numerical 
correlation with one another, and it was not possible to 
predict the respective concentrations of one another. 
Correlation of Measured Soil Volatile 
Organic Vapor Concentrations with 
Changing Environmental Variables 
Temperature. The TIV concentrations measured from 
soil vapor ports and corresponding core holes showed a 
generally increasing trend throughout the period of the 
study. Linear regression calculations showed a positive 
correlation (that is, soil vapor concentration increased 
with ambient temperature) for all data points for long-term 
data, all with better-than-random fit to the regression 
lines. Thus a positive correlation between ambient air 
temperature and soil vapor concentration at a fixed point 
below grade was indicated. The generally increasing trend 
for ambient temperature over the long term, however, was 
paralleled by soil temperature and relative humidity and 
opposed by barometric pressure; thus these collinear 
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variables may have created the same effect. Linear 
regression calculations for the diurnal data also showed a 
positive correlation between ambient temperature and soil 
vapor concentration in two of the three sample ports {the 
exception being port #4, SVP4). Goodness-of-fit to the 
regression line varied widely. The diurnal weather 
parameter measurements showed even stronger collinearity, 
and again the individual independent variable effects could 
not be adequately identified. 
Barometric Pressure. Linear regression analyses 
showed a negative correlation {that is, soil vapor 
concentration increased as barometric pressure decreased) 
for all data sets except, again, the diurnal data for SVP4. 
Goodness-of- fit varied widely. The data shows a bimodal 
separ~tion, which was probably due to a hiatus in sampling 
frequency during March and April. Visual inspection of the 
linear regression plots indicates a viable negative 
correlation for this variable. Based on the application of 
findings from previous research, the changes in vapor 
concentration during the diurnal study lead to the 
conclusion that at this site, barometric pressure had the 
largest effect on so~l vapor concentration during the short 
term. 
Relative Humidity. Linear regression analyses of 
the long-term data showed a positive correlation for 
relative humidity, and the calculations for diurnal data 
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showed a positive correlation for port 1 data, and a 
negative correlation for port 2 and 4 data. Goodness-of-
fit was poor for all regressions. Any apparent correlation 
with relative humidity is believed to be a covariant effect 
of ambient temperature. 
Wind Speed. The linear regressions for wind speed 
resulted in both positive and negative correlations at the 
same sample'point with soil organic vapor concentration. 
Goodness-of-fit was very low for all data sets except for 
the diurnal data from SVP2, which fit fairly well. The 
effect of wind speed remains uncertain as based on the data 
from this study. 
Soil Moisture Content. The linear regressions for this 
variable produced both negative~ and positive correlations, 
and goodness-of fit was very low. Apparently varying soil 
moisture had little effect on measured soil vapor 
concentration at this site. There may have been too little 
variation in this variable to produce a measurable effect, 
due to the shallow water table at the site. 
Depth to Fluid. The linear regressions for this 
I 
variable also produced both negative and positive 
correlations, and goodness-of fit was very low with the 
exception of the data from SVP4. This variable was 
expected to have a strong effect, as it has been shown by 
other researchers to have a strong negative correlation to 
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soil organic vapor concentration. The poor correlation 
here suggests that the primary source of the measured 
organics in soil at this site may not be the ground water, 
but the soil itself. The historically high water table in 
the area has apparently allowed hydrocarbons andjor 
volatiles dissolved in ground water to adsorb onto soils. 
Soil Temperature. All linear regressions showed a 
relatively strong positive correlation with soil 
temperature, and goodness-of-fit was the best for any of 
the measured variables. The multiple regression 
calculations, while indeterminate because of insoluble 
collinearity problems, also produced consistent positive 
correlations, with similar coefficients for soil 
temperature. There is little question that among the 
measured variables, soil temperature was the single largest 
factor affecting the measured concentration of organic 
vapors over the long term in soil at this site. 
The findings of this study suggest that monitoring 
soil vapor as an indicator of changes in concentration of 
volatile organics in ground water could present very 
difficult or insurmountable problems in data 
interpretation. This study has shown that at this site, 
soil vapor concentration does change measurably in response 
to changing environmental parameters, both over the diurnal 
cycle and seasonally. Therefore it would be necessary to 
separate those variable effects from the effect of the 
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variable of interest, which is the concentration of 
volatiles in ground water. This site is by no means ideal 
for the application of soil vapor monitoring as a means of 
remotely monitoring ground water quality; the method could 
work well where ground water is deeper and soils are not 
directly contaminated. However the study at this site 
shows that the concept must be approached with caution. 
Soil vapor oxygen content was measured in attempt to 
determine the reasons for the unexplained photoionization 
detector malfunction. This procedure suggested the 
possibility that soil vapor oxygen content may be used as a 
quality-control measure in soil vapor surveys, to determine 
whether the soil vapor probe has leaked and allowed the 
dilution of the soil vapor sample with ambient air. More 
research is suggested to further evaluate this concept. 
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APPENDIX B 
WATER LEVEL INFORMATION USED FOR 
CONSTRUCTION OF HYDROGEOLOGIC 
MAPS 
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BULK FUEL LOADING FACILITY 
WELL DATA, 12·12·90 
VELL TOC STICK· GROUND DEPTH DEPTH PRODUCT PRODUCT DEPTH DEPTH PRODUCT WATER CORREC· CORRECTED 
NAME ELEV UP ELEV TO TO THICK· SPECIFIC TO TO ELEV ELEV TED DEPTH 
PRODUCT PRODUCT NESS GRAVITY VATER WATER VATER TO VATER 
(TOC) (RGL) (TOC) (RGL) ELEV (RGL) 
BM\11 844.77 2.17 842.6 6.43 4.26 838.34 838.34 4.26 
BM\12 841.65 1.85 839.8 5.48 3.63 0.04 ~ ~7509 5.52 3.67 836.17 836.13 836.16 3.64 
BM\13 840.21 1.61 838.6 7.99 6.38 832.22 832.22 6.38 
BMV4 838.31 2.21 836.1 1.67 5.46 830.64 830.64 5.46 
BM\15 843.92 1.22 842.7 6.29 5.07 0.39 0.8395 6.68 5.46 837.63 837.24 837.57 5.13 
BM\16 844.73 2.33 842.4 7.29 4.96 0.02 0.8395 7.31 4.98 837.44 837.42 837.44 4.96 
BM\17 845.79 2.19 843.6 8.05 5.86 0.16 0.7509 8.21 6.02 837.74 837.58 837.70 5.90 
BM\18 845.64 2.24 843.4 7.54 5.3 0.01 0.7509 7.55 5.31 838.1 838.09 838.10 5.30 
BM\19 843.6 2.5 841.1 7.44 4.94 0.01 0.7509 7.45 4.95 836.16 836.15 836.16 4.94 
BM\110 846.86 2.36 844.5 8.91 6.55 0.09 0.7509 9 6.64 837.95 837.86 837.93 6.57 
BM\111 845.78 2.38 843.4 8.46 6.08 0.01 0.7509 8.47 6.09 837.32 837.31 837.32 6.08 
BM\112 841.55 2.35 839.2 6.15 3.8 835.4 835.40 3.80 
BMW13 846.33 2.56 843.77 7.89 5.33 838.44 838.44 5.33 
BM\114 848.71 2.55 846.16 10.73 8.18 837.98 837.98 8.18 
BMW15 846.91 2.69 844.22 9.59 6.9 837.32 837.32 6.90 
BMW16 846.57 2.75 843.82 9.57 6.82 837 837.00 6.82 
BMY17 842.03 2.63 839.4 6.26 3.63 835.77 835.77 3.63 
BMW19 844.04 1.84 842.2 8.21 6.37 835.83 835.83 6.37 
BM\120 837.6 2.32 835.28 5.63 3.31 831.97 831.97 3.31 
w 
0 
-..l 
BULK FUEL LOADING FACILITY 
WELL DATA, 4·23·91 
WELL TOC STICK· GROUND DEPTH DEPTH PRODUCT PRODUCT DEPTH DEPTH PRODUCT YATER CORREC- CORRECTED 
NAME ELEV UP ELEV TO TO THICK· SPECIFIC TO TO ELEV ELEV TED DEPTH 
PRODUCT PRODUCT NESS GRAVITY YATER YATER YATER TO YATER 
(TOC) (RGL) (TOC) (RGL) ELEV (RGL) 
BM\11 844.77 2.17 842.6 6.68 4.51 838.09 838.09 4.51 
• BM\12 841.65 1.85 839.8 5.54 3.69 0.02 0.7509 5.56 3.71 836.11 836.09 836.11 3.69 
BM\13 840.21 1.61 838.6 7.58 5.97 832.63 832.63 5.97 
BMW4 838.31 2.21 836.1 6.68 4.47 831.63 831.63 4.47 
BM\15 843.92 1.22 842.7 6.5 5.28 0.3 0.8395 6.8 5.58 837.42 837.12 837.37 5.33 
BMW6 844.73 2.33 842.4 7.48 5.15 0.06 0.8395 7.54 5.21 837.25 837.19 837.24 5.16 
BM\17 845.79 2.19 843.6 8.44 6.25 0.14 0.7509 8.58 6.39 837.35 837.21 837.32 6.28 
BM\18 845.64 2.24 843.4 7.81 5.57 0.01 0.7509 7.82 5.58 837.83 837.82 837.83 5.57 
BM\19 843.6 2.5 841.1 7.08 4.58 0.01 0.7509 7.09 4.59 836.52 836.51 836.52 4.58 
BM\110 846.86 2.36 844.5 9.26 6.9 0.09 0.7509 9.35 6.99 837.6 837.51 837.58 6.92 
BM\111 845.78 2.38 843.4 8.7 6.32 0.01 0.7509 8.71 6.33 837.08 837.07 837.08 6.32 
BM\112 841.55 2.35 839.2 6.17 3.82 835.38 835.38 3.82 
BM\113 846.33 2.56 843.77 8.15 5.59 838.18 838.18 5.59 
BM\114 848.71 2.55 846.16 10.98 8.43 837.73 837.73 8.43 
BMW15 846.91 2.69 844.22 9.78 7.09 837.13 837.13 7.09 
BM\116 846.57 2.75 843.82 9.81 7.06 836.76 836.76 7.06 
BMW17 842.03 2.63 839.4 6.34 3.71 835.69 835.69 3.71 
BULK FUEL LOADING FACILITY 
YELL DATA, 5-22-90 
WELL TOC STICK· GROUND DEPTH DEPTH PRODUCT PRODUCT DEPTH DEPTH PRODUCT WATER CORREC· CORRECTED 
NAME ELEV UP ELEV TO TO THICK- SPECIFIC TO TO ELEV ELEV TED DEPTH 
PRODUCT PRODUCT NESS GRAVITY WATER WATER WATER TO WATER 
(TOC) CRGL) (TOC) CRGL) ELEV CRGL) 
BM\11 844.77 2.17 842.6 3.09 0.92 841.68 841.68 0.92 
BH\.12 841.65 1.85 839.8 3.21 1.36 0.15 0.7509 3.36 1.51 838.44 838.29 838.40 1.40 
BHW3 840.21 1.61 838.6 6.6 4.99 833.61 833.61 4.99 
BHW4 838.31 2.21 836.1 5.43 3.22 832.88 832.88 3.22 
BHWS 843.92 1.22 842.7 1.9 0.68 4.57 0.8395 6.47 5.25 842.02 837.45 841.29 1.41 
BMW6 844.73 2.33 842.4 3.95 1.62 0.22 0.8395 4.17 1.84 840.78 840.56 840.74 1.66 
BHW7 845.79 2.19 843.6 4.6 2.41 0.2 0.7509 4.8 2.61 841.19 840.99 841.14 2.46 
BHW8 845.64 2.24 843.4 0.7509 3.87 1.63 841.77 841.77 1.63 
BMW9 843.6 2.5 841.1 4.05 1.55 0.1 0.7509 4.15 1.65 839.55 839.45 839.53 1.57 
BMW10 846.86 2.36 844.5 4.96 2.6 0.37 0.7509 5.33 2.97 841.9 841.53 841.81 2.69 
BM\111 845.78 2.38 843.4 4.76 2.38 0.11 0.7509 4.87 2.49 841.02 840.91 840.99 2.41 
BM\112 841.55 2.35 839.2 4.4 2.05 837.15 837.15 2.05 
BHW13 846.33 2.56 843.77 4.33 1.77 842 842.00 1.77 
BMW14 848.71 2.55 846.16 6.54 3.99 842.17 842.17 3.99 
BMW15 846.91 2.69 844.22 5.77 3.08 841.14 841.14 3.08 
BM\116 846.57 2.75 843.82 6.18 3.43 840.39 840.39 3.43 
BM\117 842.03 2.63 839.4 4.31 1.68 837.72 837.72 1.68 
w 
0 
\D 
APPENDIX C 
SOIL GRAIN SIZE ANALYSES AND 
SOIL MOISTURE ANALYSES 
DATA 
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SOIL GRAIN SIZI ANALYSIS 
USING 14. 110, 1100, 1150. 1200 MESH SCRIKNS 
TOTAL 
HIGHT OF SOIL RITAINID ( grus l HIGHT WRIGHT PERCENT 
SCRIKM MKSH 0 BKFORI AFTIR RKCOVIRID 
SVP1 <1200 1200 1150 1100 110 14 SCRIKNING SCRIINIHG 
0-t· 50.1 14 4 17.2 28 8 0 0 112.9 110.5 0.979 
1-2· 71.9 16 4 15 4 14 8 0 0 120.4 118 5 0.984 
2-3· 83.8 19.2 8.2 26 5 0 0 138.8 137.7 0.992 
SVP2 <1200 1200 1150 1100 110 14 
0-1 56.4 14 6 19 6 47 0 0 0 139.1 137.6 0 989 
1-2 57.9 19.3 18.5 47.2 0 0 144.8 142.9 0.987 
2-3 50.3 16 9 21 5 54.8 0 0 147.0 143.5 0.976 
SVP4 <1200 1200 1150 1100 110 14 
0-1 48 4 13.2 14.3 31.0 0 0 110.0 106.9 0.972 
1-2 68.8 18.1 15.9 54.9 0 0 160.4 157.7 0.983 
2-3 58.6 12.7 15.3 27 4 0 0 116.7 114.0 0.977 
PIRCIMT RITAINID 
• SVPI 
0-1 0.4534 0.1303 0.1557 0.2606 0 0 
COH. 1.0000 0.5466 0.4163 0.2606 0 0 
1-2 0.6068 0.1384 0.13 0.1249 0 0 
CUlt 1.0000 0.3932 0.2549 0.1249 0 0 
2-3 0.6086 0.1394 0.0595 0.1924 0 0 
COH. 1.0000 0.3914 0.252 0.1924 0 0 
SVP2 
0-1 0.409884 0.1061 0.1424 0.3416 0 0 
COH. 1.0000 0.5901 0.484 0.3416 0 0 
1-2 0.405178 0.1351 0.1295 0.3303 0 0 
CUH 1.0000 0.5948 0 4598 0.3303 0 0 
2-3 0.350523 0.1178 0.1498 0.3819 0 0 
CUH 1.0000 0.6495 0.5317 0.3819 0 0 
SVP4 
0-1 0.45276 0.1235 0.1338 0.29 0 0 
CUH. 1.0000 0.5472 0.4238 0.29 0 0 
1-2 0.436271 0.1148 0.1008 0.3481 0 0 
COH. 1.0000 0.5637 0.449 0.3481 0 0 
2-3 0.514035 0.1114 0.1342 0.2404 0 0 
CUll. 1.0000 0.486 0.3746 0.2404 0 0 
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SOIL MOISTURE ANALYSES DATA 
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FOUNDAnON DEPARTMENT 
Date Drilled b-?f::r 'J / PROJECT NO~ 
Job I '.yl ~e rt l By 
Branch 
BonngNo SVP- I SVP-~ SVP-L/ 
Depth Range 3 
Tare Number 
TareWe1ght 
Wet Soli +J:In /.5"!), 3 II stt.s- /6~.1 
Dry Soli +'fan! 15/,t/ 12/J,!) N(}./ 
We~ght of Water _/8_~9 /Q,O ..2~3 
'Ill MOISture Content /;1. I (IJ I 3,b /_5:& 
Pocket Penatrabon 
Soli Descnpllon . 
. 
WI Sample 
Wt Coated 
Wt •nWater 
Wt Paraffin 
Coated Volume . 
Sample Volume 
Natural Gravity 
Natural Density 
Dry Gravity 
Dry Density 
Property of the Soli 
Approx PI 
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FOUNDAnON DEPARTMENT 
Date Drilled ~ -l'l- cr I PROJECT NO~ 
Job. t'.y1 ~e-t( By 
Branch 
BorsngNo SVP.. I 3VP-.<t !NP-1/ 
Depth Range 3 
Tare Number 
TareWesght 
Wet Sosl +:tare 131.· 'f I/S• ~ 1~·7 
Dry Soli +len~ I.:Jo.::J ;.s.;.¢ 1$6·3 
Wesght of Water It ,'7 ~ ~./ .:l ;J... I 
'If. Mossture Content ;.:;; ff IS·:J. ;£, .. ~ 
Pocket Penetration 
. 
Soli Oescnptson 
. 
Wt Sample 
wt Coated 
wt snWater 
wt Paraffin 
Coated Volume 
Sample Volume 
Natural Gravity 
Natural Density 
Dry Gravity 
Dry Density 
Property of the SOli 
Approx PI 
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~- ... q. '~'-~· r FOUNDATION DEPARTMENT OateOrtllad J/-30-~ / 
ob. 'TIN) B b.{7 By 
Branch 
BonngNo SvP_! ~vf. :z_ 5Y/.. 3 :?vl!.r-
Depth Range 
Tare Number 
TareWe1ght 
Wet Soil +..nt 1175"-:2. Jfl?_·5 I <1·lf ~~~I {, 
Dry Soli + T.srfl 1sc- 1. 
_1_#:·'1 !o?.l/- 113·"5 
Weight of Water ,c:;.6 ":2.1,1:- /7 .. 0 /C!:.' 
% Mo1sture Content I'-· 6 ,L)..? 15·8 lh.S' 
Pocket Panetratlon 
. 
Soli Daacrlption 
. 
WI Sample 
WI Coatad 
WI lnWater 
WI Parllffln 
. 
Coatad Volume 
Sample Volume 
Natural Gravity 
Natural Denalty 
Dry Gravity 
DryDanalty 
Property of the Soli 
Approx PI 
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PROJECT NO q_ t/- t../ i Gr FOUNDAnON DEPARTMENT Date Drilled<{-(~~?/ 
Job. 
'1/rtJ ~~r By 
Branch 
'ks .. ~lr5 /( 
Bor~ng No SvP1 S'vP.z 3VP~ g t.04 
Depth Range 
Tare Number 
Tare Weight 
Wet Soil .ware /SI• ~ 13/. 6 ;:gt.2 138·.2 
Dry Soil + TJIRI 13;;,'9 1/{;.2_ If;( •2 /1'3.6 
Weight of Water 18·'1 16-<.t 19.o 1(:, .{, 
% Moisture Content 14·:< I U-·.2 1L.9 lt.l I b 
Pocket PBMinlbOn 
,. 
Soli DellcnptJon 
. 
WI Sample 
WI Coated 
WI inWater 
WI Paraffin 
. 
Coated Volume 
Sample Volume 
Natural GrBY!ty 
Natural Densrty 
Dry Gravity 
OryOensaty 
Property of the Soil 
Approx PI 
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PROJECT NO C7- t.f4. 9 FOUNOAnON DEPARTMENT - -- "' Date Drilled .:5 - - e-.-
Job· Jb By_.!... , ' /flrr} t:wT Branch 
BonngNo £vP, 8VP~ gvf3 qyf~ 
OepthRange 
Tara Number 
TareWe1ght 
Wet Soli+~ ~~.t/·fd ;~.15,-b P-4-c;. 'I 1..231· E 
Dry Soli +'JMr '2./S.~ ZS'G. • 9 Zl4·7 t98·8 
Weight of Water ;J r;. '1 3~·7 ~~~7 .3.:? I ~ 
'HI MoiSture Content 1.3 ·'I IS •I llo. :< 1(, •. 3 
Pocket Penetration 
" 
Soil Deacriptlon 
. 
wt Sample 
wt Coated 
wt lnWater 
wt Paraffin 
Coated Volume 
Sample Volume 
Natural Gravity 
Natural Den11ty 
Dry Gravity 
Dry Density 
Property of the Soli 
Approx PI 
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PROJECT NO - c; - "'L..j 9 FOUNDAnON DEPARTMENT ;.,-;-1-1; Date Drilled 
Job. /I#) 13 £-r./i By Branch 
Boring No gvPt 91/f:z ?v~ svf'l 
Depth Range 
Tare Number 
TareWerght 
Wet Soil +T.ai'IJ /.;) s. s 13?,8 I~'S'.~ }07·2 
Dry Soil +Tare /0'1' 1! 1~1 3 /D7•b 9.J.7 
Weight of Water 
% Mo11ture Content /t; 3 lff,r;' ;t c ll.f·'l 
Pocket Penetration 
" 
Soli Descnptlon 
. 
Wt Sample 
Wt Coated 
Wt rnWallr 
Wt Paraffin 
Coated Volume 
Sample Volume 
Natural Gravity 
Natural Density 
Dry Gravity 
Dry Density 
Property of the Soil 
Approx PI 
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PROJECT NO ~- 4 4 Cf F FOUNDAnON DEPARTMENT :s{r;-/er; Dale Drlllad 
Job. ~I H) ~ ~-N/ By 
.ft' ~ Branch 5~-
Boring No Svft ;::.vfz gyf3 Siff '-1-
Depth Range '' 
Tare Number 
TareWe1ght 
Wet Soil +r.d 13q .6 l:l.~·4 II5S"·1 1.21. I 
DrySoll +T .... 1:1 '3 •It I f1 • 3 137·h JS"S I I 
We~ght of W818r lb· :z.. 14 I b 2,. '3 2 ~.C) 
' 
'Ill Moisture Content 13. ' J :3 • I 15·5'" la•S 
Pocket Penetration 
. 
SoiiOelcriptlon 
. 
WI Sample 
WI Coaled 
WI mWater 
WI Paraffin 
Coatad Volume 
Sample Volume 
Natural Gravity 
Natural Denalty 
OryGriYity 
Dry De1111ty 
Property of the Soil 
Approx PI 
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PROJECT NO q --t! 'f £ FOUNDATION DEPARTMENT Date Drilled .? /t. a/t:t I 
Job: svP By ~ 
Branch. "f'" ~ :5 
Boring No sv~ gvP,_ svP3 svPq. 
Depth Range 
Tare Number 
Tare Weight 
Wet Soli+~ l:l.2.·0 l:<l/-FJ I{ S".~ II 7,£ 
DrySoll +'J!Iire 107• 7 (({, 7 Cfc:;,o t.oc, ~ 
Weight of Water lcf ,3 13 ,:z /6rb 17,0 
'Ill Moisture Content 13,.3 II· 8 !6·tg 16 ,Cj 
Pocket Penetration 
. 
Soli Description 
. 
wt Sample 
wt Coated 
wt lnWater 
wt Paraffin 
Coated Volume 
Sample Volume 
Natural Gravity 
Natural Oenalty 
Dry Gravity 
OryOenalty 
Property of the Soli 
Approx PI 
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J.~~ 
PROJECT NO c:::-4-ft 4 9 FOUNDATION DIPARTMENT ~;.). )../'1 { Date Drilled 
Job. -("'I (1') -e,.v; By •• D~ x,"'f/c> Branch 
Boring No S"~~ g"{~ 
Depth Range-
Tare Number 
TareWs1ght 
Wet So1l +'l'l!lrtr' 9'1·~ cr 3 ·" 
Dry Soli + "-11 77·~ 'B:Z.o 
Weight of Water 
'Ill, MOISture Content lh s llf·"'l.---
Pocket Penetration 
. 
Soil Delcrlptlon 
. 
WI Sample 
WI Coated 
WI lnWater 
WI Paraffin 
Coated Volume 
Sample Volume 
Natural Gravity 
Natural Oenalty 
Dry Gravity 
DryDanaJty 
Property of the Soli 
Approx PI 
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PROJECT NO 'It rt} 12 f:/t . /7 FOUNDAnON O!PARTIIENT Date Drilled .2 /t '6/er I 
Job: c;;- ,Jp,t q (_ By 
·c SP--flt>~ 
Branch 
Boring No ~vPtc 
.sv.P.zc svP::~c s,dJ~c.. svf/.:!J ~v~ 
Depth Range 
Tare Number 
Tare Weight 
Wet SOil +tare J b3.~ }OS·~ ,~ 2.·g )OI • ~ 8;ld t8o·~ 
Dry Soil +')Me cy, .3 4/.S c;;'q,3 ~-7 7.3. ~ 7e;. ~ 
Weight of Water 
'II, Moisture Content ;J.s ;q.7 /).I /].~ If).~ /],' 
Pocket P..ntion 
. 
SoiiDeacriptlon 
. 
Wt Sample 
Wt Coated 
Wt lnWater 
Wt Paraffin 
~ 
Coated Volume 
Sample Volume 
Natural Gravity 
Natural Denelty 
Dry Gravity 
Dry Denelty 
Property of the Soli 
Approx PI 
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PD()JECT NO G:,'-149<:13> FOUNDATION DEPARTMENT 2/8/'7/ Date Drilled 
Job. 
-{1M. '3€N'I By Branch 
BonngNo Sy ?I Sv'P''Z. S'vPs Sv'Pt..j 
Depth Range 
Tare Numtfr Oi"TI..C ?I Pa- F"3 t::o..; 
lo.l<!•j'-
Tare We1ght 100 • 1~ c1,., lSD 4<( I$() OJ J.U o.jt, 13a Sb 
Wet Soil +Tare 357.75" 3s'f.oo 3Jt( SLJ lSss-7 ~ 
Dry Soil +Tara 31 z.13 311· ~ 3 2&b,l7 3DZ. €:>D 
We1ght of Water 2~ b'Z- 27 -17 2.1:::> ~> ,:z.G:S"" 
~ VOU,ltt..tFS 
'lb, Moisture Content 'I· I 15,/ /(:,, '7 ;9', I 
1:;)5 /11>1/:>f> I Sl <{ 1:> I 'Si 7 I 17,.?-'1 
Pocket PenetratiOn 
f;RA'f i:k11A11 t.•4Hr iJR~w. Me;b .~o....., a ....... oJ 
Soil Deacnpt1011 'tl' SA""!> St( t:!J.It'fFY \If- s•~T'/ CUI"/ 
Stf.1' I ~ .. ,.) 
~C'-'\'1' .J.:s;,,_,. t'/fi}O '1-'/~lt"''l SA"~Y, 
,.,..,, .. .::.; o~; ..... R. A,;nAoJ"'f" ~ nrtcs ..,,11, 
OF =~bhc~~r,.,J 01><>~ ... G'llooe o i' Wt Sample ~'f{)RfJ~A~W/ H 'fl>ll Ut:IJ,ii,.~ 1n•ht"a~ 
Wt Coated 
Wt 1nWatar 
Wt Paraffin 
Coated Volume 
Sample Volume 
Natural Gravity 
Natural Density 
Dry Gravity 
Dry Density 
Property of the Soli 
Approx PI 
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PROJECT NO 6-U4'7 A FOUNDATION DEPARTMENT I (-;q?l Date Drilled 
Job By 
Branch 
BonngNo .SVPI ~v 1-z, ?V IJ;J 
Depth Range 
Tare Number 
- - -
TareWerght 
-o- -t>- -o -
Wet Sorl .w-- ,,I,B /~Y 3 1'39 It../ 
DrySoll.....:i1n 14o·6 1 as. 2. ;::<2 ·¥ 
Werght of Water 
'10 Morstura Content lsi 1¥,/ f3, t:t 
Pocket PenetratiOn 
pK.. fbl~W"' 8r~>~ JJI! ~,.eJWl,. J 
Sorl Descnptron /. s,'Jls-'~ ~~"~ Sr '1 .:I~ ... c:..l y' 
_.1/vo "'~""' \1 J.l.,.t,-,em~ ... ~ 
wt Sample l~"l'l ...,.,.~~ ~· 
wt Coated 
wt mWater 
wt Paraffin 
Coated Volume 
Sample Volume 
Natural Gravrty 
Natural Denarty 
Dry Gravity 
Dry Oanalty 
Property of the Soli 
Approx PI 
APPENDIX D 
PORTABLE GC AND LABORATORY ANALYTICAL 
DATA, SORTED BY DATE 
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-
f 
~ J 
til I I 
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36 
I I J I I I l : 
I 
I ' I J I I I w I : 'I I I I ! i 
C....:o. '~.._1 j. ~~~s !&!.... 1 lA. .... J f.'-1:.' 1< JJ.:u~i ' 1 I J ' 
1 : 1 'I 1 P 1 1 r 1 1 I !"""'· 1 ~~_j -~-0+-~J....~ -+;--'-· --:Al-r1rl\l-+l--i-1 -~~~J....~~f!.E:_-+!lh !-!-! -~--,-_,.-,EYt!<l---411-+1 -Rf-+-+1 -, _C/»!J_c_;_1 -!-s\o..,~M l mE" 1 
'
1 '11Tl I '_l_l'· J ' '-1 
3/0 I I I ! liE~ t+rJJ I I I : I I 
I 
Jill I I 1 ,(- I 1 &.~x Swl. IJ. 1 :z-1 Jn.11. 1 I : ~ 
I I I I I I i I I : I I _n _.18_ ~'.i I I ' 
I i 1 I 1 1 I I ' .. 1 ! n 1 Jl..J.IL ' 
' I I I I I I ' o-.'!1 ,_q JJ.'Irl ! 
' I I I ! I I l ' I I ' ' I I J 
Ul''-! I 1 /~ ~- il I 1 ...aLf !.c.l. J.... ' I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
' I I I I I •I I' I I ! I ~"» '1Jtli 'K""' I M -to I ' ...,.. I b.-, ~ 
'I I I I 1&"1 I~~ I '.B.IJtl 
I I I I I l · I 
Ibn lf • _jJ~ 
I ! I i I I I I ' i 
I I I J I I I' I I I I I I I 
t 
I 
I 
. 
I 
I I I I l I I _l t& ... lw o ,4.Ic.. 
I I ' I I 'j' I I 1uq 1_:rl_::. lil'tt 
! : I ! ~ \A.~~·"'' 1 £ I 1 ' .n.il/ ei-:. ~3 
I I I I"'' I I 1c.X I '.1b!/!L _il ~ ill I 
! I I I I i ! I I l I I I 
I I I 
"\If I 1 n1 I IBTj;.x_~~i!: 1 1 1 I ! 
I I I I I I I I I J I I l 
; I 1 lio~Jll~1 1 Ill 
I I I I I I I I c',\1111 ' : I ' I I I 
' :1 1 r~-1 1 1 1 1 I I ' 
I I~ • 
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·- . .. . . ~ 
. ...... . ...-. . ' 
IIIIUJ•t -· 37 
I I I I I I I I I I I I l : !TT I 
I fi'uN I b.-,,.1 ; j!m.U: ilU_ Pb=~ik ~ Rl 1C..Lc I I I Et I Uli!JrLr" ..J'IZ ~~--I : ~ : I I I I I I ' I I I ' ' I ' I I I 
' 3!9 1]), I km,x s~r\, I I I I ' ' l I 1 I I ' I I .~' :24 I tnJ«t fP*---7-1"~ ' I I I I ! I 
i· 
I ll' ' I I 'J:I JA;.... O o : I I 
' 
I I I 
' I I i I I If: Ill iJ I I ' ' ' I I 1~1 I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I ' I I ~xi I I t.t.! ' II. 114 I ' I : I I I I 
' 
I I I I 
I ; I I I I I i I I I I I I ' I I I I I l I I 
I J-ao ! /<": A,.;t.t/ 21.! l.....Jf- J#J s .,J) I I ' Irk .II I I I I 
l ; ' I I I I I I ' I I I I I I I I I I I I 
' 
I I 
___.31'1 I I,("', : 1RMW 'l."Z.-1 J ..... .f.. '~a e •• u I I 1 ule ..:1 I 9toil "' ., ' ' 
I i I I I ! I I I I I I I I I I ~~~ """fr ' I I I I I I I 
..--11'2.. IU: :AMM 121.: ..-ff- I o7';/: .-,~~.J .. ' I ,,;..~ I ! ~~;' ' I ... 
l , : I I I I I I ! ' I I I /r. "L I I l s--.. "(' 
I : ' I I I ' I I I I I 
' 
I I I 
' 
I 1.!"t I I ,<f I I Ats.J} rr- ,t.i I ~.Llf -~//I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I . I I I J i I ' I I I I I I I 
' ?JII I i ,<1 :an:JC I(.,.; I I I I I I I I ' I I 
I 
' I I I I I I I I I ' I I I I"" I I I I I I 
pit L..l:lS" : ~;; I Rmc ~.J~ e I ~~Lj ! 
"' "' 
I I l~rt.'.l I 
i I I I I I I I IT- I :]" I ';ojl'f I ' I I I I I 
r I I I I I I I T ~~ I(', I I II ~~~ I I I f 
-t'~ l I I I I lx t..( I I,,_,:,~,~ I I I I I i I 
I I I I I I T i I i I I I I I I I I 
or ~lJ.. I I ,,t" I :2NII!L#~' 1-r ,_,_ I lL·'i ' I [u,e."'.\1 
;fOe 
...... 
.,~ ! I ' I I I I I ~~ I l., 1(' I I ~ I I I I "I I I Jo% 
I I I i l I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
' 
I 
I ' :u:::~l I ~s:::l I i 8!iiM ~ , ... i I I I I I I - I i /flO! 
I I ! I I I I l f) o9~fro.., I I I I I I I I I 
I l I I T r I fl I I ! I I I I I I I I 
.; "t '3l.~ Is- I /\l..i,.J--!1"?1 .,r I .,,_ I 1-z tl) I I !,,.,..:"' I r--: . I ! I I :.e- ~ I k,. I ~.((. ! I I I I ! 
' 
I I 
I I I I I I I I I ! I ' I I I I ' ! 
; 1..., UCf 1 ;,t:'. I lA.,;w-'1'"'71 1 '7( I I 1'\GJ I 
"'I·'" I I 1..,.-,JM I I fW'l A·~ ~ ,AJD I . I ~: <'<! I l ... ll.li i I I I i I I I f---_I__:_~b" ;J... f : I ' I I I I I I I I i I I _, ' I 
' I 
t- ~-r-----L--~ r --r -
I ___ f ·$(;'6 I' I ' 
' 
I I 
' ' 
~ I I I I 
,, " of/ , ·1 I '-.I~ 
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' :< • I • ., _, o • ' 
- 0 • • " ... ~ 
38 
----,-,- I ' I ! i -T" : I ii I ' I I ' I ~- I I l i : l ; 
'IIi' .II: ' I I' Ll 'I '.1.. 
__ hu~~: __ t:..l,tv_ YtMh£ 11> Pr~ 1 It(_· wtoJ(.~~~> .. I'li! JJ:z.t----' -~ ~ ~---r--r- -
·--· -r' -,--t--' ----...:..----r--......_~-r--r--i-1 -+--~--7-- ~_...!. -------~~~--~~--r--~~-~_Ja~----1~2~b~1_1-4,~/~··~l~~ 
------~,---~:;__l~~r----'--~il--r-t--._ ..... __~: -J~JJB ....!---r-
-------------~·--J~'---rl --' ~~_.__--~---· l_p.zy I I ' ; i I I 
I I I I I I I I I 
----------T----1;__.•_:--;---;-' ___.a.-.;;-;.,.')('---:-' -;----''"'"'(,~. __ • -,-' _,t/..!i"/ ' • ' I 
I I I I [ I I ' I ! ' I I 
~---~~--~~~~~~~'-----t--~~~--~~--~~~~~--~~--1~~ 
{ ...., 13w "-'-"--r---+-~1 ~~~% "'r 
: i I ' I I Sb'/. S4, .. , 
' J I I I ' I I I I I I I ~Til-. -~,'--,........it--l~i~--t----·'"X',__! -+--~..;)':J."--r-- I 
I I I I ! ' [ i I ! ' I 
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I I I 
' ' 
I I <q I I:Z..'JLr.>3. ' ' I I I ' I I I :..,_I I I I I 
I t.t. ..n.'ot.._ I I I I ' I I I 
-- I I I ; I llo~l{ liCJ ' I II. ll I I I I ' ' I I I I I I JJ,,~oC I I l _!_ I ' I !f.'l.£ ~ ' I ' 
i I I l I . I I ' J I I I I I I I I i I I I I I 
_J-f~ I :Ls ')iPl,_cl+l ls_ I ! ,., I i~l , I I 1 ~v..n~ Jlo" 
"' I I I ' I I I r(' I ~ ' ~7.io I I JJp' I ' I ~I 
I I te"l I I s-t./ I i Jr~n I I l ' I ' I ' I ! I 
' ' I I I i ! ! I :x I :u ! I 2'?.lol. I I l I 
I I I I I I h.l 
' 
I I !:lei. i I 1_:L.fll l I I l I 
I I I I I I ! J ' ! I I I I I I I I ! I I' I 
..__.:.~'/) I fT-!s.-h~J.I 1 I I i I I 1 I I l I 
I I ' ! ' I ~Jh WI ! I ' i I I ! I ' 
I ' !_1 ! I I , .... !~ u~· I ' I I 
' 
~ i I I I 
I l I I I I I I iO I I ! I I I I I I I 
~i. ! 4':: i ~~ rP:t~U ! .1l I J."l' I I [3cl I ltA' l~ 23 I I I I I I I I I I ·- I 'l~ I !i.t/... I I llo~ !I...; I I \\tr.;l.bt!A~~~ ..2lJg I !£! I <;( I .n~l I I 
1 ! I 1 h.= 1 .. 9e3l ! I)( I d. I I I 11/. •• h:! I I I 
f 
! l I I~ ..... lj(~}~ I ' I ' _!_,gl I 'l.CO ~ I I i I I I ' I l I lx· I I .2131 i I I I ! I I I I ! I I I I 
' 
I 
I 
' 
I I I !lMk.{~SI'.:-\: f)~ ' ' ' ' ! i I I I ' I I I I 
' 
I I I I 
L_l I I ~U.tki~j ' i I I I I ' I H$:' I ' I I I l I ' I I 
' 
-;-- -
' 
I I ! I l I I I -:-r-=:C 
• """""" ---~"0'7](---:ZJrf-U\:::f---, ___ __;,__0-ar.''---J;_--r--: z/_t I_ 
40 
I~ 
I I i ! I I I I 
I I ! I I 
'--~-_s'4t. I :,<, 
·T I I 
' 
I I I I I 
' 347_ I :1(1 
I I I I I I I I I 
' ~I ! ~I 
?J.i' I ~S"'J 
I I I I ! I 
I 1<1~ I ,~1 ;--r I I I I I 
I 
' i I I ' 
i I I I 
I , ' I ' I I 
' I I ~---1 1/C" I 
I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I 
' ! I I I 
' I i ! I I I I I 
l I I I I I I ' 
~_L i I 
I I 
I ' 
I I 
I , 
&liNt. I 
i I .c-1 I I I I l 
I I I I I ! 
~~~k I • : -ri I 
I I I tr! I I I I 
I I I I I I I I 
I 
--~-·'1?0.-v..l-'-1-+--' 
u.i I ot..~ I 1,~ I'+ 11 I ,;2 .2/ I I I I lo\1 I 
I I I I I I I I I I 
' i',, I on: '_;tJa...Jl j I 
!fi! : '/_ nl.. I 1 I I I I 
I I I I I I ! ' I I I 
Bt.~N_t._ •"( I ; "1\.J ! ... ~ "alii I I I lied l ' 
I i l lffj I I <31 I'!."Jq I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 1 I I i I I I I I I 
I A~ './t_...JK_ ll _!i,.l' _,of:_ 0 l J f I I t,, 1 J i I I 
I I I I I I I I 'I i 
Ltnix. <"..l _B ' ;t~ /,O:J:IIf I ockL I I I I T .... 1 /o;~l I t--1 1.,.. '·u. I I I 
I I ic I ~('o I I 11.111/ : I I I I I 
I lx !e.~.< I ,~,~l/ I I I I I 
' I I I ' i I i i I ! L I 
kll'.rf./:of/1 I ;~I I ~' 1l,J ~.-1-1~ ... I lll?.AAI I a, .. fl' I I I ~-d I It/.. I I lrrJ I I I I ,, 17• ~ I 31 
i I ~"' I ;,J t.f. i i I I 'c' I ' ! Ollf ' I ll..f7' i 
-" 3'2.. 
! I i I I I ' 
I I i I I I I I I I ' I I I I I ' I ' 
I I I I I I ' I ' I I I I I I I 
-t-:- --"-- !__:_ l_ ~----~ I I ' I I I ,l __ ---- -l--
-o---r I 
--- ---o~v~,T~-~------------~--------------,.-r-~--
" ~- ~· 
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340 
-----------~-------.--_. ................... - •. zz .. s•,•~--~.-r•A•t•rms~~WIM® 
41 
-~-I-~-- --~I ' I T~l 
I ) t I . / I I I 
' I ! I 
) I I I lUI ~ .., q ,, 
SliP"'Dtl_'AV'k- "10!-, II.J .. 5 I ..,.. I 1t. 1 
__;l.1 :~."- ' I ' I lOl:~ ' 
I I I .,- .2'3~ I tf. I _nl I 
'" -'~ I I I I : i I f:' /b9 i ·: IC.Jr I j _'ll..J ... + r,_..J) I ' I L<"l ' 
I I ~ I I I i I : I I I ' I I I ~ :~I I I I I I I ~>f-+---'{' I ! 8t.otNK I I ! ~~~ i ::2~ I I Joo>A.\~ I 
I I I I I I I I I I I ' I I I I r-I I ! I I I 
'{('L} I I~_[ Awwlr ~.,-;- I 3t:l i /_t.~ I ! ·,., I I I 
I I ! I I I I I I I I I I J I I ' j I I I 
3~{"'" I I{' ' Bt.JtrJK ! 'Ti" ,}J 1,.~14- ~.N I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I .. ! J I I ! i I ' I ' I I 
' 
I 
' ~~/n I I It!' I ~~)( ~ !Ji ~I I : ln. 1BI J ,rb .J. I I I 
' I I I ! I I 1---d::_ ~L I i :,~ l I : I ' I I I I I 
' I I i I I ' I I ! }'I rnl !Jl.ZV I I I I I I I 
I I I ! I I l.l! ..k.d I J ! I I I I 111.411 I 
I ' 
I I I I I I I I I I I ! 
' 
I I 
' , I I I!'!_ t-ft-2~ I.R I n.J 1 .... iL .. "J/ 1 : J I , t -_w.. I ~1~.., I 1 l I I I :..,. ~~ "U.~l' ; I I J!~~o,r 
! 'f' I ' I I I I I I~ X.1' :s-~:2'? J ' I s..,. I ~I I I I I I I I ,h_.,., IG.rl I ' I I I I ~.':t_l_l I 
! I I I I I I I I I I I l I l I I I I : 
I 13~~: I lit::': lf.>NI '~ '2. ·R .1L.rL ... ~~" cq/A I I '~ .[_ 110 ... 'l•r I I 
I I I I I I I I I l -T""! Lu.l -~ I l I {c r:J'q I I I 
I I I I I I I lEI· 1~3.1 I 2./tfr I I I I i I I I I I I 
l I I I I I ' I l I I I I ' I I I I 
I ~~" i ! :/:" ~ 'AMw:2."l- I~ I 'l:>.JI~J-~1 ' : ! I I : I ! 
I ' I I I 1~1 ~ I I I ' ! I I I ; I I I ' I I I I I I ! I I ' I I I ' I _l_ ! I I I I I ___ I_L_ I ' I -+--,_ __
' 
--- i 
I t./1.1 (,,I 
*** CHROMIOC!IAPII lliV!Eii rms ., FGR Hil.P, <m> ro mr 
IWIE: S UP40II 
U IliACI 1351 115.4Bl! Jun 27,91 18:32 
IliACI 1349 1BB,IIB't 
PEAKI !lAME 
1 IOLUIHE 
2 EIHYLBDI 
3 ti-KYWIE 
RI AREA 
36 55553 : 23.18 PPM 
53 49266 : 18.46 PPM 
65 4273 : 2.62 PPM 
w CHROIIRIOGRAPH REUIEII PUSS c. FOR HELP, Cesa> ro oor 
!liKE! SUP4011 • 
U TRACE 1352 183, 32l! Jun 27,91 18:34 
IliACI 1349 188. BBl! 
!WI M 
1 IOLUEIIE 
2 EIHYLBEH 
RI AREA 
36 54:432 : 22,64 PP11 
53 43175 : 16.18 PPM 
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m CHROIIAIOCIIAPH RMEII PmS ? FOR HELP, <esc> tO EXIT 
IWIE: 1111122 
PPER TIIRCE 1357 2118 I 42:< JWI 27,91 19:44 
OllER TRACE 1356 11111.119',( 
PEAKI HAllE 
1 TOL!IEHE 
2 EIHYLBEH 
3 HYLEHE 
Rt AREA 
36 34689 : 34.61 PPII 
53 311127 : 55.27 PPM 
65 5916 : 28.23 PPII 
m QIROMATOCI!APII RI.VIEII PUSS 'I FOR IIIII, <esc> IO EXIT 
IWIE: l!llld2 
ER TRACE 1362 367.48X JWI 27, 91 111:56 
IIIACE 13U 11111.119l1 , 
rmo m 
~ HMfiH 
3 UIIIIIOIIt 
lL 
342 
343 
- --- 1 -
' 
I _l I I 
,(1 ' ' I I I I I I I ~-~~ I ,o.~z~.r '3~0 aNiwo!"LJ I I I 
I 
' " \' ' I I I I 'oJl, s--' ' 
I -~· ' ' I I ' i I ' ' I ! 
' ~;l":''f,\, s.vr~'"'lt. ' ' ' 
I I I I I I " J I I I I 
'l!il /.(. I #11FX ~ I 'B. I ~? l '/C.Iil (""a. .t: jg ~. I 
' I I ' I l "["'_ i l_.lL I JII.Rg' I I :lj. d I I ' t 
' 
I ' I ~I ' <..:. I ·,_2.</ I ' J ' -' I ' I I I 
I 
' 
' 
I !VI I l\..:1 ... .II I I I ' I ' 
I i i I I I I I I I ' I i j ' l 
., 'lt. 'l. I I ; 
.8 I I 'bJ _nJ,t_ ~ /] 10. tl , 9Q.k q r {!' I .&l>lr..l 1."Z.. ' i I 
I I I I I _.1:_ 341 'j{,?'f_ ''" I a.. I I ! I I i e-l !''l.ZL. I I I I I I I I I I <'I< I I 
I I I I I I I I kl I b'h' I 'f. 8i I I I I I 
' I I I ! ! I I I I I I I I ' I ' I I I I I I I I I U.~ I I ~<'I l AMt. '21. 1 ! .1 k I !l\J l+ 'q/ I I . .('o '_!la ~ lr' I I ! ' I I l _'1': I I_~ I ~'1 M:'ll I I : /o ' I I i I I I I ~~ 
' 
I I I 
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LNS _eNVIRONMENTAL ~ERVI\;t:::;, IN\,;. 
903 North Bowser, Su1te 230 
Richardson, Texas 75081 
Laboratory AnalysiS and 
Field Consultation 
(2141 699-3772 Tall Free 1·800-422-9421 Fax 214-669 3575 
ATTN TIM BENT 
SAMPLE ID BMW-1 
DATE RECEIVED 
OA TE ANALYZED 
DATE REPORTED 
llEPORT NUMBER 
061".7/91 
06/17/ql 
06/Z0/91 
063f>-l 
••••••&a•••••••••••••••••••"ccam•••••~•c=~~==~=•••A••~~•••Paa••••••••••• 
: ;DETECTION 
: :LIMIT RESULTS 
, PARAMETERS :METHOD : ug/l , ug/1 ;ANALYST 
;a==•=•c==c==========:====•=•••aala••••••~••••••••••:•••••••••••==:==cc=c:; 
:Benzene l 8020 : 5 : 8 : GK 
~--------------------------------~-------:----------:--------e----:-------1 
,Ethyl benz~ne : 8020 : 5 : <5 ; GK 
:--------------------------------:-------:----------:-------------~-------: 
:Toluene : 8020 : • 5 : 82 • GK 
:--------------------------------:-------:----------:-------------:-------, :xv!enes : 8020 : 5 : 197? ' GK 
aaaa:aaac=a=caaa=m~:=:a•••=•••••••••••••••••••••••=•a=~=a:::~a;:a::a:wa~zcc 
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~10o1"' 11::. ~" 
Lomoo•Jnd f.' T .:;) lOr• Hre.::t 
..J 1 Ut:~l " _ z l ~ 
"-~11Jr l -' 
11 1 ! ' 'J 
Cone Un t t -;:. 
------------------------------
-------- -------- -------
t I ~~romochlo~ometr~ne r .. L 1..!.3 II 'i96i ">U LIU 'J(; L 
,..,1_ "'0Lt.l N 3 1:!0 "6 ~ '-'L-'-'4 ,.,..c..., Jb 
' 1 AI_PYLON l Tp I Lf:. 7 
-'1 ,;;:: 0 '5241,.1 ~0~ 1- •_•G L 
.. ) Ct-lor:,methane 0 ... "0 II a?Q.., 1!- 4""' 'JI.:' L 
t u' Ace t or.e 3 43 u 1 .. 30""'1 3211 3" lj(, L 
lr: ~ l,--Ul~hloro~thanP-d4 ., 
' 
c.? u 131:)1...,. 'H ..,, 'JG L 
lo) •t, ... -Ultl~orohPn=ene 
' 
'J6 114 u 2 '1' -+~ 7 ?0 OIJ ljl., L 
• 1 
.-8utan.,ne rt"~V ?<l ... 3 'J 9 1 q. 'l ! 0'- d d6 'Jr. __ ) 
1...-'t n_,1 t Acetate 3 :ll) .. 3 IJ ..,241" ~43 .,- ur.; L 
' 
11 t::ten:ene .., 3.! '""'3 II 33::.''-l ., "9 IJI:; L 
~ "! 1 ., "11 :Jrobenzene-•j&:; 1c ""'8 11- 'J• 1;'16" ?u 011 UG L 
' --M~t~~,---~E~t5rcn~ 'n ll:a l 12 ~.., 7 " 1 r: I) l 11 3" 'JG L 
loluene u q::_ ~.! 0 ::._?..,j.-' l:l2 49 Ub L 
'4 r •:. .JenP.-t1~ ................... 12 -c; ~8 u ~ 'J 181 ".! ..,') "b 
... .t ~ ...... ~ "'l"'t'y tte-n-= en e- -:r""/<r-:t1r6 u "2:!-,196 l.J.Ft . 66" IJ'.=~ L 
()LENE rTOTAL1 1- '?'iJ lU6 'I ~73~0-..M 19/o 9'> 'JG ~ 
... _ ~romotluorobenzene 
···*···· 2U 
., .. +<; u lo30 ... .,.;: 8? IJI, L 
_:;rur:.-.Jrd lS '31 ,.., 
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U8ll61:1 U4 Qu~nt Output F1le 
or.- ""'-'lf-~r--nl I.J'1'0 
~~~c BTE~ 
10\J)A" QT 
r 1 • t e De 1 1_,' C.:. l 
..... 5:t .... :d1t:>r.st.~n 
~•a S1ngle Potnt at ;u ug L 
Ul'J ... l~ 11:.': .!6 
'-'P e r ;a .. o... 1 0 
'J..J-.r .. Ttrre 
lr•Jec+ed at 
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LNS-ENVIRONMENTAL SERVIt;l:~, IN\_;. 
Laboratory Analys•s and 
903 North Bowser, Su1te 230 Field consultation 
Richardson, Texas 75081 Fax. 214-669-3575 (214) 699-3772 Toll Free 1-800-422-9421 
GH 
ATTN TIM BENT 
SAMPLE IO SMW-3 
DATE: RECEIVED 
DATE ANALYZED 
DATE REPORTED 
REPORT NUMBER 
:DETECTION 
06/17/~.1 
06/17 1 'H 
06/20/91 
0636-b 
: !LIMIT RESULTS : 
PARAMETERS !MCTHOD ug/l : ug/1 :ANALYS7 
:==~~=z==~==•=;•=====~=========~~;•==;===:====~=====:====~-=====~=,~~===:-! 
!Benzeno ' : 8020 : 5 : <S : GK : 
:--------------------------------:-------:----------:-------------:-------: !Etnyl benzene : 8020 5 : <5 o GK 
:--------------------------------:-------:----------:------~------:-------: !ToJ.uene : 8020 : 5 : <S : Gl\ : 
:--------------------------------: ·------:----------:-------------:-------· 
:xyhnes : 8020 o • !> : <5 GK 
==··~=:==:~=~=-·,=-::ft::~a=•==·====~================:=:D:====-==~= ==~-=~=~ 
NlranJan Shah 
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~p~rator :o. GEuRGE 
Output Fale ~ueu66 QO 
Oat a Fa le 'V8066 tJ4 
Name 91-0636-06 8020 
STEl' 
lL' Ftle· IOVOA9· •QT 
C:t.IANT REPORT 
!Juan t Rev 6 !Juan t T 1 me 
InJeCted at 
Oalut a on Factor 
fltle Uallr Cal vta Sangle Po1nt <!It c;o ·~g/1.. 3JM UB-o24 
l..a$• Cal1brat1on 910617 1~ 26 
Compound R T. Q I On Area 
91..:61" ~-··~ 
91Uo17 21 38 
1 O':UtJU 
Cone Una ts 
------------------------------
-------- -------- -------
lJ •Bromochloromethane 6 40 128 0 ~~3o; o;u.oo UG.'l. 
21 AC"!Ul.fiN 4 42 ~6 0 114 11.10 UG'l. 
81 Methylene Ch lor1de 3 29 84 0 /24 '! '19 UG l. 
91 Tr,r.hloro~luoromethane 2.~7 101 0 )14" ... 99 IJG 'l.. , 
10J Acetone J 21 43.0 321 7 ;'6 UG.I'l. 
,.,.., 1,2-0ic~loroethene-d4 ............ 7.7'7 6~ 0 11"'64 "2.67 UGl. 
ll;ll •t,~-U1tluorobenzene 9.06 114 0 22~80 ~c 00 UG.'l. 
22J v.nyl Acetate J.l6 43 0 128 4 A~ IJG/l. 
!0) Ben::ene 7.80 78 0 238 "o UG/l.. 
~~, •Ch:orobenrere-d~ 16 76 117 0 l '190<; ~o.uo UG.'l. 
,9) Toluene-d8 .......... 14o .. :'CS 98 0 .zn12 ... a Qt) UG.I't.. 
..... , Sromofluorober:ene ................ 20 '31 9<; I) 1608" ~' 47 UG.'l.. 
• Compound IS ISTO 
/ 
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l(ll) 
9~ 
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30 
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.! 1 ~ ~ ~ l IWH I I 
8 12 1o 2\i 
FGR a..: fJffi" n" iEL 8Tt1 
I!S,OO 30.00 
c~ Ci 
Oata Ftle >V8066 •u4 Q•Jent Output Ftle ~'Jd066 CO 
~arne ~~- ~~~A-06 8U20 
Mt$C BT~X 
td Ftle IOVOF19 .QT 
ittte Oetly Cal ~te 5tngle Potnt at 50 ug/L 'OM DB-624 
La$• Calth~&tton ~1061' 18•26 
Upe~ator ID 
Qw-.nt Tltn4! 
lnJ"!Cted at 
GEORGE 
91061;' 22 !)8 
910617 21 '8 
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L~ I!HVIAONN1ENT AL SERVICE~, Ill\;. 
903 North Bowser, Suite 230 laboratory Analysis and 
Richardson, Texas 75081 Field Consultation 
(214) 699-3m Toll Free: 1·80o-422·9421 Fax: 214-669-3575 
ATTN: TIM BENT 
SAMPLE ID: BMW-8 
OATE RECEIVED· 06/17/91 
OATE ANALYZED: 
OATE REPORTED. 
REPORT NUMBER· 
06/17/91 
06/20/91 
0636-5 
•=2•=•=•••=••••=•8••••••=a•=••=a====x•u•••===c~•==============~~===•=z~==== 
l . l l DETECTION l ! 
l : lLIMIT RESULTS l : 
l PARAMETERS :METHOD l ug/1 , ug.tl !ANALYST: 
:•••••••~••••••••••ax•••a••••~K~=:=a•a•••J•••aaa•===:====a=•=~=:=;!=-==2=a: 
:Benzene l 8020 : 5 • : 10720 : GK , 
:--------------------------------:-------:----------:-------------:-------· lEthy! benzene l 8020 : 5 ; 2028 GK 
:--------------------------------:-------:----------:-------------:-------: 
:Toluene : 8020 l 5 : 11678 GK 
:--------------------------------:-------:----------:-------------:-------. 
: Xylenes : 8020 : 5 : 17014 : GK 
••••=••••••~=•====•~••=•••&=~¥e==•2=2===========aua~a~u••~•••••w~••~•rw,•• 
Ni1'&nJan Shah 
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LNS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES, INC. 
903 North Bowser, Su1te 230 
Richardson, Texas 75081 
Laboratory Analysis and 
Field Consultation 
{214) 699-3772 Toll Free: 1-80<>-422-9421 Fax 214-669-3575 
ATTN TIM BC:NT 
SAMPI..E IO: BMW-13 
DATE RECE!VEC 
DATE ANALYZ!::O 
DATE REPORTED· 
qEPORT NUMBER-
!DETECTION 
06117/91 
06/!7/0 1 
06/20/91 
06J6-2 
lLIMIT RESULTS 
, PARAMETERS lMETHOO ! ug/l l ug/l :ANAL.YS-
:x~·-~~w~~-~,~-~-a·~~~·~-~~=~=~=!====~==!~=•=======:=============:======= 
:Benzene : 8020 : S : <S ! GK 
:--------------------------------:-------:----------:-------------:-------:E~hyl oer.zere ! 8020 ! 5 : <S ! GK 
:--------·------------·----------:--L----:----------:-------------:-------
lioluene : 8020 : 5 : <S ! G< 
:--------------------------------:-------:----------:-------------:-------
: Xylenes : 8020 : 5 : <S GK 
Nu·anJan Shah 
LNS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES, IfiC. 
. .. .,. ... . 
t)UAII T REOORT 
Jp~rator 10 .OECJwL.E I~..J-3Mt ~eJ: ~ IJuan• r me 
Jutput ~tie -vauo! 00 
u~t-.. "'''" '-1-106~ \J .. 
t•ame ~1-0<!>3.,-1):;: 802U 
"1 1 ~c fC0 --- ~Tt!1< 
ILJ~Ile l0VOA9 QT 
r • • :' U-:1 t 1,,' C S 1 
La~t Caltbrat1on 
~ a StnQ:e 0 otnt 
91U617-18 ::!o!> 
Compound 
InJected ~t 
Otlut ,un F'.actor 
at o;o J9 '1.. 3u"1 ua-.;._ ... 
R T Q ton Area 
"'lUol.' _u .'3 
~10<!>1- 1"• -:;-
1 Ollt)IIU 
Cone; Untt~ 
------------------------------
-------- -------- -------
1) •aro"ochloromethane 6 57 1~8 0 7U9 "'(I ou UG L 
_, ALR:.lLEltl ... 5"' 56 0 1a .. t.• -.. ..JG L 
'I ) lrtc~lorotluoromethane ::! 73 101.0 3536 <!> 9., '.JG L 
•U' Ar...etone ' 92 43 0 .!8• " ~2 IJG L ~ 151 Lhloroform 6 9&i 83 0 ~4::$8 ... ''H Ub L 
1'> 1,--~te~l~roet•~n~-d~ 9'! 6'5 0 1~67, o;;o lt; UG L 
181 •t,-+-Oitluoroben~ene 0 :a 114 0 27898 o:;u OJ Ub 
-,,, ·L~lorobenzene-j~ 16 96 117 0 1/ ... 65 o;(J IJU lJG ~ 
\" l rotuene-d8 ............ 12 92 98 0 ~~;~~ 60 .. -. IJG L 
.. _. ~rnmot'uo~ob@n:~ne .......... 20 71 '\15 I) l6•2c; 6 .. '1 .:a; 
... ~, 1,: 
-
OICHLOPOBENLENI:. 2'5 tu 146 'l lUl zo; UG L 
C.~Ti'OJnd .s :s•o 
356 
q 
"6 
lOU 
go; 
100 
a~ 
00 
1UO 
~-
-;lij 
a-
9? 
~0000) 
:~~~ 
4!5('10.~ 
.::;::ej 
l!m.J. 
! 
3(10:0:?-j 
1 
25<:'0, 
i!OOt'oj 
1'500~ I 
1::=~ l 
~ .. ~· ~ 
Data F;le >U806J U4 
flame 91- ,o'6-•l2 8020 
Mtsc. BTEX 
ld -=-tie !OVOA9 •QT 
r ~ii' t.[lil ltl"oEE o*£1 
~·oo 3ooo I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Quant Output Ftle ~vso6J .co 
Tttle Da1ly Cal vta Stngle Potnt at ~0 ug/L 30M 08-62~ 
Las• :altbratton ~lU6l7 18 l6 
Operator 10 
'·"•"'' t T 1me 
InJected at 
GEOPGE• 
910617 20 28 
910617 lY i7 
357 
358 
LNS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES, INC. 
903 North Bowser, Suate 230 
Richardson. Texas 75081 
Laboratory Analysis and 
Faeld Consultation 
(214) 699-3772 Toll Free. 1-800.422-9421 Fax: 214-669-3575 
SAMPLE IO· BHW-15 
DATE RECEIVED 
OATt: ANAL.YZEO' 
DATE REPORTECJ. 
REPORT NUMBER 
Oo/17/ql 
06/20/91 
0636-3 
:a:======•=••=•••~a====ac=•====z=~••aaa•~•••••••••=•=•==========:•=••••=••• 
l lDETECTION : 
l ! l LIHIT RESULTS , l 
l PARAP"E-ERS l METHOD USJ/ 1 ug/1 ! ANAL ''ST 
:z~•••,==••••~x••=•=~=••~=~-=====:•=••===:==•=======:=======•=====~==~=•== 
:Ben%& 'Ia l 8020 ; 5 l <5 : Gl\ 
:--------------------------------:-------:----------:--------- ---:-------: lEthy1 berzene : 8020 : S : <5 ! G~ 
:--------------------------------:-------:----------:-------------;·------; 
:Toluene ; 8020 : S : <5 • Gl<. 
:--------------------------------:-------:----------:-------------:------·: lXylenes ! 80.20 : 5 : <5 : GK 
a•••~•••••2•~••3••~~•==~~=a=====a==••~=••~====;::::::;:;::•-==•=======•~~~-
I'HranJan Shah 
LN! ENVIRO~MENTAL SERVICES, INC 
Jp·r~·~r 10 GEORGE 
IJu•put F>le ~vl:I064 !'.10 
~et~ ~1le >V8U64 V4 
l'!lme "1-ll636-"'~ ..,,..,0 
Mue 6TE <. 
10 F1le 10VOA9 .QT 
QUAIIT FIEPOPT 
1Juer. t Fie" 6 !Juan t r t me 
InJected at 
Otlut ton l'"a:.•or 
l t le , Oetl:,> Cal vta ':>angle Po1nt at '>0 ug L 
La$t Lal1brat10n 910617 18.26 
30M ~'9-o.! .. 
Compound R T. Q ton Area 
"'106 1 ~ .! 1 J l 
910~.>1:' .:u:JU 
L l)UUUU 
Conr.: Untts 
------------------------------
-------- -------- -------
l) -~romochloromethane 6 42 128 I) 60"'6 'SO ou UG L 
2J AL0 UL£1N 4 43 '>6.0 1ft' .. 10 7 Ub :.. 
'3) Metl"'>-•lene Chlortde 3 30 84 0 ?.,6 3 01 UG L 
;> ) lrte~lor~tl~cromet~ane 2 .. ., l'Jl 0 3086 7 16 UG-L 
10> Acetone 3 30 .. , 0 169 ., 73 UG·L 
16) l,~-Otch\oroeth~n~-d4 ·-~·- 7 -a 65 J 1)482 '50 gc; UG...'L 1?1 l,~-U.ehloroethane 9 09 62 0 941 2 93 UG L 
lb 4 1,•-Dt~tuoroben:en~ 9 07 11 .. u .?4.,01 '51) uo IJG,L 
JOJ eenzene 7 79 78 0 28"' 63 Ub-'L 
:. 3' •Chlor~benzene-d? 16 .,7 11-, 0 21~1'.) c;o co 'JG, L 
.,9, r::~luene-dl:l ............ 12 ";'? 98 If 2~4/8 49 o2 uG•L 
-~ l ~rJmotluoro~enzene ........... 20.?3 ~s 0 16/99 '5.?.~8 UG ~ 
.. C.or.pound 1$ lSTD 
359 
q 
8~ 
lU'l 
97 
79 
lUO 
01: 
7c; 
ton 
100 
9"> 
a:-
e~ 
- - - - - ----------
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
l-Ift... • -v ......... -yj 
TIC 
'500 tono 1500 2000 
I 
i I 
mo1l 
\ ' :40~'"1 
1 
2000, 
1~0001 ... :;. 
-... l'l 
I .. "i ~ ~j " .!J I ~ ,~ !I ~ c 1 1;1 ;! G:00\1 ii i 
-"1 l 13 1Jl'J 1 -d a 
~· 1 tl 
~ p 
... 
~ 
... 
'1 
'l! ~ i 'l! 
.. ~ ;';; 
... 
... I 
.. .. 
:t 1\~ :& I 
' 
II 
II 
.. .. li l" 20 24 C:i 
~ata Ftle 'VbUo~ v~ Ouent Cut put Ft le 'VSU6.,. 
Narnt1! "1-116~6-U~ 0 11"'') 
Mt$~ 8fE 
ld Ftle IO•JOA9 1.11 
Tttle Oetl~ ~at vta Stnqle Potnt at ~Lug L 30M DB-b~4 
La$t Cal1bret1on 91U61~-l~ ~~ 
..Jper1Hor 10 
._.:..,ant Ttme 
lnJ"'eted at 
GEOPGE • 
,)lJJ6l7 .:!1 Ul 
QlU617 21, 3') 
360 
QO 
LNS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES, INC. 
903 North Bowser, Su1te 230 
Richardson, Texas 75081 
Laboratory Analysts and 
F1eld Consultation 
(214) 699·3772 Toll Free 1·800·422·9421 Fax 214·669·3575 
ATTN TIM BENT 
SAMPLE IO BMW-16 
PARAMETERS 
Bem:ene 
. 
• 
:METHOD 
; 8020 
DATE RECI:lVE-.D 
DATE ANALYZED 
DATE REPORTED 
REPORT NUMBER 
06/!7/9~ 
Ot>/17/91 
06/20191 
0636-4 
. 
. 
I 
:DETECTION··: 
;L.IMIT ' 
ug/1 
RESULTS 
us/1 !ANAL'!:T 
s 1675 Go< 
--------------------------------:-------:------~---:-------------:-------Ethyl benzene : 8020 : S : <5 : G~ 
:--------------------------------'-------:----------:---------·--- -------
;Toluene ' 8020 : 5 ; 27 GK 
:--------------------------------:------~:----·-·---:-------------.-------:xyle~es : 8020 5 : 617 GK 
NHanJan Shah 
l..NS ENVIRONMENTAL. SERVICES, INC 
361 
t r=-r ::,tor lD '.:oC.UPCC.. 
'Jutrut r tle ,..(}diJ6~ l)l] 
~-t~ ~11~ V~06~ VA 
r~ar,,e 0 l-flr:. 7 6-1 .. jll U M=c- I:?TI:. 
'D Flle IDUOA9 •JT 
WIJAtiT PEPnPT 
• .... ·._~ 5n t l,.JF>' C!u:sn .. T1r.v; 
lrtJected 1.t 
D1lu•1on t-actor 
r t .. l e Ua 1 l ,/ Ca 1 
L-ast :.-!iltbr'!.tton 
vta 5tngle Po1nt ~t ~U ug'L 
910617-lb 26 
-;oM UB-6..:4 
l.ompound p T Q 10n Are.:. 
""'ll'r:.l""' _! '1;.=_ 
'-'iU6l-. 2l U4 
l U II 0 •j' 
•:on I'"'· lin 1 t:; 
------------------------------
-------- -------- -------
l• •s,~mochloromethane 0 .... u 128 u 49L<i <;II llll UG L 
-) At..POLEIN ... ~l '3o IJ ld 11 l'""':l <i9 U(; L 
5) t'ILF' LOti! TP!L£ 3 l3 o;~ 0 3819 
"'" 
..... UG L 
_, 1
_h lY 'jr,e, thane 1 c.2 c;o IJ ~ ~~~ 6"1 o2 UG L 
"') Trtc~lorotluoromethane 2 o;s lU 1 0 ) ... , .... ") -t-.-,.1,_ 6 31:! UG L 
1!) ~ Hcetone ~ 30 ... 3 0 2392'> 651 30 Ul; L 
lc) l,2-Ctc~loroethane-d4 7 I:!U 65 0 10a17 c;u :27 UG L 
1 ) 1,2-Ulchloroethane -, 83 62 u l:i36U 32 !.2 'Jb L 
U::l1 ~t,~-O,tluorobenzene 9 07 114 0 19649 5u un Ub L 
__ , 
1 r .. , >4cetat" : 77 43 0 2499 llU .... s 'JG L 
'0) ~enzene 810 7.3 0 • ol4<i3o 167<i 21 Ub L 
·s~ ·~r~ten:ene-d5 1c "''3 117 0 t-='2~3 ?u uo UG L 
ro l•Jene 12 "'2 "'2 0 o38" 26 ""~ UG L 
'" 
Tc.lu~ne-d.) .................. 12 7~ "~8 u 17::L. ..... c' ... .,. IJI; L 
... 1' ~t n...' t"'"be!i"Z?n.:: 1, 7U lll6 8 --e~o~..( 27-- -o..:!-.2 ...... 9 Ub'L 
''L~ NE:. 'TOTr<L' 17 3JJ 11J6 u l3711olM 81"" ~2 U(;/ L 
..44' ~r~motluorobenzenP .................... 2U '73 ':15 0 12'-~2'"' % 11:! UG L 
. 
_orrr- ... &1 j IS t:;ro 
362 
q 
"I' 
!JJ 
1 u 'J 
~ 
"'" lUU 
..... 
I) 
1J, 
...1 IJ 
1' 'I 
"'~ 
<'"' 
~~ 
ul 
~7 
1 
c.4JOvc1 
j 
ac.. Jv~ 
'500 
!M :t1-lJP"> l!i"- ... •4 
TJr 
toon 1~00 c:ooo 
&TE1 
·ooo I 
I 
I 
I 
Data F1le 'U8U6? V4 
~arre 0 1-ttf'j,--1' .... .)t]_fl 
f"'ll sc 
Quant Uutput Ftle 
l d ~ 1 1 e I DVOR, OT 
r 1 t I e Da 1 1 ) Ca I 
:...as• ~a! 1br-at 1on 
J1a 3tngl~ Potnt 
.;.llcl..., 1-' 2C 
Ope• atr.r IU 
t~uTJnt '" me-
lnJPCted at 
G.t.OPGE • 
~lU6l~ 21 3'7 
~1Jol7 -1"'1..; 
3t <; U ug L 
363 
u 
LNS eNVIRONMENTAL SERVICES, INC. 
903 North Bowser, Su1te 230 
R&chardson, Texas 75081 
Laboratory Analysis and 
FJeld Consultation 
(214) 699-3772 Toll Free 1-800-422-9421 Fax 214-669-3575 
ATTN TIM SENT 
SAMPLE ID BMW-17 
DATE RCCEIVED 
DATE AN'ILYZED 
DATE REPORTED 
"lEPORT NUMBER 
lDETECTION 
On/17/91 
06/20/91 
063o-7 
: :LIMIT RESULTS 
, PARAMETERS !METHOD : ug/l , ug/1 lANALYS" 
:=z========-~A~=========~•==c====:~-=====:==•=====~~:~-~===;--~-==!=====~-
lBenzene : 8020 : 5 : 4934 : GK 
:--------------------------------:-------:---------- :---~---------:-------
lEthyl bt!'n:zene : 8020 : 5 : <5 GK 
:--------------------------------:-------:----------:-------------:-------
:Toluene l 8020 .. : 5 296 : Gt<-
:--------------------------------:-------~---------- ------------- -------:xylene~ : ~020 5 630 GK 
======•==•==~==-=•======••==c====•=======•======~~•n~=====•=c==~-~=======-
NJ.I"SMJan Shai-J 
LNS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES, INC 
/.. __ .. 
364 
_,r,:;r1 .. or ID 
•u•r1Jt f-. 1le 
GEIJI-'GE 
VI::IIJo.- QO 
OUAtn PE.POPT 
wursnt p,.) 6 Ouant f1me 
11 
L -.to ~1 lr >V3U6...., 
lnJec'"ed a .. 
2, lut ton 1-P.Ic .. or lll'!JIJ" 
'L;me 91-IJ63n-11-. ..cu--u 
M --1' ~ _. 
l U F 1 I e I 0 1JlJI-l'-' 
'1 • I e Ua 1 1,; Ca I 
~a-t Cal1brat1on 
QT 
v1a 31r3l~ Pw1nt 
..Jl0617 lcl 26 
Compound 
lJ ·~romochlorometrane 
Ll 1-lCPOLt.IN 
! J AU·'YLlJtll TP l LE 
4 Lhloromethane 
0 1 Tr1chlorotluoromethane 
lt') HcPtont=-
11' La·oon U1sult1de 
1~~ 1,1-Ulchloroet~anP 
lot 1,2-01chloroethane-d4 ••••• 
.7' 1 1 ,_-Utch loro#>t~.ane 
1~) •L,~-U1tluorobenzene 
' r .~ 1 Aeetat~ 
Benzene 
2 1~ tran3-l,5-Dlchloropropene 
2 ~1 •Chlorobenzene-d~ 
'-' --'1e·~ ,;1-L-Pentanone (MI81 
3~~ loluene 
1 Y o 1 u~n~-~B •••••••• 
... 1' 1-:t-h•dbe~ 
- I YYLENI:. ~lUlAL 
-~) ~romotluorotenzene •••••••• 
at "'U Jg L 
R T W 1 on 
128 0 
.. ., I) 
'3 Q5 "3 ll 
2 11 "'0 'J 
2 <;- 1 u 1 u 
3 :4 43 0 
3 91) -o 
" 01 63 u 
7 8'? 610 u 
'3 IJI) -1. I) 
<~ 07 11 .. u• 
3 34 ... 3 u 
7 88 "'l:l 0 
12 9'-tl ?'5 0 
16 78 117 0 
1.2 1::19 ""~ IJ 
12 93 9~ (I 
lL .,6 ~b 0 
-l.7 I::!U~ U 
l...., -,8' lllc 0 
2 0 .. : ·~<, 0 
Atea 
~~lE' 
26'?-'-'j 
""9'-Jq2 
t ... ot 
20? 7 
""'::,C,Q;' 
181 
t_ ... 
ll3'5o 
.!31112~ 
219'3? 
78.,9' 
.:!u2r 1~ l 
~3'1 
l7oiJ9 
~1 .... .., 
a~~9B 
Cone 
o;ouuu·~L 
~64''....,. 4'-' UG L 
lt!D 1"' UG'L 
"! 2 IJ3 IJG L 
c; '! #-. uc; ··:.... 
l94U 0 ':l 'JG L 
'3 j IJI.:v· L 
o~ll UG '-
47 a7 Ub L 
'3U2 1° IJG L 
'?U IJIJ 'jG/L 
28L4 !7) I lb L 
4934 02 UG L 
1 .!4 ..JG L 
<il) Oil IJJ., L 
114 'JG I_ 
1 o UC, L 
2U~l! ~L ~G l_ 
~~"'-:;." f-,1 "'*'"'~ __ ., ..... , 4-9-i UG ~ 
12211~~ 62Q ~~ tJG L 
14.,60 ~'-' ...,t.:;. IJ'~ L 
q 
t~ 
ll' J 
1 Ill 
. ., 
"fl 
11..' 
lOU 
•f 
'h 
lUll 
lOU 
~I 1 1 
365 
4 .. 
"' j .. 
11 
" 
~ 1! 
" '!I 
.1! ~ ! i ~ e .!l ID ·~~ I .~ Ji ... I "t-1 ... .,..... I 
1i: 1~ io 24 . d 
ue•., f-tle V'3067 -·J.:. 
r~n~ OJ-0P3~-n~ 3020 
M,s~; 
Q~a~t Outcut F1le V80o7 QO 
, I j .: 1 le I Dl'OA~ 
· ' 1 t ! e Da 1 1.) Ca l 
~.-as+ La:ltbratton 
BTEi' 
QT 
uta S1ng1e Pn1nt at ~U ug'L 
~1U6l""' 18 .!6 
Up~rator ID ~EORGE • 
G" .. ant Ttme -1 1 'J 61..., ;:~ 42 
InJected at 91U617 ~2 ll 
;iOM Ol:l-6~4 
366 
367 
rfl~~""S T"''t /l I /9ft 
Ot~- s,k_ C\t..-.. ,;,. do - &-f~ ..S<"""fl'> /ow. 
~uN ~ ~tww) /'<.€' I)) fJEfh( E.. ~ ~,;...,• .. r:c ~·zE 
1'1'/ IS' BIE"JC std B .17 tt..$1 /'f ... /CU-4/ 
I 31 /C 'i<t 
E S"'- If~~ 
0 X. 7'/ II '1'/ 
!Iff" 11' f11"e>< S J 8 n ''·~' tct <-</ 
-r ].i IC il'/ 
e S"5 /1, J.-1 
o-_x 71- 1/ Y'/ 
' Qtr) . 11/. f'<~ki loc-• ..1 ,,(p ,, B.<AII. < ( ,,,.., 
/~? IS" P~"P ;.,r.., (~Ji~tu) B 27 'I I z. fl'•..._ /..~, .... ; 
,, 3 /) 1' .. .,;> fh~ (Qc..ltJr.) s ..1'1 '1. 6<~,,. . ., Icc ..... / 
.f.,... /,.J "'.J'<. ·erq·t~ (v''"j j lot) .... ~ , ..... /! 
'T~:v•""' ,,,r f""'P ~~~J to r, Jl ~·u & js 
J'f'J lr' ':l.r.t?lt/~ (2~rv <111 ,.;/) ~o.b /e • .J 
:2"1.1 /J 8/EX 51-J ri .1' I• 'i'1 r'f'o"' 10....., I 
I ~ /C •''I 
(! n 1/ Z'f 
e-x 67 /1 yo{ 
·-----5~ 23 
Ru~ G4u/. J!l!let.f. .r~ P£/JK ..!!: Coti/C. f'lti'IPI.F $ t1€' 
-~~--- I!' f<J'1f' ~·~ 6 l' I .J!' f'P"' /OoM-1 
1" 3b /'f,01 
E S3 -'f,.)o 
-=~;1_-=-. ~ Lr! _ = P""'f' ~.;--- T_ _ _-_J'-~--= -~'~~;.;;,.~--'co~/ 
-- - - -- - -- - ---- --- -- ---- -------- - - I 
_i!OJ _ _ J5 ___ P....., R•r- ____ :r 3{ _ .2.1r,... ___ 100 No 
~;,.;_~_ --,i ~ rvr1..P 7: ~~-~- - --,J.,_p,~f - ---- -- ---- --- --~~ .... 1 
------- (s.,.J...~ -- --- --
- --- ---- --- ~t-.-!- --- ... -.- -
=.;,/=-=-,L-_ewt_JtJ ,e_ ---~ Q,i/wtn __ }QOAA.I 
----:-~-· ~~~ o,f( --------
't, """' 
•b 1 "V /(Ll, ----~ 
---0!:-X I ~ WI'/ -
I : I I I 
~...:., _'-_o~------lS: __ ~yP:1.P.7:oo _' __ 8- --~.;t' . o .. r?Pf-'"1~-lo~:f~ ~ 
:..__ ____ -:::;-- _ (svti f'oll!)---7' -- - ___ __.)S: __ Ef/E_ _ --:r _ ~ 
) 
• ~ 
t 
. -~\ .........,_ --- - - - - - - ' 
;- c\'\0. ____ Ptb """J'"') ~ Iff~ '_- ----------- - - - -
1--...-·- -- ------
L':lofa /~ 
I r--- -- -- ---
r 
1- .:to, If' 
I 
Srq.,=•- V1~< 
w 
SVP<lP'IIDO ----- WwJ- ~{'( ~~"lc. (top .i ,,,:) 
(SVI'.:!IbRT) - -- -- -- -- - -- -
81 ..... ~ 8 .7' ;z,?o '( 3) t'lso 
£ rz. lUI N.J-..._ ::0:: 
/6o.AI\I 
~",,,, 
368 
369 
' ' 
m CIIIGMIOCIIAPIIIIMDI PlESS " FOB HELP~ <esc> IO lXII 
M: svplri:llll,, 
UPPER IliACI 1286 6~11X Jun 13,91119:36 
LGMII IIRCI J21J5 lBII.IIItt PIIID IIIII II ABA 
1 BEU11E • 26 2648 : 1. 97 Pfll 
Z IOUIDII 35 1963 : I. 911 Pfll 
24 
R.uN ~,,J SIIMfU ll> .fill_ 
.!I: ~ SHINe Sr'ZG 
_ J.ftL__/~ St'P:lP 'i"co - _s __ _:u, .Z3~?</ ,.,.., __ Joo.J .,ofo ~·r 
(Si(':ti.MT) T 3!' /to.s·, /0'(. ,S:Il''', 
~·~ ..:=) _a.tl_ -_ /) 
_;ff?......_ __ l1'_-
'J ,'c i ' IS'"_ 
I ~~~K------~<~-+--'~~----~l~-1.~1 __ --J:,~~r= ~ --
' I I 
I{_-_ ;___B_M!_ii_Kn...-_-_' ~-=--=--_-..J.r-_-_-_:-_-...3-3t:.-·----_l--..!-.... 1-:__-...,..---:_/l()~r --:·_-
1 i 
; 
_at4,_·~--
l 
_au•7~' __ ,;.- _-__ Bt.tiiiJL _____ r -·~ 3~--- 1·2'--~iDOJII\1 
- -- j__!__ • ---- - -- -- --~ - - --- -
-~Jt_,- d" _ .. ..BLMI\ ----No-f-u..ks--- -----------
1 
- '-L'l-· -- ~~ Bl"'~t 5+-f ----- 6. --~- M ==~·;;,;-, f1'- ' /OD:r- -
- ~ --- /$' 
.... :: ... r"' 
_ T. __ . 'JS -- -- to. if . 
£ --- - <If. - -- 1/.il'( -
X -- &3 - 11·'1'1 _____ _ 
SrP'IP7~o---8- cl.J~ot'-"1/ ---=-~- 1~.../ 
( HP4 hi'I.T) 'j' _ lS" ''/.S"' :: 5t1.. -r 
E' 1"1 ~~~~ 'E.. 
\L{ 
9o•/. ,,r 
/01,. •• ..,. 
370 
HI a!IOIIIOCIIAPIIIIMDI PUSS " FOR HELP, <esc> fO EXIT 
IIIII: m2f9:1J& TRACE 1211 85 .45K Jun 13,91 89:56 
TBrtCE 1295 111&.~ 
HAD lilliE If ARIA 
1 Bor.mtt: 25 165952 : 68.49 PPII 
2 TOUIDI 35 487443 : 222 I 61 PPII 
371 
m CHROMIOCIIAPH IIMIN PDSS " FOB HELP, <esc> IO lXII 
!AlE: svP2ri:&a 
tRACE 1213 933. 93X Jun 13,91 18: B8 
IliACI 12115 188,118X 
l 
PIAD M 
1 BDrmiE 
2 IOUiiiiE 
II ABEA 
25 288341 : 75.94 PP11 
35 588349 : 232,16 PPII 
1H CHROMIOCRAPII IIIUIIN PUSS " rot HILl', <esc> TO lXII 
M: m4P9:88 • 
TRACE 1228 225,97X Jun 13,9111:17 
rm tau Ullt.IIIX 
PIAD IIIII 
1 TOUIIIIE 
2 IIHWIII 
II ABA 
35 154143 : 64,56 "" 51 23385 : 16,75 PP11 
372 
I 
,~.I SIIPI{P'i.oo (!vP'I~cft"'() a_ _ _ __ ;~. r___ '·'" :=-sr, IOD .... J 
..,.. lS' - - 4/2.. "" = ~1'2.. 
E __ -~'- ~ ~s 
~t 1'a ..;·_:;;;_-=-~ -1~ --;;;'IP;~-; - _ B- ___ ~J 'llof ,.,,// -=-tooA~I 
------ __ _ ~vP'(fo/lTJ ___ -r::" __ 3'/-- _ 1,,1f':: C.'}',l -
------ -- --- ------ ---& ----~1--:!3Ji1-"'--'.?""'1---
_ ______ __ _ _ _________ _ dlL___ - -
,it _ _a_~ • ~: St. (_PJ p 'I~~) -r - . _l"' -- ao. 1'/: ~,t'~ 
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HI atBOIIAIOCIIAPIIIlEUIEJI PES 'I fOR HELP, {esc> YO Ml 
IRIE: svriP9:11& 
D IIACE taaJ.l59,61K Jun 13,9111:28 
IliACI 1219 111&,18[ 
l'D1D IIIII II ARm 
1 BDfAl1E 25 15626 : 6.18 PPII 
2 IOUIDIE 35 181314: 42.44 PPII 
3 ilHUBII 51 8458 : 6,ifi PPII 
m CHBOIIAIOGIIAI'II ll!UIEM rms ., fOR Hlfl, <esc> IO mr 
IWIE: svriP9: II& 
D IIIACII222 264.92K Jun 13,91111:23 
IliACI 1219 111&.8 PIAU tllll II ARm 
1 IOUIDIE 34 183462 : 76. 85 PPII 
2 EIH~LBDI 51 24671 : 17.6? PPII 
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• CIIROIIATOCIIAPIIRMDI PUSS " FOB HELP, <esc> IO lXII 
INE: sVP4J9:119 
IliAC! 1223 283.22K Jun 13,9111!25 
rm 1219 1BB.IIIX 
PIAKI !AlE II ARIA 
1 IOUIDIE 34 191921 : 89.39 PPII 
2 EIH~Wll 51 31585 : 21.~1 Pfll 
• CIIIOIIIIOCBAPH RM111 russ " FOR HILP, <esc> 10 lXII 
M:llllll16 
PPD IIACt: 1231 3.39K Jun 13,U 11!56 
IIIACII2U lBB.& 
PIAII IWIE II ARIA 
1 IOUIDIE 35 3436 : 1.87 PP11 
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Bl CIIIOIIMOCRAI'II IIIVIDI PES ~ FOR BILP, <esc> IO lXII 
lilliE: IIIW14 
PPD IIACI 1236 8. a Jun 13,9111:9 
IRI 1234 11J&,a 
Pi1111 M II ARIA 
m CIIBOIIUOCIIAflf IIVIDI PlESS ~ FOB HELP, <esc> IO EXIt 
tRII: svr1r12:11& 
PPER IMCI 1243 1a.9Blt Jun 1M113:18 
IIACII24218i,IIIJlC Pi1lll M II ABA 
1 IOUIEIIE 34 U16B : 4, 9 Pfll 
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m CIIIGMIOCWH RMDI PBISS ., FOR HELP, {esc> tO Mt 
M: svP4P12:118 
tRACE 1247 264.37K Jun 13,9113:89 
tRACE 1246 1111M111'4 
PEAD M It AREA 
1 tOUJDIE 34 157948 : 72.58 PPII 
2 UHYLBEII 51 39345 : 23.17 PPII 
Ill CHIGMIOCIIAPII IIVIDI PBISS ., FOR HEll, {esc> tO Mt 
IIIII: svP4P12:118 
tRACE 1248 22U4K Jun 13,9113:12 
I lACE 1246 1118. II8K 
P£AKI M It ARIA 
1 tOUIDIE 35 159572 : 73.24 PP11 
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• atiOIIA'lOGIIAPII lll\IIEII PmS 9 FOR HELP, <esc> !0 lXI! 
M: sVP4P12:88 
IIIACII249 w.aax Jun 13,9113:14 
IIIACI1246 188. 88X 
P111D M II AREA 
1 IOUIIII 34 271775 : 124.28 Pfll 
2 !IHUBDI 51 (4618 : 34.17 Pfll 
1H QIIOMIOCIIAP!IIf.VIIll PlESS 9 FOB IIIII, {esc> 10 lXII 
lilliE: lalw21 
PPD IJIACE 1266 6.11JX Jm 13,9114:21 
IIIACII265 188.88X 
PIIID lilliE II ARIA 
1 IOWH 36 6U6 : 2.83 PPI 
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m QIIOMIOCIIAI'IIlllVIIII PmS " FOR IIILP, <esc> tO iXIY 
IIIII: 1111117 
tiACII271 28UBK Jun 13,9114!31 
IIACE 1269 11111.811X 
riiiD lilliE 
1 BDIZDIE 
2 IOUIDIE 
3 IIHVLBDI 
lr ABm 
26 16552 : 4. 25 PP11 
36 1?8283 : 54.111 PP11 
54 311698 : 11.48 PPII 
m CIIIOIIMOCIIAPII JIII.IIDI HISS ., fOB f!P.1,.iesc> 10 lXII 
IRI! IM6 WWIR! 3XSP11181J 
PPER IIACE 1282 18.42X Jun 13,9114:54 COU!IIt PBESSDBI: 29 
IIACE 1279 1Bit.IIIX IIIICIOB: All 
IDIPiiiAIUBI: 88-UI, 8 Sees 
SMPLE IIII:I 
CAIN: 15.11118 
IIIIAIION: lllbmdes 
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m CIIIGIIAIOGIIAI'II IIDIIDI rms ., rot HILl', <esc> IO EXII 
M:MIIfi 
PPER IRACE 1283 15.61K Jun 13,9114:56 
IBACE 1279 111UIIX 
PB lilliE RI ARIA 
1 BDrmi 27 14873 : 5.89 PPII 
• atJIOIIMOGIAI'II lllVIDI rms ., FOR 
M: 111118 
PPER IliACI 1284 21.41K Jan 13,9114:59 
IliACi 1279 1111J.IIX 
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Ill CIIBOIIRIOGIIAPIIIIEVIDI PBISS " FOR HEJl, <esc> 10 Ml 
M: 1111111 
PPER IBACII285 9.95X Jan 13,9ll5:&l 
IliACI 1279 181J.8 
l'BID M RI ABm 
1 IOUIIIIE 38 9483 : 3.113 PPII 
m CIIBOIIRIKIIAPII Rt.VIDI rms " FOR Hill, <esc> ro mr 
M:llllllll 
PPD IIIACE 1286 16. B6K Jan 13, 91 15:113 
IIACII279 1&&.& 
PIAD IIIII Br ABA 
1 IOUIEIIE 38 1611fil : U3 PPII 
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m CDOfiiiOGIIAPII lllVIDI PUSS " FOR HD.P, <esc> IO MI 
11111::w1 
IBACI 1299 24.19le Jun 13,9115:27 
IliACI 12.89 181UIIX 
P1RD M 11' AIII'Jl 
1 IOWDIE 38 27458 : 8.111 PPII 
• atROMIOGBAPHillVIDI rms " 1'01 HEll, <esc> ro mr 
IIIII:: WI 
TIIACII291 24,33X Jun 13,9115:38 
IliACI 1189 1811.111111 
PfJID !!AilE 11' A!IIA 
1 IOWDIE 39 27716 : 8.17 PPII 
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lll'lCI 131111 lllll.lB! 
Ill CIIIOIIIOCIIAPB llt.VIDI I'BSS " roB 
lllllEl IM12 
RACE 131J 38.37X JUD 13,9116:28 
UACi 131111 llllt.liiX 
zf a&P: 1.43 PPM 
37 14663 : 4, 66 PPM 
54 ti31 : 3.15 Pl'll 
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• CIIIOIIItOGBAPH mn:& mss '~ 1'01 mr, <esc> IO an 
IIAIIE:IM12 
IIACE 13M 17.Z5g Jun 13,1116:31 
IliACI 1311& !liB. IJIJK 
PmD-1 IOUI!!IE 
2 EIH~LBDf 
lr -37 11867 : 3 I 71 Pl'll 
54 3557 : 2.27 Pl'll 
m QIIOIIAIOGIIAPII IIIIJIDI PBSS 'I fOR HELP, <esc} IO lXII 
IWI: lilwll 
PPIR HACI1318 17.49X Jan 13,9116:41 
IIACI t311i 111B. lliiX 
PD1D 111111 1r ARm 
1 IOLUDi 36 15117 : 5. 74 Pl'll 
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• alllOIIAIOCIIAl'll JI!IJIII rms 9 1'01 Hill, <esa> to mr IRI!: IMll 
PPEB IIACII31PJ 23.12% Jan 13,9116:43 
rm 13116 1118.~J~C 
m CIIIOIIIOGIAPH JI!IJIII 
IIIII: IIX 
!IAC£1311 Jaa 27,91118:37 
111111 IIIII lr AIIIA 
1 IOUIEKI 36 19985 : 7.58 PPII 
!BSS " 1'01 Bill, (&B) YO DII 
111111 IIlii 
liiiJIJB 
a tOWH 
lllllllll 
Br -28 12673 : 18.81 PPII 
3B 18971 : 18,89 PPII 
tt iii i u.u Jill 
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LNS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES, INC. 
903 North Bowser, Suite 230 
Richardson, Tex•a 75081 
L8boratory An•lyala and 
Field Conault•tlon 
(214) 69S.3772 Toll Free: 1-&0D-422·9421 F•x: 214-68S.3575 
DATE RECEIVED: 
DATE ANALYZED: 
DATE REPORTED: 
REPORT NUMBER: 
SAMPLE ID: BHif14 ( wtr) 
ABQIIM'JC YQI.A'l'ILB QBGANICS BY GelliS 
05/01/91 
05/03/91 
05/06/91 
0450-5 
1 1 DETECTION 1 I I 
, ____ P_ARAMETERS ________ ,LIMIT WJ/l,RESULTS UCJ/l 11 ANALYST II I I I I Benzene I o. 20 I 1.44 1 Gil: II I ,-- ,----
I ~orobenzene 1 __ o ~~I- <0 . 20 I Gil: 1 
,1,4-Dichlorobenzene I 0.30 I <0 . 30 I Gil: j 
j1,3-Dichlorobenzene I 0.40 I <0.40 I Gil: I 
I -1 I 1--1 11 , 2-Dicblorobenzene I 0. 40 I <0. 40 I Gil: I 
jEtbyl benzene I · 0.20 I 14.28 I GK I 
I 1-----1 l __ l 
!Toluene ~~ · 0 .2~ ___ 11 15.33 I Gil: I 
!xylen- 1 0.20 1 88.31 I GK I · 
1 r t:!Sif.~ • f"cJV~ -·-
Niranjan Shah 
LNS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES, INC. 
DI91/0l:0450-5TP .DOC 
395 
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QUANT REPORT 
•ret or 10 GEORGE Quant Rev 6 Quant T1me 910502 20 56 
Output F1le "'V7748 QO InJected at 910502 20 25 
Date F1le >V7748 V:J 01lut 1on Factor 1. 00000 
Name 91-0450-DS BTEX 
M1ac INSTR # 1 
10 F1le IOVOA9 QT 
T1tle Dally Cel v1a S1ngle Po1nt at 50 ug/L 30M 08-624 
Laat Ca 11 brat 10n 910S02 11 DB 
Compound R T, Q 1on Area Cone Un1ta q 
------------------------------
-------- -------- -------
1) •Bromochloromethane 6 07 128 0 1003SM SO DO UG/L 
a> Acetone 2 49 43 0 21242 399 a6 UG/L 100 
10) 1,1-D1chloroethene 2 27 96 0 680 2.60 UG/L a a 
12) 1,2-Dlchloroethene (trenal 2 27 96 D 6ao 2.Sl UGI'L 91 
14) 1,2-Dlchloroethane-d4 ••••• 7 41 6S 0 17952 53 03 UG/L 96 
1S l 1,2-D1chloroethane 8 70 62 0 637 1 48 UG/L 7S 
16> •1,4-0lfluorobenzene a 70 114 D )767) 50 DO UG/L 100 
17) 2-Butanone <11EKl c.; 86 43 D 12264 131 62 UG/L 93 
18) 1,1,1-Tr1chloroethene 6 sa 97 D 227 40 UGI'L 96 
23) cla-1,3-Dlchloropropene 12 a8 7'} 0 201 47 UG/L ao 
2a> Benzene 7 47 78 0 803M 1 44 UG/L 100 
29) trens-1,3-Dlchloropropene 1) 49 7'7 f1' 268 1.76 UG/L 100 
31l •Chlorobenzene-dS 16 3'} 117 0 31la4 50 DO UG/L 96 
4-Methyl-2-Pentanone CMIBKl 12 4'} •43 D 3791 28 a4 UG/L 94 
:>.>) 2-Hexanone 16 02 43 D 324 3 as UG/L 87 
36> Toluene 12 56 92 0 6132M 15 33 UG/L 92 
37~ Toluene-dB •••••••• 12 )5 98 D 383a2 64 04 UG/L 96 
39) Ethyl benzene 17 02 106 D 3393M 14 28 UG/L 8'} 
40) Styrene 20 04 104 0 242 S2 UG/L 71 
41) XYLENE CTOTAL l 17 37 106 0 24469M 88.31 UG/L 
42) Bromofluorobenzene ......... 20 09 95 0 23455 56.88 UG/L 92 
44) 1 , 4 - 91 Sllt:fllitfl!!l~l<IZENE 22" 79 146 0' -t4't- 2-4-UG/L 86 
45) 1,2 - OICtiLOROBEI4Z:ENE ~46 0 ]74 69 UG/L 76 
* Compound 15 lSTD 
TOTRL ION CHROnRTOBRAn 
Fil• >Y7748 40 0-260 0 &8U TIC 
e t t e f e e , ~Y? e e , ! e , ,1.o,o,~ , ! , , ,1,8,0,0, , , f e 2000 2!500 3000 I ... , •• ,,, .. , .... ,. 
i 
::r. l 1: "'! .. a 
1! • 
"! ! 
- i I li! .... I ltlii I ... ;! 
Ill 11 l) .. 
Quant 'Clutput F1le "V7748 QO Date F1le >V7748 V3 
Name 91-04SO-OS BTEX 
M1ac INSTR I 1 -FORtlllllllll~ 
ld F1le IDVOA9 QT 
T1tle De1ly Cal v1e S1ngle Po1nt et SO ug/L 30M 08-624 
Leat Cal1bret1on 910S02 ll 08 
Operator 10 
Quant T1me 
InJeCted et 
GEORGE 
910502 '20 S6 
910S02 20 25 
397 
LNS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES, INC. 
Laboratory Analysis and 
Field Consultation 903 North Bowser, Suite 230 Richardson, Texas 75081 
(214) 699-3772 Toll Free 1-800-422-9421 Fax 214-669-3575 
DATE RECEIVED: 05/01/91 
DATE ANALYZED: 
DATE REPORTED: 
REPORT NUMBER: 
SAMPLE ID: BMW22 (wtr) 
ARQMl\TIC yoLAT:tLE ORGAiflCS BY GCIBS 
05/03/91 
05/06/91 
0450-6 
I I I DETECTION I I I 
1 PARAMETERS I LIMIT ug/111 RESULTS ug/1 I ANALYST I I I I 
!Benzene I 0.20 I 18093 oo I I ,----------------------'-----~---- • I GK I I Chlorobenzene I o. 20 I <O 20 ~--~--1 ,---------------------------~-------~--------·---1 I ,::~=~~:~~~~~~-------------'--~~~--' <0.30 ,--~-~ ~~~robenzene 11 0.40 ~--~;-~-;;---1 
I ------------------ -------'- I I 
11,2-Dichlorobenzene I 0.40 I ----~;-~-----~ 
------ I I . I GK I ------------------ ---------I Ethyl benzene 
1
1 o. 20 ~-~23~-~~ ,----, ,----------------------------,--------'--------·--'---~1 ,~:~~--------------------'----~::~-'----~1140.00 I' GK I 
,xylenes ! 0.20 j 6033:0;-~-~--~ 
Hiranjan Shah 
LNS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES, INC. 
DI91/01'045H!P DOC 
398 
, ~rator 10 GEORGE 
Output F1le AV77S6 QO 
Data F1le >V77S6 V4 
QUANT REPORT 
Quant Rev 6 Quant T1me 
InJected at 
01lUt1on Factor 
Name 91-04S0-06 BTEX 
M1sc INSTR :t 1 ........... . OIL 1 SO 
10 F1le IOVOA9 .QT 
T1tle Oa1ly Cal v1a S1ngle Po1nt at SO ug/L JOM 08-624 
Last Cal1brat1on 910SOJ 12 SJ 
Compound R T Q 1on Area 
910SOJ lJ 43 
910SOJ 1J lJ 
1 00000 
Cone Un 1 ts 
------------------------------
-------- -------- -------
1) *Bromochloromethane 6 10 128 0 2711 so 00 UG/L 
2) Chloromethane 1 00 so 0 259 104 27 UG/L 
8) Acetone 1 S1 4J 0 4S26 98 86 UG/L 
14) 1,2-0lchloroethene-d4 ••••• 7 4J 6S 0 '5966 62 16 UG/L 
1'5) 1,2-Dlchloroethane 7 S9 62 0 4086 J8 eo UG/L 
16) *1,4-Dlfluorobenzene 8 68 114 0 12626 '50 00 UG/L 
28) Benzene 7 48 78 0 7395'5 J61 86 UG/L 
29) trans-1,3-Dlchloropropene 12 so 7S 0 469 7 74 UG/L 
Jl) *Chlorobenzene-d'S 16 J6 117 0 9H9 so 00 UG/L 
32) 4-Methyi-2-Pentanone <MIBK) 12 40 43 0 130'5 18 SS UG/L 
J6) Toluene 12 49 92 0 31148 222 79 UG/L 
37) Toluene-dB •••••••• 12 33 98 (J' 11820 S1 07 UG/L 
Jc;l) Ethyl benzene 16 97 106 0 2000 24 61 UG/L 
XYLENE <TOTAL) 17 J6 1'06 0 10989M 120 6S UG/L 
4.d BromcFlucrobenzene •••••••• 20 08 9'5 0 6848 S1 12 UG/L 
• Compound 1s ISTD 
~ lt... / Jczt0~3 / @ 
@J It-O fL..·v I I d 
@ I 7.:, I d lt.... v V' @ ~0 '3 3 d/k. 
399 
q 
es 
95 
100 
99 
96 
100 
100 
100 
93 
8S 
96 
94 
96 
94 
92 
TOTAL ION CHROMATOGRAM 
File >Y77~6 40 0-260 0 .. u 
TIC 
~00 1000 1!500 2000 2!500 3000 
.,,, .,, .. ,,.,,,,,, ,,,.,,.,,,, .... , .. 
Quent ~utput F1le ~u7756 QO Oete F1le >U7756 U4 
Name 91-0450-06 BTEX 
Mu1c INSTR t 1 -FOR······ OIL 1 50 
ld F1le IDUOA9 QT 
T1tle De1ly Cel v1e S1ngle Pa1nt et 50 ug/L 30M DB-624 
Lest Cel1bret1an 910503 12 53 
Operator 10 
Quent T1me 
InJected et 
GEORGE 
910503 'D 43 
910503 13 13 
400 
LNS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES, INC. 
903 North Bowser, Suite 230 
Richardson, Texaa 75081 
Laboratory Analysis and 
Field Consultation 
(214) 699-3772 Toll Free: 1-IOo-422·9421 Fax: 214-669-3575 
SAMPLE ID: SVP1 (aoil) 
DATE RECEIVED: 05/01/91 
DATE ANALYZED: 05/02/91 
DATE REPORTED: 05/06/91 
REPORT HtJHBER: 0450-4 
I DETECTION I ., I I PARAME'l'ERS LIMIT uq/)cq JRESULTS uq/)cq AHALYSTJ _Ben_z_en_•___________ 5 ___ 7_,_•--1 : 
1
, 
Chlorobenzene 5 13 ..... 
_1_,4_-_D_i_ch_l_o_roben _ z_•_n_• ______ ---5-- ___ <_5 __ 11 GK I 11, 3-Dichlorobenaene I 5 <5 GK I 
I i, 2-Dichlorobenaene -~ 5 <5 I GK I 
I =Btb==y=l=ben===z=•n=•================ I 5 943 ~-GK-11 To_l_u_en_• __________ . l~ 5 , __ 3_2_7_5__ GK I 
Xylenu I 5 1 5676 GK I· 
Hiranjan Shah 
UfS BNVIROMHENTAL SERVICES, DfC. 
Dltl/Ol:~!P.DOC 
401 
QUANT REPORT 
, ~rater 10 GEORGE 
Output Ftle AV7747 QO 
Data Ftle >V7747 V3 
Quant Rev 6 Quant Ttme 910502 20 22 
910502 19'51 
1. 00000 
Name 91-04~0-041liBITiEIXIIIIIIIIIt Mtsc INSTR t 1 , 
ID Ftle IDVOA9 QT 
InJected at 
Dtlut ton Factor 
SOIL ~ GMS/SMLS 
Tttle Oatly Cal vta Stngle Potnt at SO ug/L 30M DB-624 
Last Caltbratton 910502 11 08 
1) 
2) 
4) 
8) 
9) 
14) 
1'5) 
16) 
17) 
18) 
20> 
21) 
2?) 
21:1) 
29) 
311 
32) 
36) 
37) 
38) 
39) 
41) 
42) 
Compound 
•Bromochloromethane 
Chloromethane 
Vtnyl Chlortde 
Acetone 
Carbon Daaulftde 
1,2-0tchloroethane-d4 ••••• 
1 1 2-0achloroethane 
*1 1 4-0afluorobenzene 
2-Butanone <MEK> 
1,1 1 1-Trtchloroethane 
Vtnyl Acetate 
Bromodtchloromethane 
1,2-Dachloropropane 
cta-1 1 3-0tchloropropene 
Benzene 
trans-1 1 3-0achloropropene 
•Chlorobenzene-dS 
4-Methyl-2-Pentenone (MIBKl 
Toluene 
Toluene-de •••••••• 
Chlorobenzene 
Ethylbenzene 
XYLENE <TOTAL) 
Bromofluorobenzene ******** 
• Compound aa ISTD 
R T Q ton 
6 10 
1 96 
s 28 
2.46 
3 69 
7 45 
7 62 
8 74 
'5 86 
6 6'5 
3 13 
10 44 
8 73 
12 34 
7 49 
13 49 
16 36 
12 54 
12 56 
12 36 
17 90 
17 00 
17 42 
20 11 
128 0 
'so o 
62.0 
43 0 
76.0 
6'5 0 
62 0 
114 0 
43 0 
97 0 
43 0 
83 O" 
63 0 
•7'5 0 
78 0 
75 0 
117 0 
43 0 
92.0 
98 0 
112 0 
106 0 
106 0 
9'5 0 
Area 
9425M 
122'5 
BOB 
52366 
960 
164'56 
6779 
38122 
17439 
417 
225257 
1241 
11082 
127 
450467 
136 
27794 
51283 
1167'553 
42690 
6696 
199764 
1401775M 
17886 
Cone 
50 00 
62 85 
18 06 
1049 '54 
2 12 
51 76 
16 79 
50 00 
184 95 
72 
5874 36 
2 40 
48 54 
.29 
797 82 
88 
'50.00 
437 79 
327'5 31 
79 92 
13 49 
943 12 
~67s as 
48 67 
UG/L 
UG/L 
UG/L 
UG/L 
UG/L 
UG/L 
UG/L 
UG/L 
UG/L 
UG/L 
UG/L 
UG/L 
UG/L 
UG/L 
UG/L 
UG/L 
UG/L 
UG/L 
UG/L 
UG/L 
UG/L 
UG/L 
UG/L 
UG/L 
q 
97 
87 
100 
100 
95 
91 
100 
93 
88 
66 
84 
74 
8'5 
100 
100 
90 
87 
94 
9'5 
77 
99 
93 
84 
402 
TOTAL ION CHROMAT06RAN 
F"!le >Y7747 40 o-e6o o •u 
TIC 
' ' ' 'I' '' ~P~. ' I 10,00 I ' ',1,'15,~0 2000 ,/te I It! 2!500 3000 I !!'!'!lei' 
Data F1le >V7747 V3 Quant -output F1le "'V7747 QO 
Name 91-04S0-04 B:~T~E~XIIIIIIIIII 
M1ac INSTR t 1 -FO" SOIL S GMS1'5MLS 
ld F1le IDVOA9 QT 
T1tle Da1ly Cal v1a S1ngle Po1nt at r;o ugi'L 30M 08-624 
Laat Cal1brat1on 910S02 11 08 
Operator ID 
Quant T1me 
InJected at 
GEORGE 
910S02 ".20 22 
910S02 19 Sl 
403 
LNS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES, INC. 
903 North Bowser, Suite 230 
Richardson, Texas 75081 
Laboratory Analysas and 
Field Consultataon 
(214) 699-3772 Toll Free 1·800-422·9421 Fax 214-669-3575 
DATE RECEIVED: 
DATE ANALYZED: 
DATE REPORTED: 
REPORT HUMBER: 
SAMPLE ID: SVP2 (soil) 
05/01/91 
05/02/91 
05/06/91 
0450-2 
AROMATIC VOLATILE ORGAUics BY GelliS 
1 DETECTION I I I 
PARAMETERS l LIMIT ugjkq J RESULTS uqjkq I ANALYST I 
lsenzene I 5 I 276 I GK I 
1--------------- --------------1-----------1--- '--------1 I~~~~~~~----------------!--~---' 44 ____ l -~--' ~~~ic~~~~~-----------j----~-----~----~----~~--~ 
1 ~~==~~~~~~~~------------'--- ~ ___ j <5 '--~_1 
11, 2-Dichlorobenzene I 5 I <5 I GK I I~ ~;~~:---------------1-~-~-----1----;644 1--~1 I-- --------1--------'- '-----' 
11 ~~~~ne _________ 11 ------=-----' ~68 ~--~ J 
1 Xylenes 1 5 ! 27819 ! GK ! 
N~~-
Niranjan Shah 
LNS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES, INC. 
Dl9l/Ol 0450-2tP llOC 
404 
QUANT REPORT 
~ ,rator 10 GEORGE 
Output Ft le "V774'5 QO 
Date Ftle >V7745 UJ 
Quant Rev 6 Qu ,) 16 
4? 
1000 
Name 91-0450-02 BTEX' 
Mtsc INSTR t 1 .. 11111111111111 
ID F1le IOVOA9:•QT 
In J 
Dt lut to 
SOIL '5 GMS/SMLS: 
Tttle Da1ly Cal v1a S1ngle Po1nt at '50 ug/L 30M 08-624 
Last Cel1brat1on 910502 11 08 
1) 
2) 
4) 
5) 
8) 
10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 
1'5) 
16) 
17) 
2u> 
23) 
26) 
28) 
29) 
31) 
32) 
36) 
38) 
39> 
4ll 
42) 
44) 
Compound 
•Bromochloromethane 
Chloromethane 
Vln)ll Chlor1de 
Chloroethane 
Acetone 
1,1-Dtchloroethene 
1,1-Dichloroethane 
1,2-Dichloroethene (trans) 
Chloroform 
1,2-Dtchloroethane-d4 ***** 
1,2-Dlc:hloroethane 
*1 1 4-0lfluorobenzene 
2-Butanone (MEK> 
1,1,1-Trlc:hloroethane 
V1nyl Acetate 
cle-1,3-Dic:hloropropene 
Dlbromochloromethene 
Benzene 
trans-1,3-Dichloropropene 
•Chlorobenzene-d5 
4-Methyl-2-Pentanone (MIBK) 
Toluene 
Chlorobenzene 
Ethylbenzene 
XYLENE (TOTAL) 
Bromofluorobenzene •••••••• 
1,4 - DICHLOROBENZENE 
• Compound 1e ISTO 
R T Q 1on 
6 10 
1 '52 
3 58 
3.11 
' 16 2 29 
6 1'5 
2 29 
4 67 
7 46 
7 63 
10 10 
7 08 
6 6'5 
5.38 
14 41 
16. G1 
7 52 
14 96 
16 35 
12 61 
12 63 
16 45 
17 04 
17 52 
20 13 
24 31 
128 0 
50 0 
62 0 
64 0 
4) 0 
96 0 
63 0 
96 0 
83 0 
6'5 0 
62 0, 
114 0 
4) 0 
"no 
43 0 
75 0 
129 0 
78 0 
7'5 0 
117 0 
43 0 
92 0 
112.0 
106 0 
106 0 
9'5 0 
146 0 
Area Cone: 
8031 50 00 UG/L 
15739 947 67 UG/L 
2226 '58 40 UG/L 
489 7 32 UG/L 
199'5961 46947 77 UG/L 
478 2 28 UG/L 
142 '' UG/L 478 2 21 UG/L 
437 76 UG/L 
14399 53 15 UG/L 
79510 231 OS UG/L 
36857 50 00 UG/L 
2200401 24137 68 UG/L 
655 1.17 UG/L 
781703 21085 29 UG/L 
288 .69 UG/L 
251 58 UG/L 
1509011M 2764 )4 UG/L 
191 1 28 UG/L 
22036M 50 00 UG/L 
79660 857 73 UG/L 
3862973M13668 32 UG/L 
17498 44 46 UG/L 
947883 5644 44 UG/L 
5447085M27818 59 UG/L 
16952 58 18 UG/L 
117 28 UG/L 
q 
8) 
98 
eo 
82 
100 
83 
94 
78 
98 
91 
97 
100 
59 
79 
58 
eo 
97 
100 
100 
74 
eo 
71 
88 
92 
94 
88 
405 
TOTAL ION CHROMATDBRAM 
file >Y7745 40 o-e6o o aau 
TIC 
J.80000 I I I ,f 1 1 1 !'?~ I I I 1 1;1!~~ II I 1 111~~~ I 1 ~~~~0 ,f 1 I2,'1J,~~ II f 30,~0 
Data Ftle >V774~ V) 
Name 91-04~0-02 BTEX 
Mtac• INSTR t 1 ~1111111111111 
ld Ftle 1DVOA9 .QT 
Quant ~utput Ftle AU774S 
SOIL ~ GMS/~MLS 
Tttle Dealy Cal vaa S1ngle Potnt at ~0 ug/L 30M 08-624 
Laat Calabretton 910~02 11 08 
Operator 10 
Quant T1me 
InJected at 
GEORGE 
910~02 %9 16 
910~02 18 4r; 
406 
QO 
LNS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES, INC. 
903 North Bowaer, Suite 230 
Richardson, Texas 75081 
Laboratory Analysis and 
Field Consultation 
(214) 811-3772 Toll Free: 1-800-422·9421 Fax: 214-689-3575 
DATE RECEIVED: 
DATE ANALYZED: 
DATE REPORTED: 
REPORT NUMBER: 
SAJIPLZ ID: SVP3 ( 11011) 
05/01/91 
05/02/91 
05/06/91 
0450-3 
I I DETECTION I I 
, ____ P_MAMETERS _________ , LIKIT5UCJ,/JtCJ I, RESULTS19UCJ/kCJ AH:ST 
!Benzene .... I Cblorobenzene j 5 1 ___ <_5 ____ mt __ 
11,4-Dicblorobenzene ~----~5. , ___ <_s _____ mt __ 
11, 3-Dicblorobenzene 1 <5 I GJt I 
11, 2-Dicblorobenzene 5 <5 GJt j 1...,, .... _ ,_ • 75 .. l 
!Toluene . I 5 90 G1t 
I Xylen• I 5 666 GJt 
N!df=~~· 
Hiranjan Shah 
LNS ElfVIROlOIEII'l'AL SERVICES , IHC. 
Dltl/01:0450-l!P.DDC 
407 
QUANT REPORT 
L .retor ID GEORGE 
Output Ftle AU7746 QO 
Date Ftle >V7746 V3 
Quant Rev 6 Quant Ttme 
Name 91-04?0-03IIBiTIEIXIIIIIIII~ Mtac INSTR t 1 
10 Ftle IDVOA9 QT 
InJected at 
Otlut ton Factor 
SOIL '5 GMS/SMLS 
Tttle Detly Cal vte Stngle Potnt et SO ug/L 30M 08-624 
Lest Celtbretton 910502 11 DB 
1) 
7) 
Bl 
1Dl 
12) 
14) 
16) 
17) 
18) 
20) 
22) 2, 
2R) 
3.1.) 
32) 
36) 
37) 
39l 
40) 
41) 
42) 
44) 
Compound 
*Bromochloromethene 
Trtchlorofluoromethene 
Acetone 
1 1 1-Dtchloroethene 
1,2-Dtchloroethene (trans) 
1,2-Dtchloroethane-d4 ••••• 
•1,4-Dtfluorobenzene 
2-Butanone <MEKl 
1,1,1-Trtchloroethane 
Vtnyl Acetate 
1,2-Dtchloropropane 
cas-1,3-Dtchloropropene 
Benzene 
trans-1 1 3-0tchloropropene 
*Chlorobenzene-d5 
4-Methyl-2-Pentanone <MIBKl 
Toluene 
Toluene-dB •••••••• 
Ethyl benzene 
Styrene 
XYLENE CTOTALl 
Bromofluorobenzene •••••••• 
1,4 - DICHLOROBENZENE 
* Compound ta ISTD 
R T Q ton 
6 09 
2 38 
2 48 
2 29 
2 29 
7 43 
8 70 
5 84 
6 60 
' 55 
9 47 
10 64 
7 48 
12 44 
16 36 
12 35 
12 so 
12 34 
16 96 
19 47 
17 36 
20 08 
22 25 
128 D 
101 D 
43 D 
96 D 
96 0 
6'5 D 
114 0 
43 D 
97 0 
43 D 
63 D 
7? o• 
78 D 
~s o 
117 D 
43 0 
92 D 
98 D 
106 D 
104 D 
106 D 
95 D 
146 D 
Area 
8719 
1778 
8593 
644 
644 
16476 
36202 
303B 
954 
1052 
250 
169 
10390 
132 
2S344 
226 
29154 
177S2 
14542 
336 
1SD087M 
18536 
141 
910502 19 49 
910502 19 1B 
1 00000 
Cone Untts 
SO DO UG/L 
3 09 UG/L 
1B6 17 UG/L 
2 83 UG/L 
2 74 UG/L 
56 01 UG/L 
SO DO UG/L 
33 93 UG/L 
1 74 UG/L 
28 89 UG/L 
1 1S UG/L 
41 UG/L 
19 38 UG/L 
90 UG/L 
SO DO UG/L 
2 12 UG/L 
89 69 UG/L 
36 4S UG/L 
7S 29 UG/L 
89 UG/L 
666 46 UG/L 
SS 31 UG/L 
29 UG/L 
q 
es 
89 
100 
B6 
86 
94 
100 
88 
73 
BB 
95 
93 
100 
100 
99 
9'5 
96 
9'5 
9'5 
B6 
93 
92 
94 
408 
TOTAL ION CHROnAT06RAn 
file >Y7746 +O o-e60 o aau 
TJC 
sy?o 0 .. 0 0 1~0~ , 0 0 01!!00 0 .~oloo~ , , 1 0 , 21qoo , 1 1 3o,oo 
4000 
2000 
28 
Quant ~utput F1le AU7746 QO Data F1le >U7746 U' 
Name 91-04?0-0, BTEX 
M1ac INSTR I 1 illlll11111111• SOIL 5 GMS/5MLS 
ld F1le 1DUOA9 QT 
Title Da1ly Cal v1a S1ngle Po1nt at ?0 ug/L 'OM 08-624 
Last Cal1brat1on 910502 11 08 
Operator 10 
Quant T1me 
InJected at 
GEORGE 
910502 '19 49 
910502 19 18 
409 
LNS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES, INC. 
903 North Bowser, Suite 230 
Richardson, Teua 75081 
Labor.tory Analyala and 
Field eon.altatlon 
(214) 199-3772 Toll Free: 1-IG0-422·9421 Fu: 214-MI-3575 
SAMPLE m: SVP4 ( aoil) 
I PARAMETERS 
Benzene 
-Chlorobenzene 
1 , 4-Dichlorobenzene 
1,3-Dicblorobanzene 
DATE RECEIVED: 05/01/91 
DATE ARALYZED: 05/03/9l 
DATE REPORTED: 05/06/91 
REPORT HOKBER: 045G-1 
I D!TEC'l'ZOII 
LIMI'1' UCJ/JtCJ RESOLTS U9/kCJ I AXALYST 
5 1630 I GJt I 
5 99 I GJt I 
5 <5 I GJt 
--
I 
5 <5 I GJt 
I 
I 
---
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 1,2-Dichlorobenzene .5 <5 GJt I 
' Ethyl benzene I 5 17629 GJt I ----------------------·--- ~------- __________ ______ I 
'l'oluene . I 5 42172 GJt I 
- 1 5 107559 GJt l . 
N~~-
Jfiranjan Sbab 
UfS EHVIROHKIHTAL SERVICES, IlfC, 
Ntl/01:0450-UP .IIDC 
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QUANT REPORT 
L ~rator lD GEORGE 
Output F1le AV7757 •QO 
Data F1le >V7757 V4 
Name 91-0450-01 BTEX 
Quant Rev 6 Quant T1me 910S03 14 21 
910S03 13 SO 
s 00000 
InJected at 
01lut 10n Factor 
M1ac INSTR t 1 -FOR ........... SOIL 1 GMS/5 MLS 
10 F1le 1DVOA9• QT 
T1tle Da1ly Cal v1a S1ngle Po1nt at SO ug/L 30M 08-624 
Last Cal1bret1on 910503 12 53 
Compound 
1) •Bromochloromethene 
2) Chloromethane 
7l Tr1chlorofluoromethane 
S) Acetone 
13) Chloroform 
14) 1,2-0lchloroethana-d4 ••••• 
15l 1,2-01chloroethane 
16) •1,4-Dlfluorobenzene 
17l 2-Butanone CMEKl 
18) 1,1,1-Tr~chloroethane 
20l U1nyl Acetate 
21) 8romod1chloromethane 
2?l 1,2-D1chloropropane 
1,1,2-Trlchloroethane 
211l Benzene 
29) trana-1,3-Dlchloropropene 
31) •Chlorobenzene-dS 
32) 4-Methyl-2-Pentanone CMIBK> 
36> Toluene 
37) Toluene-dB •••••••• 
38> Chlorobenzene 
39) Ethylbenzene 
41) XYLENE CTOTAL> • 
42) Bromofluorobenzene •••••••• 
* Compound 1a ISTD 
R T Q 1on 
6 06 
99 
2 38 
3 09 
6.38 
7 38 
7.55 
8 65 
6 99 
6 58 
4 12 
10 40 
11 14 
11 90 
7 42 
12 49 
16 3.0 
12 48 
12 47 
12 30 
16 37 
16 95 
17 35 
20 08 
128 0 
so 0 
101 0 
43 0 
83 0 
65 01 
62 0 
114 0 
43 0 
97 0 
43 0 
83 0• 
63 0 
97 0 
78 0 
75 0 
117 0 
43 0 
92 0 
98 0 
112 0 
106 0 
106 0 
9S 0 
Area Cone Un 1 ta 
2942 50.00 UG/L 
S638 104S8 06 UG/L 
6883 224 81 UG/L 
53600 S394 35 UG/L 
179 4 65 UG/L 
6357 305 19 UG/L 
2156 94 34 UG/L 
12768 50 00 UG/L 
163516 10968 44 UG/L 
809 20 64 UG/L 
19994 9808 01 UG/L 
167 4 83 UG/L 
128 8 14 UG/L 
154 9 36 UG/L 
67391 ~630 40 UG/L 
6851 ~59 34 UG/L 
4146 50.00 UG/L 
17091 2735 BS UG/L 
532177 4~71 09 UG/L 
13748 668.96 UG/L 
1634 98 78 UG/L 
127182 17.628 79 UG/L 
86983BM107SS9 0 UG/L 
6217 ~2 65 UG/L 
q 
93 
72 
94 
100 
77 
93 
92 
100 
59 
71 
70 
96 
94 
98 
100 
100 
83 
75 
<n 
97 
71 
99 
95 
93 
411 
TOTAL ION CHROI1RT08RRI1 
file >Y77~7 40 0-260 o .. ~ 
nc 
I! If f I! I '\'9? I! d 1 ~o.o,o d 1~00 , , I 2000 .,,,,,, 2!100 3000 ,,,,,,,, 
Data Ftle >U7757 •U4 Quant ~utput Ftle ~u7757 QO 
Name 91-0450-01 BTEX1IIIIIIIII~ 
Mtac INSTR t 1 -FOR t SOIL 1 GMS/5 MLS 
Id Ftle. IOUOA9 QT 
Tttle Da•ly Cal v1a S1ngle Po1nt at ?0 ug/L ~OM DB-624 
Laat Caltbratton 910?0~ 12 5~ 
Operator ID 
Quant Ttme 
InJected at 
GEORGE 
910503 t4 21 
91050~ 1~ 50 
412 
~ KERR·MCGEE,. ''lPORAT/ON 
CHAIN OUUl.., ,,ECORD-
.SAMPLES """"'" 
~ I FIRM SAMPLI: 
~~HAMI J8r Groundwater ~ Oenluent J2J Solid 0 Surface Water 
··r_fb _f;.~ D 
SAMF LE rYPE AND~ ~ ~~~ro ~~~.!!~. ANALYSIS REQUIRED REMARKS NO LOCATION DATE TIME I1EMP IPREC CX)MP ~ MECH ~ ~no~ 
I -> v P ~ 6ou ) ~~~/ Ill'«: It, X' WR X I( --___t/(bJ, I -rnt bv ·" JJ 1 Prea.!t:. 
;2.. .s\J P~ L. () '• IIJ. '3r (. IV '• ROV, ·, lvt c.J;J e a lf 
.3 .s ~ p ..{_ 6.n. 'h t, l/..1.'.31' \ x .. ~\ icJ(o~~.rc.&U~ 
S u PI( IS.&I () I )C . ' ... wi+k a":lvst'S" L/ ..... lt..S:Ot: 
_£"__ P. M I!JlZJ.ti!J ~ -r: 3. ll- tl ' ' ~· ... 
h "B.Mw.ll. fLUff:_ '• it4:tS \ )< ~ .. .... 
. 
1 •••• , .. , OY 101• •HATUO ~~"~:r- ·/-3tH(, I"" ~···· IADDITOOHAL ••••••• 
> oO IOIGHATUR.I 1 ....... ~ •• •••a••TU••• •"" .... 
,•••••••v . '""'""'"""' I"" .... 
DIO .. TCH&D OY •••••••v••• r ... .. .. [R&CIIVID POR lAODOA>uo I I .. DNATUR .. r··· ..... 
"""'L:;;_/"" ,/ ~x/)teS5 LNS Env1 .... Inc 
"""(Ju ntc. 1 ........ ALL ANALYSIS PERFORMED BY EPA APPROVED 903 North Bowser Suite 230 PROCEDURES 
MUHD~u·~;:o/1,~ LJ:_ .B1!:h~!ID. TX 75081 0 Yes 0 No explain above 
v 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
• 
• 
' 
' 
' 
' ; 
I 
• I 
CLIENT 
SOUTHWEST LABORATORY OF OKLAHOMA, INC. 
1700W.AI~ • SlliN "C"' • """'"A..-·.0~ 14011 • Pll-1$1-2&$8 • FAX:911-1JI-1$PP 
IAftPLE ftATRIXa ~ATER 
1111.0 • 4n1.08 
DATE SUBftiTTEDa 01-21-91 
DATE ANALYIED 1 01-23-91 
REPORTa 48~1.08VS 
DATE1 02-06-91 
ftETHOD REFERENCE! SV846-8240, EPA ftETHODOLOGY 
P'ROJECT1 
SAftPLE IDa I"W12 
fiiiKR •s lJST 
RESULTS REPORTED IN Ut/1 OR Parts Per 11111orl' (P'PI) 
DEY. 
!!IIL6IIU:I I.Wl Bmii.II 
IENZENE ~ 16S28 
CARBON DISULFIDE 5 ND 
CHLOROBENZENE ~ ND 
CHLOROFOR" ~ 208 BJ 
1,2 DICHLOROETHANE ~ 1795 
104 DIOXANE . 5 ND 
ETHYL BENZENE ~ 120 J 
ETHYLENE DIBRO"IDE ~ ND 
ftETHYL ETHYL KETONE ~ ND 
STYRENE ~ ND 
TOLUENE 5 4201 
XYLENE ~ 811 
MC SURitQGAI£ 1!EC0VEJti£! 
TOLUENE-d8(88-110) lOOt IROftOFLUOR08ENZENE(86-115) 94~ 1,2-DICHLOROETHANE-d4(76-114l 94~ 
·~ • NOT DETECTED ABOVE QUANTITATION LiftiT 
J • ESTiftATED VALUE1 CONCENTRATION BELOW LI"IT OF QUANTITATION 
B • ANALYTE DETECTED IN BLANK AS WELL AS SA"PLE 
* • SURROGATE RECOVERY OUTSIDE OF QC LI"ITS 
414 
l 
. SOUTHWEST LABORATORY OF OKLAHOMA, INC. 
J7IXJ W .AJNny • S111t1 "C" • Bmlta Amlw, OltJ4Jtmul 141JD • 911-251-»SS 
J 
1CLIENTa~ 
J DKLAHOnA CITY. OKLAHOftA 73125 
ATTN1 --~~~ 
l IAIIPLE nATRIXt WATER IM.O II 2917.01 
... DATE IUBftiTTEDr 06-23-90 
DATE SMPLEDI 06-22-90 
DATE ANALYZED 1 06-26-90 
REPORTt 2917.01SV 
DATEI 07•10•90 
1 nETHOD REFERENC£1 IW846•8240, EPA ftETHODDLOGY 
J 
PROJECT a a SAftPLE 1Da--,nW19 
J IIJNQ"S LIU 
J RESULTS REPORTED IN UQIL OR Parts P•r Billion (PPB) 
., DET. 
J VOLATILES Ull11 I!EII!I.Il 
1 BENZEl€ ' ND J CARBON DISULFIDE 5 ND CHLOROBENZEIIE 
' 
ND 
] CHLOROFOR" 5 1 JB 10 2 DJCHLOROETHANE 
' 
ND 
10 4 DIOXANE 
' 
ND 
ETHYL BEtREt.E 
' 
ND , ETHYLEt.E DJBROftiDE 5 ND 
.,j nE1HYL ETHYL KETONE 5 ND 
STYREt.E 5 ND 
J TOLUEt.E !I ND XYLENE 5 ND 
J tilE I!IRIIIMI BECIIIIERIE& 
:rDLUENE-dB!BB-110) 98~ BROftOFLUOROBENZENE(86-115) 97% l,2-DJCHLOROETHANE-d4(76•114) 89~ 
~ • NOT DETECTED ABOVE DUANTJTATION LlftiT 
J • ESTiftATED VALUEt CONCENTRATION BELOW LiftiT OF IIUANTITATION 
of • ANAL YTE DETECTED IN BLANK AS WELL AS SA"PLE Jr • SURROGATE RECOVERY OUTSIDE OF QC LiftJTS 
, 
I 
. 
415 
I 
--
-
-
-
-
• ~ 
II 
~ 
' • 
• 
• 1 
• 
' • 
• 
SOUTHWEST LABORATORY OF OKLAHOMA, INC. 
1700 W A/bam • S1111r 'C" o Bml.ln Arn>M (Wahomtl 74012 o !liB 251 2858 o FAX !118 251 2599 
CLIENT& REPORT: 48~1o07VS 
SA"PLE ftATRIX: WATER 
SWLO I 48S1o07 
DATE SUBftiTTED1 01-21-91 
DATE ANALYZED 1 01-23-91 
DATE: 02-06-91 
"ETHOD RE...,;FE~~R~ENC~E~1 111sw1a146~-~8~24ij01ito EPA "ETHODOLOGY PROJECT: -
SA"PLE ID: B"ll20 
SKII!IQ'S LIST 
RESULTS REPORTED IN u9/l OR Parti Per Billl~ (PPB) 
DETo 
VOLATILE$ UIUI Btm.Il 
BENZENE ~ ND 
CARBON DISULFIDE s ND 
CHLOROBENZENE ~ ND 
CHLOROFOR" ~ ND 
10 2 DICHLOROETHANE ~ ND 
1,4 DIOXANE 5 ND 
ETHYL BENZENE ~ ND 
ETHYLENE DIBRO"IDE s ND 
"ETHYL ETHYL KETONE s ND 
STYRENE ~ ND 
TOLUENE 5 ND 
XYLENE 5 ND 
~~.!K..B.ECOVERIES . 
TOLUENE-dS(BB-110) 101~ BRO"OFLUOROBENZENE(86-115) 95~ 1,2-DICHLOROETHANE-d4C76-114l 91° 
ND • NOT DETECTED ABOVE QUANTITATION LlftiT 
.l • ESTI"ATED VALUE: CONCENTRATION BELOW LI"IT OF QUANTITATION 
B • ANALYTE DETECTED IN BLANK AS WELL AS SA"PLE 
* • SURROGATE RECOVERY OUTSIDE OF QC LI"ITS 
416 
I 
SOUTHWEST LABORATORY OF OKLAHOMA, INC. 
1700 W A1bt1ny • SIIIIC "C" • B1r1km ~ OklilhonuJ UOlZ • 918-2Sl-2858 
CLIENT: REPORT• 324~.01BX 
DATE a 08-06-90 
8AMPL.E MATRIX1 WATER 
SWLO I 324:1.01 
DATE SAMPLED1 07-25-90 
DATE SUBMITTED1 07-27-90 
PROJECT I 
SAMPLE ID1 BRW2 
DET. 
.-
DATE 
PARAr'IE I ER bi!:IIT UNIT RESI.I..TS e!'!!eLXZ~ 
Ge~ ~~RQ~AToeBAP~X 
BENZENE 100 U9/l 4050 08-01-90 
TOLUENE 100 u;/L 1530 • 08-01-90 
ETHYLBENZENE 100 u;/L 118 OB-01-90 
"(YLENES 100 Ulii/L 'i47 OB-01-90 
IM/RC SURROGATE REC!l\IERIE9 
4-BROMOFLUOROBENZENE (h5-135%) 88% 
ND • NOT DETECTED ABOVE QUANTITATION LIMIT 
B • ANAL YTE DETECTED IN BLANK AS WELL AS SAMPLE 
J • ESTIMATED VALUE: CONCENTRATION BELOW LIMIT OF QUANTITATION 
I'IETHDD 
REFERENCE 
sw 8240 
sw 8240 
sw 8240 
sw 8240 
* • SURROGATE RECOVERY OUTSIDE OF QC LIMITS ON ORIGINAL RUN AND RERUN. 
SW • TEST METHODS FOR EVALUATING SOLID WASTE, EPA PUBLICATION ISWB46, THIRD 
EDITION, NOVEMBER 1986 
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I 
] 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
-j 
J 
J 
, 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
SOUTHWEST LABORATORY OF OKLAHOMA, INC. 
l7fJ() W AJINiny • SIIIU 'C" • BIDirl1l Amlw, Oklallc:wu 14012 , 91&-ZS1·18S& 
IAIIPLE RATRIX1 WATER 
IIlLO I 3079.01 
DATE SARPLED 1 07·11•90 
DATE SUBIIlTTE11 07-12-90 
DATE ANALYZED 1 07-16•90 
REPDRT1 3079,01SV 
DATE1 07-17-90 
RETHOD REFERENCE! IW846-8240, EPA IIETHDDOLDGY 
SAIIPLE Ill BRill 20 WELL 
BII!HR'S LIST 
RESULTS REPORTED IN u9/L DR Parts P•r Billion CPPB) 
JET. 
¥0l.ATILQ um IDIJ.Il 
BENZEt£ 5 ND 
CARBON DISULFIDE 5 ND 
CHLOROBENZEt£ 5 ND 
CHLOROFORII 5 ND 
1,2 DICHLOROETHAt£ 5 ND 
1,4 DIOXAt£ 5 ND 
ETHYL BENZEt£ 5 ND 
ETHYLEt£ DIBROIIIDE • 5 ND 
RETHYL ETHYL KETONE 5 ND 
STY REt£ 5 ND 
TOLUEt£ 5 ND 
XYLEt£ 5 ND 
lA/PC SIJRROOATE R£CtJVERIEB 
J TOLUDE-d8C88-UO) 98% BROIIOFLUORDBENZENE(86-l15) 93% 1,2-DICHLDROETHANE-d4(76·114) 91% 
J ND • NJT DETECTED ABOVE IIUANTITATION LIIIIT 
• • ESTIIIATED VALUE1 CONCENTRATION BELOIII LIRIT OF IIUANTITATIDN j ; • ANALYTE DETECTED IN BLANK AS IIELL AS SAIIPLE 
• • SURROGATE RECOVERY OUTSIDE OF lit LIIIITS 
J 
418 
J SOUTHWEST LABORATORY OF OKLABO:MA, INC. 17110 w AIINIIIy • Swle "C" • IJiokln ...en-, 0~ uou • fllf,lSJ-1858 
J CLIENTt ._._, 
ATTNt ._... 
REPORTt 2935.0258 
DATEt 07•17•90 
J SMIPLE IIATRIX1 lATER SILO I 2935.02 
"'THOD REFERENCE1 81846•8270, EPA RETHODOLOOY 
DATE SUBRITTEilt 06·22·90 
DATE EXTRACTED! 06•26•90 
DATE ANALYZEDt 07•03•90 J PROJECT• SAPIPLE IJh Mill 20 IELL 
] trntq·s usr 
J RESULTS REPORTED IN ut/L OR Part1 P•r Billion CPPB) 
JET. 
Llllll ACID EXTRACTABLE COIIfOUNPS 
] ANTHRACENE 10 
IENZO(A) ANTHRACENE 10 J IENZO(J) FLUORANTHENE 10 IENZO(IC) FLUORANTHENE 10 
IENZO(A) PYRENE 10 
J IISC2·ETHYLHEXYL) PHTHALATE 10 BUTYL BENZYL PHTHALATE 10 
CHRYSENE 10 
DIIENZ(A,H) ACRIDINE 10 
_, OJ:JENZ(A,H) ANTHRACENE 10 
,2-DICHLOROBENZENE 10 
1,3-DICHLOROBENZENE 10 J 1,4-DICHLOROBENZENE 10 JIETHYL PHTHALATE 10 
7,12•DIRETHYLJENZ(A)ANTHRACENE 10 
DIRETHYL PHTHALATE 10 J DI (N)IUTYL PHTHALATE 10 DI (N)OCTYL PHTHALATE 10 
FLUORANTHENE 10 J INDENE • 10 IIETHYL CHRYS£1£ 10 
1-IIETHYL NAPHTHALENE 10 J NAPHTHALENE 10 PHENANTHRENE 10 
PYRENE 10 
PYRIDINE 10 J QUINOLINE 10 2~THYL NAPTHALENE 10 
J 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
NR 
NR 
ND 
NR 
NR 
ND 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
ND 
NR 
ND 
BENZENETHIOL 
CRESOL CORTHO) 
CRESOL (PARA) 
2,4-DII!ETHYLPHENDL 
2,4-DINITROPHENOL 
4·NITRDPHENDL 
PHENOL 
M(QC 5tJRBOGATE RECO\!EBIES 
DET. 
LWl 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
50 
10 
lltill.n 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
J NITROBENZENE-dl(31•114) 18' 2•FLUOROBIPHENYL(43•116) 60% TERPHENYL-d14 (33·141) 59% PHENDL-dl (10•94) 16% 2-FLUORDPHENOL (21·100) 56% 2,4 1 6·TRIBROI!OPHENDL(10·123) 76% 
- ) • NOT DETECTED ABOVE DUANTJTATION LIRIT 
1 ~ • ESTII!ATED VALU£1 CONCENTRATION BELOW LII!IT OF QUANTITATION 
- 8 • ANAL YTE DETECTED IN BLANK AS IIELL AS SAI!PLE 
* • SURROGATE RECOVERY OUTSIDE OF QC LIRITS 
l 
.. 
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J SOUTHWEST LABORATORY OF OKLAHOMA, INC. I1IJ(J w ......., • s- "C' • .,.., ...,_, ~ 741112 • 911-2$1-».51 
J CLIENT....-.-... 
'TTNt ....-
REPORT1 2917.01SJ 
DATEt 07-10-90 
] SMPLE "ATRIX1 !lATER SIILO tl 2917.01 
"ETHOD REFERENCE1 SWB46-B270, EPA "ETHODOLOGY 
DATE SUJftiTTDt 06•23-90 
DATE EXTRACTED• 07-02-90 
DATE ANALYZEDt 07-o6-90 J Pf'cOJECT I SMPLE IDa JftW19 
J 
IKINQ'S LIST 
RESULTS REPORTED IN UQ/L OR Parts P•r Jillion (PPJ) 
] 
JASE/tltUTRAL EXTRACTAILES 
DET. 
U!!!l 
~ANTHRACENE 70 
JENZO(Al ANTHRACENE 70 
JENZO(J) FLUORANTHENE 70 JIENZOUI FLUORANTHENE 70 lENZO (A) PYRENE 70 
JIS(2-ETHYLHEXYL) PHTHALATE 70 J BUTYL BENZYL PHTHALATE 70 CHRYSENE 70 
IIIENZCA,H) ACRIDINE 70 
~lltBENZCA,H) ANTHRACENE 70 
Z•DICHlOROBENZENE 70 
.. 1,3-DICHLOROBENZENE 70 
1,4-DICHLOROBENZENE 70 JDIETHYL PHTHALATE 70 7,12-DiftETHYLBENZ(A)ANTHRACENE 70 
DlftETHYL PHTHALATE 70 JDI(NliUTYL PHTHALATE 70 DJ(N)OCTYL PHTHALATE 70 
FLUDRANTHENE 70 JINDENE • • 70 ltETHYL CHRYSENE 70 
1-ftETHYL NAPHTHALENE 70 
NAPHTHALENE 70 
NANTHRENE 70 
ENE 70 
PYRIDINE 70 
"10UINOLINE 70 
...12-RETHYL NAPTHALENE 70 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ecxp EXTRACTAIL£ CO!!PD!!NpS 
IENZENETHIOL 
CRESOL (ORTHO) 
CRESOL CPARA) 
2,4-DiftETHYLPHENOL 
2,4-DINJTROPHENDL 
4-NITROPHENOL 
PHENOL 
• 
j 9AIQC SUBROGATE ftECQIIERIES 
JET. 
Ullll 
70 
70 
70 
3~0 
350 
350 
70 
8UIILD. 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
~TROBENZENE-115(35-1141 79% 2-F'LUOROBIPHENYU43•116) 79% TERPHENYL-dl4 (3'3•141) 82% 
_r-HENDL•d5 (10-94) 41% 2-FLUOROPHENOL (21·100) 35% 2,4,6-TRIBROftOPHENOl(10-123) 24% 
• NOT DETECTED ABOVE QUANTITATION LiftiT 
~ • ESTiftATED VALUE& CONCENTRATION IELOII LlftiT OF OUANTITATION 
.JB • ANALYTE DETECTED IN BLANK AS IIELL AS SAftPLE 
* • SURROGATE RECOVERY OUTSIDE OF QC LlftiTS 
J 
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/l 
LJ 
I 
t 
' t 
t 
t 
I 
• 
• t 
I 
I 
CLIENT 
SOUTHWEST LABORATORY OF OKLAHOMA, INC. 
/100WA/borm • s.,"C" • Bnli"""'""' 01:/GhDmo 74012 • 9/8 2S/28JII • FAX 91825/2599 
SAftPLE "ATRIXa WATER 
SWLO II 4851.02 
DATE SUBftiTTEDa 01-21-91 
DATE ANALYZED 1 01-22-91 
REPORT: 4851.02VS 
DATE: 02-06-91 
"ETHOD RE·FE·R~E~NC~E~:IIiSIWiB4~6~-~B2i4jO-,_;E.PA ftETHODOLDGY PROJECT: .. 
SA"PL£ IDa POND 
SI!It'Q'S LIST 
RESULTS REPORTED IN u9/l DR P•rts P•r Billio~ (PPB) 
DET. 
VOLATILE$ l.liUl BUl.II.Ii 
BENZEl€ 5 ND 
CARBON DISULFIDE 5 ND 
CHLORDBENZEIIE 5 ND 
CHLDRDFDRft 5 ND 
1,2 DICHLORDETHAIIE 5 3 J 
1,4 DIOXAIIE 5 ND 
ETHYL BENZEl€ 5 ND 
ETHYLENE DIBRO"IDE 5 ND 
ftETHYL ETHYL KETONE 5 ND 
STYREIIE 5 ND 
TOLUENE 5 ND 
XYLENE 5 2 J 
Rft/Ru.uR!U!GATE ..B£CIImu£S. 
TOLUENE-dB(BB-110) 98~ BROftDFLUDRDBENZEN£(86-115) 95~ 1,2-DICHLDRDETHANE-d4(76-114l 93. 
ND • NOT DETECTED ABOVE QUANTITATIDN LlftiT 
J • ESTiftATED VALUE. CONCENTRATION BELOW LlftiT OF QUANTITATION 
8 • ANALYTE DETECTED IN BLANK AS WELL AS SAftPLE 
* • SURROGATE RECOVERY OUTSIDE OF QC LiftiTS 
421 
l 
' 
SOUTHWEST LABORATORY OF OKLAHOMA, INC. 
110fJ W AlliMy • S111U "C" • BmU11Anft'. 0~ 74012 • 911-251-WI • FAX 911·251 2S99 
1 CLIENT REPORT& 4851.06VS 
DATEr 02-06•91 
' 
' , 
• 
~ 
t 
I 
-I 
I 
. 
' 
' 
-
-
' 1
• 
BARPLE ftATRIXa MATER 
8111.0 II 4851.06 
DATE SUBftiTTED1 01•21·91 
DATE ANALYZED 1 01•22•91 
ftETHOD REFERENCE& SWB46•8240, EPA ftETHODOLOGY 
PROJECT ,!II~~ ....... 
SAftPLE IDa 085 
11Itf£R•S LIST 
RESULTS REPORTED IN uo/1 OR P&rts Per Billion (PPI) 
. 
DET. 
VOLATILES l.lllll BEIIILil 
BENZEl£ 5 2 il 
CARBON DISULFIDE 5 ND 
CHl.OROBENZ£1£ 5 ND 
CHLOROFORft 5 ND 
1,2 DICHLOROETHANE 5 ND 
1,4 DIOXANE 5 ND 
ETHYL BENZEl£ 5 ND 
ETHYLENE DIBROftlDE 5 ND 
ftETHYL ETHYL KETONE 5 ND 
STYRENE 5 ND 
TOLUENE 5 ND 
XYLENE 5 ND 
DA/DC SUBROGATE RECOYERIEB 
TOLUENE-dB(BB-110) 102t BROftOFLUOROBENZENE(B6·115) 98t 1,2·DICHLOROETHANE•d4(76-114) 97t 
ND • NOT DETECTED ABOVE DUANTITATION LJftiT 
1 • ESTJftATED VALUEr CONCENTRATION BELOW LlftiT OF DUANTITATION 
B • ANAL YTE DETECTED IN BLANK AS WELL AS SAftPLE 
* • SURROGATE RECOVERY OUTSIDE OF DC LiftiTS 
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T 
• 
' • 
• 
• 
I 
! 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• l 
.. 
• 
• 
SOUTHWEST LABORATORY OF OKLAHOMA, INC. 
/700W AlbG"" • Stu" "C" • B...U11Anmo 01:/aitDMa 74012 • 918 2.512858 • FAX 918 2512.599 
IAPIPLE PIATRIXa WATER 
SWLO II 4851.05 
DATE SUBPIITTEDa 01-21-91 
DATE ANALYZED 1 01-22-91 
REPORTa 48~1.05VS 
DATE. 02-06-91 
PIETHOD RE·F~E-REjNCEiilaiiiSIWI84·6~-~82I4 .. 0, EPA PIETHODOLOGY 
PROJECT!~ 
SAPIPLE IDa OS4 
§IIMR'S LIST 
RESULTS REPORTED IN u9/l OR Parts Per BilllQn (PPB) 
JET. 
W!.ATILE$ LII1U I!ESW.D. 
BENZENE 5 ND 
CARBON DISULFIDE s ND 
CHLOROBENZENE 5 ND 
CHLOROFORPI 5 ND 
1,2 DICHLOROETHANE 5 ND 
1,4 DIOXANE 5 ND 
ETHYL BENZENE 5 ND 
ETHYLENE DIBROPIIDE 5 ND 
ftETHYL ETHYL KETONE 5 ND 
STYRENE 5 ND 
TOLUENE s ND 
XYLENE 5 ND 
DAIAC St!RROliATE REIJI.muEi 
TOLUENE-d8(88-110) 106~ BROPIOFLUOROBENZENE(86-115) 103% 1,2-DICHLOROETHANE-d4(76-114) 99~ 
ND • NOT DETECTED ABOVE QUANTITATION LIPIIT 
J • ESTIPIATED VALUEa CONCENTRATION BELOW LIPIIT OF QUANTITATION 
8 • ANALYTE DETECTED IN BLANK AS WELL AS SAPIPLE 
* • SUR~OGATE RECOVERY OUTSIDE OF DC LIPIITS 
423 
-t 
I 
' 
' I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
• I 
• 
CLIENT 
SOUTHWEST LABORATORY OF OKLAHOMA, INC. 
1700W Albtllty • Sluu"C" • BtrtUtrAnrlw 0~ 74012 • P/&2$1-ZISI • FAX PIB-2$/ 2599 
BNIPLE RATRIX1 IIATER 
BIILO a 4851.03 
DATE BU8RITTED1 01-21-91 
DATE ANALYZED 1 01-22-91 
REPORT1 4851.03VS 
DAT£1 02-G6-91 
RETHOD REFERENCE! 811846-8240, EPA RETHODOLOGY 
PROJECT& 
SMPLE Ilh 052 
I!Cttt£R"S LXV 
RESULTS REPORTED IN u9/l OR Partl Per Bllliqp CPPBl 
DET. 
VOLATILEI wn BEIILII 
BENZEl£ 5 ND 
CARBON DISULFIDE 5 ND 
CHLOR08ENZENE II ND 
CHLOROFORR II ND 
1,2 DICHLOROETHANE II ND 
1,4 DIOXAI£ !I ND 
ETHYL BENZENE 5 ND 
ETHYLENE DIBRO"IDE 5 ND 
"ETHYL ETHYL KETONE 5 ND 
STYREI£ 5 ND 
TOLUENE 5 ND 
XYLENE 5 ND 
GAlliC SURROGATE BECOYERIES 
TOLUENE-dBCBB-110) 96% BRO"OFLUOR08ENZENECB6-115) 91% 1,2-DICHLOROETHANE-d4C76-114l 90% 
ND • NDT DETECTED ABOVE PUANTITATION LiftiT 
J • ESTI"ATED VALUE1 CONCENTRATION BELOII LI"IT OF QUANTITATION 
B • ANALYTE DETECTED IN BLANK AS IIELL AS SA"PLE 
* • SURROGATE RECOVERY OUTSIDE OF QC LI"ITS 
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1 
' 
' 1 
' 1 
1 
' I 
' • 
• I 
SOUTHWEST LABORATORY OF OKLAHOMA, INC. 
170011 Albclm • S..~r-c• • BttJI,,A,.. OI:JalrtlmtJ 74011 • 918-2$118$8 • FAX 9181$12$99 
SAI'IPLE I'IATRIXa ~ATER 
SWLO II 48:11.04 
DATE SUBI'IITTEDa 01-21-91 
DATE ANALYZED 1 01-23•91 
REPORT: 4851.04YS 
DATEs 02•06-91 
I'IETHOD R~E.FiERIEINCEiiialliSiWiB4~6~-~B2I4·0~~, EPA I'IETHODDLOGY 
PROJECT .. 
SAI'IPLE IDa OS1 
SKIN£!! •s LIST 
RESULTS REPORTED IN uv/1 OR Parts Per Billion (PP~l 
JET. 
!IOLATJLES Ullll 8E&UI.II 
' 
BENZENE 50 ND 
CARBON DISULFIDE so ND 
CHLOROBENZENE 50 ND 
CHLOROF'ORI'I so 18 BJ 
1,2 DICHLORDETHANE 50 149 
1,4 DIOXANE so ND 
ETHYL BENZENE so ND 
ETHYLENE DIBRDI'IIDE so ND 
I'IETHYL ETHYL KETONE so ND 
STYRENE so ND 
TOLUENE 50 ND 
XYLENE so ND 
J _ _...,._ 
Ji TOLUENE-d8(88·110) 99% BROI'IOF'LUOROBENZENEC86·115) 92% 1,2-DICHLOROETHANE•d4(76•114) 
I 
I ND • NOT DETECTED ABOVE GUANTITATION LII'IJT 
J • ESTII'IATED VALUE: CONCENTRATION BELOW Lli'IIT OF' GUANTITATION 
• 
8 • ANALYTE DETECTED IN BLANK AS WELL AS SAI'IPLE 
* • SURROGATE RECOVERY OUTSIDE OF' DC LII'IITS 
• 
425 
96~. 
APPENDIX E 
SYSTAT PROGRAM COMPUTER PRINTOUTS 
426 
110del oU•constaat+temp 
>est 
20 CASES DELETED DUE TO IIISSIIG DlTl 
DEP VlR 081 K 13 IIULTIPLE R 757 SQUARED 111/LTIPLE R 574 
ADJUSTED SQUARED IIUt.TIPLE R 535 STUDARD ERROR OF ESTIIIITE 39 568 
flRilBLE COEFFICIEIIT STD ERROR STD COEF TOLERAIICE T Pl2 TULJ 
COISTAIIT -10 494 47 087 0 000 -0 223 0 8Z8 
TEIIP 2 719 0 707 0 757 100£+01 3 846 0 003 
IIIILYSIS OF VIRIAIICE 
SOURCE SUII-OF-SQUIRES DF BElli-SQUIRE F-UTIO P 
REGRESSIOK 23157 581 1 23157 581 14 792 0 003 
RESIDUAL 17221 496 ll 1565 591 
DOOOOOOlJIHHJDIJODIJIJDDDDIJIJDOOODODIJDIJIHliJDDDDDDDDDIJIHJDIJIJIJOOOOIJIJIJIJIJDJJilODDDOOODDDOOOOD 
) ' 
>aodel p1•coashnUteiiP 
>est 
2 CASES DELmD DUE TO IISSIIG DlTl 
Press EIITER <-' or RETUIUI 
DEP VlR P1 I 3l 111/LTIPLE R 756 SQUIRED IIULTIPLE R 571 
ADJUSTED SQUIRED IULTIPLE R 556 STUDlRD ERROR OF ESTIIATE 43 836 
VlRllBLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR STD COEF TOLERIIICE T P12 TliLJ 
COIISTIIIT -88 121 44 641 0 000 -1 974 0 058 
TEilP 3 606 0 580 0 756 100£+01 6 213 0 000 
IIALYSIS OF VlRilKCE 
SOURCE SUII-OF-SQUARES DF IElK-SQUlRE F-RlnO p 
REGRESSIOI 74183 491 1 74183 491 38 606 0 000 
RESIDUAL 55725 219 29 1921 559 
OOOODDOODDOODDDDODDDDODDOOOODOOIJIHJDIJIJIJDDOOOODOD/JDDDOOOOOODOOOOOOOOOOOOOODDDDDDD 
>aodel oh2•coastant+teiP 
)est 
21 ClSES DELmD DUE TO IISSIIG Dln 
Press EKTER <-' or RETUIUI 
DEP VAR 082 II 12 IIULTIPLE R 796 SQIIlRED IULnPLE R 633 
IDJUSTED SQUlRED IIULTIPLE R 596 STUDlRD ERROR OF ESTIIIlTE 58 061 
VlRilBLE COEFFICIEIT STD ERROR STD COEF TOLEWCE T P(2 TllLJ 
COKSTlBT -116 620 76 64'1 0 000 -1 522 0 159 
TEIP 4 672 1 125 0 796 100E+D1 4 154 0 002 
lllLYSIS OF VlRlliiCE 
SOURCE SUII·OF-SQUARES DF IEU-SQUlRE F·RlTIO p 
REGRESSIOII 58176 305 1 58176 305 17 258 0 002 
RESIOUlL 33710 612 10 3371 061 
DDDDODDDDOODODDDDDDDOOOOOOlJIHHJDIJOOODOOOODDDDDDDDDDDDODDDDODDDDDDOOOODDDDDDDDODD 
>aodel pZ•coastaaUteiiP 
>est 
3 CASES DELETED DUE TO IISSIIG DlTl 
Press EKTER <-' or RETUIUI 
DEP VlR P2 I 30 1111LnPLE R 788 SIRilRED 111/LnPLE I 620 
ADJUSTED SQUARED IULTIPLE R 607 STliDARD ERROR OF ESTllllTE 39 975 
VlRilBLE COEFFICIEIT STD ERROR STD COEr TOLEWCE T P1Z TllLJ 
CDftSTIJIT -117 199 46 589 0 000 -2 516 0 018 
TEIP 4 049 0 599 0 788 100E+01 6 765 0 000 
lBlLYSIS OF YlRllKCE 
SOURCE SUII-OF-SQUlRES OF !ElK-SQuARE F-UTIO D 
IEGRESSIOII 73125 559 1 73125 559 45 760 0 000 
RESIDUlL 44744 307 28 1598 011 
ODDDOOOODODODDDODDOOOOODODOOODDODDDDODOOOOOODDDDDDDOOOODOODDOOOODOODDDDODDDODDD 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Press EIITER <-' or RETURN 
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I 
) 
> 
) 
> 
) 
>IODEL OB4oCOISTUT+lliP 
>EST 
22 C4JES DELETED DUE TO IISSIIS DlTl 
DEP YlR 0114 I ' 11 IIULTIPLE R 392 SQUliED IIULTIPLE I m 
lDJUSTED SQUIRED IIULTIPLE I 060 STliDliD ERROl OF ESTIIlTE 52 454 
VliiULE COEFFICIEIT STO EIIOR STO COEF TOLERIICE T P(2 TliLI 
COISTUT 102 135 83 146 0 000 1 228 0 250 
TEIIP 1 517 1 186 0 3U l00Et01 I 279 0 233 
Press EITEi <·' or muu 
lllLYSIS or YIIIIICI 
SOORCE SUR-oF-SQUIRES DF IEII·SOUW F·IITIO P 
IIGRESSIOI 4501 669 1 4501 669 1 636 0 233 
IESIDUIL 24763 058 9 2751 451 
~~~oso.~~~~~~~~~~ 
>IODEL P4-cGISTUT+lliP 
>EST 
3 CASES DELETED llUE TO IISSII6 Dln 
DEP VII P4 I 30 IIULTIJILI I ?21 SllliED llltnPLEI 520 
lDJUSTED SOUUED IULTIPLE I 503 STIIDIID EnOl OF ESTIIlTE 43 527 
Yllll!LE COEFFICIEIT STO EIIOI STO COEr TOLEIUCE t P(2 TliLI 
CIISTUT -100 388 50 728 0 DOD -1 979 0 058 
1liP 3 589 0 652 0 721 UO£t01 5 506 0 000 
Press EITEi <-' or IIETtJRI 
lllLYSIS OF JWIICI 
SOURCE SUR-GF-SGUIIES Dr IEII-SOUW r-nno 
IESRESSIOI 57433 711 1 57433 717 30 315 • 0 1110 
RESIDUaL 53047 749 28 1194 562 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~ 
>IIODEL OBl•COISTUTUB 
) 
428 
ftDDEL OHI=CONSTANT+RH 
>EST 
20 CASES DELETED DU£ TO ftiSSIN& DATA 
DEP YAR OHI N 13 ftULTIPLE R 284 SQUARED ftULTTPLE R OBI 
ADJUSTED SQUARED ftULTTPLE R 000 STAIIIIARD ERROR OF ESTTIIATE 58 097 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR STD COEF TOLERANCE T Pl2 TAILI 
CONSTANT B9 734 78 977 0 000 I 136 0 280 
RH 1 5U I 566 0 284 100£+01 0 981 O.l47 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUft-OF·SQUARES OF ftEAN-SOUARE F-RATIO P 
REGRESSION 3251 184 I 3251 184 0 963 0,347 
RESIDUAL 37127 893 II 3375 263 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDIIDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDIIDIIDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
>ftODEL PI=CONSTANT+RH 
>EST 
2 CAS£5 DELETED Oil£ TO ftiSSIN& DATA 
429 
Press ENTER <-' or RETURII DEP VAR PI N: 31 IIUI.TIPLE R1 496 SQUARED "ULTIPLE R 246 
AD.!USTED SQUARED ftUl TIPLE R: , 220 STAJDARD ERROR OF ESmATE SB 112 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR STD COEF TOLERANCE T Pl2 TAIL! 
CONSTANT 81 005 3S 340 0 000 2.292 0 029 
RH 1.626 0 528 0.496 IOOE+OI 3.077 0 OOS 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUII-GF·SDUARES OF IIEAN·SDUARE F-RATTO P 
REGRESSION 31977192 I 31977 192 9 469 0 005 
RESIDUAl 97931.518 29 3376 949 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDIIDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDIIDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
liiODEL OH2=CIINSTANT +RH • 
>EST 
21 CASES DELETED DUE TO KISSING DATA 
Press ENTER <·' or RETURN 
DEP VAR OH2 N. 
ADJUSTED SQUARED NUL TIPLE R 
12 ftULTIPLE R 422 SQUARED lftii.TIPLE R 178 
096 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIIIATE 86 8, 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERRIIi STD CIIEF TOLERANCE T Pl2 TAILI 
CONSTANT 23 923 , liB 221 0 000 0 202 0 844 
RH 3467 2 354 o 422 IOOE+OI 1.m o 112 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE S~·OF-SOUARES DF ftEAN-SDUARE F-RATIO 
IE6RESSION 16380 193 I 16380 193 2 169 
RESIDUAl 7S506.124 10 75S0,612 
p 
0172 
DDDDDDDDDDIIDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDIIDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
lftODEL P2=CONSTANT+RH 
>EST 
l CASES DELETED DUE TO ftiSSIN6 DATA 
Press ENTER < -• or RETURN 
DEP YAR. P2 N1 30 ftULTIPLE R .SSO SQUARED IIIA.TIPLE R• 303 
ADJUSTED SDUARED ftULTIPLE R. 278 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTiftATE 54 183 
VARIABLE CO~FICIEHT STD ERqiJi STD CDEF TOLERA!ICE T Pl2 TAIL! 
CONSTANT 81.274 33 839 0.000 2.402 0.023 
RH 1.747 o.501 0 550 IOOE+OI 3.486 0.002 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SllURCE SUIHIF·SDIIARES OF ftEAN·SDUARE F-RATIO 
RE6RESS!DN 35666 594 I 35666 584 12 !49 
RESIDUAL 82203 283 28 293S 832 
p 
0002 
BDDDDDDDDDDIIDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDIIDDDDDDDDDDD 
) 
) 
.. ress .. ,ltJ\ ~ .. r •tiUI\N 
} 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
>IIODEL DH4=tDN5TANT+RH 
>EST 
22 cASES DELETED DUE TO msiN& DATA 
DEP VARI DH4 N II ftUL TIPLE R .199 SDUARED IIUl TIPLE R 040 
ADJUSTED SQIJARED ftULTIPLE R> 000 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTiftATE 55.881 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR STD CDEF TOLERANCE T Pl2 TAIL! 
CONSTANT 160 341 n.633 0 000 • 2.065 0.069 
RH 0 933 I 530 0.199 .IOOE+Ol 0,610 0 557 
SOURCE SUft·OF-SQIJARES 
RE&RESSIDN 1160 796 
RESIDUAL 28103 931 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
DF ~AN-SQUARE F-RATIO 
I 1160 796 0 372 
9 3122 659 
p 
0.557 
Prrss ENTER < ·' or RETURN 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDJDDDDDDDDJDD 
>ftDDEL P4=tONSTANT +RH 
>EST 
3 CASES DELETED DUE TO ft!SSING DATA 
DEP VAR P4 N 30 IIULTIPLE Rr ,561 SGUARED IIUI.TIPLE Rr 315 
ADJUSTED SQUARED IIIR.TIPLE I 290 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTiftATE 52.006 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR STD CDEF TOLERANCE T Pl2 TAIL! 
CONSTANT 64 131 32 479 0 000 I 975 0 058 
RH I 724 0 481 0,561 IOOE+OI 3 584 0.001 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SDURCE SUft·OF-SQUARES DF ~AN-SQUARE F-RATIO 
RE&RESS!IIIi 34750 86S I 34750 865 12 848 
RESIDUAL 75730.602 28 2704.664 
p 
0,001 
DJDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDJDDDDDDDDDDJDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
) 
Prelis eNTER <·' or RETURN 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
} 
) 
) 
) 
} 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Pnss EHTER <·' ar RETURN 
) 
) 
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I 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
)JIDDa OHioCIINSTAIIT+IP 
>EST , 
20 CASES DELETED DUE TO IIISSIN& DATA 
Press BITER <-' or RETURN 
DEP YAR• DHI N, 13 IWI.TIPL£ R. 279 SQUARED IIULTIPL£ R. .078 
ADJUSTED SQUARED IIULTIPLE R1 .000 STANDARD ERROR IIF ESTI~TE, 58,181 
VARIAIL£ COEFFICIEIIT STD ERROl STD COEF TDLERANCE T Pl2 TAILI 
COHSTANT 2422 561 2341 963 0.000 I 034 0.323 
81' ·2,226 2.310 -o 279 IDOE+Ol -o 964 0.356 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SIIUR££ ~-OF-SQUARES OF IIEAII-SDUARE F-IATID P 
RE&RESSION 3143 866 I 3143.966 0, 929 0.356 
RESIDUAL 37235. 2ll II 3385 019 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDJDDDDDDDDDDDD 
)JIDDa PI=CDNSTANT+BP 
lEST 
2 CASES DELETED DUE TO IIISS!I& DATA, 
Prus ENTER < ·' ar RETURN 
DEP VAR1 PI M1 31 IIUI.TIPLE R. .301 5811ARED IIILTIPLE R1 090 
ADJUSTED SQUARED IIULTIPL£ R1 059 STAIDARll ERROR OF miiiATE 63 832 
VARIABLE CDEFFICIEIIT STD ERROR STD CDEF TOLERANCE T Pl2 TAILI 
COHSTANT 3209 027 1780 931 0 000 1,802 0 082 
8P -2 99l 1.162 -o.301 .100£+01 -1.698 0.100 
AlfAL YSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE ~-OF-SDUAREf DF IIEAN-&DUARE F-IATIO P 
RESRESSION 11748,841 I 11748 841 2 884 0.180 
RESIDUAL 118159 868 29 4074 478 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDBDDDDDDDDDDIIDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
>JIDDa OH2=CDNSTANT+IP 
lEST 
21 CASES DELETED DUE TO II!SSIN& DATA. 
Press EIITER ( ·' ar RETURN 
DEP YAR OHZ N 12 llllTIPL£ R1 .537 SDUARED IIULTlPL£ R. 289 
ADJUSTED SGUARED IIULTIPLE R1 .218 STAIIDARD ERROR OF ESTI~TE 80,835 
VARIABLE CDEFFICIEIIT m ERROR STD CDEF TOLERANCE T Pl2 TAIL! 
CONSTANT 6908 m 3331.209 0.000 2.074 0.065 
BP -6.626 3.287 -o.m .tOOE+OI ·2.016 o.o12 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SIIIRCE ~-DF-SDUARES DF IIEAN·SDUARE F-IATID P 
RE&RESSIDN 26544 719 I 26544.719 4 062 0 072 
RESIDUAL 65342.198 10 6534 220 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDIIDDDDDDIIDDDDDDIIDDDDI/DDDDIIIIDDDDDDDDDDD 
liiODa DHZ=CDNSTANT+IP 
>EST 
21 CASES DELETED DUE TO IIISSIN& DA1A 
Prtss EIITER ( ·' or RETURN 
DEP VAR DH2 ° N• 12 IIULTIPLE R. .537 SQUARED IIULTIPL£ R1 .289 
ADJUSTED SQUARED IIULTIPL£ R; 218 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIIIATE 80 835 
VARIABLE CDEFFICIEIIT STD ERROl m CDEF TOLERANCE T Pl2 TAIL! 
CDISTANT 6908 115 3331.209 0,000 , 2 074 0 065 
IP -6 626 3 287 -G 537 IOOE+OI -2 016 0 072 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUII-OF-&DUARES Df IIEAN·SDUARE F-IATIO P 
REGRESSION 26544,719 I 26544 719 4.062 0.072 
RESIDUAL 65342 198 10 6534.220 
IIDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDIIDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDIIDDIIDDDBI/BDIIIIDDDDDDDDDDDDDDBDDIIDDDD 
'nDDEL F2=CGNSTANT+bp 
>est 
431 
1ode I P2=CONSTANHBP 
>EST 
3 CASES DELETED DUE TO ftiSSJNG DATA. 
Press ENTER , -' or RETURN 
DEP VAR P2 N• 30 MULTIPLE ~ .232 SOUARED MULTIPLE R 054 
ADJUSTED SQUARED IIULTIPLE R 020 STAIIDARD EPRDR OF ESTIMATE. 63.110 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD EI!ROR STD CDEF TOLERANCE T P!2 TAIL! 
CONSTANT 2543 240 1860 573 0 000 1.367 0.183 
BP -2.326 1.642 -0.232 100E+01 -1.263 0,217 
ANALiSIS OF VARIANCE 
SDUFCE SUM-OF-SOUARES DF ~EAM-SOUARE F-~ATID p 
0.217 RE!iRESSIDN 6349 638 I 6349 a35 I,594 
RESIDUAL 111520 229 28 3982 865 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
}ftODEL OH4=CONSTANT +BP 
>ESi 
22 CASES DELETED DUE TO HISSING DATA 
432 
Press ENTER <-' or RETURN DEP VAR DH4 N. 11 "ULTIPLE R. .484 SDUARED MULTIPLE R. 234 
ADJUSTED SOUAFED MULTIPLE R 149 STANDARD ERROF OF ESTiftATE• 49 897 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR STD COEF TOLERANCE T Pl2 TAIL! 
CONSTANT 3873 897 220'i 846 0.000 1 753 0.114 
BP -3.622 2 182 -0 484 IOOE+OI -1.660 0 131 
ANALYSIS OF VAI\IANCE 
SOURCE SUft-OF-SOUARES DF MEAN-SOUARE F-RATID 
RE6RESSION 6857 269 I 6857 269 2. 754 
RESIDUAL 22407 458 9 2489 iiB 
p 
O.!ll 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDIIDDDDDDDDDDD 
>NO DEL P4=CONSTANT +BP 
>EST 
l CASES DELETED DUE TO /IISSJNG DATA 
Press ENTER \-' or RETURN 
DEP VAR: P4 N: 30 ~UL fTPLE R. 298 SQUARED IIUL TIPLE R: , 089 
ADJUSTED SQUARED IIULTIPLE R. 056 STANDARD ERROR OF ESmATE. 59 966 
YARIIIBLE COEFFICIE~T STD ERROq STD COEF TOLE~ANCE T Pl2 TAIL! 
CONSTANT 1093 2J3 1767 aas 0 000 1.750 0 091 
BP -2 889 I 750 -0 zq& 100£+01 -1.650 0.110 
ANALYSIS OF VAFIANCE 
SOURCE SU/1-0F-SOUARES DF IIEAN-SQUA~E F-RATIO P 
REGRESSION 9795.J4S I 9i95.345 2 724 0 110 
'iE51DUAL 1006ec 1~: 26 ms 9~:; 
~DDDDDDDDDDDiiDDiiDDDDDDDCDDDDDDDDDi1DIJ:PDiilii1C~:D£fDDDDDDPDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
Press ENTER '- or• RETURN 
) 
>ftODEL OHI=CONSTANT+WIND 
>EST 
20 CASES DELETED DUE TO KISSING DATA 
Press ENTEP '-' or REiURN 
DEP VAR· OHI N. 13 MULTIPLE R. 389 SQUARED ftUL!IPLE ~. .151 
ADJUSTED SQUARED ftULTIPLE R: .074 STANDARD ERFOR OF ESTiftATE. 55,822 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR STD CDEF TOLERANCE T P!2 TAILI 
CONSTANT 137 204 25 Sll 0,000 5.374 0,000 
WIND 1 847 I 320 0,389 IOOE+OI 1.399 0.189 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUft-OF-SOUARES DF ftEAN-SilUARE F-RATIO P 
REGRESSION 6101 419 I 6101 419 1.958 0.189 
FESIDUAL 34277 658 II 31!6 151 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
~ftODEL P1=CDNSTANT+iiND 
>ESTY 
2 CASES DELETED DUE TO ftiSSIN6 DATA 
Press ENTER • -' or RETURN 
DEP VAR PI N: 31 KULTIPLE R .004 SQUARED ftiii.TIPLE R: 000 
ADJUSTED SQUARED ftULTIPLE R. 000 STANDARD ERROR OF ESmATE 66 929 
VAQIABLE COEFFICiENT STD ERROR STD COEF TOLERANCE T Pl2 TAIL! 
CONSTANT 184 alb 19 140 0.000 'i 646 u ~~n 
WIND 0.024 1.265 0 004 lOOE+OI 0.019 0 985 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUft-OF-SOUARES OF ftEAN-SOUARE F-RATIO P 
REGRESSION 1. 667 I I 667 0, 000 Q, 9i5 
RESIDUAL 129907 042 29 4479 553 
DDDDDDI!DD/JDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
>KODEL Oh2=CDNSTANT+WIND 
>EST .. 
21 CASES DELETED DUE TO mSIN6 DATA 
Press ENTER <-' or RETURN 
DEP VAR OH2 N 12 ftULTIPLE R 365 SOUARED ftULTIPLE R: 133 
ADJUSTED SQUARED ftULTIPLE R. 047 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTiftATE. 89.237 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR STD COEF TOLERANCE T Pl2 TAIL! 
CONSTANT ISO 596 43 502 0.000 l 462 0 006 
NINO 2.690 2 168 0 laS 100E+OI 1,241 0.243 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUK-DF-SDUARES OF ftEAN-SGUARE F-RATIO P 
REGRESSION 12254 812 I 12254 842 1.539 0 243 
RESIDUAL 79632 075 10 7963 207 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
>ftDDEL P2=CDNSTANT+NIND 
>EST 
1 CASES DELETED DUE TO ftiSSih6 DATA 
Press EhTER < -' or RETURN 
DEf VAR, P~ N: 30 ftULTIPLE R. 305 SQUARED ftULTIPLE R. 093 
ADJUSTED SQUARED ftULTIPLE R: 061 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTiftATE. 61 790 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR SiD COEF TOLEPANCE T Pl2 TAIL! 
CONSTANT 218 019 IS 085 0.000 , 12.056 0 000 
WIND -1 996 I 178 -0,305 IOOE+OI -1 695 0 101 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUft-OF-SOUARES OF ftEAN-SOUARE F-RATIO P 
RE6RESS1DN 10964 044 I 10964 044 2 872 0 101 
QESIDUAL 106905 523 28 3818.065 
DDDDDDDDDDDDD11DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDJDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
433 
Press ENTEq r -' or RETUPN 
) 
I 
1ftODEL DH4•CONSiANT +WIND 
>EST 
:2 CASES DELETED DUE TO mSING DATA 
DEP VAR. OH4 N II MULTIPLE " 516 SQUARED ftULTIPLE R. 266 
ADJuSTED SQUARED ftULTIPLE Q, 184 STANDHRD mDR OF ESTIMATE: 48 860 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR STD COEF TOLERANCE T P 12 TAIL! 
CONSTANT 168 149 25 874 0 000 6.499 0 000 
WIND 2 235 I 238 0 516 100£+01 1.805 0.105 
ANAL\ SIS OF vAP I AhCE 
SOURCE SUII-OF-SQUARES DF ~EAh-SDUARE ~-RATIO P 
REGRESSION 7775 9:0 I 7775 920 3.258 0.105 
RESIDUAL 21485 SOB 9 2367 J12 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
Press ENTER '-' or RETURN 
>HODEL P4•CDNSTANT +wi~D 
1EST 
l CASES DELETED DUE TO 11!55~"16 DATA 
DEP VAR P4 N 30 HUL TIPLE R 372 SQUARED ftULT!PLE R. 138 
ADJUSTED SQUAPED ftULTIPLE R lOB STANDPRD ERROR OF ESTIIIATE 58.308 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR STD CDEF TOLERANCE T P12 TAIL! 
CONSTANT 203 749 17 Oo5 0 000 II 939 0.000 
!liND -2 m I II' -0 :72 IOOE+OI -2 120 0.043 
ANAL\SIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SU"-OF-SDUARES OF "EAN-SDUARE F·RAT!O P 
RE6RE5SIDN 15286 408 1 15286 408 4 496 0.043 
RESIDUAL 95195 058 28 3399 824 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
) 
Press ENTER <-' or RETURN 
) 
Press ENTER •- or RETURN 
434 
>"ODEL OHI=CDNSTANT +ST! 
>EST 
:o CASES DELETED DUE Ta msiNG DATA 
DEP vAR OHI N 13 ftULTIPLE R• 791 SOUARED "ULTIPLE R• 626 
ADJUSTED SQUARED MULTIPLE q 592 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE 37.062 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR STD COEF TOLERANCE T P12 TAILJ 
CONSTANT -134 97l 70 832 0 000 -1,906 0,083 
STI 5.030 1.173 0.791 lOOE+OI 4 289 0.001 
Press ENTER 1 -' or RETURN 
ANALVSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUK-OF-SDUARES OF ftEAN-SOUARE F-RATID P 
REGRESSION 25269 311 I 252o9 31! 18 396 0 001 
RESIDUAL 15109 766 II 1373 615 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
>KODEL PI=CDNSrHNT+ST! 
)EST 
2 CASES DaETED DUE iO KISSING DATA 
DEP VAR PI N• ll "ULTIPLE R: .846 SQUARED KULTIPLE R. .715 
ADJUSTED SQUARED HUL TIPLE R: 705 STANDARD ERROR OF EST! KATE. 35.732 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR STD COEF TOLERANCE T Pl2 TAIL! 
CONSTANT -216. <::4 47 466 0.000 -4 SSS 0.000 
STI 5 859 0 687 0 846 IOOE+OI 8.529 0,000 
Press ENTER \-' ar RETURN 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUK-DF-SOUARES OF KEAN-SGUARE F-RATIO P 
REGRESSION 92881.793 I 92881 793 72.746 G. !leO 
RESIDUAL 37026 916 29 1276 790 
DDDDDDDDDI!DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
)ftODEL OH2=CONSTANT+ST2 
>EST • 
21 CASES DELETED DUE iO KISSING DATA 
OEP VAR OH2 N. 12 ftULTIPLE R. 866 SOUARED KULTIPLE R: 749 
ADJUSTED Slli!ARED KULTIPLE R. 724 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE 47 993 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENi STD ERROR STD COEF TOLERANCE T P12 TA!Ll 
CONSTANT -321 623 95 336 0.000 -3 374 0.007 
ST2 8.480 I 551 0 866 lOOE+OI 5.407 0.000 
Press ENTER < -' or RETURN 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUH-OF-S~UARES DF KEAN-SQUARE F-RATID P 
RE6~ESSION 68853 Z43 1 a8853 :43 29.692 0 000 
RESIDUAL 23033 674 10 2303 la7 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
>KODEL P2=CONSTANT +ST2 
>EST 
:; CASES DELETED DUE TO ft!SSING DATA 
DEP VAR P2 N 30 KULTIPLE R. • 955 SOUARED HULTIPLE R 913 
ADJUSTED SQUARE17 KULTIPLE R 909 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTinATE. 19.186 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR STD COEF TOLERANCE T P12 TAIL! 
CONSTANT -260 162 26.802 0.000 -9.707 0.000 
ST2 6. 527 0. 382 0. 955 .IOOE+OI 17 094 0 000 
Press EliTE~ '-' ar RETURN 
ANALYSIS uF VARIANCE 
SOURCE 5UK-OF-5DUARES OF 11EAN-SGUARE F -RATIO P 
RE6RE5Sd!N 107563 341 I 107563 341 292 220 0 000 
RESIDUAL 10106 525 28 36B 090 
CDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD!iDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDODDDDDDDDDDDDDDIIDDDDDDDDDDODDDDDDD/iD 
435 
) 
> 
liiODEL DH4•CDNSTANT +ST4 
>EST 
22 CASES DELETED DUE iD 111551~6 DATA 
Press ENTER • -' or RETU~h 
DEP YAR. OH4 N 11 nULTIPLE R 610 30UAFED IIULTIPLE P, .m 
ADJUSTED SOUARED IIULTIPLE R• 302 STsNDARD ERROR OF ESTiftATE: 45.197 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR STD COEF TOLERANCE T Pl2 TAIL! 
CONSTANT -22.254 100.073 0.000 -0.222 0.829 
ST4 3,804 I b4B 0 610 IOOE•OI 2 308 0 046 
ANALISIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUII-OF-SOUARES DF ~EAh-SQU~RE HATIO P 
REGRESSION 10879 834 I 10879 8j4 5 326 0.046 
RESIDUAL 18384 893 9 2042 7oo 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDIIDDDDDDDDODDDDODDDDDDCfDDDDIIDODDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDIIOODIIDDDDDD 
'IIODEL P4•CONST~NT +ST4 
>EST 
3 CASES DELETED DUE TO 11155IN6 DATA. 
Press ENTER <·' or RETURN 
DEP VAR: P4 N: 30 IIULTIPLE R 956 SOUARED IIULTIPLE R: 914 
ADJUSTED SQUARED IIULTIPLE R. 911 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIIIATE 18.430 
VARIABLE CDEFI'ICIENT STD ERROR STD COEF TOLERANCE T P12 TAIL! 
CONSTANT -290 096 27 211 0,000 ·10 661 0 000 
ST4 6. 902 0 ;vO 0 956 IOOE+OI 17 241 0.000 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUII·OF-SDUARE:S DF ~EAN-SDUARE F·RAT!D P 
REGRESSION 100970 820 I 100070 820 297 :6S 0,080 
RESIDUAL 9510 a47 28 339 6a6 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDIJDDDDDDDDDDDPDDDDliDD:JDPDD/JJEDCDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
> 
i 
> 
} 
Press ENTER t -• or PETURN 
} 
436 
rress ~!'tit.. - ... r r:. Jr, 
>nDDEL OH !•CONSTANT +SM I 
>EST 
21 CASES DELETED DUE TO "ISSIN6 DATA. 
DEP VAF Ohl N 12 KUlTlPLE R 010 SQUARED nut TIPLE R. 000 
ADJUSTED SilUAFED KULTI?LE ~. 000 STANDARD ERROR OF ESi1KATE 57.887 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERRO~ STD COEF TOLERANCE T P12 TAIL! 
CONSTANT 181 238 296,723 0.000 0.611 0.555 
S"l -0.663 21.664 -0.010 100E+OI -Q.OlO 0 976 
SOURCE SU~-OF-SilUARES 
PEGRESSIDN 3 085 
RESIDUAL 33509 165 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
DF ftEAN-SQ~ARE F-RATIO 
I 3 085 0 001 
10 mo.m 
p 
0.976 
Press ENTER \- or RETURN 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
>"ODEL PI=CONSTANT+SMI 
>EST 
22 CASES DELETED DUE TO MISSING,DATA 
DEP VAR PI N: II KULTIPLE R. .477 SQUARED IIULTIPLE R: 228 
ADJUSTED SQUARED KULTIPLE R 142 STANDARD ERROR OF ESmATE: SO. 923 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR STD CDEF TOLERANCE T P12 TAIL! 
CONSTANT 815 285 417.882 0.000 • '1.951 0.083 
Snl -50 256 , 30 860 -0 477 IOOE+01 -1.629 0.138 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SU"·DF-SOUARES DF nEAN-SQUARE F·RATin 
REGRESSION 17367 725 I 17367.725 2.652 
RESIDUAL 58937.184 9 6548.57b 
p 
0.138 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDi/IDDDDDDDDDD 
) 
Pre5s ENTER <- or RETURN 
>KODEL OH2=CONSTANT +Sft2 
>EST 
21 CASES DELETED DUE TO KISSING DATA. 
DEP YAR. OH2 N; 12 KULTIPLE R: .251 SQUARED IIULTIPLE R• .063 
ADJUSTED SQUARED KULTIPLE R. 000 STANDARD ERRQq OF ESTiftATE 92 785 
VARJOB~E COEFFtCIENT STD ERROR STD COEF TOLERANCE T P!2 TAIL! 
CONSTANT -133.224 399 811 0.000 • -o 333 0.746 
SK2 23 IS9 28,225 0.251 .IOOE+OI 0.820 0,431 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUft-DF-SOUARES OF KEAN-SQUARE F-RATID P 
REGRESSIDN 5795 812 I 5795.812 0.673 0.431 
~ESIDUAL 86091.105 10 8609 Ill 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDIIDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
>ftDDEL P2=CONSTANT+51!2 
>EST 
23 CASES DELETED DUE TO ftiSSIN6 DATA 
Press ENTER -• or RETURN 
DEP YAR P2 N 10 MULTIPLE R: 066 SOUARED MULTIPLE R; 004 
ADJUSTED SOUARED.HULTIPLE R• 000 -STANDARD ERROR Of ESTIMATE. 71.908 
VARIABLE COEF~ICIENT STD ERROR STD CDEF TOLERANCE T Pl2 TAIL! 
CONSTANT 73.673 327 066 0.000 0.225 0.827 
Sl!2 4 l43 23.255 0.066 IOOE+Ol 0.187 0.857 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SU"·DF-SQUARES DF ~EAN-SQUARE F·RATID P 
REGRESSION ISO 306 I 180 306 0.035 0.857 
RESIDUAl 41366 094 8 5170 762 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD11DDDD11DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD11 
437 
J 
Press ENTER <- or ~ETURh 
>HODEL OH4=CONSTANT +Sft4 
tEST 
22 CASES DELETED DUE TO mSIN6 DATA 
DEP VA~ OH4 N !I ~ULT1PLE P 2Zo SQUARED ftULTIPLE R 05! 
ADJuSTED SGUARED MULTIPLE R 000 STHNMD ERROR OF ESTIMATE 55 554 
VARIABLE COEFFICIEhT STD EFROR STD COEF TOLEPANCE T P 12 TAIL1 
CONSTANT 324 m 170 b79 0,000 I 901 0,090 
Sft4 -7.532 10 844 -0 226 IOOE+OI -0 695 0 505 
ANALYS1S OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUft-OF-SilUARES DF ~EAh-SOUARE F-RATIO P 
REGRESSION 1488 947 1 1488 947 0 482 0 505 
RESIDUAL 27775 780 9 308o 198 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDIJDDDD/iDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD/JDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
Press ENTER 1 -' or RETURh 
>ftDnEL P4=CONSTANT+Sft4 
;EST 
23 CASES DELETED DUE TO HISS1NG DATA 
DEP YAR. P4 N 10 MULTIPLE R 063 SQUARED MULTIPLE R 004 
ADJUSTED SQUAPED MULTIPLE R 000 STANDARD ERROP OF ESTIKATE 62.640 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR STD COEF TOLERANCE T P12 TAIL! 
CONSTANT 78 183 193 046 0 000 0 405 0 696 
5"4 2 186 12 jQ2 0 063 IOOE+OI 0 178 0 863 
ANALYSIS OF •IARIANCE 
SOURCE SU"-GF -SOUARES DF ~EAN-SQUARE F-RATIO P 
REGRESSION 123 857 I 123 857 0.032 0 863 
RESIDUAL 31390 24J 8 3923 780 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDliDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD/JDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDIIDDDDDDDDDDD 
; 
) 
' Press ENTER < -' or RETURN 
) 
) 
Press ENTER \-' ar RETURN 
438 
IIOOEL OH1•CONST1HT +DTF1 
>EST 
20 ClSES DELETED DUE TO IIISSIIIG DlTl 
Press ENTER <-' or RETURII 
DEP VAR 081 I 13 IIILTIPLE R 013 SQUARED IIILTIPLE R 000 
ADJUSTED SQUARED IIILTIPLE R 000 STIIDlRD ERROR OF ESTIIIlTE 60 582 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR STD COEF TOLERli!CE T P(2 TliLI 
CONSTAJIT 169 130 83 237 0 000 2 032 0 067 
DTFl -2 108 48 906 -0 013 1DDE+01 -0 043 0 966 
llllLYSIS OF VlRili!CE 
SOURCE SUII-OF-SQlllRES OF l!Elii-SQUlRE F-RlTIO p 
REGRESSIOI 6 822 1 6 822 0 002 0 966 -
RESIDUAL 40372 255 11 3670 205 
DDDDOODDDDDODOODDDDDDDDODDDDODDODDDDDDDDOODDDDODDODDOODDDDDODO/JOIJODDDDDODDOOOOO 
>IIODEL P1•COISTlNTtDTFl 
>EST 
2 CASES DELETED DUE TO IIISSIIIG DlTl 
Press EIITER <-' or RETURII 
DEP VAR P1 I 31 JWLnPLE R 184 SQUARED IIILTIPLE R 034 
ADJUSTED SQUARED IIILTIPLE R 000 STIIDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE 65 791 
VlRUBLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR STD COEF TOLEIIlNCE T Pl2 niLI 
COHSTlHT 240 372 56 375 0 000 4 264 0 000 
DTFl -36 742 36 513 -0 184 100Ef01 -1 006 0 323 
llllLYSIS OF VlRilRCE 
SOURCE SUII-OF-SQUlRES DF liEU-SQUARE F-RlTIO p 
0323 REGRESSIOI 4383 019 1 4383 019 1 013 
RESIDUAL 125525 690 29 4328 472 
DDDDDODDDOODDDDDODDDDDOODDDDDOODDOODDDDDOODDDDDODDDDDDDDDDOODDOODDDDDDDDDDODOOD 
>IIODEL OH2-CORSTlRT+DTF2 
>EST 
21 CASES DELETED DUE TO IIISSIIG DlTl 
'Press EliTE! <- ' or RETURII 
DEP VlR 082 K 12 IIILTIPLE R 237 SQUARED IIILTIPLE R 056 
lDJUSTED SQUARED IIILTIPLE R 000 STli!DlRD ERROR OF ESTllllTE 93 134 
VlRilBLE COEFFICIERT STD ERROR• STD COEF TDLERli!CE T P(2 TliLI 
COKSTliiT 50 870 187 831 o ooo o 211 o m 
m2 101 427 140 742 0 237 1DOE+D1 0 770 0 459 
llllLYSIS OF VlRilliCE 
SOURCE SUII-OF-SQUlRES DF IIElK-SQUlRE F-RlTIO p 
0459 REGRESSION 5148 011 1 5148 011 0 594 
RESIDUIL 86738 905 10 8673 891 
OOOOODDDDDDDDDDDDODODOOODDDDDDDOOODDODDDOODDDDDDDOOOOOOOODDDDDOOOODDDDOODDDDDOO 
>IIODEL P2•COIISTlRT +DTF2 
>EST 
3 CASES DELETED DUE TO IIISSIIIG DATl 
Press ERTER < -' or RETURII 
DEP VIR P2 I 30 IIILTIPLE R 390 SQUARED IIILTIPLE R 152 
ADJUSTED SQUIRED IIILTIPLE R 121 STlKDlRD ERROR OF ESTIIIlTE 59 755 
VIBilBLE COEFFI CIEIIT STD ERROR STD COEF TOLERli!CE T P(2 TliLI 
COIISTAKT 377 559 82 698 0 000 4 566 0 000 
m2 -J47 779 66 020 -0 390 100E+Ol -2 238 0 033 
llllLYSIS OF VARilKCE 
SOURCE SUII-OF-SQUlRES DF liEU-SQUlRE F-RlTIO p 
REGRESSIOI 17890 665 1 17890 665 5 010 0 033 
RESIDUAL 99979 202 28 3570 686 
DDDDDODDDDDDDDOOOODDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDODOODDODODDDODODDDDDOOOOODDOOOOOODDDDOODDOOD 
) 
439 
, ~ODEL OH4=CONSTANT +DTF4 
EST 
22 CASES DELETED DUE TO ~ ISmG DATh 
DEP VAR OH4 N. 11 HULPPLE R u6: SDUARED MULTIPLE R 004 
ADJUSTED SOUAPED "ULT!PLE R 000 STANDA~D E~POR OF ESTIMATE 56 91! 
VARIABLE COEP'ICIENT STD EPQO~ STD COEF TDLmNCE T P12 TAIU 
CONSTANT 219 075 68 57J 0 000 3 195 0 Oil 
DTF4 - i 414 ~Q za~ -0 ~63 100E+01 -0 189 0 854 
Press ENTE~ • - or ~ETUPN 
ANALYS1S OF vHRIA~CE 
SOURCE SU"-fiF-SOUARES DF ~EAN-SilU~PE HAT 10 P 
RE6RE55'0N 115 :;a 1 II~ :58 0 036 0 854 
RESIDUAL 29149 369 9 3238 8!9 
DDIJ!JDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDr!il!rDJDIJDDD/JtEDDDDDPrDflJWJDDmmtDDEDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD/JDDDD 
>"ODE~ P4=CONSTANT+DTF4 
,EST 
3 CASES DELETED DUE TO ~~~5IN6 DATA 
DEP VAR P4 N 30 MULT 1PLE o , 824 SQUAPED ~UL TIPLE ~, 679 
ADJUSTED SQUARED MULTIPLE R. 668 STA~DARD ERROR OF ESTIKATE 35.589 
YAPIABLE COEF>IC!ENT STO ERRQP STt COEF TOLE~~NCE T Pl2 TAkl 
CONSTANT 329 ~59 21 )1: 0 000 !5.669 0 000 
DTF4 -111 741 14 ~19 -0 824 100E+Ol -7.696 0 000 
Press E~TE? t -' or REiURN 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUII-OF-SOUARES DF MEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO P 
REEPESSJON 75016 941 1 ?;~•!: 941 59 :27 0.000 
PESI!iUAL 35464 526 28 1 ~5o ~90 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD:JDJCDDJDJDCDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
> 
Fress ENTER • -' or RETuRN 
440 
IKDDE~ OHI=CC~STANT + TE~P+P~+BP+NIND+DTFI +ST1 +Sft1 
1EST 
:1 C~EES :ELFE!: DUE TC fliSHC DATA 
Press E~iE: • ·' or PETtJRh 
DEP vAR OH1 N, 
ADJuSTED SQUARED KUL TIPLE R 
, VAWBLE COEFPCJENT 
CONSTANT -5064 346 
TEMP ! , 147 
Rri -A 9!6 
BP 
WIND 
DTF! 
STI 
SMI 
t.m 
-10 308 
4 534 
Is C93 
12 ftULTIPLE R m SGUARED "ULTJPLE R. Si7 
660 STANDARD ERRO~ OF ESi!HATE 32 164 
STD ERROR STD CDE~ TOLE~AtiCE T Pl2 TAIL! 
2094 813 0 000 ·2 418 0.073 
1 449 •) 403 0 1849105 l =~6 0 ~04 
1 250 -o 1 es o 4856264 -o '33 o 564 
2 042 0.614 0 4102081 2.240 0.089 
1 207 0 390 0.4189155 1.438 0 224 
35 22b ·0 068 0 567i253 ·0 293 o. 784 
2 212 0 757 0 2265528 2.050 0,110 
13,o0' •i :c2 o 7170460 t !30 o 254 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUM-OF-SilUARES DF MEAN-SQUARE F·RAT!O 
~E6IIESS10N 293i4 281 7 4196 326 4 056 0.097 
RESIDuAL 4137 969 4 1034 492 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDJJDDDDDDDDDDDDDDJJDDDDDDD 
'KOC:~ P1=CONSTAtH. TEMP+Qh+&P•WIND+DTFI +ST! •SKI 
,ESj 
22 CASES DELETED DUE TO MISSING DATA 
DEP VAR Pl N. 11 NUL TTPLE R. 983 SQUARED MULTIPLE R. 966 
ADJUSTED SQUARED ftULTIPLE R 887 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE • 29.363 
VAR>AE~E COEFFIC!EhT SID ERROR STD CJEF TOLERANCE T Pf2 TAIL! 
COhSTANT ·3124 46o 1975 ·:~ 0 000 ·I 582 0 212 
TEKP 0.611 I 345 0.098 0.2436497 0.454 O.o80 
RH 1.249 I 147,. 0,155 0 5550234 1.089 0 3!6 
BP 2 570 1 951 0 201 0 4875389 I !17 0 279 
WIND 0 386 1 lOB 0,057 0 4188918 0,349 0.750 
DP'• 86 9~5 3~ 'c7 0 357 v 6238342 Z 655 0 077 
ST! 8 •• , 2 o:z 0 816 0 ~035203 4 230 0 024 
SKI ·7 899 13 605 ·0.075 ~ 6774576 -0 581 0 o02 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SU"·OF·SQUAPES DF HEA~·SDUARE F·RATIO 
REG~ESSION 73718.278 7 10531 183 12 214 0 032 
m1DJiiL :ssb ~'ll 3 Bc2 :10 
~'res: ENTEP •- or •EiURN 
JDDDJDDJD//DDD&D&ZDJD&I:DDD&&JJIIDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDJJDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD&DDDiiDJDD&DDD 
441 
I 
\ 
,ftQDE~ 0~2=CONSHNT + iE~P+Pri•BP+WIND•OT> 1 
'"ODE~ OH2=CCNSTANT t TEHP+RH•5F+WIND+u1~NT2+5H2 
>EST 
21 CASES DELETED DUE TO ~!SSTNG £11~~ 
DEP JAR iiH2 N. 12 ~U~ T • P.~ 'I as1 
Press ENTE~ '- ar RETURN 
ADJUSTED SQUARED ~ULTIPLE ~ 5qo STAND~FD ER~DR OF ESmATE 58.557 
VARIABLE COEFF tCIE~T 
CONSTANT 1092 :40 
BP 
WIND 
DTF2 
ST2 
5112 
-1 oo! 
-o 538 
112526 
a 1oa 
7 793 
STD E•ROP STD COEF TOLEPANCE T P12 Ti\ILI 
3a~o ~ss o ooo o. 286 o. 789 
2 7'; •I 044 0, !c65~92 0 093 0 930 
2 275 -o 131 o 484o7;4 -o ~51 o 550 
: 7o6 -v ,:o ll.:;95h! -u 425 0.693 
2 '60 -0 073 0 4337379 -o 249 0 816 
110 797 0 24b 0 6:78834 1.016 0 367 
3 aaJ o 559 o msm z 243 o.o88 
19 • '~ o oa~ ~ 8;579'7 o 407 o 705 
~NAL rSTS u> vAB!4~CE 
SOURCE SU"·OF-SQUARES OF HEAHOUA~E F-RAT!O p 
0.135 RES~ESSIDN 78171 !39 7 JUS7 :06 3 2S7 
RESIDUAL 13'15 778 4 3US 945 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDVDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDJDDDDDDDDDDDDDIODDDDDDDDD 
\~ODEL P2=CQNSTANT • TE~P+RH+BP•w!ND•DTF: •S-:•5~2 
EST 
23 CASES LELETED DUE TO "1551116 LATA 
Press ENTER '-' or RETURN 
DEP VAR P2 N: 10 ~ULTiPLE ~ m SQUARED "ULTIPLE R. 
ADJUSTED SQUARED ftUL TIPLE R 8!4 STANDA~D ERROB gF ESTI"ATE. 
959 
29 303 
vmeaLE COEFFICIENT STI ~•ROB 5TD COEF "JLERAIICE T PI: TAILI 
CGNSiPNT -1124 5~1 '096 :•· ' 0 ~or -o 563 0 630 
rm 2 1~5 1 &:: U 3So 0 23o3803 1.304 o.m 
RH 0.813 1 162 0 m 0 54~9o21 0699 o.m 
BP 0 661 I Q8j Q 065 0 5465481 0.334 0.770 
MIND -1.269 1.119 -o 245 u 4430488 -1 135 0.374 
DTF: eo o:a o: ":4 ; i ~3 t c8:4s~' o.m 0435 
ST2 4 634 : 0~" 0 ~34 ' ;tatoo5 2 17; 0.1~0 
Sft2 4 960 10 4~~ G.07S 0 SZ47:5& 0.475 1),681 
ANALYSIS a~ YAPtANCE 
SOU~CE SUP-0> -SQUARES DF ME~~-SCUA~£ ~-11HTl0 p 
REEPESSION 39829 021 7 5~6'1 BoO 0 626 om 
~ES'EUAL 17F :;• SSE ~sQ 
PDEEDEDr~9r:DDDDC9DDDDD!Jn9mD!IDD9r~E:r;:~:::r9:I~!!E~ECDDDfDDPED!J9D:!':JD1lDtm 
Pms EhTER ( -' ar 'RETJPN 
} 
) 
) 
442 
\~ODEL OH4=CONSTANT • TEliPHiH+BP+WIND+DiFHST 4+SM 
1EST 
Z2 CASES DELETED DUE TO mSING DATA 
Press ENTEP • -' 3r 11ETURN 
DEP VAR: OH4 ~. 11 "ULT!PLE P 923 SQUAFED MULTIPLE R. 852 
ADJUSTED SOuARED MULTIPLE R. 507 STANDARD ERROR OF ESF!IATE 37 966 
VARIABLE COEFFICIE~T STD ERROR STD COEF TOLERANCE T Pl2 TAIL! 
CONSTANT 350 c93 2991 494 0 000 0 117 0 914 
TEftP ·3 221 2 149 ·0,833 0 1595554 ·1,498 0.231 
R~ -o m 1. 428 -o 092 o. mms -o 303 o 782 
BP -0 291 3 043 -o 038 0 2979153 ·0 092 0 932 
MIND 2.816 1.668 0 650 0.3324759 1.688 0.190 
DTF4 4 676 40 970 0 040 0 4091S'i2 0 114 0.916 
m 1 986 3 m 1 280 o 1948261 2 546 o.OB4 
5!14 -9 110 9 m -0.293 o.579807o -1.004 o.:a1 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SDUPCE SUli-OF-SQUARES DF ~EAN-SQUARE f-RATIO P 
REGRESSION 24940 1)41 7 3562 863 2 m 0,246 
qES1 DUAL 4324 686 3 1441,562 
DDDDDDDDEDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
Press ENTER - ar RETURN 
1n0DEL P4=Co~sroNr. TEHP+RH+BP+WIND+DTF4+ST4+SM 
,ESi 
23 CASES DELETED DUE TO IIISSING DATA 
DEP vAR. P4 N• 10 l!ULTIPLE R 990 SQUARED IIULTIPLE R. • 981 
ADJUSTED SQUARED l!ULTIPLE R 913 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIIIATE 17.485 
VAPIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR STD COEF TOLERANCE T .PI2 Tlllll 
CONSTANT -1409 n4 1415 203 0 000 -0,996 0.424 
re~P -o.m 1 021 -o 1!4 o 2149660 -o 538 o 644 
Rh 0.010 0 659 0,002 0.6043446 0.015 0,989 
BP 1.360 I 43Q. 0 !53 0 3693525 0. 946 0 444 
WIND 1.408 0.776 0 312 0 3280548 I.BIS 0.2!1 
DTF4 ·85 550 19.533 -0.602 0.5136780 -4.380 0.048 
ST4 5 '~I 1.44S 0 763 0 2585212 3. m 0,059 
Sl!4 -1 852 4 m -o o:3 o 5629230 -o 412 o no 
SOUFCE SU~-O~·SQUARES 
~EEPESSIO~ 30902 675 
RESituAL ol! 425 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
OF mN-SOUARE F-RATtO 
7 4414.6o8 14.441 
2 305m 
p 
0.066 
~·ess :~rE~ • ~r Q~Tu~~ 
I!DrrDD/i!J/iFDDCDDD~DDDDDJDDDliDDD;DDDDDDDDDDDDii!!DI!DDDDD:JDDDDiiDDDDDDDDDiiDDDDD!!!iDDDfl 
443 
444 
NEll 
IIDRYSPACE CLEAR FOR ruATIN6 NEll DATASET 
>USE DIURNAL 
SYSTAi FILE VARIABLES AVAILABLE TO YOU ARE: 
TillE TEI!P RH IP KIID 
5YP1 SVP2 SVP4 
>CASELIST 
>RUN 
TillE TEI!P RH BP 1111111 
SVPI SVP2 SVP4 
Press ENTER < ·' ar RETURN 
CASE 1 19.500 87 000 66.000 1009.000 2.000 
CASE 1 206.000 214.000 212.000 
CASE 2 21.500 81.000 82.000 1009.000 2.000 
CASE 2 213 000 227.000 215.000 
CASE 3 0.000 76.000 91.000 1011.000 2.000 
CASE 3 210.000 224.000 213.000 
CASE 4 2.500 74.000 98.000 1014.000 2.000 
CASE 4 208 000 228.000 215.000 
CASE 5 4 2SO 72.000 99.000 1015.000 2.000 
CASE 5 206.000 226 000 214.000 
CASE 6 11.000 83 000 62.000 1010.000 5.000 
CASE 6 208,000 223 000 217.000 
CASE 7 12.300 88.000 57.000 1009.000 7.000 
CASE 7 207.000 232.000 227.000 
CASE a 15.000 93.000 52.000 1004.000 12.000 
CASE a 214.000 244.000 213.000 • 
CASE 9 16.300 94.000 51.000 1002.000 12.000 
CASE 9 218 000 233 000 217.000 
CASE 10 17 .BOO 92.000 54.000 1002..000 12.000 
CASE 10 221 000 m •• ooo 215.000 
CASE 11 19.500 90.000 62.000 1004.000 7.000 
CASE 11 220.000 229.000 210.000 
CASE 12 20.500 86.000 73.000 1007.000 6.000 
CASE 12 ~20 000 239 000 216.000 
Press ENTER \ ·' ar RETURN 
CASE 13 22.800 82.000 84.000 1010 000 7.000 
CASE 13 209.000 224.000 209.000 
CASE 14 6.250 69 000 97.000 1013.000 a.ooo 
CASE 14 203 000 232 000 213 000 
CASE 15 8.750 n.ooo 96 000 1015.000 15.000 
CASE 15 201.000 240 000 223.000 
CASE 16 12.500 87.000 67.000 1007.000 20.000 
CASE 16 209.000 240.000 205.000 
16 CASES Allll 8 VARIABLES PROCESSED 
110 SYSTAT FILE CREATEll. 
1ftODEl SVP1=CONfiANT + TEl!P 
IUERRORUI 
ABOUi HERE SYSTAT EIPECTS A SYSTAT COMAIIII 
ftODEL SVP1=CONSTANT+TEl!P 
IIDDa SVPI=CONSTANT+TE!IP 
Press ENTER \-' or RETURN 
>EST 
DEF V~. SVP! •· 
ADJUSiEn SQUARED ~UL TIPLE ~ 
VAR1W CDEFFIC!EliT 
CONSTANi 164 958 
TE11P 0.553 
!6 ~UL .,FLE ~ .m SQUARED ~I!.TIPLE R: .522 
488 S"ANDnF~ EAAOP OF fSTIIIATE. 4.4:i2 
SiD EMDR Siii COEF riJLE.WICE T P 12. TAIL! 
11 780 0.090 • 14.004 0.000 
0 142 o. 723 .100E+Ol 3.910 0.002 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUII·OF-SDUARE5 GF ,m-SuU~PE F-RATID p 
0.002 REeRESSiON 302 999 I i02 ;;: 15.29~ 
RESIDUAL 277,l39 14 19 617 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDIIDDDDDDDDDDliDDDDDDDDDDODDDDOODDDOODDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
'IIDiiE"L SVP2•CONSiANT + TEIIP 
>EST 
Press EKTER <-' or ~Erlii'N 
DEP vAR• SYP2 N. 16 IWLTIPLE ~ 245 SDIIAI\ED IIULTIFLE ll: .060 
ADJUSTED SDIIARED IIULTIPLE R .000 STA!IDARll ERROR Q~ ESiiiiATE. 8.070 
VARIABLE CDEFFICIE.r STD ti\RilR STD COEF TOlERANCE T P 12 Till! 
CONSTANT 210 BOO 21 :s1 o.ooo . 9.872 o.ooo 
TEIIP 0.242 0.:57 0.245 .100E+01 0.944 0.361 
AN~L i!iJ 5 :!F V~Ji!ANCE 
SOURCE SUII-IiF-SQUARES DF •EAN·SilU~RE F-RATID p 
O.lU RE6RES:IDN 58 075 1 58 0 75 0 892 
RESIDUAL 911.675 14 65.120 
DDDDDD!I!IDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDJDDDDDDDDDODODDDDDDODDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
>KDDa SVF4=CONSTANT+TEIIP 
lEST 
Press ENTER < ·' or RETURN 
DEP YAR, SVP4 N. 16 IIULTli'LE R: .082 SUUilRED IIULTIPLE R: .001 
ADJUSTED SDUARED ~ULTIPLE R .000 .STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIIIATE: 5.312 
VARIABLE CDEfFICIE.liT STD ERRDP STD COEF TOLERANCE T Pl2 TAILI 
CONSTANT 218 958 14.056 0.000 • 15.577 0.000 
TEI'J -0 052 o.m -1.082 IOOE+01 -G.l!O 0,7o1 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUII-OF-SwUARES 'DF ~.£AA-;QuARE F-RATID p 
0.761 RE6FESSIDH 2 706 I 2. 706 0. 096 
~ESiDuAL 395 ii44 14 28.217 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDiiDDiiDOiliiDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDiiDDDDDDD:JDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
} 
i 
i 
I 
Press E.~TEP r -' or QEi'u'~N 
) 
445 
•!lOBEL SYPI=CONSTAIIT+RH 
>EST 
Press ENTER \ ·' or RETURN 
!IEP vAR. SYP! N: 16 I!UlTIPLE ~. o05 SilUARED I!UI.TIPLE R: .366 
ADJUSTED SQUARED IIULTIPLE R: l21 STANDAR!i ERROR OF ESTIIIATE: 5.126 
VARidL£ CIIEFFICIEHT STD E.I!ROR STD i:OEf TIII.ERANCE T PIZ Tlllll 
CONSTANT 226.529 5 m 0.000 • 39 933 0.000 
RH ·0.211 0.074 -G.605 .IOOE+01 ·2.844 0.013 
AllALYSIS DF YARIAIICE 
SOURCE 51111-0F·SiiiiARES DF IIEAII·SGUAPE F-RAi!D P 
RE61\ESSION 212 549 1 212 549 8 089 0 013 
RESIDUAL 367 889 14 26.278 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD!iDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
>IIDDEL S"VPZ•CGNSTANT ~;H 
>EST 
P•ess ENTER , ·' ar ~EftlRN 
DEP YAR. SYP2 N: 16 IIIR.TIPLE R: .242 SQUARED lllR.TIPLE R. .059 
ADJUSiED SQuARED IIULTIPLE R: .000 STAIIDARD ERROR OF ESTIIIATE: 8.076 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR STD CDEF TOLERANCE T PIZ TAILI 
CONSTANT 238.995 8.937 0.000 , 26.743 0.000 
RH -G.109 0,117 -G.242 .100E+01 -G.933 0.367 
ANALYSIS Of YARIPNCE 
SOURCE SUII-GF·SDuAFES DF IIEAN·SDUARE F-RATIO P 
RE6i\ESSIDN 56.739 I 56. n9 0.870 0.367 
RESIDUAL 9!3.011 14 6S.2!S 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
>IIODEL SYP4=CDNSTANT +RH • 
1EST 
Press ENTER • ·' or RETURN 
DEi' YAR SYP4 N: 16 IIIR.TIPLE R: .046 SGUARED IIII.TIPL£ R: .002 
ADJUSTED SQUARED IIULTIPLE I. .000 .,STANDARD ERROR Of ESTIIIATE: 5.325 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR STD COEF TOLERANCE T Pl2 TAIL! 
CONSTANT 215 614 5.892 0.000 , 36.593 0.000 
RH -G.013 0.077 -G.046 100E+01 -o.tn 0.866 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SOli-OF-SQUARES 11F I!EAN-S9UARE F-iATIO P 
REERESSION 0. 842 I 0 842 0 030 0 866 
RESIDUAL 396 909 14 28.351 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDl/DDuDDDDDDDDiiDDDDDill/DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
=•ess EiflER \ ·' or RETUPN 
446 
) 
} 
>11008. SVPI=CDNSTAIT+BP 
~em 
~ress EliTE.~ • -• or RETURN 
DEP YAR. SYPI II. 
ADJUSTED SQUARED lftJl. TiPLE ~ 
VARIABL£ CDEFFICIEHT 
COIISTAIT 1451 668 
BP -I.Z30 
16 l!Ul.T!PLE R. 846 SQUARED !II!LTIPLE i: .715 
695 STANDARD ERRilR OF ESTIIIAT£. 3.435 
STD ERROR STD COEF iili.ERANCE T PC2 TAll! 
209 206 0 000 • 6. 939 o. 000 
0 ~07 ·0.846 100E401 ·5.931 0.000 
ANALYS !5 OF YAR lANCE 
SOURCE SU!I·DF·SDUARES DF IIEAII·SDUARE F·I!ATIO p 
o.ooo RE6RESSION 4IS 207 I 415.207 35.181 
RESIDUAL 165 2l0 14 II. &02 
IIDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDIIDDDDDDDDDDD 
~~I!E!.. SVPZ•CO~SiANT +BP 
>EST 
Press E!ITER '·' or RETURN 
DEP YAR. SVP2 1: 16 IIIUIPLE R: .340 SDUARED 1111TIPLE R: .116 
ADJUSTED SQUARED IIULTIPLE R. .052 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTI!IAT£: 7.827 
VARIABLE COEFFiCIENT STD ERROR STD CDEF TIII.ERAIICE T PC2 TAll! 
CONSTANT 875 541 476 640 0.000 , I 8l7 0.088 
BP ·0 639 0 472 ·0 340 .lOOE+Ol -1.353 0.198 
AHALYSIS DF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUII-9F-SGUARES Df !IEAN·SOUARE F-RATID P 
RE6RESSIDN 112.071 I 112.071 1.829 0.198 
RESIDUAL 857 679 14 61.263 • 
DDDDDDDliDDiiDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDl!DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDl!DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDJJ 
}!IODEL SVI'4•CDNSTANT+BP 
>EST 
Press EliTER < -• or RETURN • 
DEP YAR• SVP4 1: 16 IIULTIPLE R: .193 SDUARED IIULTIPL£ R: .037 
ADJUSTED SQUARED !IULTIPLE R• ,000 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIIIATE: 5.230 
YARIAU COEFFICIENT Siil ERROR STD CDEF TDL£RANCE T P!2 TAll! 
CONSTAhi ·20 175 :as '65 0 000 -o.063 0. 950 
BP 0.2~ 0.~16 0 193 .!OOE+OI 0.737 0.473 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUII-9F-SQUARES DF l!EHN·SQIIARE F-RATID P 
REGRESSION 14.867 I 14 &67 0.544 0.473 
qESIDUAL 382 BB3 14 27 349 
DDDD!i!iDDEDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDE:JDDDDDDDDDDIJ!IDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
) 
Press ENTER , ·' of REi uRN 
) 
447 
IIGDa SVP1=CDNSTANT+IIIND 
>EST 
iiEP YAR: SVP1 1: 16 IIII.TIPLE R: ,089 SGUAREIIIILTIPLE R: .001 
ADJUSiED SQUARED ~ULTIPLE R: .000 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIIIATE: 6.413 
VARIABLE CDEFFICIID STil WOR m CDEF TDLERAIICE T P12 TAILJ 
CONSTANT 210.034 2 827 0.000 , 74.297 0.000 
liND 0.103 0.308 0.089 .100E+Ol 0.334 0.743 
Press ENTER < -' ar RETURII 
ANALYSIS Of VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUII-!IF -SDUAPES Df II£Ah-SiiiiP.RE F-RATID , 
REiRESSIDN 4 602 1 4 o02 0.112 0. 74l 
RESIDIIAL 575 836 14 41.131 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDRDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDJ 
>IIDD£L SYP2=CDNSTANT+IIIND ' 
>EST 
DEP VAR. SYP2 I. 16 IIIILTIPLE R: .762 SQUARED IIULTIPLE R: .580 
ADJUSTED SDUARED IIULTlPLE R• • 550 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIIIATE: 5,392 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD WDR m CDEF iDLEiiANCE T Pl2 TAILI 
CONSTAIT 222.264 2.377 0.000 , 93.509 0.000 
I liD 1.139 0.259 0, 762 .100E+01 4,399 0.001 
Press ENTER <-' ar RETURI 
ANALfSIS Of VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUII-DF -SQUARES DF IIEAN-SBUARE F-RATID P 
REERESSION 562.&61 1 562.6o1 19.350 0.001 
RESIDUAL 407 089 14 29.078 
DJDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDliDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDIIDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
>IIDDEL SYP4=CDNSTANT +IIIID 
>EST 
DEP YAR• SVP4 Ill 16 IIULTIPLE ~ ,095 SQUARED IIULTIPLE 1!: .009 
ADJUSiED SQUARED IIULTIPLE R: 000 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIIIATE: 5.106 
VARIABLE CDEFFICIERT STil ERRQI STil CDEF TOLERANCE T Pl2 TAILI 
CONSTANT 215.316 2.339 0.000 • 92.063 0.000 
IIID -o.091 0,:55 -o.095 .100E+01 -G.359 O, 725 
Press ENTER f-' or RETURN 
ANAL iSIS ~ VARIANCE 
SIIIIRCE SUII-DF-SDUARES DF IIEAN-SDUARE F·RATID P 
REeRESSIDN 3.618 1 3.618 0.129 0.725 
RESiaUAL 394.132 14 28.152 
DDDDDDDDDDiiDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDBDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDIIDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
) 
• 
448 
~ODEL SVPI=CONSTANT t TE11P+RH~BP+IIIND 
}EST 
DEP YAR. SYPI N: 16 IIULTIPLE R: .m 5811ARED IU.TIPL£ R: .m 
ADJ!!SiE!i 5i1UA~ED lfULTIPLE R. 926 SiAhDAPD tRROR OF ESTIIIATE. 2.598 
VARIABLE CCErOO:ICIENT Sii1 E.f!ROR STll COEF iOL.~CE T Pl2 TAILI 
CONSTANT 2254. 80S m. m 0.000 4.660 0.001 
TE11P 0.190 0.3'10 o 249 0.0448742 o.4U 0.635 
RH 0 279 0.136 0. 799 0.0763778 2.049 0.065 
9P -2.060 0 456 -!.417 0.1184418 -4.521 0.001 
lllhD -o 2as o.m -o m o 8253196 -2.076 o.o62 
P•ess ENTE~ • -' ar RETURN 
AhALfSIS OF vARIANCE 
SOURCE SUII-OF-SIIUAR£5 DF IIEAN-SIIUARE F-RATID P 
RE6RESSION 506.191 4 126 548 18.749 0.000 
RESIDUAL 74.246 11 6.~0 
DDDDDiiDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD~DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDiiDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDIBDII 
>IIDDEL SVP2=CONSTANT + TEIIP+RH•liP+i tND 
>ES• 
DEP VAR. SVP2 H: 16 IIULTIPL£ R: • 784 SQUARED IILTIPL£ 1: .615 
ADJUSTED SQUARED IIIILTIPLE R: 47S STANDP.RD ER.~OR Of ESTIIIATE: 5.827 
VARIABL£ COEFFICIENT STD ERROR STU CDEF TOLERANCE T P 12 TAW 
CONSTAhT 1154 023 108! 161 0,000 • 1.063 0.310 
T"tll!' -0.256 0 Bi~ -A 258 0 0«8742 ~.292 0. 716 
P.H 0.095 0 305 0 21~ 0.0763778 0.311 0.762 
BP -o.9o9 1.022 -o.4B4 o.U844tB -o 890 o.m 
!liND 1.108 0 lOB 0.141 0 B:ml96 3.598 0.004 
Press E!ITER < -' ar RETURN • 
AtW.YSIS OF VARIANCE 
SDUPCE SUII-OF-SQUARES DF 'lEAN-SQUARE F-RATID p 
0.023 lliRESSIDN 596.:65 4 149 066 4.3'10 
RESIDUAL 373.485 11 • 33.953 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDIIDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDIIIIDDD 
>IIODEL SYP4=CDNSTANT+TEI1PtRH+BP+IIIND 
>EST 
DEP YAR SVP4 N: 16 "ULTIPL£ ~ 539 SllUARED lrui..TIPL£ R• .290 
ADJ"uSTEli SQUARED IIUL TIPL£ R 032 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTI~TE. S 066 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STU ERROR SID CDEF iDLERANCE T P12 TAIL! 
CONSTAh T -625 933 943 S10 0.000 , -G.663 0.521 
TE11P -G.509 0.760 -o 902 0 0448742 -G.669 0.517 
RH -0.438 •>.265 -1 517 O.Oi6317B -1.650 0.127 
BF o.908 o sa; o. :-54 o 11&4418 1 022 o.329 
!liND -0.084 o 26a -o.oaa o.8:..'1196 -o.m 0.760 
Press ~TER <-' ar RETURN 
ANALYSIS OF YA~IANCE 
SOURCE SUII-OF-SQUARES DF IIEAN-SOUARE F-RAUD P 
RE6RESSIO't 115.40c 4 ::a.as: 1 124 0.394 
qmouaL 282.344 11 25.66& 
DD!DIIDDD!JiiDDDDDDID!JDQDDiiDDDDDDDDDii!ID:JDDiirDC!DDDD:Ji:DDDDDDDDi/DD!JDDDDDDDDDDDDDDJDD 
) 
449 
ftDDEL SVP I =CONSTANT+ TE!IP+Rh+BP 
>EST 
DE? VAR. SYPI II: 16 ftUl TIPLE ~. 907 sauARB1 ftllTlPLE 1: .822 
ADJUSTED SQ~AFED IIULTIPLE R . m STANDARD ERROR OF ESTiftATE. 2. 935 
YAPIABLE CDEFFICIEn STU ER~DR STD CDEF TOLERANCE T Pl2 TAill 
CONSTANT 2033.282 ~33 065 0.000 • 3.814 0.002 
TE!IP 0.329 0 434 0.428 0 0462114 0.756 0.464 
RH 0.327 0 lSI 0 939 0 0786979 2.162 0.052 
BP -1.858 0 503 -1.277 0.1241314 -3.695 0.003 
Press EHiE~ -' or RET uRN 
ANALYSIS iiF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUft-CF-SDUARES Df ftEAN-SQ~IIRE F-RATID p 
o.ooo !!£5RE5S!ON 4n.094 3 159 031 18.466 
RESIDUAL 103.344 12 B 612 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD9DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
>ftODEt. SYP2=CDNSTANT + TEIIP+~H+BP 
\£ST 
DEP VAR. SVP2 N: 16 IIULTIPLE ~: .402 SQUARED llllTIPLE R: .162 
ADJUSTED SQUARED IIUL TIPLE R .000 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTiftATE: 8.231 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR STD CDEF TOLERANCE T P!2 TAILJ 
CONSTANT 2014 975 1495.142 0.000 • 1.348 0.203 
iE•.P -o.m l 2!7 -Q 79G 0 0462114 -Q,650 0.528 
RH -0.094 0 42~ -0.208 0.0786979 -o.221 0.829 
BP -1.697 1 410 -o.903 0.1241314 -1.203 0.252 
Press ENTER \-' or RETURN 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUII-OF-SDUARES OF !lEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO P • 
RE6RESSIDN 156 iS4 3 52 ZS1 0. 77l 0.532 
RESIDUAL 812 996 12 67.750 
DDDDDDDDDD!IDDDDDDDD!JDDDDDDDDDDDD!IDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
>IIOOEL SVP4=CDNSTANT + iE!IP+RH+BP 
>EST 
OEP YAR. SVP4 N. 16 ftULTIPLE R. .533 SIIIJARED IIULTlPLE R: .284 
ADJuSTED SQUARED ftUL TIPLE R. 105 3TANDARD ERROR OF EST!IIATE. 4.872 
VARIABLE CDEFICIEkT STD ERROR SiD CDEF TOLERANCE T P!2 TAIL! 
CONSTANT -691 ~81 885 023 0.000 • -G.78l 0.450 
TE11P -0 468 0 720 -o. 739 0 0462114 -o.6SO 0.528 
RH -o m o.2s2 -1.467 o.o7B6979 -1.685 o.ua 
BP 0 9oS O.ii35 0.804 0.1241314 1.159 0.269 
Press ENTER '-' ar RETURN 
ANALYSIS OF vARIANCE 
SOURCE SUft-DF-SQUARES Of ftEAH-SO~ARE F-RATIO P 
RE6RESSID'I 112.890 3 37.630 1.585 0.244 
RESIDUAL 284 660 12 23.738 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
450 
IIODEL SVP 1 =CONSTANT t TE!IP+BP 
>EST 
DEP YAR. SYP1 1: 16 IHll.TIPLE R: .868 SIIUARED llllTIPLE R: .753 
ADJUSiED SQUAQEil IIIILTIPLE R. 7!5 STA!iDARD ERROR OF ESTIIIATE. 3.323 
VARIABLE COEFFICIEJIT STD ER!i.QR STD CDEF TIIWAIIC£ T Pl2 TAILl 
CO~STANT 2234.130 594 443 0 000 • 3.758 0.002 
TEliP -0.4!7 0 298 ..0.545 0 1255046 -1.400 0.185 
BP -I. 971 0.566 -1 356 0.1255046 -3.481 0,004 
Press EJITER < -' ar RETURN 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUII-DF-SIIUARES OF !lEAh-SQUARE F-RATIO P 
RE6RESSION 436.BSJ 2 218 427 19.776 0.000 
RESIDUAL 143.584 11 11.045 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDJDD 
>IIDDEL SVP2=CONST ANT t iEIIP+BP 
tEST 
DEP YAR: SVP2 Ill 1o lftli.TIPLE R. .398 SQUARED llli.TIPLE R: .158 
ADJUSTED SQUARED IHJl.TIPL£ R. .029 STANDARD ERROR Of ESTIIIATE. 7.924 
VARIABLE , CIIEFFICIENT STD ERROR STD COEF TlllERANCE T P12 TAIL! 
CONSTANT 1957.472 1417.361 0.000 , 1.381 0.191 
TEliP -o.m o.m -o.5&l o.t2S5046 -o.a12 o.m 
BP -1 664 1.350 ·0,885 0.1255046 -1.232 0.240 
Press E!ITER < -• ar RETURN 
AIIAL YSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURC£ SUII-DF-SOUARES OF IIEAN·SOUARE F-RATID P 
RE6RESSION 153.456 2 76.7:8 1.222 0.326 
RESIDUAL 816.294 13 62.792 
DDDiiDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDJ 
>IIODEL SVP4=CDHSTANT+TEIIP•BP 
>EST 
DEP YAR: SYP4 N• 16 IIUUIPLE R: • 338 SQUARED IIILTIPLE R: , 114 
ADJUSTED SQUARED IIULTIPLE R: 000 STANDARD ERROR OF EST!ftATE: 5.205 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR STD CDEF TOLERANCE T P 12 TAIL! 
CONSTANT -951.005 931,071 0.000 , -1 021 0.326 
TE11P 0.497 0,467 0. 783 0.1255046 1.063 0.307 
8P 1.115 0.887 0 926 0.12~5046 1.257 0.231 
Press EIITER <-' ar RETURN 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUII·OF-SQUARES DF "EAN·SQUARE F-RATIO P 
RE5FESSIDN 45.500 2 2~.750 0.840 0.454 
RESIDUAL 352 ZSO 13 27 096 
DDDDuDiiDDuDDDDDDDDDDDDDD~DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
) 
) 
I 
Press t'fTER ( ·' ar qETURN 
451 
)IIODEL SVP1=COHSTANT+TEIIP+WIND 
>EST 
DEP VAR: SVP1 N. 16 lllll.TIPLE R. 742 SIIIJARED IWLTIPLE R: .550 
ADJUST£1! SQUARED ftULTIPLE P 481 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIP.ATE: 4.483 
VAR uiiil£ CDEi':ICIE!iT SiD HROR Sill COEF TDI.ERAHCE T P 12 Ttl ILl 
CIIIIST AliT 162 675 12.133 0.000 • 13.408 0.000 
TEIIP 0.600 0 IS: 0.783 0.8840839 3.956 0.002 
lUND -G. 205 0 229 -G.l78 0 8840839 -o.897 0.386 
Press ENTER < ·' or RETUR'I 
ANALYSIS DF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUft-DF·SQUARES DF IIEtlH-SOUAR£ F-RATID P 
RE6RESSI!ill 319.171 2 159 :&5 7.941 0.006 
RESIDUAL 261.267 13 20.097 
DDDDDDDliDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDIIDDDIIDDDDIIDDDDliDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
>IIDDEL SVP2=CONSTANT + TEIIP+IIIND 
>ESi 
DEP VAR: SVP2 II: 16 ~ULTIPLE q: .762 SIRJARED IIULTIPLE R: ,580 
ADJUSTED SQUARED IIULiiPLE R. .516 SiANDARD ERROR DF ESTIIIATE. 5.594 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR STD CDEF TOl.ERAIICE T Pl2 TAILI 
CONSTANT 223 556 15.140 0,000 • 14.766 0.000 
TEliP -G.016 0.189 -0.017 0 8840839 -G.087 0.932 
MIND , 1.147 0 286 0.767 0.8940839 4.016 0.001 
Press E~Ei! ,_, or RETURN 
ANALYSIS DF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUII-DF·SQIIARES DF !lEAN-SQUARE F·RATID p 
0.004 REEiiESSIOH m 895 2 281 447 8. 993 
RESIDUAL 406.855 13 31.297 
DDDDDDDDD~DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD!IDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
)IIODEL SVP4=CDHSTANT + TEIIP+IIIND 
>EST 
DEP VAR. SVP4 N: 16 IIULtiPLE R: .109 SQUARED IIII.TIPLE R: .012 
ADJUSTED SQUARED 11UL TIPLE R .000 STANDARD ERROR DF ESTIIIATE: 5.498 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR STD CDEF TIILERAIICE T Pl2 TAILI 
CDNSTAh1 218.148 14 eso o.ooo 14 660 o.ooo 
TE.Y -IJ Ol6 0 156 -o 057 0.8840839 -G.193 0.850 
IIIND -G 07l o 291 -o.o7a 0.&840839 -o.260 0.799 
Press ENTER < -• or RETURN 
ANALYSI5 DF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUII-OF-SDUARES DF !lEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO P 
QEEiiESSIOH 4 74l 2 2 3i2 0.078 G.925 
RESIDUAL 393 007 13 30 :31 
DDDDDDDDD&~DDDDDDDDDiiDDDDDDDDDDDDDDIIDDiiiiDDDiiiiDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDTIDDDDDDDDDD 
) 
) 
> 
> 
> 
) 
Dress ENTER '-• or RETIIRN 
452 
IIODEL SVP1=CONSTm+BP+IIIND 
>EST 
Press ENTEi < -• ar RETURN 
DEP VAR SVPI 1: 16 !IULTIPLE R. • 9113 SliUARED IIUI.TIPLE R: • 780 
ADJUSTED SQUARED ftULTIPLE R: • 746 STANDARD ERROR Of ESTtftATE: 3.133 
VARIABLE CDEFFICIEHT STD ERROR STD C:JU TOLE."'IAIICE T P IZ TAIU 
CONSTANT 1609.209 207 027 0 000 • 7.m 0.000 
BP -1.384 0.205 -G.952 0 8529953 -6.759 0.000 
IIIND -G.l19 0.163 -G.276 0.8529953 -1.959 0.072 
ANALYSIS Of VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUR-OF-SQUARES DF ftEAN-SQUARE F-RATID P 
RE6;.ESSIDN 452.662 2 226.431 23.074 0.000 
RESIDUAL 127 575 13 9.813 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDiiDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
>IIODEL SYP2=CQNSTANT+BP+MIND 
>EST 
Press ENTER < -• ar RETURN 
DEP YAR. SYP2 II: 16 !IIILTIPLE ~: • 763 SDUARED !IIILTIPLE R: .583 
ADJUSTED SQUARED ftUl.TIPLE R: .519 STANDARD ERROR Of ESTiftATE: 5.578 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR STD COEF TOLERANCE T P12 TAILI 
CONSTANT 328.996 368.633 0.000 • 0.892 0.388 
BP -0.106 o.3a5 -1!.056 0.8529953 -o.290 o.m 
IIIND 1.107 0.290 0,740 0.8529953 3.817 0.002 
ANALYSIS Of 'iARIANCE 
SOURCE SUII-OF-SQUARES DF ftEAN-SDUARE F-RATIO P 
RE6RESSmN 565.269 2 282 634 9.084 0.003 
RESIDUAL 404.4Bl 13 31.114 • 
DDI!DDDDDDD!IDDDDD!IDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD!IDD!IDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
)IIODEL SVP4=CGNSTANT+BP+~IND 
>EST 
Press EIITER < -• ar RETURN 
DEP YAR: SVP4 N: 16 IIIA.TIPLE R: .195 SQUARED IIULTIPLE R: .038 
ADJUSTED SQUARED IIULTIPLE R: .000 STANDARD ERROR Of ESTiftATE: 5.426 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR Sll COEF Tlli.ERANCE T Pl2 TAILI 
CONSTANT -8.393 358.557 0.000 • -Q,023 0 982 
&i' 0.221 o.:ss 0.1&4 0.8529953 0.624 0.543 
liND -o.o24 o.282 -o.ozs o.as29953 -o.oas o.934 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUft-OF-SDUARES DF IIEAN-SOUARE F-RATIO P 
RE6RESSIDN 15.077 2 7.539 0.256 0.778 
RESIDU.U. 382 6N 13 29.436 
DDDDDDDDDD/JiiDDDDODDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDODDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDID 
) 
) 
> 
) 
) . 
Press EliTEi \-' or RETuRN 
; 
) 
) 
453 
IIODEL SVPI•CONSTANT +RH+BP 
>ESi 
Press ENTER < -· ar REiURN 
D£P VAR. SVPI •• 16 RILT!PLE R. • 902 SQUARED lfti.TIPLE il: .813 
ADlUSiEil SDUARED "ULTIPLE R: 785 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIIIATE: 2.886 
VARIABLE CDEFFIClffi 5TD ERROR STD CDEF TIILERANCE T P12 TAIU 
CONSTANT 2315,587 374 175 0.000 • 6,189 0.000 
RH 0 236 0,090 0.678 0.2137339 2.615 D.D21 
BP -2.104 0 377 -1 447 0.2137339 -5.583 0.000 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUII-OF-SOUARES DF P.EAN-SDUARE F-RATID P 
RE&RESSIDN 472 170 2 23a 085 28.347 0. 000 
RESIDUAL 10&.268 l3 8.328 
DDDDDDiJDDDDDDDDDDDDTIDDDDTIDDDDDDiJDDDT/iJDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDJDJDDDDDDDDDJDDDD/1/IDDDDDDI 
>RODEL SVP2=CDNSTANT +RH+BP 
>EST 
Preu ENTER '-• ar RETURN 
DEP YAR. SVP2 1: 16 IIIIL TIPLE R. .364 SDUARED IIILTIPl£ R; .132 
ADJUSTED SDUARED IULTIP!.E R; 000 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIIIATE: 8.046 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR STD COEF TOLERMCE T Pl2 TAILJ 
CONSTANT 1334.713 1043 217 0.000 • 1.279 0.223 
RH 0 12o 0.252 0 279 0.2137339 0.499 0.626 
8P -1.103 1.051 -o.5&7 0.2137339 -1.050 0.313 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SU"·OF-SDUARES DF, U-SDUARE F-RATID P 
REiiiESSIDN 128 162 2 64.081 0. 990 0.398 
RESIDUAL 841.588 13 64.738 .. 
DDDDDTIDJDDDDDDDDDDJJJJ/IiJDDDDDDDDDDDDDJiJD;]DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDIIDDDDDDDIDDDJDDDDDDDDDDDD 
>RUDEL SVP4=CONST ANT +RH+BP 
>EST 
Press ENTER < -• ar RETURN 
DEP VAR: SVP4 1: l6 RULTIPLE R 509 SDUARED IIIILTIPLE I; .259 
ADJUSTED SDUARED "ULTIPLE R: 145 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIIIATE: 4.763 
YARIHiiLE COEf:ICIENT STD Era!OR 5TD COEF TOLE!!ANCE T P12 TAIL! 
CDNSTAIIT -1093.938 617 523 0,000 -1.771 0.100 
RH -0.294 0.149 -1.017 0.2137339 -1.970 0.071 
BP 1.319 0 622 I 095 0.2137339 2.121 0.054 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE 51111-0F-SIIUARES DF IEAN-SDUARE F-RATIO P 
o:::I\ESSIDM t02.aD2 2 st.m 2 267 o.1u 
RES!DU~L 294 SBB 13 22.684 
DDE!iDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDiliJDDDtiJiiDDDDDDDDDDDiJDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDIIIDDIDDJDDDDIIDD 
) 
) 
} 
Press ENTER • - ar REillih 
) 
) 
) 
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liD DEL SYPI =tOHST AliT +RH+MIIID 
>EST 
Press EIITER < -• or R£TURN 
DEP YAR· SWI H: 16 IIUI.TIPLE R: .622 SDIIAREII lllTIPLE R: ,386 
ADJUSiED SQUARED IIULTIPLE R: , 292 STAIIDARD ERROR OF ESTIIIATE. 5.234 
VARIABLE CD&riCIEHT STD ERROR STD CDEF TIJLWIIC£ T P 12 TAIU 
CONSTANT 229 313 7.189 0.000 • 31.897 0,000 
RH -o.231 0.081 -o.661 0.8663064 -2.831 0.014 
IIIND -o.m o 210 -o.m 0.8663064 -o.6~4 o.m 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUII-DF-SilUARES DF I!EAN-SOUARE F-RATIO P 
RE6RESSIDII 224.262 2 111.131 4.093 0.042 
RESIDUAL 356.175 13 27.398 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
>IIODEl. SYP2=COHSTANT+RH+~IND 
lEST 
Press ENTER <-' or RETURN 
DEP YAR: SW2 I. 16 IIIR.TIPLE 1: • 263 SQUARED IIULTIPLE R: .SB2 
ADJUSTED SQUARED IIULTIPLE R: .517 STAIIDARD ERROR OF ESTIIIATE: 5.586 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR STD CDEF TOLERANCE T Pl2 TAIL! 
CONSTANT 220.669 7.672 0,000 • 28.764 0.000 
RH 0.019 0.087 0.042 0.8663064 0.219 0,830 
IIIND 1.162 0 288 0.777 0.8663064 4.033 0.001 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUII-DF-SUUARES DF 1\EAII-SOUARE F-RATIO P 
RE6RESSION 564.162 2 282.081 9.041 0.003 
RESIDUAL 405.588 13 31.199 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDliDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
>IIODEl. SVP4=CONSTANT+RH+WIND 
>EST 
Press EIITER < ·' or R£TURN 
DEP YAR: SW4 II: 16 lllll.TIPLE R: .129 SQUARED lllll.TIPLE 1: .017 
ADJUSTED SUUARED IIIR.TIPLE R: .000 STANDARD ERRGR OF ESTIIIATE: 5.485 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR STD CDEF TOLERANCE T PC2 TAIL! 
CONSTANT 217 570 7 534 0. 000 28 879 0.000 
RH ·0.027 0 085 -o.093 0.8663064 -G.l16 0.757 
HIND ·0.124 0 283 -G,I30 O.U63064 -G.438 0.668 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUII·OF·SilUARES DF IIEAN·SUUARE F·RATIO P 
RE6!i.E5SIDII 6.623 Z 3.311 0 110 0 897 
RESIDUAL 391 127 13 10.087 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDJDDDDDDDDiliiDDDiiDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD11DDDDDDDDDDD 
} 
• 
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